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PROCEEDINGS
OF

THE SOCIETY
OF

BIBLICAL ARCHEOLOGY.

TWELFTH SESSION, 1881-82.

First Meetirig, \st November, 1881.

SAMUEL BIRCH, D.C.L., LL.D., &c., President,

IN THE CHAIR.

-#0^#^

The following Presents were announced, and thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

—

From the Royal Society :—Proceedings. Vol. XXXII. Nos.

213, 214. 8vo. 1 88 1.

From the Royal Geographical Society :— Proceedings, and

Monthly Record of Geography. Vol. III. Nos. 7 to 10.

8vo. July to October, 1881.

From the Royal Geographical Society :—Journal. Vol. L. 8vo.

1880.

From the Royal Geographical Society :—General Index to the

fourth Ten Volumes of the Journal. [31 to 40.] 8vo. Lond.

1881.

From the Royal Geographical Society :—Classified Catalogue of

the Library of the Royal Geographical Society to Dec, 1870.

Svo. London. 187 1.

[No. xxvi,] I
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From the Geological Society :—Quarterly Journal. Vol. XXXVII.
Parts 2 and 3. Nos. 146, 147. May and August, 1881.

From the Royal Asiatic Society :—Journal. Vol. XIII. Parts 3

and 4. New Series. 8vo. London. July and October, 188

1

From the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland :

—

Journal. Vol. X. No. 3. Feb. 1881. Journal. Vol. I. 3

Parts. 1871-72. Vol. II. Nos. i and 2. 1872. Vol. VIII.

Part 2. No. 25. 1878.

Completing the Society's set of their Journal from the com-

mencement to the present date.

From the Royal Archaeological Institute of Great Britain and

Ireland :—The Archseological Journal. Vol. XXXVIII. Nos.

150 and 151. 8vo. London. 1881.

From the Palestine Exploration Fund : — The Quarterly State-

ment, July and October. (2 parts). 8vo. London. 1881.

From the American Oriental Society :—The Journal. Vol. XII.

Newhaven. 8vo. 1881.

Proceedings at Boston. May 18, 1881.

From Walter Morrison :—The Massorah, compiled from Manu-

scripts alphabetically and lexically arranged by Christian D.

Ginsburg, LL.D. Vol. I. Aleph-Yod. Folio. London. 1880

From Prof R. V. Lanzone :—Catalogo Generale dei Musei di

Antichita e degli Oggetti d'Arte raccolte nelle Gallerie e

Biblioteche del Regno. Serie prima. Piemonte. Vol. IV.

Regio Museo di Torino, ordinate e descritto da A. Fabretti,

F. Rossi, e R. V. Lanzone. Monete Consolari e Imperial i.

4to. Torino. 1881.

From the Author :—Dizionario di Mitologia Egezia, per Ridolf V.

Lanzone. Prima Dispensa con XLVII Tavole. Torino. 8vo.

1881.

From Wyatt Papworth :—Narrative of a Journey to the Site of

Babylon in 181 1. Memoir on the Ruins, Remarks on the

Topography of Ancient Babylon, Second Memoir on the Ruins

in reference to Major Rennell's Remarks, with a Narrative of a

Journey to Persepolis. By the late Claudius James Rich.

Edited by his widow. London. 8vo. 1839.

From Wyatt Papworth :—Observations connected with Astronomy

and Ancient History, Sacred and Profane, on the Ruins of Baby-

lon, as recently visited and described by Claudius James Rich.

By Rev. Thomas Maurice, A.M. London. 4to. 181 6.
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From the Author :—Etudes Egyptiennes. Tome I. 2^ fascicule.

Etude sur quelques peintures at sur quelques textes relatifs aux

feinerailles ; le conte d'Apopi et de Soknounri. Par G.

Maspero. 8vo. Paris. 1881. Reprinted from the Journal

Asiatique. 1880. ,

From the Author :—The Egypt of the Past. By Erasmus Wilson,

F.R.S. London. 8vo. 1881.

From the Author :—Une Nouvelle Inscription de Hammourabi,

Roi de Babylone (XVI siecle avant J. Ch.). Par J. Menant.

8vo. Paris. 1880. Extrait du Recueil de travaux relatifs a la

philologie et a I'archeologie Egyptiennes et Assyriennes. T. II,

p. 76.

From the Author :—La Bible et les Cylindres Chaldeens. Par

Joachim Menant. Paris. 8vo. 1880. Extrait des Comptes

Rendus de I'Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres.

1879-80.

From the Author :—Die Burgen und Schlosser Siidarabiens nach

dem Iklil des Hamadani. Von David Heinrich Midler.

Zweites Heft. 8vo. Wein, 1881.

Aus dem Jahrgange der Sitzungsberichte der phil.-hist. Classe

der Kais. Akademie der Wissenschaften (XCVII. Bd. III.

Heft S, 95 s), besonders abzedruckt.

From the Author :—La Croix Paienne et Chretienne ; traduction

faite sur la deuxieme edition. Par Mourant Brock, M.A.

Paris. 8vo. 1881.

From the Author :—The Unicorn ; a Mythological Investigation.

By Robert Brown, jun., F.S.A. London. 8vo. 1881.

From the Author :—Descriptive Account of the Incised Slate

Tablet and other Remains lately discovered at Towyn. By

J. Park Harrison, M.A. London. 4to. 1881.

From Joseph Offord :—Koptische Untersuchungen von Carl

Abel, Dr. Ph. Vol. I. Part 2. 8vo. Berlin, 1877.

From T. G. Rylands :—The Battle of the Standards. By John

Taylor. 8vo. London, 1864.

From the PubUshers :—Records of the Past. Vol. XII. Egyptian

Texts. 8vo. London, i88t.
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The following- has been purchased by the Council for the

Library of the Society :

—

Topography of Thebes, and General View of Egypt, &c. By I. G.

Wilkinson, Esq. 8vo. London, 1835.

The following were nominated for election at the next

meeting on December 6th :

—

Dr. Carl Bezold, 34, Brienner Strasse, Munich.

David Burnett, 107, Fortess Road, N.W.

Hon. Charles P. Daly, LLD., 84, Clinton Place, New York,

U.S.A.

Aquila Dodgson, Limehurst, Ashton-under-Lyne.

George Carruthers Finnis, 13, York Terrace, Regent's Park, N.^V.

Dr. Lucien Gautier, Professor of Theology, Lausanne, Switzerland.

Dr. Grant-Bey, The Sanatorium, Cairo.

Thomas Greer, M.P., F.R.G.S., Grove House, Park Road,

Regent's Park, N.W.

Dr. William Lotz, 22, Bahnhofsstrasse, Cassel.

Dr. Alexander Macalister, The University, Dublin.

Dr. Eberhard Nestle, Miinsingen, Wurtemburg.

Samuel Perkes, C.E., Larnaka, Cyprus.

Demetrius Pierides, Larnaka, Cyprus.

The Hon. George Shea, Chief Justice of the United States Marine

Courts, 205, West 46th Street, New York, U.S.A.

Rev. William Saumarez Smith, B.D., Principal's Lodge, St. Aidan's

College, Birkenhead.

Rev. Arnold Dawes Taylor, B.A., The Rectory, Churchstanton,

Honiton, Devon.

Frederic Cope Whitehouse, M.A., Founder's Court, E.C.

Rev. A. F. A. Woodford, M.A., 25.\, Norfolk Crescent, Hyde
Park, W.

To be added to the List of Subscribers :

—

The Department of Antiquities of the National Museum of

Hungary, Buda Pesth.

4
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Dr. Birch thought that the Society would like to hear the

discoveries at the Deir-el-Bahari, and that this most remarkable find

of mummies should engage its attention. The site of the Deir-el-

Bahari had been revealed by an Arab, and had no doubt been known

to the Arab explorers for many years. By a shaft about 4 feet square

and 25 feet deep, the explorers descended to a passage about 60 feet

long, which was found strewed with coffins and other remains.

These had been exhumed, and transported to the Museum of Boulaq,

where they are now deposited. The coffins and mummies of the

royal persons had been removed from other Theban sepulchres,

especially those at the Drah-Abou-el-Neggah, where some of those

found at the Deir-el-Bahari are known to have been originally de-

posited, as amongst them are the coffin and mummy of Taakan III,

described in the account of the robbery in the days of Rameses IX,

given in the Abbott Papyrus of the British Museum. The mummies
of the XVIIIth dynasty were those of Aahmes I, of the same line, the

monarch who drove the Shepherd Rulers out of Northern Egypt.

This mummy, it was observed, had been placed in the coffin of a

private person, and although it coincided with the description of the

times, and the name of Amasis was said to be written on the hands

and feet, it did not necessarily follow that it was the body of the

king. His wife, known as Aahmes-Nefert-ari, was apparently an

Ethiopian, and her mummy had also been found with those of

princes and princesses of the family of Aahmes. The coffin and

mummy of Amenophis I, successor of Aahmes, had also been found;

also those of Thothmes I and Thothmes II ; but that of Thothmes I

had been occupied byPinotem II, of the XXIst dynasty, and the

mummy of Thothmes had disappeared. Thothmes III, the great

Egyptian conqueror, who had advanced the frontier to Mesopotamia,

and even possibly to India, as shown by his elephant hunts, was also

found, but in so mutilated a condition that it is impossible to make

out either his features or stature, and his inscribed shroud had also

extracts of the Funereal Ritual, and not inscriptions of any historical

value. An inscribed board of the same period also had religious

inscriptions, and no historical ones were in the find. The body of

Amenophis I had probably reposed in a tomb of the Deir-el-Bahari,

but those of the Thothmes family had probably been originally in

sepulchres in the vicinity of the Deir-el-Bahari itself; and up to the

present moment the original sepulchres had not been discovered.

5
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Some other mummies and coffins of the XVIIIth dynasty occurred
;

but after Thothmes III none till the XlXth dynasty : the coffins and

mummies of two early kings, Seti I, whose tomb was in the Biban-el-

Melook, and whose coffin of alabaster is in the Soane Museum, also

the wooden coffin and mummy of Rameses II or Sesostris, whose

tomb and sarcophagus are in the Biban-el-Melook. The period of the

removal of these mummies was in the seventh year of some monarch,

probably Herhor, of the XXIst dynasty, and according to the hieratic

inscriptions, is stated to have been caused by the fear of a foreign

invasion : and the Assyrian conquest of Egypt by Assurbanihabla or

Esarhaddon naturally suggests itself. No mummies or coffins of the

XXth dynasty, but only some bones and other objects, were found

;

but of the XXIst dynasty, at which period and for whom this

mummy pit was made, several of the kings and princes were dis-

covered : Pinotem II, with satyrrial features like Voltaire ; in the

coffin of Thothmes III, with brown skin as if a mulatto or Ethiopian,

other members of the family of Pinotem III, the king Menkheperra

and his wife Hesiemkheb ; the queen Makara, with her deceased

infant daughter, and various other mummies of the period. No
mummies or coffins were discovered after this period.

The Rev. Henry George Tomkins read a communication

on the Campaign of Rameses II, in his fifth year, against

Kadesh on the Orontes.

For the homes of the various tribes allied together against the

king of Egypt, Mr. Tomkins expressed the opinion that it was

not necessary to seek far into Asia Minor, as had been proposed

by some writers ; they might he thought be found within narrower

limits. Their names as given on the inscriptions were mentioned,

with some identifications as to position and race.

The position of the fortified Kadesh was next considered. The

secofid i'>y\on of the Ramesseum (Ross. M. R. cix-cx, Leps. Dcnk.,

vol. iii, 164) gives the Orontes flowing from the left into a lake

which curves upwards,, and then turns to the right, where the

doubly-moated Kadesh stands on its island, with bridges above

and below, the /o7oer bridge />emg south, for the Kheta, shown there,

crossed ihQ soui/icr?i moat {as the narrative says) to attack the brigade

of Ra.

6
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Below the river a straight embanked canal runs right across the

picture. With these particulars agrees the tableau on the first pylon

of the Ramesseum (Denk. Ill, 157-160), where we have the

important addition of the point where the canal flows out of the

Orontes at its east side, north-easterly in direction. In both pictures

Kadesh must be at the north-east end of the long lake, which is at

least five times as long as the island where Kadesh stands, and

cannot represent a mill-pool 50 yards across with a Tell 400 yards

long. It must be the Lake of Homs (formerly Lake of Kadesh)
;

and in the sunken level about Saddeh, "behind Kadesh," and "to

the north-west," as the Egyptian narratives tell us, a large force

might lie unseen by Rameses as he advanced from the south along

the north-west side of the lake. This agrees with all the military

movements depicted in the two battle-pieces of the Ramesseum,

and in the colossal tableau of Abusimbel, which Mr. Tomkins

explained in detail with drawings, map, and diagram, showing how,

in his opinion, the ground north-west of Tell Neby Mendeh

(Lieut. Conder's Kadesh) would be fully in view of the Egyptian

army as they " crossed a ridge (as Lieut. Conder says), and

descended into the plains north-west of {his) Kadesh," the very place

where the great ambuscade would have been laid, and the move-

ments given would be quite inconsistent with this position. He
therefore adhered to his supposition (expressed to Lieut. Conder

before he left England) that " the fortified island with its double

moat and bridges formed a part of the great engineering works at

the northern end of the long lake, which included the great dyke

holding up the waters of the Orontes, by which the lake was

artificially formed."*

The route by which Rameses arrived at the place, with the cities

he passed, were mentioned, and finally the events of this short

campaign were traced. The various positions of the troops as

represented upon the great battle-piece at Abu-Simbel, which covers

an area of 57 feet in length and 25 feet in height, were pointed out

and described.

* Palestine Exploration Fund "Quarterly Statement," July, 1881. For

the use of the annexed sketch map of the Lake of Homs, explaining the identifica-

tion made by Lieut. Conder, we ar<i indebted to the kindness of Walter Besanl,

Esq., M.A., Secretary of the Palestine Exploration Fund.
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LAKE OF HOMS
Compass Sketch

9 I Ifm tin

O KoTeirifih

Seal* 4 $$tles to an Inch.

-i i t 1 t

The Rev. Wm. Wright agreed with the lecturer in limiting the

area of the district from which the allies of the Hittites came. He
had no doubt that the places mentioned would be found in the

vicinity of " the land of the Hittites " when the explorers had

thoroughly investigated that region.

He thought Mr. Tomkins had accurately traced the march of

Ramses II from " Khetam in the land of Zar," to Kadesh on the

Orontes, the chief town of the Khita. He had made excellent use

of the material on which he was obliged to work, and had only

failed to recognise "Tell Neby Mendeh" as the Kadesh of the

Khitar, through the ambiguous way in which the name Lake was

used in the Egyptian inscriptions. Lieut. Conder was correct in the

spelling of Tell Neby Mendeh, and he was right in confirming

])r. Thomson's identification of that i)lace with Kadesh {see "The
Land and the Book," p. no). Mr. Wright, after securing the casts

of the Hamath Inscriptions, returned with Consul Green in 1872 to

Tell Neby Mendeh, and found the name Keiesh well known.
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The place answered perfectly to the Kadesh of the inscriptions.

The lake at Tell Neby Mendeh is quite large enough to form an

important feature in an Oriental battle-field, and the water may then

have been raised much higher for strategic purposes. The propor-

tions between the water and the fortified town are fairly preserved in

the picture of the scene which illustrates the heroics of the Theban

poet. He had no doubt that in the poem of Pentaur two lakes were

referred to—the little Lake of Kadesh, around which the battle was

fought, and " the lake of the land of the Amorites," namely, the

Eahr el Hums, in the vicinity of which a part of the Egyptian army

must have been when the battle began. He pointed to Mr. Tomkins'

map drawn up on the hypothesis that the battle must have taken

place round the great Lake of Hums, to show that the hypothesis

was untenable. It was easy to overcome distance on a map, but

supposing the crossing place at each end of the lake to have been

eight or ten miles apart, the Khita chariots must have gone careering

round a circuit of forty or fifty miles or more during the battle.

Mr. Wright considered that Mr. Tomkins' map showed—in fact

proved—that the battle of Kadesh could not have been fought

around the great lake. Mr. Wright regretted that he had been

unable, through pressure of work, to supply Mr. Tomkins with facts

when he wrote to him, but he congratulated him on the use he had

made, without visiting the scene, of the slender evidence as to locality,

and also on the interest he had awakened in a very remote and

obscure incident.

Remarks were added by. Captain Cameron, Mr. T. Tyler, and

the President.

The following Communication has been received :

—

Queens College, Oxford,
Dear Mr. Rylands, Oct. 21st, 1881.

The Society may like to hear something about the newly-

discovered cuneiform inscription on the northern bank of the Dog

River, near Beyrut, an account of which has been sent to the

At/ienceum by Canon Tristram. The inscriptions have been un-

covered by the Danish Consul, who has also taken photographs and

squeezes of them. Through the kindness of Canon Tristram I have

been permitted to examine the photographs, and I can therefore

report something about their contents. The photographs, however,

represent only the longest of the inscriptions, which is in four

9
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columns, and only portions of that. Owing to the deplorable con-

dition the original seems to be in, and the loss of many characters

in the photographs from their being in the shade, it is impossible to

do more than make out a word here and there. I hope that when

the squeezes arrive we shall find them of greater assistance.

The photographs, however, are sufficiently clear upon one

im])ortant fact, the authorship of the inscription. The forms of the

characters are those in use in Babylonia in the time of Nebuchad-

nezzar, and as the general style of the inscription is that of

Nebuchadnezzar's texts, I had little hesitation in ascribing it to the

great Babylonian monarch. My conclusion was subsequently con-

firmed by my finding Nebuchadnezzar's name in the second column,

where it is written :

—

^ ^ H ^r ^ (>-^TH)
and is followed in the next line (as in the East India House Inscrip-

tion) by the titles 'jl ^T ^{^ III—..f
ru-da na-da, "exalted

prince." The first column seems to record the construction of

some public work, perhaps of the ancient aqueduct close to which

the inscription is found. I can make out the following words in it :

^ r^y^ ZZy >^I " the rising sun "
; g^ ^>- |^ usalnie, " I caused

to approach;" Jff^T |T][ ^ riesii, "the head";
f]f

i^\'\
>flf<y

"^IIT"^ 3^ ""Id^ agurri aczur-va, " the brickwork I put together,

and " ; ogurri, " brickwork," again in the next line, and HC^f ^
ahnu, "I made," in the line after; 'C^ ^^g^zf Hf- "copper";

<!'- ^5= si and <^y>- ^if). ^< sinati, "it" and "them" (fern.);

^ Jff<y H;y<| y>- lusialme ,• agurri again, followed by abnu and

aczur in the next line
; }] a^ -jCy ^] >TTfy ^ " as far as

Sippara." In the second column we have ^]^ !<« ^TVy t^ mamis

Urdu, " like waters they descended "
; but as the light fell badly on

this part of the jjhotograph I can make out little more.

I heard of the existence of cuneiform inscriptions on the northern

bank of the Nahr-el-Kelb last March from Dr. Hartmann, the

dragoman of the German Consulate, but unfortunately I had just

left Beyrut. As I stated in the Academy of May 21st, p. 373, I

learned from him that a cuneiform inscription had been discovered

there three or four years ago by the workmen employed in con-

structing an aqueduct. The stone containing the inscription was
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cut out of the rock, and carried off by the 'Amir of Sibna' or

Sebnaya before it could be seen by any Assyrian scholar ; and as

the 'Amir believes it possesses magical virtues, it is now kept

jealously concealed from the scrutiny of Europeans. Above the

place where this inscription was found, "another inscription con-

taining about ten cuneiform characters still exists," said Dr. Hart-

mann, " on the face of the cliff." It must be this which the Danish

Consul has now uncovered.

Yours very truly, A. H. Sayce.

The following Communication has been received from

Mr. Theo. G. Pinches :

—

Amongst the collection of the British Museum is a small tablet

obtained in 1876 from S. Ali Shan, of Constantinople. This

tablet, which is said to have been found in Cappadocia, is in a very

fair state of preservation, and is written in a rather rough and

peculiar style, approaching very nearly to archaic Babylonian. No
one, evidently, has ever tried to make out this text, most likely on

account of the roughness of the writing, and the strangeness of the

forms, and being only a contract-tablet, was thought unworthy of

any trouble bestowed upon it.

During my recent stay in Paris, I was enabled, by the kindness

of M. Babelon, to look over the collection of Assyrian and Babylonian

antiquities in the Bibliotheque Nationale, and to copy a small tablet

which attracted my attention by the peculiarity and neatness of its

writing.

On examining it more closely, however, I found that the writing,

though neat, was extremely difficult to read, and that, moreover, the

language seemed to be neither Assyrian nor Akkadian. The shape

of the tablet, which was about two inches and a half square, was

exactly that of the little tablet from Cappadocia, the characters were

in exactly the same style, though formed with a better instrument,

and between each line of writing was a ruled line, which, as in the

tablet in the British Museum, often cut off the top of one or more

characters. Moreover, the clay was of the same colour. Being

pressed for time, the copy of this interesting tablet which I made

was, unfortunately, only a rough one. If I had known that the text

was likely to be of any special value, I would have tried to spend

more time over the copy. The text proved, on examination, to be a

gift of silver to the sun-god.

II
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An examination of the British Museum tablet showed that this

also was written neither in Assyrian nor Akkadian. The number of

ideographs employed, however, enabled an Assyriologist to see very

easily that it was a contract-tablet, and, moreover, that the trans-

action was for twenty objects designated by the characters ]^ <T< Jy

The question very naturally was, what was a ^] <T< )\ ?

Now it happens that, among the collection sent by Mr. Rassam

from Kouyunjik in June last year, are two little report tablets,

addressed to a king of Assyria, concerning certain consignments of

Kusaa horses which the king was to receive, and amongst these

appeared a kind of horse called i:<]^ ][EJ <T< ]>*>*- (ansu* ku-tin-

MEs)—the same word as is found in the tablet from Cappadocia,

with the determinative prefix for a beast of burthen, and the plural

suffix. This connection gave at once the key to the nature of the

contract, and confirmed the information given on the label, stating

that the tablet came from Cappadocia. Before going farther,

however, it would be better perhaps to give a transcription and

translation of these two Assyrian tablets.

I. 80-7-19, 25.

1. Ana sarri belia To the king my lord

2. ardi-ka Nadinu. thy senmnt Nadinu.

3. Lu-salimu ana sarri May there be peace to the ki/ig

4. belia. Adannis, adannis 7>iy lord. Ever, ever

5. (ilu) Nabu (ilu) Maiduk may Nebo {a/id) Mcrodach

6. ana sarri belia to the king my lord

7. likrubu be propitious.

8. VIII murniskif 8 horses

9. Kusaa {fro7?t) the Kusaa

10. (nisu) abrakki {for) the attendant

11. nesati ekalli} of tlie women of tJie palace,

12. XII murniskif 12 horses

13. Kusaa {from) the Kusaa [the king,

14. (nisu) abrakki ummi sarri, {fo>) the attendant of the mother of

15. XI murniski Kusaa 11 horses {from) the Kusaa

16. XLix murniski {and) 49 horses

* The value of >->^ J
for >I^]^ is given on a fiaguKiit of a .syllaljary from

Babylon.

j- Jr^^J^ \^ ^Jiyy !««- so throughout the text.

+ *^ t^TTTY ^f»- belter perhaps " the woman-palace," that is "harem."

12
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17. sa bathalli which {arc) stallions.

18. napharis* lx[xx] murniski Altogether 60 (80) horses.

19. sa (nisu) tartanu From the Tartan

20. la gammaruni geldings

21. ultu Kusaa from the Kusda

22 murniski horses

23 bathalli stallions

24 murniski horses

\_Edge\ umu anniu etarbuni have gone down this day.

II. 80-7-19, 26.

1. Ana sarri belia To the king my lord

2. ardi-ka Nabu-sum-iddin thy servant Nabu-sum-iddin.

3. Lu-salimu ana sarri May there be peace to the king

4. belia. Adannis, adannis my lord. For ever., for ever

5. Nabu Marduk ana sarri may Nebo and Merodach to the king

6. belia likrubu. my lord the king be propitious.

7. XIII murniski f mat Kusaa 13 horses from the land ofthe Kiesda,

8. Ill murniski \ sipte 3 young horses

9. sa mat Kusaa from the la?id of the Kusda

10. napharis xvi murniski \ sa niri altogether 16 horses of theyoke.

11. XIV murniski I sa bathalli 14 horses which are stallions—
12. napharis xxx murniski f altogether 30 horses.

13. IX ANSUKU-TIN-MES 9 ku-tln

14. [napharis] xxxix al Karne \altogether'\ t^c) from the city Kami
15. [v] murniski I m&t Kusaa \e^'\ horsesfrom the land of the Kusda

16. [iv] siptu sa murniski :j: [4] young of horses

17. [mat] Kusaa \_from the land\ of the Kusda—
18. [napharis] ix sa niri \altogether\ 9 draught horses. %

19. XIV murniski if sa bathalli 14 horses which are stallions—
20. napharis xxiii murniski \ altogether 23 horses.

21. V ANsu-KU-TiN-MEs 5 ku-tin horscs—
22. napharis xxviii al Dana altogether 2% from the city Ddna.

23. XIX murniski I Kusaa i(^ horses of the Kusda

* ,;Ju-. This sign, with the meaning napJiaris, seems to be a short way of

writing >->-, which has that value in Assyrian.

J \^ y-^^ evidently short for Sr<]^ V ^^ff y>

§ Lit. "of the yoke."

13
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24. XXXVIII murniski * sa bathal 38 /io?-scs rvhicli {are) stallions—
25. napharis lvii al Kullania altogether '^l from the city Kidlania

26. XXV murniski* sa bathalli, vi ansu-ku-tin mes 25 horses,

which {arc) stallions, 6 kii-tin—
27. napharis xxxi al Arpadda altogether 31 from the city Arpad,

28. la gammaruni geldings.

29. XIII murniski* sa bathalli 13 horses ichich {arc) stallions,

30. X ANsu-KU-TiN-MEs \o ku-tin horscs—
31. napharis xxiii al Isana altogether i^from the city Isana.

32. \_Edge\ [Napharis XLVi] murniski* Kusaa,civ murniski* sa bathalli

Altogether 44 horses of the Kusaa, 104 which {are) stallions

33. [Napharis] cxLViii murniski, * xxx ansu-ku-tin-m£s—napharis

Altogether 148 horses 30 kutifi horses—altogether

CLXXViii etarbuni

178 have gone down.

We will consider the second tablet first. It will easily be seen

that it is a question of 178 horses, divided into three classes,

—

Kusaa-horses, horses of Bathal, or which are bathal (stallions ?), and

>:^^ ][E| <T< |>^.->-j- which are kept as a half-distinct class ; and these

animals were from the land of the Kusaa. and had been sent from

the cities Karne, Dana, Kullania, Arpadda, and Isana. What it is

now needful to find out is, where is the land of the Kusaa, and the

five cities mentioned in connection with it.

Now the city of Dana is given by Xenophon ("Anabasis," book i,

ch. 2) as the name of a town in Cappadocia, now bearing the name

of Kizhisar, and Arpadda is the well-known Arpad of the Bible.

Kullania and Isana are probably named in the order of their distance

from Assyria, so that the former is most likely some distance north

of Arpad, and the latter the nearest station on some ancient high-

road to Assyria, while Karne is likely enough a town in Cappadocia,t

westward of Dana. All these towns must therefore have been

halting-places for caravans, &c., journeying between Cappadocia,

or Armenia and Assyria. The situation of the Kusaa is not so

well fixed by these horse-tablets. We are told, however, that

Solomon, as well as the kings of the Hittites and Syria, were

supplied with horses and chariots from the land of Egyjit. \ These

* \^r—

-

t Mr. G. Berlin (to whcjm I am indeljlcd for many facts and suggestions) has

pointed out that lliis must be Corna, in Lycaonia.

X 1 Kings, X, 29.
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horses from Egypt might easily have come originally from Ethiopia,

and if so, the Kusaa must be identified with the people of Kush, the

Kusu of the Assyrian inscriptions, from which the word Kusaa would

be quite regularly formed by the change of the /^-ending into -da ;

but it is more likely that Kusaa is the name of the people of

Cappadocia itself

Now as to the internal evidence of the tablet from Cappadocia

itself, that also is confirmatory of this view. The tablet, as was

before remarked, is a contract for " 20 ku-iin—10 kutiii nama^ young
kutifi, and 10 kutin Kustia," which two last words we may translate

" horses (or mules ?) of Kusu." Lower down the words " 80 kutin "

occur, and it is worthy of notice that the smaller tablet (that first

translated above) mentions a number of horses which amount also to

80 (60 is the summation given by the Assyrian scribe, but this seems

to be a mistake). These horses, or mules, were sold, so the Cappa-

docian tablet tells us, for ^ of a mana and 5 shekels of silver.

If the conclusions that I have drawn from these tablets be

correct, we have the following facts : that there was a close connec-

tion between Cappadocia and Assyria about the 7th century, b.c,

that about the same time the cuneiform style of writing, borrowed

from the Babylonian in very early times, was in use, and we ought,

therefore, from our two texts, to get a very good idea of the Cappa-

docian language. Unfortunately, however, on the British Museum
tablet almost all the nouns are written ideographically, so that any

case-endings that may exist are not easily seen. In the case of the

Paris tablet, however, it is not so ; for almost all the words are written

phonetically, and I have been able to tabulate the following forms :

—

Paris Tablet.

i-ri-si-im

Pi-ni-su-ri-im (name ofawoman)

hap-pi-ni, hap-pu-hi-ni

i-hi-ni

ni-hi-in

a-hi-na

a-hi-ma-ba

a-hi-ma

a-har

A-sur-gal 1 r
*=. > names of women.

Dan-a-sir J

British Museum Tablet.

ma-ta-nim, 1. 6.

i-sa-u-mu, 1. 9

i-sa-a-ma, 1. 12

i-sa-ma[l], 1. 17

na-ma, 1. 3

perhaps verbal

forms.

[The only word common to

both tablets is ana, which seems

to be a preposition.]

IS
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Now it is clear, from the word irisiiii, and the name Pinisurim

(we may campare with these the Pihirim of Hilakki (CiHcia) of

W.A.I. I.); that we may infer the existence of a nominative case

ending in -itri, and other word-forms, both nominal and verbal,

ending in -in, Jii, -)ia, -inaba, -ma {-aiiia), -vial (-aiiial, -aiiia), and

-umu. It may be here remarked that if these endings are verbal,

we should expect a language allied to the Sumerian— the southern

dialect spoken in Babylonia in the earliest times.

It has been pointed out by Prof. Sayce (Transactions, VII, 261),

that what we know of Hittite art seems to be derived from Babylonia

and not from Assyria, and this is borne out by our new inscriptions,

which are written in a character distinctly Babylonian. The boss of

Tarkutimme also, forgery though the object, as we know it, must be,

has been copied from a genuine original, which is, most likely, in

existence somewhere, and the characters engraved thereon are

distinctly Babylonian in style, with only such a departure from the

original forms as we should expect to see in the inscriptions of a

people whose intercourse with Babylonia had become, most likely,

very limited. It is therefore not impossible that the cuneiform

inscription round the edge is really a translation of the Hittite

characters in the middle. It must here be noted, however, that the

language of the cuneiform and of the hieroglyphs are not necessarily

the same.

Transcription of the Tablet from Cappadocia.

1. XX ku-tin-a a-bar-ni-e,

2. *^-^ si-a : X ku-tin-a

3. na-ma, ku-tin >-y^ si-a;

4. X Ku-su-a, ki-hi-e >-y^ si-a

5. sa-lu-bu-us sa-ru-us (?)

6. si-hi ku-tin-a ma-ta-nim

7. *^j^ si-a * sa-el-u-gar

8. ma-lal ' ku-tin-a a-na

9. el-u-gar i-sa-u-mu

10. mir-tam Lxxx ku-tin-a

11. >^^ si-a a-na

12. el-u-gar i-sa-a-ma

13. a-na za-al(?)-ba

14. u-sa-rum lu-rum sa-el-u-ma

15. ^ ma-na, v tu ta

16. ik(?)-ut a-na el-u-gar

17. i-sa-mal

I. It is possible that the signs JU <T< were not pronouced kuiin

in Capi)adocian, or even in Assyrian or Akkadian, and the reading

16
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must therefore be regarded as doubtful. In a list published in

W.A.I. II, pi. 44, 1. 7, >i<]^ JU <f< y>^>^ comes after the word

" camels."

2. The transcription of xT'^^T-^ by >-y^ is implied by the late

Babylonian form >f-J<^][, and by the fact that the latter of the

Assyrian tablets above translated mentions the word s/p^u (line 8, &c.),

one of the values of .^y^ {see W.A.I. II, 12, 7, &c.) in connection

with horses. The transcription of '^yy si for the next character is

implied by the following vowel (for J^ /iaj> we should expect the

consonant to be doubled, as in hap-pi-7ii). "^^yy y][
sia means most

likely (if it be a loan-word) "horned."

6. The first character would perhaps be better transcribed by

J^ hab.

7. The reading el-u-gar is doubtful. It is possible that the first

of these three characters is not "i^yyy d at all.

16. The first character here may be a form of ^][^, and not
>f<y'^,

in which case it would form, with the next, the word
^]^| ^^ " silver.'

The Paris tablet, however, has a similar sign, not followed by

^y, in the line
f ];HT^<II <T Mf I^IA " o^^ mana 11 shekels

of silver "
(?).

The character T^ ma is of the form commonly used in the

more ancient Babylonian texts ('"[^f),
with the uppermost horizontal

wedge placed inside. In line 6 it has wedges in both positions,

evidently a mistake of the scribe.

I bring these two inscriptions before your notice merely as

objects of interest. Whether they be of real value or not I

leave for others to determine. Though they may not be them-

selves the key to the Hittite language, yet they may serve to

throw such light upon it as may enable us with greater ease to

determine what it really is, and so put us upon the road to the

solving of the question.

n
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Transcription into Assyrian Characters

OF THE

Tablet from Cappadocia, now in the British Museum.

3. ^] tf m <L< -14 "^11 n

4. <iu>-^rrrHigf4-i?-T4'^ryr]f

6. '^rr 4 m <l< t? ^r j^rrr en
7- -T4 '^TT t;^

' ^n tr-irr < ^

10. irrr^ ^y ^^^^ igf <l< y?

12. tr^rrr <^i^t^n r? ^r

14. ^m- *irT - 1^ ^ •^n tr-rn < ^r

16. ^y<r^(?) ^y y][ ^i ir^yyy <^
17. ^^ ^^yy ^y

1.-S
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Queens College, Oxford,
My dear Mr. RyLANDS, October 2qt/i, 1881.

Mr. Pinches is to be congratulated on the important discovery he

has made. But I do not like to speculate myself on the meaning of

the words contained in the tablet he has published, until I have seen

the Paris tablet which, he tells us, contains a larger number of pho-

netically written words. I can, however, add a third cuneiform

inscription from Kappadokia to the two found by him. When I

was in Smyrna last spring I saw a small gryphon's head, carved out

of red stone, and in a peculiar style of art, which had come from

Kappadokia. On this was the following inscription in what may be
termed the Asianic form of cuneiform writing :

—

You will notice the arrow-headed shape of the characters. I

have not mentioned this inscription before, as I do not know where

it begins, though I suspect that it is to be read in a circular fashion,

YY^, cu, being the first character, and y>- the last.

I do not understand what Mr. Pinches means by saying that "the

boss of Tarkuhimme " must be a forgery " as we know it," since all

we know are the casts made by Mr. Ready and M. Lenormant,

neither of which can be stigmatised as a forgery. The original is

now probably in Russia, like a large part of the rest of M. Jovanoff's

collection. Mr. Whittall, the best living authority on such a subject,

told me that I "might rest assured of its genuineness, since no

oriental forger either could or would make an object of the kind."

But the matter is settled by the palaeographical evidence. By the

way, I cannot agree with Mr. Pinches' ingenious reading Tar-ku-u-

tun-me.

In my Appendix on the Trojan Inscriptions in Dr. Schliemann's

Ilios^ I pointed out that the inscription copied by Hamilton at Eyuk

is in the Kappadokian alphabet and dialect. Mr. W. M. Ramsay

last summer copied a second inscription in the same alphabet at

19
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Eyuk, A part of the latter, which consists of two hnes on two faces

of a stone, had already been seen and copied by Mordtmann ; but the

second face of the stone, and consequently the characters upon it,

were concealed by the wall of a house at the time of his visit. The

two lines I would read as follows, the inscription probably running

from right to left :

—

1. AFSONP(?) R(?)ETSES
2. eN (?) AFE- TUG (?)AKSOS

As in Hamilton's inscription the final O of the second line will

mark the genitive case, Sesterpnos in the first line being probably the

name of a man in the nominative.

Yours very truly,

A. H. Sayce.

Dear Mr. RylaNDS, ^ih October, 1881.

The importance of the discovery of Mr. Pinches cannot, I think,

be overrated, for we have now a new language written with a sylla-

bary borrowed from the early Babylonians. Who were the people

speaking this new tongue ? and what tongue did they speak ?

The evidence brought forward by Mr. Pinches proves that they

inhabited Cappadocia, that is, they were the Muski of the Assyrian

Inscriptions. Sir H. Rawlinson has proved that these were identical

with the Moski of the Bible, which Josephus positively places in Cap-

padocia. It may be noticed that though Egypt w^as especially known

in Syria for its breed of horses (Deut. xvii, 16), Cappadocia had also

a reputation for the excellence of its horses and "mules," which

were imported for the Syrian kings (Ezek. xxvii, 14). We know also,

from Xenophon, that horses formed a portion of the tribute paid by

the Cappadocians to the Persian kings. I should therefore be in-

clined to accept for Kutin the proposed translation " mules."

Through the kindness of Mr. Pinches, I have been able to

examine his copies of both the Cappadocian tablets, and, from a

careful survey of the various forms of the words, I am satisfied that

the writing is a dialect allied to the Aryan or Indo-European tongues,

and especially to Armenian. I may here mention that Sir H.

Rawlinson declared some years ago that the inner populations of

20
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Asia Minor, or Cappadocia, were Aryan, and that the names of

the Moschian kings could be explained by the Aryan or Semitic

dialects (Herod, i, 678). The two tablets are certainly non-Semitic.

It is also important to notice that the Cappadocians were called

" Gomer " by the Armenians, and that Gomar, Moshek, and

Togarmah are placed in the Biblical genealogies (Gen. x, 2-3) with

Madai (Medes) among the sons of Japhet.

Yours faithfully,

G. Bertin.

The next meeting of the Society will be held at 9, Conduit

Street, Hanover Square, W., on Tuesday, December 6th, at

8 p.m., when the following papers will be read :

—

I. By Theo. G. Pinches :
—" Remarks on the Cappadocian

Tablet," preserved in the Bibliotheque Nationale, and that in the

British Museum. Casts of the Tablets will be exhibited.

II. By Professor John Campbell, of Montreal :
—" The Key

to the Hittite Inscriptions."

III. By Theo. G. Pinches :—-"Observations upon the Calendars

of the Ancient Babylonians."

2t
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Fund for Alteration and Extension of the Society's

Library.

In consequence of the removal of the Offices of the Society to

No. II, Hart Street, Bloomsbury, W.C., a special fund has been

formed for the alteration and extension of the Society's Library.

The following subscriptions have already been received by the

Secretary. Further amounts subscribed will be duly acknowledged

in the Proceedings :

—
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THE FOLLOWING BOOKS ARE REQUIRED FOR THE
LIBRARY OF THE SOCIETY.

BoTTA, Monumens de Ninive. 1847— 1850.

Place, Ninive et I'Assyrie, 1866— 1869. 3 vols., folio.

Fergusson, Palaces of Nineveh and Persepolis. i vol., 8vo., 185 1.

BoNOMi, Nineveh and its Palaces, i vol., 8vo., 1853.

Brugsch-Bey, Grammaire De^motique. i vol., folio.

Geographische Inschriften Altaegyptische Denkmaeler.

Vols. I—III (Brugsch). Vol. IV, in 2 parts (Diimichen).

DiJMiCHEN, Historische Inschriften, &c., ist series, 1867.

2nd series, 1869.

Altaegyptische Kalender Inschriften, 1866.

Tempel Inschriften, 1862. 2 vols., folio.

GoLENiscHEFF, Die Metternichstele. Folio, 1877,

Lane, Manners and Customs of Modern Egyptians. 2 vols., 8vo.

LEPStus, Nubian Grammar, &c., 1880.

Konigsbuch dcr Alten Aegypter. 4to., 1858.

De Rouge, fitudes Egyptologiques. 13 vols., complete to 1880,

Wright, Arabic Grammar.

Arabic Chrestomathy. i vol., texts, and complete glossary.

Delitzsch, Assyrische Studien. Heft I, 1874.

Schroeder, Die Phonizische Sprache.

Haupt, Die Sumerischen Familiengesetze.

Schrader, Die Keilinschriften und das Alte Testament, 1872.

Die Assyrische-fjabylonischen Keilinschriften, 1872.

Rawlinson, Canon, Five Great Monarchies. 3 vols.

6th and 7 th do.

Osburn, The Monumental History of Egypt. 2 vols., 8vo.

The Antiquities of Egypt. 8vo., 1841.

Robinson, Biblical Researches. 8vo., 1841— 1852.

Pierret, Dictionnaire d'ArcheoIogie ^gyptienne. 8vo. Paris, 1875.

Burkhardt, Eastern Travels.

Wilkinson, Materia Hieroglyphica. Malta, 1824-30. {Text only.)

HARRISO^| AND SONS, PRINTERS IN OKDINARV TO HER MAJESTY, ST. MARTIN's LANE.
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Uhc JBronse ©tnaments ot tbe

Hbalace (3ates from JSalawat
[Shalmaneser II, B.C. 859-825.]

EDITED, WITH AN INTRODUCTION, UY

SAMUEL BIRCH, Esq., D.C.L., LL.D., F.S.A., &c.

Parts I, II, and III have now been issued to Subscribers, with some

portion of the letterpress description by Mr. Theo. G. Pinches.

In accordance with the terms of the original prospectus, the price for

each part is now raised to ;j^i 10^.

Xlejts in tbe Babylonian
Mebo^ * wdtincj.

Being a series of carefully autographed plates, copied from tablets

written in the Babylonian character only; compiled by Theo. G. Pinches,

of the Department of Oriental Antiquities, British Museum.

The design of the Author is to furnish students with the means of

making themselves acquainted with the Babylonian style of writing, and to

this end the texts, which will be of high value and interest, will be

accompanied by as complete a syllabary of the Babylonian characters

as can now be made, arranged in a convenient form for reference.

It is proposed to issue the work in two parts :—Part I is now in

preparation, and will be ready for issue towards the end of the present

year. The price will be about 4s. for each part.
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PROCEEDINGS
OF

THE SOCIETY
OF

BIBLICAL ARCHAEOLOGY.

TWELFTH SESSION, 1881-82.

Second Meetifig, 6th December, 1881.

SAMUEL BIRCH, D.C.L., LL.D., &c., President,

IN THE CHAIR.

The following Presents were announced, and thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

—

From the Royal Geographical Society :—Proceedings, and

Monthly Record of Geography. Vol. III. No. 11. 8vo-

November, 1881.

From the Geological Society :—Quarterly Journal. Vol. XXXVII.

Part 4. No. 148. 8vo. London, 1881.

From the Philosophical Society of Glasgow :— Proceedings.

Vol. XIII. No. I. 8vo. Glasgow, 1881.

From the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland :

—

Journal. Vol. X. No. 4. 8vo. London. May, 1881.

From the Academic des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres :—Corpus

Inscriptionum Semiticarum. Pars Prima, Inscriptiones

Phcenicias continens. Tomus I, fasciculus primus. Parisiis.

4to. 1881.

Ditto, ditto, Tabulae, fasciculus primus (Tab. i-xiv). Parisiis.

4to. 1 88 1.
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From Sir Charles Nicholson, Bart., &c., &c., Vice-President :

—

Athanasii Kircheri e Soc. Jesu, (Edipus ^gyptiacus, hoc est

Vniuersalis Hieroglyphicse Veterum Doctrinse temporum iniuria

abolitse instauratio. 3 vols. Folio. Romae, 1652.

From Arthur Gates, Hon. Sec.

:

—Bibliotheca Orientalis. By Karl

Friederici. 8vo. Leipzig. 1879 and 1880. 2 parts.

From Robert Bagster :—Records of the Past. 1 2 Volumes, bound

in six. London. 8vo. 1875-81.

Babylone et la Chaldee. Par Joachim Menant. Paris. 8vo.

1875-

Classification des Caracteres Cuneiformes, Babyloniens et

Ninivites. Par Ed. de Chossat. 4to. Paris.

Assyrische Lesestiicke nach den originalen theils revidirt

theils zum ersten male herausgegeben, &c. Von Dr. Friedrich

Delitzsch. Leipzig. Folio. 1876.

Me'moire sur quelques Papyrus du Louvre. Par G. Maspero.

Paris. 4to. 1875.

Index Alphabetique de tous les mots contenus dans le Livre

des Morts, &c. Par J. Lieblein. Paris. 8vo. 1875.

L'Exode et les Monuments Egyptiens, Discours prononce

h. I'occasion du Congres International d'Orientalistes a Londres.

Par Henri Brugsch-Bey. Leipzig. 8vo. 1875.

A series of 15 Folio Plates of the Black Obelisk of Shal-

maneser II {c. 823 B.C.). See Records of the Past, Vol. V, p. 27.

From the Author :—Language, and Theories of its Origin. By

Robert Brown, F.S.A. London. 8vo. 1881.

Reprinted from the Journal of Transactions of the Victoria

Institute.

From the Author:—Glimpses into the Past By Henry Phillips,

jun., A.M., Ph.D. Philadelphia. 8vo. 1881.

The following have been purchased by the Council for

the Library of the Society :

—

The New Testament, translated out of the Greek : being the

Version set forth, A.D. 161 1, compared with the most ancient

authorities, and revised 1881. Cambridge. 8vo. 1881.

The Chaldean Account of Genesis, translated by George Smith.

New Edition, revised, &c., by A. H. Sayce. London 8vo.

1880.
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The following were nominated for election at the next

meeting, January loth :

—

Lady Belcher, 26, Cumberland Terrace, Regent's Park, N.W.

Francis Llewelyn Griffith, Queen's College, Oxford,

Alfred Lionel Lewis, 35, Colebrooke Row, N.

Rev. A. H. Delme' Radcliffe, M.A., Holwell Rectory, near

Hitchin, Herts.

Rev. Marlow Osmond Stevens, M.A., Anlaby, Weston-super-Mare.

WhitCAvright Stuart, Turin.

The following were elected Members of the Society, having

been nominated on November ist:

—

Dr. Carl Bezold, 34, Brienner Strasse, Munich.

David Burnett, 107, Fortess Road, N.W.

Hon. Charles P. Daly, LL.D., 84, Clinton Place, New York,

U.S.A.

Aquila Dodgson, Limehurst, Ashton-under-Lyne.

George Carruthers Finnis, 13, York Terrace, Regent's Park, N.W.

Dr. Lucien Gautier, Professor of Theology, Lausanne, Switzerland.

Dr. Grant-Bey, The Sanatorium, Cairo.

Thomas Greer, M.P., F.R.G.S., Grove House, Park Road,

Regent's Park, N.W.

Dr. William Lotz, 22, Bahnhofsstrasse, Cassel.

Dr. Alexander Macalister, The University, Dublin.

Samuel Perkes, C.E., Larnaka, Cyprus.

Demetrius Pierides, Larnaka, Cyprus.

The Hon. George Shea, Chief Justice of the United States Marine

Courts, 205, West 46th Street, New York, U.S.A.

Rev. William Saumarez Smith, B.D., Principal's Lodge, St. Aidan's

College, Birkenhead.

Rev. Arnold Dawes Taylor, B.A., The Rectory, Churchstanton,

Honiton, Devon.

Frederic Cope Whitehouse, M.A., Founder's Court, E.G.

Rev. A. F. A. Woodford, M.A., 25A, Norfolk Crescent, Hyde

Park, W.
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Theo. G. Pinches read the following remarks upon the

Cappadocian Tablet, preserved in the Bibliotheque Nationale,

and that in the British Museum. Casts of the Tablet were

exhibited.

I now give a copy, with transcription into the Assyrian character,

of the tablet in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, supposed to have

come from Cappadocia. The casts of this tablet now exhibited, are

due to the kindness of M. Pognon, Cojisnl Suppleant de France at

Tripoli, and from these I have corrected the copy of the tablet which

I made at Paris. The annexed transcription into the Roman cha-

racter will enable the members of the Society to see what the words

are like, and in what connection they occur.

The subject of the tablet seems to be, as before remarked, a gift

of silver to the Sun-god, whose name occurs in the ist and 4th Hues,

and with which gift an officer called ^^ t= {.Tab), (lines 2, 17, 22

and 24) seems to have something to do. In line 1 6 occurs the name of

another officer, expressed by the characters ^^ >ClIIT ^ >ff ^T (?)

Z>ub-bi-ni-su i^), and afterwards come the names of three women,

named Pinisurim, Asurgal, and Danasir.

The number of Akkadian words in this tablet is very small, being

evidently only ^^ ^J "the Sun-god;" ^J »-r| 7na7ta, "a maneh;"

and TTT^y " a shekel
;
" to which may be added the determinative

prefixes .->f- "god ;" ^^ " man;" and -^ " woman." Though the

language of the tablet is evidently not Assyrian, yet it has the three

endings -u, -i or -im, and -a or -am, in the words nsu, atji ; kiigi^

happifii, irisim, rikzlm ; i/iga, lal-a bat-a, and rikzaf/i. The two

tablets have much in common, besides the likeness of the form and

colour, and the shape of the characters, and, notwithstanding the

three endings which correspond svith the endings of Assyrian nouns,

do not yield any known words excei)t the ideographs, and the word

ana, which would be, in Assyrian, the preposition " to."

Judging from the names of towns which have comedown to us,

the commonest word-endings seem to be a and c, which should

therefore represent the nominative case of feminine or neuter nouns.

To enable a fair comparison to be made, I give here a list of names
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of the principal towns and districts in the south of Asia Minor,

extending south eastwards into Syria* :—

(Alu) Arpadda (Arpad).

(Alu) Arzuhina.

(Matu) Aa.

(A!u) Gargamis (Karkemish).

(Alii) Dimaska (Damascus).

(Alu) Dana (Dana).

(Alu) Hatarakka, Hatarikka.

(Alu) Hindana.

(Matu) Hilakku (Cilicia).

(Matu) laena.

(Alu) Kulnia,t Kullania, Kulni.

(Matu) Kusu, Kusua (Cappa-

docian Tablet).

(Alu) Mannusuate, Mansuate,

Mansuatam.

(Matu) Musku (Meshech).

(Alu) Mazamua.

(Matu) Melidi (Melitene).

(Alu) Suhu.

(Alu) Sam'alla.

(Alu) Samarina.

(Alu) Simirri, Simirra.

(Alu) Subutam.

(Alu) Ku'e.

(Alu) Karne.

(Alu) Sibartu.

The question of the situation of the land of the Kusaa, as well as

that of the form of the name when used to denote the country itself,

seems to be set at rest by one of the tablets from which the above list

of names of towns is taken. This tablet, which is the first published

on plate 53 of the work above referred to, contains, in the second

column of the obverse, the names of the cities and countries in the

neighbourhood of the Taurus range of mountains, and includes (1. 13)

the land of the Kusu (V JhI ^ITT^ '%^IT)- ^^ ^^ evident, therefore,

from the connection in which it occurs, that we are to understand

by this Cappadocia, and not Ethiopia. This identification sheds at

once a new light on two important passages in the Book of Genesis,

the first of which is in chapter ii, v. 3, where the river Gihon, which

" encompasseth the whole land of Gush," is mentioned; and the other

in chapter x, v. 8, where is recorded the fact that Gush begat

Nimrod. Now, in both these passages it has been supposed by

* IMost of these names are taken from the third volume of the Cuneifomi

Inscriptions of Western Asia, pi. 53. Those which are not taken from that

source, have appeared already in the foregoing number of the Proceedings of the

Society. The prefix aM signifies " town " or "city "
; t/nUu, " country."

t Wrongly given in the Inscriptions as >f<y-^
-ni-a and >^ -m-n.
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some scholars that the land of Cush here mentioned is the same as

Ethiopia ; but it seems to be much better to identify it in both cases

with Cappadocia. The question of the position of Paradise is also

connected with these identifications,* on account of the removal of

the river Gihon up thither.

Another most interesting matter is the double name system thus

brought to light : the Musri of the Black Obelisk (a tribe to the north

of Assyria), and the Musri in Egypt, the Cush Cappadocia and the

Cush Ethiopia, the Makan and Meluhha in Babylonia, and the dis-

tricts of the same name in Egypt, all pointing to a connection in the

minds of the people of the ancient world, and opening out interest-

ing ethnographical connections.

The question of the original home of the Akkadians is also

affected thereby. Cappadocia has always been regarded as a country

celebrated for its horses, and it is worthy of notice that the

Akkadians nearly always call the horse by the name ^T^ V ^^ITj

generally translated "animal of the east," f but a more natural

translation would be " animal of the country "
; and as it seems that

the country north of Assyria was also called Akkad, as well as the

northern part of Babylonia, the neighbourhood of Cappadocia as the

home of the Akkadian race may be regarded as a very possible

explanation, and the fact of the cuneiform characters being in use

there would therefore be no mystery.

* The most likely position of Paradise is the region of the Persian Gulf ("the

remote place at the mouths of the rivers ").

t This rendering would require the insertion of another character to make it

tenable (j^^Jff\^^-yr).

Note.—A comparison of the text of W.A.I , IV, pi. 2, 1. 10 & 11,

shows that it is necessary to read, instead of the characters at the

beginning of the line which are marked as doubtful, the word

Jr^]^ "^ ^^yy " horses," showing that the Assyrian word is rather

sisii, than murnisku. Read therefore sisu instead of murnisku in the

last number of the Proceedings, wherever the latter word occurs.
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Transcription into the Assyrian Character
OR

The Tablet in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris.

3. D -> ^ M^^Vy At] --r

5. (erasion)
f ^f v^f <y m^| ^y<y,-

6. ^rr<r ^h^ ];r >^ ^^^ i nin^r

<

8. ^rT<r -H-^ -rr^ 44f

2. >^(?) ^y^.yy<y ^yj^yyyy^^y(?)

4- If -^T r][ -7 - 1^

5. r?j?f TU?) :^(?)

6. mi (?)^^5^mr:^j?f .IK?)

7. ^^ ^ ^r- j.^ 4 j^ y]^ 4 -,ty(?)

8. t^ -> j?f ^r -rr<T a^

20. ^ -«^ j^>^

22. ^:?^ ^ y- <y>^ jyy

23- 1- ^m r? -<^

24. t:^ ^ ]} ^v ^rr ^rn
25- ^T-

* Or -.i=|.
t Or y-.
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Transcription of the Tablet in the Bibliothkque

Nationale, Paris.

1. A-har >->|- -^y a-na

2. i-ri-si-im ^^^ tab ma-nu pi-

am (?)

3. hap-pi-ni su-ni a-hi-ma-ba

4. dub-ma* a-har >->^ -^y -ma

5 I ma-na XI tu ik

6. ri-ik-za-am li-su a-tu-u

7. ku-u-gi i-li-ga

8. ri-ik-zi-im

9. na-ah (?) ri-ik-za-am

10. ma-nu ris-sa-su lal-af bat-a

11. a-hi-na-ma mis

12. sa(?)-ma i-ri-su dub-ba* (?)

13. ta-hi-en-?

14. a-na a-pi(?)-tim

15. a-ni a(?)-bi(?)

16. ki (?) ^^ dub-bi-ni-su (?)

17- t^tru tat) gal i-hi-ni a-hi-ba(?')

18. -^ Pi-ni-su-ri-im

19. sa a-sur hap-pu-hi-ni

20. ni-hi-in

21. -jV A-sur-gal

22. ^^ tab lal di-ib

23. -^ Dan-a-sir

24. ^^^ tab a-sur is-ta-

25- gal

The doubtful characters at the ends of lines being on the edge

of the tablet, are therefore very indistinct on the casts.

Remarks were added by G. Bertin, Theo. G. Pinches, and the

President.

A Communication, entitled Observations upon Calendars

of the Ancient Babylonians, now in the British Museum, was

read by Theo. G. Pinches :

—

There are in the British Museum several texts of great interest for

the light they throw upon the religion, superstition, &c., of the ancient

Assyrians and Babylonians. These texts comprise what have been

called Hemerologies (of which several fragments exist, together with

one almost complete), and calendars. Of the latter we have two in the

National Collection, each of a different character. The more complete

of the two, of which two copies exist, is extremely difficult to translate,

but what is certain is often of a most interesting character. Most of

the directions are very commonplace, such as "In the month Nisan,

the ist day is wholly lucky," or "the 4th, half the day is lucky," or

"the nth, a day of joy of heart" (fwii hud libbi). Some of the

directions, however, are very curious, as those for the 5th and 6th of

lyyar. That for the 5th is, " If one take not a wife, one grows old,"

and that for the 6th, " take a wife and grow old." On the 9th of

lyyar there is the information that " If one eat fish, one takes evil,"

and the 20th is an excellent day for killing a snake. It is worthy of

* Or, perhaps, imt-ma. \ Or, ute-a.
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remark that the 20th of certain months is given as the time when

there will be an eclipse of the sun, and the months so designated in

the calendar are Sivan, Tisri, and Cislev. An eclipse of the moon is

predicted for the month Tammuz. The other tablet, which contains

only the first four months, namely, Nisan, lyyar, Sivan, and Tammuz,

differs entirely with regard to the omens, and devotes a long para-

graph to the first day of each month. Unfortunately, the mutilation

of the text makes it impossible to give at present any idea of the

more remarkable omens, but much more will be visible after the

tablet is cleaned. It is noteworthy that there is no mention in these

two tablets* of a regular sabbath, it only being here and there

directed that " one should not pay money," or that " one should not

ride in a chariot," or " in a ship," on certain days—recommendations

made, not on account of the sacredness of the day, but only because

it was considered unlucky to do these things.

Remarks were added by Rev. Basil Cooper, G. Bertin, Theo.

G. Pinches, and the President.

Note.—As, in the discussion, doubt was expressed as to the

correctness of the translation of the words which state that an eclipse

of the sun is predicted for the 20th of the months Sivan, Tisri, and

Kislev, the following explanation of the words is offered :—The words

used in each case are
>->f- ^^f 'iJB^I

"^"^ ^] an-ta-lu {ihi) Samsi.

"eclipse (lit. heaven-darkness) of the Sun." The correctness of the

meaning of the word antahi-, as above, is assured by the characters

used to express an eclipse of the moon (the prediction for the 15th

of Tammuz), where, for the word >->|- ^*"^ an-gi, lit. heaven-night=
" heaven-darkness," the variant ^A- ^^j *tfFy au-ta-lu, occurs.

A squeeze of the Inscription from Jerebis, recently arrived

at the British Museum, was exhibited by the Secretary.

A paper by Professor John Campbell, entitled a Key to

the Hittite Inscriptions, was read by the Secretary.

Remarks were added by Rev. Dunbar J. Heath.

* The setting aside of every seventh clay in the month is implied, however, i

the Hemerologies.
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The following Communication has been received from

Professor Sayce :
—

Queens College, Oxford,
Dear Mr. Rylands, Nov. \^th, 1S81.

Canon Tristram has forwarded to me the squeeze of Nebuchad-

nezzar's inscription on the northern bank of the Nahr-el-Kelb, to

which we were looking forward, and I am sorry to say it has proved

a disappointment. The inscription has been more injured than I

supposed at first was the case ; in fact, the first column only has

been at all fairly preserved. Moreover, the squeeze was taken under

great difficulties, without proper apparatus, and with the spray of the

mill-stream constantly wetting the paper. The result is that the

squeeze has added very little to the knowledge of the inscription

derived from the photographs. I learn from Dr. Hartmann that

there are four other inscriptions besides the long one in four columns.

One of these has been protected from the weather by an overhanging

piece of rock, and the characters upon it have consequently been

well preserved.

Here is the inscription, so far as I can make it out from a com-

parison of the photographs and the squeeze. I think it wise to

refrain from conjectural restorations.

Column I. The beginnina: is lost. Then we have :

—

I
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at the Nahr-el-Kelb being the public work, the construction of

which is described by Nebuchadnezzar. From line 24 it would

appear to have been in the neighbourhood of Sippara. The word

before //<://, " I cut down," in line 12, is probably "trees." What

remains of the following columns is so meagre as to be not worth

transcribing. As I stated in my last letter, the name of Nebuchad-

nezzar occurs, with his titles, as also the words inamis iirdii, " like

waters they descended." I further find Ba-bi-lu, bil-lu-ti, and kas-pii,

and towards the top of the third column is sarrii, " king." Here, if

anywhere, would have been an account of Nebuchadnezzar's cam-

paigns in Syria. A detached fragment contams the word fsi-i-ri,

" supreme."

Pending the publication of more Kappadokian texts, I will not

venture any suggestions as to the character of the language repre-

sented in them, and will content myself with offering the following

tentative rendering of the tablet published by Mr. Pinches :

—

I. XX JU <T< -a

20 horses

a-par-ni-e

for the chariot

2. <y-^][ -si-a

in good condition,

na-ma
][£J

<T<

Uhe foals 1 . ,

< ., \ of a horse
\the mares) •'

X Ygf <r< -a

10 horses

<y^^l-si-a

ifI qood condition,

4. X Ku-su-a ki-khi-e

10 Kusiian {horses) for the rider

<! ^! si-a

in good cotidition,

5. sa ku pu us sa ru tim

6. si-khi lij <T< -a

.... horses

ma-ta-nmi

these

7. {y^\ -si-a

in sood condition

T(?) y El-'u-gar

Ei'iimr

8. ma lal \ (?) ;^<T< -a

the horses

35
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9. y El-'u-gar i-sa-u-mu ^

Erugar had sent.

10. mir-tu Lxxx lij ^ -a

Altogether 80 horses

11. ^-^^^ -si-a a-na

in good condition which

12. y El-'u-gar i-sa-a-ma

EFugar sent;

13-
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In the first place, the only correct translation of Sisku-Ki is " The
place of the brilliant brother "

; if we translate " protector," we must

read Uruku-Ki, for

Indeed, URU seems to have been the more ancient value of the

two; as in the name of Ur-Mugheir (W.A.I., II, 46, 51), we have

and, again, in the ideogram of the god Sin (Nannaru) :

which Dr. Delitzsch correctly translates " Protector of the Earth "

(an-uru-ki). Lastly, the name of the character is urintnc, accord-

ing to M. Lenormant (Les Syllabaires Cuneiformes, p. 124).

The second element in the group in question is
^][][. As regards

the ancient value of this character, I think there can be no doubt

that it was ku. This is fairly demonstrated by such an equation as

y lU -^r ^^T >f . <][^7

and the one already noted by Dr. Lauth :

That, however,
^|][

had another value, azag or azagga—as Mr. Pinches

remarked—equivalent to the Assyrian ellu, " brilliant," and alalu, " to

gleam," is shown by
yj ^][][ ^V!\^ ^^d

y][ ^][]^
as parallel to "^ ^^i

(vide W.A.I. IV, 14, 18, etc.).

I would conclude, therefore, for the first part, that ?^^iS [^i^]

^][{^ is to be read Uruku-Ki.

In the second place, it seems very probable that the group is

another name for Erech-Warka. That Erech was an ancient seat of

power and royalty is proved by the inscriptions discovered by

Mr. Loftus. Further, among the great cities of .Southern Mesopotamia

an early Babylonian geographical list (published in the fourth volume

of W.A.I.) mentions Ji j< t^ I^y
Uru-Mugheir as the third, and

f:^T r^y Erech-Warka as the seventh in importance ; while Babylon,

Sippara, and Nineveh are far down in the list. Dr. Oppert (Expedition

en Mesop., i, 264) translated ^^y I^y "City of the Moon"; but
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as Dr. E. Schrader (Die Keilinschriften u. d. Alte Test., p. 18) has

already pointed out, the ideogram for ''month" (--i^!^) is very

different from the ideogram in the name of the city. As an attempt

to demonstrate the correct etymology of the name Uruk, Arku, I

would submit the following remarks :

The character J:<3<<^T seems to have had two distinct values,

UNU and uru, of which the first was the older, and in the earlier

texts probably the only one known. Thus, while it seems plausible

that ^<3<<"y (j^* should be the phonetic writing of the name Uruk

(URU-Ki), I concur with Dr. Delitzscht in believing that the Sumerian

reading was unu-ki, or Unuk. As examples of this value unu, we

have the following equations :

T m- ^ . ^r ^<^r . ^^r y- -ii <« \^ ^
Unuk, therefore, means " place of dwelling," or as a seat of royalty,

equivalent to the German " Residenzstadt,"

On the other hand, C:<3« f had certainly another value, URU,

which, however old, was not its first value. If we compare the ideo-

gram of Uru-Mugheir on the oldest texts ^^ ^^f -i;^ with the

texts of later date.

^.- j:Cr \t] W.A.I., IV, 38.

t"^^ ^<3<^r <IU W.A.L, II, 46, 51.

we find that ^<3« | is used in the place of tC^f and t-t]

(y^y^iy = jr<j:yy). That this was not customary in earlier times, is

clearly exhibited by the Babylonian geographical list already referred

to, in which Uru-Mugheir and Uruk-Erech are written within a few

lines of each other :

The Sumerian word uru had probably some such meaning as " habi-

tation," "dwelling," and was written ^H^f, f^J^y? which latter is

* Which Mr. .Smith (Records of the I'ast, V. 106) read lak-ki.

t Assyrische Lesestiicke, 2nd ed., p. 12, No, 120.

:J:
" Dwelling," Subtiiv, R. 3ti'K ; this word frequently occurs, phonetically

written, in the status construclus Ey *-<, e.g., W.A.I, I., 39, 70.

§ Perhaps ^«<y (as found in early texts) is more correct than ^<^«< y

which the Syllabaries give as a compound oi es (^^y) and ^m««.
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preserved in the Assyrian ^^yy utiu or isdu, " foundation,"

" ground," and perhaps also in >-^y iklzaru, " foundation," thus :

*

T A\Y illl . s^^TT W.A.I. II, 4, 717-719-

y j^TTT- iin . -H W.A.I. II, 2, 289.

Finally, URU became a sort of tej-minus tcchniais for a burial

place, especially when joined with gal, as in the following :

The " great habitation," that is, the " grave "
*^lp. Now the

laiins of Uruk-Erech have disclosed numerous remains of ancient

coffins, so many, in fact, that the city seems to have been the necro-

polis (uru-gal) of Babylonia ^<3<<"y. Already the ideogram for a

" dwelling-place " was used on this account in the sense of " burial-

place " ; received a new value URU ; and the city, represented by

^<^<<"y ^][g[, UNU-Ki, became uru-ki, Uruk, Arku, Erech, Warka.

That J:<3<<IT ^^as actually pronounced URU, in the sense of

" burial-place," is proved by the name of the god Nergal.

which Dr. Delitzsch (Assyr. Lesest., pp. 22, 242) reads Ne-uru-gal, and

translates " Prince of the Great City," i.e., "City of the Dead." This

translation is again verified by W.A.L, III, 67, 69.

The Assyrians themselves seem to have appreciated the fact that

a new meaning had been forced upon ^<3« T^
otherwise such

frequent mistakes as :

Ttyyyj.*/- t<^,.^M^%
—T < -HEl . M <^ ^<3:? ^I- W.A.I. II, 59, 37.

^imi^ ^<3<^Y I^T' etc., etc.

would be unaccountable (Dr. Delitzsch, "ungenau"; M. Lenormant,

*' trace par erreur ").

* On account of its form and meaning one is almost inclined to mclude ^^^
in this category, although its ancient value was 65.
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In conclusion, it seems probable that we have in the group

^> A ^"^ J^y a phonetically written name for Erech, an hypothesis

which is rendered all the more plausible by the geographical position

of that city and the chronological data.

Thanks were returned for these communications.

The Anniversary Meeting of the Society will be held at

9, Conduit Street, Hanover Square, W., on Tuesday, January

1 0th, at 8 p.m., when the Council and Officers of the Society

for the ensuing year will be elected, and the usual business of

the Meeting transacted.
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Subscriptions to the Society become due on the ist of January

each year. Those Members in arrear for the current year are

requested to send the amount jQ\ is. at once to the Treasurer,

B. T. BosANQUET, Esq., 73, Lombard Street, E.G.

Papers proposed to be read at the Monthly Meetings must be

sent to the Secretary on or before the loth of the preceding month.

Members having New Members to propose are requested to send

in the names of the Candidates on or before the loth of the month

preceding the meeting at which the names are to be submitted to

the Council. On application, the proper nomination forms may be

obtained from the Secretary.

Vol. VII, Part 2, of the '' Transactions " of the Society has

been delivered to the Members. Vol. VII, Part 3, containing

amongst other matters the copies of "Hittite" Inscriptions, will be

issued in January next. Only a few complete sets of the " Transac-

tions " of the Society now remain ; they may be obtained by

application to the Secretary, W. Harry Rylands, F.S.A., 11, Hart

Street, Bloomsbury, W.C.

The Library of the Society, at 11, Hart Street, Bloomsbury,

W.C, is open to Members on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday,

between the hours of 1 1 and 4, when the Secretary is in attendance

to transact the general business of the Society.

As a new list of Members will shortly be printed. Members are

requested to send any corrections or additions they may wish to

have made in the list which was published in Vol. VI, Part 2.

Members are recommended to carefully preserve their

copies of the " Proceedings," as they will not be reprinted at

the end of the Volume of "Transactions," and if lost can only

be supplied at a charge for each Part, or for the Volumes.

The Library and Offices of the Society will be closed

during Vacation, from December 24th to January 2nd, 1882,

inclusive.
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Fund for Alteration and Extension of the Society's

Library.

The following subscriptions have already been received by the

Secretary. Further amounts subscribed will be duly acknowledged

in the Proceedings :

—

£, s. d.

James Backhouse ... ... ... 2 2 o

Robert Bagster ... ... ... i i o

Rev. Charles James Ball ... ... 3 3 o

Rev. Canon St. Vincent Beechey ... 2 2 o

S. Birch, D.C.L., &c. (/'m/^tv//) ... 330
B. T. Bosanquet {Hon. Treasurer) ... 5 5 o

Arthur Gates (Ho;/. Secre^cirr) ... 5 5 o

Thomas Christy ... ... ... 5 o o

Hyde Clarke ... ... ... ... i i o

Miss Clendinning ... ... ... 220
Captain W. C, Crothers i 1 o

Rev. George Currey, D.D 3 3 o

P. J. de Horrack ... ... ... 300
The Rt. Rev. the Lord Bp. of Durham 500
Rev. T. Murray Gorman ... ... 2 2 o

J. Gurney ... ... 5°°
Charles Harrison, F.S.A 5 o o

J. Park Harrison, M.A 200
Professor T. Hayter Lewis, F.S.A. ... 550
Rev, A. Lowy 3 3°
E. L. Lushington, D.C.L., &c. ... 5 o o

Rev. James Marshall, M.A i i o

Rev. Josiah Miller i i o

F. D. Mocatta 5 5°
Walter Morrison 20 o o

Sir Charles Nicholson, Bart. ... 2 2 o

J. Manship Norman, M.A 5 o o

Miss Peckover ... ... ... 2 2 o

John E. H. Peyton 220
T. G. Rylands, F.S.A., &c 5 ° °

W. H. Rylands, F.S.A. {Secretary) ... 5 5°
George Samuel ... ... ... 1010 o

Rev A. H. Sayce, M.A 5 5°
Joseph Sidebotham, F.S.A., &c. ... 20 o o

Rev. Henry George Tomkins ... i i o

H. M. W I 17 o

Erasmus Wilson, F.R.S 500
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THE FOLLOWING BOOKS ARE REQUIRED FOR THE
LIBRARY OF THE SOCIETY.

BoTTA, Monuments de Ninive. 1847— 1S50.

Place, Ninive et I'Assyrie, 1866-1869. 3 vols., folio.

Fergusson, Palaces of Nineveh and Persepolis. i vol., 8vo., 1851.

BoNOMi, Nineveh and its Palaces. 1 vol., 8vo., 1853.

Brugsch-Bey, Grammaire De'motique. i vol., folio.

Geographische Inschriften Altaegyptische Denkmaeler.

Vols. I—III (Brugsch). Vol. IV, in 2" parts (Dumichen).

DiJMiCHEN, Historische Inschriften, &c., ist series, 1867.

2nd series, 1869.

Altaegyptische Kalender Inschriften, 1866.

Tempel Inschriften, 1862. 2 vols., folio.

GoLENiscHEFF, Die Metternichstele. Folio, 1877.

Lane, Manners and Customs of Modern Egyptians. 2 vols., 8vo.

Lepsius, Nubian Grammar, &c., 1880.

Konigsbuch der Alten Aegypter. 4to., 1858.

De Rouge, Etudes Egyptologiques. 13 vols., complete to 1880.

Wright, Arabic Grammar,

Arabic Chrestomathy. i vol., texts, and complete glossary.

Delitzsch, Assyrische Studien. Heft I, 1874

ScHROEDER, Die Phbnizische Sprache.

Haupt, Die Sumerischen Familiengesetze.

Schrader, Die Keilinschriften und das Alte Testament, 1872.

• Die Assyrische-Babylonischen Keilinschriften, 1872.

Rawlinson, Canon, Five Great Monarchies. 3 vols.

6th and 7th do.

OsBURN, The Monumental History of Egypt. 2 vols., 8vo.

The Antiquities of Egypt. 8vo., 1841.

Robinson, Biblical Researches. 8vo., 1841-1852.

Pierret, Dictionnaire d'Archeologie Egyptienne. 8vo. Paris, 1875.

Burkhardt, Eastern Travels.

Wilkinson, Materia Hieroglyphica. Malta, 1824-30. {Text only.)

HARRISON AND SONS, PRINTERS IN ORDINARY TO HER MAJESTY, ST. MARTIN S LANE.
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XLbc IBvon^c ©niaments of the

lp>alace <3ate8 from Balawat
[Shalmaneser II, B.C. 859-825.]

EDITED, WITH AN INTRODUCTION, BY

SAMUEL BIRCH, Esq., D.C.L., LL.D., F.S.A., &c.

Parts I, II, and III have now been issued to Subscribers, with some

portion of the letterpress description by Mr. Theo. G. Pinches.

In accordance with the terms of the original prospectus, the price for

each part is now raised to ;:^i los.

TIejts in tbe Babylonian
Meboe = vvnting.

Being a series of carefully autographed plates, copied from tablets

written in the Babylonian character only ; compiled by Theo. G. Pinches,

of the Department of Oriental Antiquities, British Museum.

The design of the Author is to furnish students with the means of

making themselves acquainted with the Babylonian style of writing, and to

this end the texts, which will be of high value and interest, will be

accompanied by as complete a syllabary of the Babylonian characters

as can now be made, arranged in a convenient form for reference.

It is proposed to issue the work in two parts :—Part I is now in

preparation, and will be ready for issue about February next year. The

price will be about 4s. for each part.

u-k.



PROCEEDINGS

THE SOCIETY
OF

BIBLICAL ARCHAEOLOGY.

TWELFTH SESSION, 1881-82.

Third Meeting, \oth January, 1882.

ANNIVERSARY.

REV. CANON ST. VINCENT BEECHEY
IN THE CHAIR.

The following Presents were announced, and thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

—

From the Royal Society :—Proceedings. Vol. XXXIII. No.

216. November, 1881.

From the Royal Geographical Society :
— Proceedings, and

Monthly Record of Geography. Vol. IV. No. i. 8vo.

January, 1882.

From the Royal Institute of British Architects :—Transactions,

Session 1 880-1 881. London. 4to. September, 1881. Pro-

ceedings, Session 1880-1881. London. 4to. July, 1881.

From the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland :

—

Journal. Vol. XL Nos. i and 2. 8vo. London. August

and November, 1882.

From the North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society :

—

Journal. New Series. No. 15. 1880. 8vo. Shanghai.

[No. xxvni.] 45
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From the American Oriental Society :—Proceedings at New
Haven. October 26, 1881. 8vo.

From the Author :—Histoire comparee des Anciennes Religions

de I'Egypte et des Peuples Semitique. Par C. P. Tiele. Traduite

du Hollandais par G. Collins, prdcddee d'une preface par

A. R^ville. Paris. Svo. 1S82.

The following has been purchased by the Council for the

Library of the Society :

—

Coins of the Jews. By Frederic W. Madden. Second Edition.

London. 4to. 1881.

Received by the Society as Subscribers:

—

From the Committee of Publication :—Atti del IV Congresso

Internazionale degli Orientalisti, tenuto in Firenze nel Settembre,

1878. Volume Secondo. Firenze. 8vo. 1881.

From the Committee of Publication :—Verhandlungen des

fiinften Internationalen OrientaHsten-Congresses, gehalten zu

Berlin im September, 1881. Erster Theil. Berlin. Svo.

1881.

The following were duly elected Members of the Society,

having been nominated on December 6th :

—

Lady Belcher, 26, Cumberland Terrace, Regent's Park, N.W.

Francis Llewelyn Griffith, Queen's College, Oxford,

Alfred Lionel Lewis, 35, Colebrooke Row, N.

Rev. A. H. Uelme Radclifife, M.A., Holwell Rectory, near

Hitchin, Herts.

Rev. Marlow Osmond Stevens, M.A., Anlaby, Weston-super-Mare,

Whitewright Stuart, Turin.

The following were nominated for election at the next

Meeting on February 7th :

—

Rev. James Davy Dodgson, Victoria, Australia.

Rev. Elkanah Armitage, Waterhead, Oldham.

Miss C. J. Herbert, 20, Pelham Crescent, South Kensington, S.W.

Walter Frederick Walker, 483, Fulham Road, S.W.

Rev. J. N. Fradenburgh, Franklin, Venango, Co. Pa., U.S.A.

Herbert William Brockbank, Brockhurst, Didsbury, near Man-
chester.

Madame Uzielli, Hanover Lodge, Regent's Park, N.W.
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SECRETARY'S REPORT
FOR THE YEAR 1881.

I ANNOUNCE with regret the loss, since the last Anniversary Meeting,

held here on January 11, 1881, of some of the earliest Members of the

Society, among whom may be mentioned Mariette-Pacha, J. Winter

Jones, F.S.A., and the Rev. Canon James Ridgway, M.A., F.S.A.

In the Report for the year 1881, the actual increase in the Roll of

names was announced as being thirty-two names. During the past year,

1881, forty-four Ordinary Members have been added to the list ; while by
death and withdrawal, twenty-seven Members have been lost during the

same period.

The Roll now comprises :—

•

Ordinary Members .... .... 559

Public Libraries .... 31

590

Foreign Honorary Members 35

Total .... 625

The progress made by the Society, and the increasing interest taken

in its proceedings by the members and the public, seems to give good

reason for the confirmation of the opinion expressed in the last Report,

that the ranks of those working at Biblical Archseology have been steadily

and firmly increasing. The Excavations in Egypt and Assyria continue

to open up an immense field of Historical and Mythological information.

Those in Assyria, particularly, appear certain to afford an almost in-

exhaustible store of most valuable records, throwing a new light on the

History and Civilization of the past, the value of which cannot be over-

estimated. A new source of interest has been opened to us in the inscribed

stones from Jerabis, identified by the late Mr. George Smith with the

ancient Carchemish, the capital of the Hittites. These present a fresh

field for investigation, and several efforts at their decipherment have been

made ; as mentioned in a subsequent paragraph, the Society will place

these inscriptions before the Members in such a form as to facilitate

future endeavours in this direction. It is evident that we are now only

entering upon this portion of the History of Asia Minor ; reports arrive

from time to time of the discovery of new inscriptions carved upon the

face of the rocks in many districts of this all but unexplored territory, and
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when the time arrives that a systematic investigation is made—if only of

a small portion—there seems every reason to believe that the result will

be in every way commensurate to the labour.

An important communication was made to the Society in 1880 on

this subject by Professor A. H. Sayce, in which he has collected all

that is known from ancient authors concerning this nation or tribe.

To this he added, during the last Session, a description and translation

of the bi-lingual inscription found on the long-lost silver boss, bearing the

name in the cuneiform character of Tarkondemos, or, as it has been read

by others, Tarkutimme. A paper was also read on the latter inscription

by Mr. T. Tyler, M.A. Seventeen other communications have been read

before the Society, many of them recording the newest discoveries in the

studies for the elucidation of which the Society was founded. Amongst

these may be mentioned those by the President :—The first, on an

Egyptian Sepulchral Tablet preserved in the British Museum, of the period

of Amenophis III, of the Eighteenth Dynasty; it was erected in

memory of the twin " Superintendents of Works," or Architects, Hor and

Suti, who were attached to the construction of the Shrine of the Temple

of Amen at Thebes. By the President also there has been laid before

the Society descriptions of the recently-discovered Pyramids, including

the greater portion of the hieroglyphic inscription of that of King Pepi,

of the Sixth Dynasty, discovered at Sakkara ; the whole of these were

issued in a series of plates with the number of the Proceedings for June

last. Information has been also supplied by him about the great discovery

of Mummies, &c., at Deir el Bahari, of which numerous notices have from

time to time appeared.

Professor Wright, LL.D., has communicated valuable notes on some of

the Phoenician Inscriptions discovered during the year, and one letter of

considerable interest on the name of the mound called Jerabis, settling, as it

does, the correctness of this name. These will be found printed, with illus-

trations, in the various numbers of the Proceedings. Other members—for

instance, P. Le Page Renouf, on the meaning of the word Hotcp ; Dr. A.

Eisenlohr, on an Egyptian Historical Monument relating to the Ilykshos

Kings ; D. Pierides, in recording the discovery at Larnaka of the fragment

of a Phoenician Inscription, to which Professor Wright adds the trans-

lation ; also Theo. G. Pinches, Professor John Campbell, H. H. Howorth,

F.S.A., and George Berlin—have contributed towards making this portion

of the publications of the Society more permanently valuable, and, in so

doing, assisted in carrying out the intention for which the series was

originally commenced. I need only call your attention to the increasing

size of these volumes year by year, and to mention that the numbers,

issued as they are every month during the Session, form a convenient and

permanent record of discoveries and points of interest to the Members.
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To Prof. Lushington, D.C.L., &c., we are indebted for a paper, to be

printed in the completing part of Vol. VII of the Transactions, on the

Stele of Mentuhotep, a favoured officer of Usertesen, the second king of

the Xllth Dynasty. Dealing with the chronology of Egypt, and that of

other ancient nations, two papers have been read by Ernest de Bunsen.

The communications gleaned from the records of Assyria have, as

might have been expected, occupied a prominent position in the delibera-

tions of the Society. To Theo. G. Pinches we are indebted for much
matter on this subject, for the most pan entirely new. His translations of

the list of Babylonian kings, the result of Mr. Rassam's excavations on the

site of ancient Babylon, are of no ordinary interest. This list, which

includes the kings c. B.C. 1200 to 2000, has been printed, with the

cuneiform characters, in the Proceedings for January, 1881, and will

again appear in a future part of the Transactions with the remarks of Mr.

Pinches ; again, from the same writer, we have comments upon the

recent discoveries of Mr. Rassam at Aboo-habba, or Sippara, including

descriptions of the antiquities brought to light in the ruins of the temple

of the sun god ; the most important of which was a stone tablet giving an

account of the building and restoration of the temple, and containing

points of importance bearing upon Babylonian chronology. In the

department of Hebrew studies the Rev. A. Lowy collected the notices

in ancient Jewish writings on the sagacity and habits of ants, which

illustrated in a most interesting manner observations in their habits

which have recently attracted so much attention.

Some of the above communications have yet to be printed, but of

those papers read before the Society, and printed in the second part of

Vol. VII of the Transactions, the following may be indicated :—Tel-el-

Yahoudeh (the Mound of the Jew), by Prof. T. Hayter Lewis, F.S.A.,

fully illustrated with coloured plates ; Monuments of the Reign of

Tirhakah, by Samuel Birch, D.C.L., &c., &c., President; A New Frag-

ment of the History of Nebuchadnezzar III, by Theo. G. Pinches ; A
Description of the so-called Tomb of St. Luke, at Ephesus, by G. Weber,

to which was added a letter from Edward Falkener (earlier communica-

tions on the same subject having been read before the Society in

1879, and printed in Vol. VI of the Transactions) ; the two papers

already mentioned, by Prof. Sayce, on the Monuments of the Hittites,

and the Bi-lingual Cuneiform and Hittite Inscription of Tarkondemos
;

from Lieutenant-Colonel Warren, a dissertation on the site of the Temple

of the Jews, with hve plates, for the use of which the Society was indebted

to the kindness of the author. Another illustrated paper is that by W. St.

C. Boscawen, on the Egyptian and Assyrian Tablets carved upon the

rocks at the Nahr-el-Kelb, or Dog River.
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In the last Report submitted to the Society, it was mentioned that in

order to meet the special requirements in printing papers on the inscribed

stones from Hamath and Jerabis, the Council had determined, with the

assistance of some Members interested in these inscriptions, to have a

special series of characters prepared. A large number of these peculiar

types have now been made, and, as will have been observed, were used in

printing the paper by Professor Sayce. Improvements in the form of the

characters will probably have to be made in this first attempt at their

reproduction from the monuments, and it may be mentioned that it is the

intention of the Council to add to those already obtained, from time to

time, so that when required no difficulty will be found in printing these

inscriptions in the same manner as those in other Oriental languages.

The third and completing part of Vol. VII of the Transactions is now
nearly ready for issue. Some explanation of the delay seems necessary,

and, as already stated by the Hon. Secretary, Mr. Cates, at the opening

meeting of the Society of the present Session, this has in a great measure

arisen from the wish to include in the series of plates illustrating the

inscribed stones from Hamath and Jerabis, the inscription carved on the

black basalt figure then 01 route for England. This stone has happily

arrived, and we are in possession of the longest inscription so far known
written in this strange character, which will be published with the others

of the series, and thus complete a corpus of the inscriptions, which will,

it is hoped, afford to those engaged in the attempts to decipher them
greater facilities and aid than have yet been available to students.

Although in no way connected with the regular funds of the Society, it

may be well to mention here the publication of the Bronze Ornaments of

the Gates of the Temple at Balawat. With Part III has been issued the

first portion of the description of this monument ; Part IV will shortly

be ready, leaving only Part V to complete the work, which will not be

delayed longer than is necessary to make plates and text alike, as complete

as possible. Besides this one, the Council has undertaken the publication

of a work by Mr. Theo. G. Pinches. For some time the want has been

felt of a series of texts in the Babylonian character, which, owing to there

being no complete series of this form of type available, has not up to the

present time been issued. The want will now be supplied, and from this

work, the plates of which are drawn by Mr. Pinches himself, student;

will be enabled to make themselves acquainted with this form of cuneiform

writing. A syllabary, carefully arranged for easy reference, will be added,

and students cannot but feel much indebted to Mr. Pinches for the great

pains he has bestowed in perfecting tiiis laborious undertaking.

The increasing number and value of the works in the library of the

Society has naturally caused a corresponding increase in the number of
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Members who have availed themselves of the use of the books. Many
friends have, by their kind donations of their own work* and those of

others, contributed towards realizing the wish expressed on the subject in

the last Report. The Council have done what was in their power from

the fund specially subscribed, and for which the best thanks of all are

due, for the fitting up of the Library ; and also from the ordinary funds of

the Society, so far as they felt justified, to add to the collection those

works of more immediate necessity, ior the use of the Members. Much
still requires to be done ; but on looking over the Proceedings issued

during the past year, it will be noticed how many and valuable have been

the presentations— I am happy to be able to say, too numerous to specify

here.

The audited Balance Sheet annexed shows that the funds available for

the year 1881 have been ^788 I5j-. 8c/., and the expenditure in the like

period ^629 9^-. \d. The balance brought forward from 1880 having been

^251 2s. id., the balance carried forward to the current year, 1882, is

^159 6s. 7^/., which is available to defray the cost of the third part of

Vol. VII.

The Report and Balance Sheet having been adopted, Mr. Cust

proposed, and Mr. Thomas Christy seconded, a vote of thanks to

the President, Hon. Secretary, and Secretary for their valuable

services to the Society during the past year. The Secretary was

requested to convey to the President this expression of gratitude for

all his efforts for the welfare of the Society since its foundation.

The Secretary read some notes on the Pyramid of Meydum, with

a translation from the French of the manner of the discovery by

Professor Maspero of the entrance gallery to this Pyramid.
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The following Officers and Council for the current year

were elected :

—

COUNCIL 1882.

President.

S. BIRCH, D.C.L., LL.D., F.S.A., &c.

Vice-Presidents.

REV. FREDERICK CHARLES COOK, M.A., Canon of Exeter.

REV. GEORGE CURREY, D.D., Master of the Charterhouse.

SIR HARDINGE STANLEY GIFFARD, M.P., Q.C., &c.

The RIGHT HON. W. E. GLADSTONE, M.P., D.C.L., &c.

SIR WILLIAM GREGORY, C.B., G.C.S.L, &c.

The RIGHT HON. THE EARL OF HARROWBY, K.G., D.C.L. &c.

The RIGHT REV. J. B. LIGHTFOOT, D.D., &c., Bishop of Durham.
WALTER MORRISON.
CHARLES T. NEWTON, C.B., D.C.L.

SIR CHARLES NICHOLSON, Bart., D.C.L., M.D.
REV. GEORGE RAWLINSON, D.D., Canon of Canterbury.

SIR HENRY C. RAWLINSON, K.C.B., D.C.L., F.R.S., &c.

VERY REV ROBERT PAYNE SMITH, Dean of Canterbury.

SIR ERASMUS WILSON, LL.D., F.R.S.

Council.

ROBERT BAGSTER.
REV. CHARLES JAMES BALL,
M.A.

REV. CANON BEECHEY, M.A.

THOMAS CHRISTY, F.L.S.

ROBERT OUST, F.R.A.S.

BARON DE COSSON.
JAMES FERGUSSON, D.C.L., &c.

C. DRURY FORTNUM, F.S.A.

CHARLES HARRISON, F.S.A.

PROF. T. HAYTER LEWIS, F.S A.

REV. ALBERT LOWY.
J. MANSHIP NORMAN, M.A.
F. G. HILTON PRICE, F.G.S.

P. LE PAGE RENOUF.
JOSEPH SIDEBOTHAM, F.S.A.

VILLIERS STUART, M.P.

REV. HENRY GEO. TOMKINS
PROF. W. WRIGHT, LL.D.
REV. W. WRIGHT, B.A.

Honorary Treasurer.

BERNARD T. BOSANQUET.

Secretary.

W. HARRY RYLANDS, F.S.A.

Honorary Secretary.

ARTHUR GATES.

Hon. Secretary for Foreign Correspondence.

REV. A. H. SAYCE, M.A.

Honorary Librarian.

WILLIAM SIMPSON, F.R.G.S.
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The following Letter has been received :
—

My Dear Dr. Birch, Cambridge, 26//; /J^r., 1881.

When I last saw you, you asked me to give you my reading of

three ancient seals, recently added to the collections in the British

Museum. I have now much pleasure in doing so.

I. Crystal signet, inscribed

{Be/cmgi/ig) to Nehemyahu,

or Nehemiah, the son of

MtkhayaliH, or Micaiah.

This seal seems to meBoth names are Biblical and well known,

to be very old, probably pre-exilic.

2. Chalcedony cone, inscribed

.^ ^pj^pj^L, Y^'-'^^"Si^'S) ^^ S/ieharhor,

'
> the son of Sephanyahu,

in^'iDlM orZephaniah.

The father's name is Biblical and well known. That of the son does

not occur in the Old Testament as a proper name, but its feminine

nirrinip, sheharJforeth, is found in the Song of Songs, chap. i. 6,

in the sense of stuarthy (compare the Latin name Fiiscus). This

stone is, I think, not quite so old as the preceding one.

3. An agate scaraboid, with winged figures, inscribed

Qi^^^^^^ {Belonging) to 'Elfdm.

This name is also Biblical. The recurved tail

of the yddh "^ seems to have been swallowed

u]) by the line drawn under the letters. This

gem may belong to about the same period

as No. 2.

Yours very truly

Wm. Wright.

The next meeting of the Society will be held at 9, Conduit

Street, Hanover Square, W., on Tuesday, February 7th, 1882,

at 8 p.m., when the following paper will be read :

—

By the Rev. William Houghton, M.A., F.L.S. :
—"On the

Birds of the Assyrian Records and Monuments."
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Cbe Bronse ©rnaments of tbe

lP>alace (Bates from Balawat
[Shalmaneser II, B.C. 859-825.]

EDITED, WITH AN INTRODUCTION, BY

SAMUEL BIRCH, Esq., D.C.L., LL.D., F.S.A., &c.

mm-
Parts I, II, and III have now been issued to Subscribers, with some

portion of the letterpress description by Mr. Theo. G. Pinches.

In accordance with the terms of the original prospectus, the price for

each part is now raised to ;^i los.

XTejts in tbe :fi5ab^lonian

Mebge * writing.

Being a series of carefully autographed plates, copied from tablets

written in the Babylonian character only ; compiled by Theo. G. Pinches,

of the Department of Oriental Antiquities, British Museum.

The design of the Author is to furnish students with the means of

making themselves acquainted with the Babylonian style of writing, and to

this end the texts, which will be of high value and interest, will be

accompanied by as complete a syllabary of the Babylonian characters

as can now be made, arranged in a convenient form for reference.

It is proposed to issue the work in two parts :—Part I is now in

preparation, and will be ready for issue about February this year. The

price will be about 4^-. for each part.
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THE FOLLOWING BOOKS ARE REQUIRED FOR THE
LIBRARY OF THE SOCIETY.

BoTTA, Monumens de Ninive. 1847— 1850.

Place, Ninive et I'Assyrie, 1866— 1869. 3 vols., folio.

Fergusson, Palaces of Nineveh and Persepolis. i vol., 8vo., 185 1.

BoNOMi, Nineveh and its Palaces, i vol., 8vo., 1853.

Brugsch-Bey, Grammaire Ddmotique. i vol., folio.

Geographische Inschriften Altaegyptische Denkmaeler.

Vols. I—III (Brugsch). Vol. IV, in 2 parts (Diimichen).

DiJMiCHEN, Historische Inschriften, &c., ist series, 1867.

2nd series, 1869,

• Altaegyptische Kalender Inschriften, 1866.

Tempel Inschriften, 1862. 2 vols., folio.

GoLENiscHEFF, Die Metternichstele. Folio, 1877.

Lane, Manners and Customs of Modern Egyptians. 2 vols., 8vo.

Lepsius, Nubian Grammar, &c., 1880.

Konigsbuch der Alten Aegypter. 4to., 1858.

De Rouge, Etudes Egyptologiques. 13 vols., complete to 1880.

Wright, Arabic Grammar.

Arabic Chrestomathy. i vol., texts, and complete glossary.

Delitzsch, Assyrische Studien. Heft I, 1874.

Schroeder, Die Phonizische Sprache.

Haupt, Die Sumerischen Familiengesetze.

Schrader, Die Keilinschriften und das Alte Testament, 1872.

Die Assyrische-Babylonischen Keilinschriften, 1872.

Rawlinson, Canon, Five Great Monarchies. 3 vols.

6th and 7th do.

OsBURN, The Monumental History of Egypt. 2 vols., 8vo.

The Antiquities of Egypt. 8vo., 1841.

Robinson, Biblical Researches. 8vo., 1841— 1852.

PiERRET, Dictionnaire d'Archeologie Egyptienne. 8vo. Paris, 1875.

BuRKHARDT, Eastern Travels.

Wilkinson, Materia Hieroglyphica. Malta, 1824-30. {lext only.)

^
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PROCEEDINGS
OF

THE SOCIETY
OF

BIBLICAL ARCHAEOLOGY.

TW^ELFTH SESSION, 1881-82.

Fourth Meeting, ph February, 1882.

SAMUEL BIRCH, D.C.L., LL.D., &c., President,

IN THE CHAIR.

-^^m>-

Henri Adrien Prevost de Longperier, born at Paris,

2 1 St September, 1816 ; died at Paris, 14th January, 1882.

It is with the greatest regret that the Society has to record, since

the last Meeting, the death of M. de Longperier, one of the Honorary

Members of the Society, so well known as an antiquary and

numismatist, and whose numerous works record his devotion to the

subjects of his study.

The following Presents were announced, and thanks

ordered to be returned to the Donors :

—

From the Royal Geographical Society :—Proceedings and Monthly

Record of Geography. Vol. IV. No. 2. February, 1882.

From the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland :

—

Journal. Vol. XIV. Part i. 8vo. January, 1882.

From the Royal Institute of British Architects :—Proceedings,

Session 1881-1882. London. Nos. 7 and 8. 4to. 1882.

[No. XXIX.] 55
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From the Archceological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland :

—

The Archceological Journal. Vol. XXXVII. No. 148A. 8vo.

London. 1881.

This number is entirely devoted to the Catalogue of the

Exhibition of Helmets and Mail held in June, 1881. It is

illustrated with fifteen carefully executed plates.

From the Palestine Exploration Fund :—The Quarterly Statement,

January, 1882. 8vo.

From the Service de Conservation des Antiquites de I'Egypte :

—

La Trouvaille de Deir-el-Bahari, vingt photographies par M.

E. Brugsch ; texte par G. Maspero. Le Caire. 4to. 1881.

From Dr. C. T. Stanton :—Die Assyrisch-Babylonischen Keilin-

schriften. Kritische untersuchung der grundlagen ihrer entzif-

ferung von Prof Dr. Eberhard Schrader. Leipzig. 8vo. 1872.

From the Author :—La Bible et les decouvertes modernes en

Palestine, en Egj'pte et en Assyrie. Par F. Vigoureux, Pretre de

Saint-Sulpice. Troisieme e'dition, revise et augmentee. 4 vols.

Paris. 8vo. 18S2.

From the Author:—Die grosse Darius-Inschrift am felsen von

Eehistun, transscription des Babylonischen Textes nebst ueber-

setzung und commentar von Carl Bezold. 8vo. Leipzig. i88r.

From the Author :—The Astral Hebrew Alphabet. By the Rev.

J. H. Broome. London. 8vo. 1870.

Reprinted from the "Astronomical Register," Dec, 1870.

From the Author :—The Astral Origin of the Emblems, the

Zodiacal Signs, and the Astral Hebrew Alphabet. By the Rev.

J. H. Broome. London. 4to. 1881.

From the Author :—The Mummies of the Deir-el-Bahari. By
Samuel Birch, D.C L., &c., &c.. President. 8vo. London.

1881. "nme," No. 33, December, 1881.

From Thomas Stainton :—Engraved View of Jerusalem.

The following has been purchased by the Council for

the Library of the Society :

—

Les Mastaba de I'Ancien Em]jire, fragment du dernier ouvrage de

A. Mariette, j)ubiie d'apres le manuscrit de I'auteur, par

G. Maspero. Livraison I, fo. Paris, 1882.
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The following were elected Members of the Society,

having been nominated on January loth :—

Rev. James Davy Dodgson, Victoria, Australia.

Rev. Elkanah Armitage, Waterhead, Oldham.

Miss J. C. Herbert, 20, Pelham Crescent, South Kensington.

Walter Frederick Walker, 483, Fulham Road, S.W.

Rev. J. N. Fradenburgh, Franklin, Venango, Co. Pa., U.S.A.

Herbert William Brockbank, Brockhurst, Didsbury, near Man-

chester.

Madame Uzielli, Hanover Lodge, Regent's Park, N.W. -

The following were nominated for election at the next

meeting, March 7th :

—

John Macvicar Anderson, 6, Stratton Street, W.

Peter Bicker-Caarten, 30, Northumberland Place, Bayswater.

Albert Terrien de Lacouperie, 85, Kennington Road, S.E.

Rev. Herman Douglas, M.A., Edmondthorpe Rectory, Oakham,

Leicestershire.

Mrs. Forbes, Sokia, near Smyrna.

Heinrich Lhotzky, Karstemois, Dorpat.

P. Zimmerman, Leipzig.

A Paper on the Birds of the Assyrian Records and Monu-

ments was read by the Rev. W. Houghton, M.A., F.L.S., &c. :

—

After some remarks on the general subject, such as the sources

and value of the materials available for ascertaining the names of

birds known to the ancient Assyrians, whether evidence afforded by

actual figures on the monuments, by the historical Inscriptions, or by

the Bilingual and Trilingual Lists, Mr. Houghton proceeded to a con-

sideration of some of the various Bird-names which occur. As to the

value of the sources, the information afforded is generally scant, and

the allusions in the historical records are few and vague. Most of the

evidence required in seeking to determine the meaning of each par-

ticular bird-name is of a philological character, and depends on the

supposed derivation of the word, which in the case of Assyrian has

to be referred to Hebrew or Arabic, or some other cognate Semitic

language. This evidence is sometimes satisfactory and conclusive,

at other times uncertain, and occasionally it is quite misleading. The
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Accadian representatives of the Assyrian names often help us consi

derably to the identification of the bird denoted ; but, unfortunately,

the tablets are often mutilated.

As might have been expected, onomatopoeia played a considerable

part, both in the Accadian and Assyrian names. The ancient inha-

bitants of these lands had their ai-cu-Ji birds and their dic-dic-i birds

just as we have. Philological evidence, Mr. Houghton said, is often

of considerable value in the determination of birds' names. It is an

important factor in the solution of the equation, but it is not the only

one. The evidence should be in accordance with natural history

facts. The species with which any name is identified should either

be now found in the required area, or there should be no improba-

bility of its having once occurred there, although not at present

recorded as occurring.

Concerning much we lack information. What kinds of domesti-

cated birds did these people keep? What kinds were used as food?

Was falconry practised ? did they employ clap-nets, or use the throw-

stick, like the Egyptians? Did they keep song birds? These are

questions which can only now and then be partially answered.

After a sketch of the ornithological fauna of Assyria and the

adjoining countries, Mr. Houghton proceeded to the considera-

tion of bird-names which occur in the records. Vultures and eagles

are frequently mentioned ; they are also frequently depicted in battle-

scenes, and are spoken of generally as the "birds of heaven,"

which build their nests on rocky and inaccessible places. Eagles are

not generally distinguished by name from vultures ; the same term

may include both the VulturidcB and the Falconidce, though some-

times a particular bird is distinguished by a definite name. For

instance, the word na-as-ru (»~<^f ^ ^TT) may either denote the

griffon vulture, or some kind of large eagle ; while, on the other hand,

the ka-ri-ib bar-kha-a-ti, i.e., " the antelope attacker," probably

points definitely to the Liimmergeier, or bearded vulture {Gypaetus

barbafiis, and the 'e-ru-ul-lii or ca-ti-ma-tm\ " the impure rajjacious

bird," is perhaps the Egy])tian vulture of disgusting habits. Of the

Strigi(ke, owls are frequently mentioned. The great eagle owl {Bi/bo

ascalaphiis), and the little wailing owl {Scops giii), may be respectively

the es-se-bu or khii-si, " Prince -f Horned P>ird" (Accad.), and the

mar-i-a-tin\ or " mournful owl," of the Assyrian column. Of the

order Picaria^, woodpeckers {Picidce) are definitely mentioned, as
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the an-pa-tuv " the waving bird " (Heb. H^i), in allusion to the

undulating mode of flight, or as the du-si bar-mat (?),
" the variegated

tapping bird," referring to the noise occasioned by the taps of the bird's

beak on the stem or trunk of a tree. Its Accadian name is gis-sir khu,

" woodbright," or simply "bright bird," and may well denote either the

common black and white Fiais syriaciis, or other species known to

exist in these lands. Another name, ci-li-luv or cu-li-li, also expresses

in one of the Assyrian columns the woodpeckers note. The cuckoo

is the Assyrian kha-zu-u or k/m-ii-ku, whether the great spotted species

or our common bird. By the Accadians it seems to have been regarded

with favour, and was called su lit. Can this mean "the bird beneficial

to man " ?

The swallow is known by various names, some of which are

imitative ; it is the simmtu of the Chaldean Deluge Tablet. The
Accadian name of khu-bir ba-cit gi/sur-ra, " the insect bird which

makes its nest (?) or sits on the beams " of houses and other places,

is admirably definite, as is also its other Accadian name of gtin-gil,

" the tail-closer." Among the Sylviadce or warblers, the reed-warbler

or the sedge-warbler is likely to be denoted by the tsi-mm-dn

{tsi-tsil-dii) (?), ox its-tsiir gi-zi* "the warbling bird of the reeds";

while the bul-bid or nightingale may be the Assyrian tsu-la-mu or

its-tsur f/iu-si, " bird of the shade or of the night."

Among the Stiirnidcr, or starlings, maybe mentioned the common
starling, denoted evidently by the Accadian sib-tur, or " little

shepherd bird," and by the Assyrian al-lal-luv. Another shepherd

bird is named as the ri-hii ; this is perhaps the rook. The Pastor

roseus is the eribii of the Assyrians.

Of the Corvidce, the raven is the a-ri-bii, or kha-khar—imitative

again, like our word " crow." The hooded crow is the pa-Jiu or

ka-ka-nu, both onomatopceic. The pu-dhu-itr i-7ii, or " picker out oi

the eyes," or " eye-splitter," would suit both these Corvidcz.

Several doves or pigeons' names are mentioned, one of the most

interesting of which is that of the turtle-dove, which in Accadian has

the pretty name of "eye-bright" or "eye-star," igi-mid. Of the

Otididci;, \h.e hidinni/, ox gi/gidanu, "the long-legged pouch (?) bird,''

is probably the great bustard {Otis tarda). The a-ba-mi-iya, or

* The text is not very clear ; the characters read as ci-i-^i, or li-i-Si. I tliink

gi-zi may be intended.
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iim-?ni mi-i, "mother of waters," perhaps is the Tantalus falcinellus,

or even the Ibis religiosa, though now not found in Western Asia.

The Assyrian its-tsur li-inut-ti, "bird of evil," is perhaps the great

eagle owl. The buff-backed heron, Ardca riissata, nearly always

seen with cattle, and often on their backs, is probably the

Accadian Ua {khu) ]^^ ]} >-]<!{, " cattle -bird," which exactly

answers to the name " cow-bird," used to designate this species of

heron. The swan among the Anseres is probably denoted by the

^e-zi-zii (strong bird) and cu-ni-p7i (wing bird), and was used as food.

Of the Striithioncs^ the ostrich is both figured on the monuments,

and mentioned in the lists ; it is the gam-gain-inu, sa-ka-tuv, and

si-ip a-rik of the Assyrians, the giri-gid-da of the Accadians, the

whole meaning " the long-legged well-disposed bird."

Among the Pdicanidie the Pelicanus onocrotahis has been well re-

ferred by Dr. Delitzsch to the a-ta-an nari, " the she-ass bird of the

rivers," in allusion to its harsh and unpleasant cry, which resembles

the bray of the animal which has given one of its names to the bird.

The names of many other birds were also considered, and

Mr. Houghton concluded by saying that all the names mentioned,

so far as he has been able to get access to them, would be discussed

and published in the Society's Transactions. Thanks were voted to

Mr. W. H. Rylands for his kindness in executing the diagrams which

illustrated the Paper.

Remarks were added by Rev. A. Lowy, Theo. G. Pinches,

J. Park Harrison, G. Bertin, and the President.

The following Communication has been received from

Mr. P. le Page Renouf :

—

Wkong Values commonly assigned to Hieroglyphic

Groups.

The phonetic values of most of the hieroglyphic signs have now
for a long time been established on evidence which is plain and

unambiguous to all inquirers. With reference to certain signs {e.g.,

the negative —JV^), the evidence is of a more complex character,

and may easily be misinterpreted by a hasty student. I wish now
to speak of some values which are certainly false, and in the present

state of our knowledge absolutely inexcusable.
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I. All Egyptologists used to believe in the god Ap-heru ; there is

now a strong tendency to call this divinity Ap-mdtennu. Neither of

these names were known to the ancient Egyptians. The hieroglyphic

form of the name is r^x ^lU' Now, it is quite true that one of

the phonetic values of
'X
i'^- is he)\ and that the sign was often used

to express the name of the god Horus. But the phonetic value of

the feminine group ^ is not her, nor is it indtennu, but -^ _^'=^

uat. Mdtennu is a masculine noun, as everyone knows who has

read the journey in Syria, described in the Anastasi Papyrus. It

appears there over and over again, accompanied by the masculine

article, in such passages as bu re\-ek pa mdtennu.

The name ap-nidtentm was suggested by the invocation in

Todt., I, 13. It would have been well to notice that in this very

invocation a distinction is made between ^^ and mdtennu, and to

bear in mind such ancient instances as '^ x ~Fl .^ ?^? ^~

{Aelteste Texte, pi. 6, line 9), and the very frequent formula

0^'^"=^
'fl
"^ 2^ I ^^^ (Sharpe, Inscrip., I, 78 ;

II, 86
;

and elsewhere).

The mischief has arisen from the slovenly and unscholarlike habit

of neglecting the feminine termination.

[The god Keb is another, whose divinity it is high time to

explode. There is indeed authority for Zl J ^ but this is merely

a scribe's ignorant blunder for O \ ^ , Seb.

The god Khem must, I believe, equally disappear from the list

of divinities.

I produced evidence some years ago showing that the phonetic

value of s 1^ - j], according to variants of Todt., 17, 12, is

S n w <^ Lim-es. The papyrus of Net'emet (belonging to the

Prince of Wales) is another authority in favour of this reading. But

I think it in the highest degree probable that the only variant which

can be quoted in favour of the reading Kheni is also to be read like

the others. The Berlin papyrus of Keka, according to Lepsius

{Aelteste Texte, p. 34), reads
[|
<=^ ^ J ^D ^ . Instead of

^ , we should surely read V '
"^^ phonetic values of which are
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m k P» fl k P
^'^^°'^^-' '"^5, 7, 8, 20, or

[| [H
(Mariette, Karnak,

pi. 47, ^), amcs. The name of Keka's father on this payprus

is moreover written —«— | , '^.. (JVes-ames), and, as it ends in J,

cannot possibly be read Nes-khem.]

2. The group j\ , commonly transcribed sib, is really ideo-

graphic. Neither [1 J\ nor 11 J -/^ will ever be found as variants of

it. It is not an abbreviation, as M. de Rougd says in his Chresto-

f>iathie (232). Except in royal titles, where the context precludes

the possibility of a mistake, abbreviations are absolutely unknown in

Eg}'ptian orthography. And 7^ never stands for the letter b. The

sign J , which often forms part of the group, is not a phonetic com-

plement, but a determinative both of sense and of sound. The
evidence on the subject is as complete as possible.

a. In the ancient lists one of the usual offerings is WTitten

k~7r^ {-Denkm.,l\, 35, 67, 69), k^~ i^^- 44, 58, 92, MS;
III, 260), k^^ 0'^- "' 2S, 35), and k~^M (^^^^^^^^

Texte, p. 37).

b. The following are variants of a formula very frequent on

tablets of the Xllth Dynasty :^

—«— /\ a m
^ c^ ^w^AA

^ ^ ^ , I

Louvre, C, 3.

-^^ c a m
I

D Rouge', Album Photographique, No. 146.

J\ _ n "/H CZ) Sharpe, Inscriptions, I, 86, line 6.

\r\rjw\/

j^ ^_ J^'^'^^^O " " I> 78, line;.

Sharpe, Inscriptions, I, 78, line 15.

f.
a v^W ^

^

Sharpe, Inscriptions, I, 78, line 215.

\~71'-^\^^'^ „ ., 11,86, line 5.
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From these and other variants {e.g., Diimichen, Kalender-

inschriften, pi. 43; Mariette, Catalogue des Monuments dAbydos, 133),

we obtain the results j^ = |^~^ = l^"""^ — \J^^ —
mas. Dr. Birch in his Dictionary refers for the word ^ "

,,

- ^

to Rosellini, Mon. Storki, 59, 3, where on an early monument of

the XVIIIth Dynasty we find ^^^—°
|^

""^^
I ^ /j ,

" pre-

sentation of all beautiful and pure flowers."

There is no pretext here for imagining that ^7^ is to be read

em-seb or mdseb. A curious text at Abydos {see Mariette, I, pi. 33)

is well calculated to give a death-blow to such a supposition. It

consists of a table of offerings. Under each offering is a short

address to King Seti I, containing a play upon the name of the

obiect. That under —h— jfieset is /wwva v\ \ „

The obvious meaning of the verb " ' vv . or

in the text just quoted is "stretch out,"* and it bears the same

relation to the cognate noun -^— ^ that the Latin pandere does to

passus. The sun-god on the tablet of Hor-em-heb (British Museum,

S5i)iscalled"theunrestingone," |^^^ ,f, ^"^^ I

1^

*' swift-stept, of wide stretched paces.'' This passage is a reminiscence

of the Book of the Dead (92, 2), where the god is called

^^^'^ O^ ^ • ^ comparison of these

two passages brings ^E J\ into close connection with ^^ H i ^

maset, a foot or leg.

It is now easy to understand the use of the determinatives in

"

J or its variant -^ JJ a'
^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^ symbolical of

the notion of stretchmg, as in the word ^_£^ ""^ pet, which signifies

* One of the variants of the formula is
| ^^^ ^ 'A^ ^^^ fi -=|p ^

Mariette, Cat., 203.
AAAAAA ^^ J\^

t The papyrus of Nebseni gives f i|^ j^ as the variant of
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stretch. J or JJ must be considered as determinative of the sound

mes, representing either a single Hmb or the two limbs. If it be

objected that J is nowhere else used ideograpliically, I beg to quote

a well-known passage of the Ritual, which in the Aelteste Texte

(pi. 42, line 41) is thus written :—

•

AAA/VAA J\11
And it may be remembered that in another passage of the Book of

the Dead (125, 48) two organs of locomotion are mentioned together,

the xent and the maset.

Another instance is to be found in the word
JTJ

1 11 I] ineses *

{Zeitschr., 1867, p. 54). Mesesbeh is as impossible a word in Egyptian

as it is in Greek.

c. One of the forms of the verb is ~^ "j\ [\.->
'^^ P^^^ i" the

sense of missing. Brugsch reads it sebseb, but the very passage

which he quotes in his Dictionary tells against this reading. It is

one of those alliterative texts which are so instructive as to the values
I VV I I V'v I

of initial signs : a a A. •-^^^T^ -A -w^vv <rr> J\ ^ •

—

^
Masmes Matoi en Sers er Seta.

d. One more decisive proof. There is a word .=^\^ ^ xTt

which Brugsch reads emseb, and which he interprets quite rightly as

" Strauss oder Kette von Blumen, die eine in die andere gesteckt

sind." If the true reading were emseb., the reduplicated form would

be emsebcb, or cmscbscb. But the real form, as will be seen on

referring to Zeitsc/ir., 1876, Taf. Ill, is ^^^ yy
-Tn (1[] M f ^'las-

vidis. If the first syllable here be taken as a separate word, the

result will be the same, viz., that the nosegay held by the king was

not pronounced emseh, but mdis.

This word is evidently cognate to

il'"-" turn round," and

meses. The sign 1=1 ("a reel for winding") appears to represent the same

object as the first sign in —h— tneset.

t In another text J^^ |^~^ '^ Denderah, III, pi. 54.
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Another and more ancient instance of reduplication will be

found in the tomb of Peher at El Kab {Detikm., Ill, 10). The oxen

say "we are quick in transporting," ^^^^^ ^^ ^^s. •
"^^^® ^^^^

^ is a preposition which gives the gerundial sense to the expression.

The word governed by it is j^ fv ^ • Whence does the latter

^ come if the verb is seh ? [I do not, however, absolutely rely

upon this text, the faulty inversion of signs being so very common

an occurrence.]

The numerous meanings attached to the syllable mes as repre-

sented by the sign j^ (including ^—^ JS, and its reduplicated

forms) are in general easily traced to the original sense of stretchmg

out, as in pandere, passus, our word pass, with its various senses, such

as handing over, transporting, passing the sea, passing time, passing

a limit, surpassing. This latter sense has not yet been generally

recognized, but it is the true sense of j\ \ ^''^ several passages of

the Book of the Dead, where the plain meaning is superare, over-

come, conquer, as in i, 3; 59, 3; 60, 3.
J!^ J^ is "crines passi"

dishevelled hair. An interesting question arises as to the use of

y^ [|[] mdsi, in the sense of an interrogative pronoun who, which,

what ? The analogy of a Semitic pronoun may perhaps suggest the

way to an answer.

The pronoun 7Jian, ^, "j^, Vq, like the preposition min,

appears to be connected with ]^, pl^, rl^D and other kindred

words, the original sense of which is division, parting. The pro-

nominal use, both in Egyptian and Semitic, appears to be connected

with the notion of partition : ^ 1] (j D _p 1] j^^__ '^ mdsipu ciffd

"who is my father" ? is the exact equivalent of ^'\ »Jb .^-c •

3. The most indefensible reading which I know is Hashep, or

Hashop, as the name of the famous queen of the XVIIIth Dynasty,

otherwise known as Hatasu. I can understand scholars having a

doubt as to the accuracy of this latter name ; but Hdsop is demon-

strably wrong, according to the most elementary principles of

decipherment. The queen's name was a very common one in

ancient times, and it is generally found written -^^ ''si I (see

Mariette, Catalogue, 223 [three times], 235, 252); but sometimes
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syllabic value, of which H ^ is the final consonant. The very

^see i7u'd., 308, 320). The sign "z^ has, therefore, a

syllabic

common adjective |^ ' is from the earliest times written

indifferently with or without the phonetic complement . Thus,

1 ° 4, (VenL, II, 149 ^0, C^ ^ i^^'^'^-,
c. d.\

j|f|j|
J^

(//;/^., 71,93), t^ ^ ^ (/^/^., 118^.), ^^-^ Jn(//^/^., 130)

nijJi 1^; (/did., 125, line 203). The instances are numberless,

and will not be disputed. On the obelisks of the queen {Denkm., Ill,

22) we have [1 fr?
" the sacred Persea tree," and in the same

phrase ^1 (37, ^).

The reduplicated form of the word is ^ I I , which is extremely

frequent from the earliest times of the language.

Now, if the value of ^ whilst ancient Egyptian was a living

language, was sep, how, in the first place, can '^2^ 1 have this value

;

and, secondly, how could the reduplicated form of the word sep be

^ I I ? Those who adhere to the hypothesis are bound to solve

these two difficulties. But their solution is simply impossible.

The value as which used to be generally admitted is based upon

variants.

Certain copies of the fifteenth chapter of the Book of the Dead

give the reading IJ 1 ^ (line 15); others give ^ ' '•

Secondly, in a very common form of adjuration, " those who pass

by this funereal monument, "^
(J rf ,

Jtcr as pen,'' are entreated
I 1 U I I /\AAAAA

to say a prayer for the departed. Several inscriptions, instead of

[J
Vi
~*~

, have the forms '^ or v\ H . In addition to the instances

quoted by Mr. Goodwin { Zcitsc/ir., 1867, p. 84), and Dr. Lauth

1868, p. 42), I will quote the following from Mariette's Catalogue

des Momnncnts d'Abydos ; ^\\ P- 235 ; '^ 1 U P- 322 ;

and ^ _^ P- ^26. The three different determinatives here
jyj I ' www ^
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used prove that [r^ ' as a noun does not signify " a statue," or

"sitzende Bild," but has the more general sense of a "funereal

monument."

Brugsch and Goodwin have undoubtedly proved that in the texts

of the latest times "S\ was used with the value se/>. But this

value has no more connection with that of the older period than the

values fa and / of M have with the value x^P^^- Mr. Goodwin has

shown that the word sep signified image or statue. To write the

word seps, the letter [1 was added to the picture of a statue, and in

this way a new group '^ I was formed. But there is no proof of

the antiquity of the word sep in the sense of "image," and it is most

probably a quite modern form of the older ( .

The reduplicated forms of , sep, are g' sepcp, and

,
sepes.

Seps cannot be considered as a reduplication of sep ; but even if

this could be admitted, '^ 1 would, on this hypothesis, be the full

reduplication. We know, however, that ^ I is the simple form,

and that '^Mii I I
is the true reduplication.

Now, I do not affirm that any one of the arguments in behalf of

as is in itself unassailable. It is not impossible that in Todt, 15, 15,

we may have to do not with phonetic variants, but with different

readings. The same possibility recurs in reference to the funereal

adjuration; ^ I may, like tnahdt or the name of some other monu-

ment, have been put in place of the usual
(j ^

~*~
. But the

probability of either of these suppositions is indefinitely diminished

by the following considerations. First, the substitute of the syllable

as in one of these series of variants is precisely the same as in the

other and perfectly independent series ; secondly, this syllabic value

as is perfectly consistent with such forms as M^
, ^y-> irv ' '

and, thirdly, the Coptic ^COrc preiium, has its natural explanation

in the ancient "^ ' j which no one, I am sure, can be justified
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in identifying phonetically with D {Denderah, III, pi. 49.

Fourthly, compare 110'^ and ^[j -^y^

The hieratic form of the group, which I believe to be correctly

represented by M. Pierret as ^ f S speaks most powerfully in

favour of the value as. ft by itself has the value as. I believe it is

this sign, and not
| , which is used in the hieratic orthography of this

group. The latter sign is never used, to my knowledge, otherwise

than as a determinative at the end of words, except in the base period,

or when it is put as an equivalent of

P.S.—The last number of the Zeitschrlft contains an article by

Dr. Erman, which has induced me to withdraw for a time an onslaught

which I had made on the phonetic value of the sign \\. I am not

convinced by Dr. Erman, but the arguments of so admirably scientific

a scholar deserve the most respectful consideration. In the same

number of the Journal Dr. Ebers (p. 67, note) defends the value as

for ^ , and produces the important reading 1 ^^=* [1 ^ I Jfl

from a new copy by M. Golenischeff of the tablet of Una.

The following Communication from Professor Wright, was

read, and Photographs of the Inscription exhibited :

—

Rem.\rks on the Siloam Inscription.

Considering the interest which attaches itself to the inscription

discovered by Mr. C. Schick, in June 1880, at the Pool of Siloam,

I am surprised that no notice has as yet been taken of it in the

publications of our Society. Having recently had occasion to

examine it with some care, and with the assistance of two eminent

German Orientalists, Professors Euting and Noeldeke of Strassburg,

I may be allowed to offer the following remarks, which lay no claim

whatever to originality. For fuller details I refer the reader to Part

VII of the Oriental Series of the Palreographical Society, which

will appear this spring.

The first important publication on the subject was Mr. Sayce's

pamphlet, T/ie Ancient Hebrew Inscription discovered at the Fool of

Siloam in Jerusalem^ 1881 ; more valuable are the articles by Dr.
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Guthe and Professor Kautzsch in the Zeitschrift des Deutsclien

PalcEstina-Vereins, vol. 4, 18S1, pp. 102-119, 250-259, and 260-

272. The shorter notices by J. Derenbourg in the Comptes Rendus
de rAcademic des Inscriptions et Bdles-Lettres, for 1881, pp. 97-100
and 199-205, and by J. Halevy, as reported in the Revue Critique iox

17th Oct. 1881, are also well deserving of study.

The transcription is as follows. Asterisks denote missing letters.

Doubtful letters are marked with a stroke.

* ^. * '^vJl . HA^n . "^21 . n\i . rrn . niprr * ^, * (i)

*********
3.17 . n^^^ , \rh'^ . n^vy\ . "ivi . h^ . U/NS . ]n:in (2)

p . "cr^ . ^-^ . 3; ,. ^ ^ .^ ^ ^

* * * * . p^^ , y22 . HIT . n^n . --d . ^yf^ • h^ , ^^ (3)

n « J ) * j(. ^ ^

. ^y . ]n:i . li^-^ . mpS . ^d^ . uyinn , ^^n . T^:ip2 (4)

. ^:h^^ . ]n:i

. ?i^«T . D^n^^n . n:)inn . h^ . «!Ji?2n . p . D^r^n (5)

.oi-^nn . ur«i . hv . '^I'n . n^^ . rr^n . n^^^ . n (6)

The letters of this inscription much resemble those of the stele

of king Mesha', but are more modern, and exhibit more practice

and skill in writing. Observe the easy swing of the ^'QT> and ^ and

the little flourishing hooks of f and ^. ID and D unfortunately do

not occur. We shall probably be not far wrong in assigning this

inscription to the time of Hezekiah, circa B.C. 700. Compare
2 Kings XX. 20, 2 Chron. xxxii. 30.

The punctuation is the same as in the Moabite Stone, a point

after each word. The orthography too ib much the same. Scriptio

defectiva of the long vowels prevails, even in Q'l and 'rp, where

we might have expected QV and 7lp, on account of the

original form being yaunt and kard, Ar. ^L", J^ . In "^y^ and

^^iJIt^ the
"I is in its proper place, the one being originally 'and

and the other mausd, from b^^^J = Q)6A : Final vowels are expressed
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by nV, as HT, H^H, HS^^, "W^ ^3n, ^3. The «/^/// in DTli^n
V' T T ' T - ' ••' . 5 .

and Xl^t^l is etymologically correct, as DTli^T^ stands for D'^jlh^^

and \I?t^1 for trt^"^, ^Tt;^"!, Ar. ^i
.

j-|-ipy in line 3 is j^robably to

be read Pi^Tl, and not rmTl (see 2 Kings ix. 37, ki^tJfibh) ; else

wliy should the engraver not have written the final n ? n*)pS in

line 4 does not stand for il^^'^pT', but seems rather to be nhpT*,

infin. of TVyD.
t't

Two words in this inscription do not occur in the Old Testament,

^iz., nUpi, and mt in line 3. The sense of the former is clear, both

from the context and the cognate languages (Ar.
, Jij digging

through, a hole, apass, or defile, Ij^j a hole, Syr. |*'^'^1 a hole, cave,

mine), not to mention the common Hebrew word nD,p^.* Pronounce

therefore PT^pi or TX2lD1 . The meaning of the other word, TV^^, is
T'; * T'; T ^

very obscure, as its root is not exactly known to us, and the context

does not cast a distinct light upon it. It seems most probably to

mean a crack or fissure.

We may therefore translate as follows :

—

( i) ... the b?'eaking through. And this was the matter (or account) of

the breaking through. While yet

(2) the pickaxe, one towards the other, and while yet there were three

cubits to the voice of one call-

(3) ing to the other, for there was a cleft (?) in the rock on the right

And on the day of the

(4) breaking through, the miners hewed, one to meet the other, pickaxe

against pickaxe ; andfiowed (\\t. 7aent)

(5) the watersfrom the source to the pool over (a space of ) one thousand

and two hundred cubits. And one hund-

(6) red cubits was the height of the rock above the head of the miners.

At the beginning of the first line, Derenbourg has supplied nQH'
is finished ; while Hal^vy prefers D^^> <^'' '-^^^ day of. In the second

line, it must remain doubtful whether we are to suppose a full point

* II can hardly be necessary to remind the reader that "IDT and HlpJ get

their meaning from the conformation of the genital organs (cf. hasla, rimu).
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after l^?"^ 7^ 1^^) as Kautzsch and Halevy have done, or not. As

to the lacuna in hne 2, the letter after n7 i"iiay be either 3 or ^ or D.

The ^ at the end of the gap seems to indicate that one of the lost

words was VT212?*'T (Derenbourg).

The inscription was obviously set up by the miners to com-

memorate their successful meeting, after they had started from opposite

ends of the projected tunnel or aqueduct. It has nothing whatever

of an official character, otherwise its form and style would probably

have been very different, and it would have been set up in a more

conspicuous place.

Wm. Wright.

The next meeting of the Society will be held at 9,

Conduit Street, Hanover Square, W., on Tuesday, March 7th,

1882, at 8 p.m., when the following papers will be read :

—

By P. Le Page Renouf :
—" Egyptian Mythology, Mist and

Cloud."

By Wm. Flinders Petrie :
—" Notes on Pottery and Imple-

ments collected at Giseh and the neighbourhood from December,

1880, to June, 1881."

By A. L. Frothingham, jun. :— " Note on an Hebrew Inscrip-

tion at Ravenna."
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Fund for Altkration and Extension ok the Society's

LiRRARY.

The following subscriptions have already been received by the

Secretary. Further amcninls subscribed will be duly acknowledged
in the Proceedings :

—

James Backhouse

Robert Bagster

Rev. Charles James Ball

Rev. Canon St. Vincent Beechcy

S. Birch, D.C.L., &c. {Prmdcnt)

B. T. Bosanquet {Hon. Treasurer)

Arthur Cates {lion Sccrr/ary)

Thomas (Christy

Hyde Clarke ...

Miss Clendinning

Captain W. C. Crothers

Rev. George Currey, D.l). ...

P. J. de Horrack

The Rt. Rev. the Lord Bp. of Dur

Rev. T. Murray (iorman

J. Gurney

Charles Harrison, F.S.A.

J. Park Harrison, M.A.

Professor T. Hayter Lewis, I'.S.A.

Rev. A. Lowy
E. L. Lushington, D.C.L., kv..

Rev. James Marshall, M.A....

Rev. Josiah Miller

F. I). Mocatta

AValter Morrison

Sir Charles Nicholson, Bart.

J. Manship Norman, M.A. ...

Miss Peckover

John E. H. Peyton ...

T. G. Rylands, F.S.A., &c. ...

W. H. Rylands, F.S.A. {Searfary)

George Samuel

Rev. A. H. Sayce, M.A.

Joseph Sidebotham, F.S.A., (S:c.

Rev. Henry George Tomkins

H. M. W
Erasmus Wilson, F.R.S.
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THE FOLLOWING BOOKS ARE REQUIRED FOR THE
LIBRARY OF THE SOCIETY.

BoTTA, Monuments dc Ninivc. 5 vols., folio. 1847- 1850.

Place, Ninive et I'Assyrie, 1 866-1 869. 3 vols., folio.

Brugsch-Bev, Grammairc Demoticiuc. i vol., folio.

Geographischc Inschriftcn Altaegyptischc Denkmacler.

Vols. I—III (Briigsch). Vol. IV, in 2 parts (DiimichcMi).

DuMicHicN, Historischc In.schriftcn, &c., ist scries, 1867.

2nd series, 1869.

Altaegyptischc Kalender Inschriftcn, 1866.

Tempel Inschriftcn, 1862. 2 vols., folio,

(loLKNiscHKKF, Dic Mettcrnichstclc. Folio, 1877.

Lane, Manners and Customs of Modern Egyptians. 2 vols., 8vo.

I.EPSius, Nubian Grammar, &c., 1880.

Konigsbuch der Alten Acgypter. 4to., 1858.

De Rough, I^^tudcs ]tgyptologi(]ues. 13 vols., complete to 1880.

Wright, Arabic Grammar.

Arabic Chrestomathy. i vol., texts, and complete glossary.

Deeitzsch, Assyrische Studien. Heft I, 1874

ScHROEDEK, Die Phonizische Sprache.

Haupt, Die Sumcrischen Familiengesetze.

ScHRADER, Dic Keilinschriftcn und das Alte Testament. 1872.

Rawlinson, Canon, Five Great Monarchies. 3 vols.

' 6th and 7th do.

OsBURN, The Antiquities of Egypt. 8vo., 1841.

Robinson, Biblical Researches. 8vo., 1 841- 185 2.

PlERRET, Dictionnaire d'Archeologie l^gyplienne. 8vo. Paris, 1875.

Bur KHAKI )T, iLastern 'J'ravels.

Wilkinson, Materia Ilieroglypliica. Malta, 1824-30. {Tr.x/ oi/y.)

Chaisas, Melanges Egyptologi(|ues. 1 862-1873.

E'Egyptologie. Tomes I and 11, 1874 and 1875.

Maspero, Du genre epistolaire chez les Egyptiens de I'eiKxnie

Phraonique. 8vo. Paris, 1872,

De Carchemis oj)])idi Situ et Historia Anticiuissim:'.

Svo. Paris, 1872.
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TLbc ^JSvonse ©rnaiiieiits of tbe

Hbalace 6ates from Balavvat
[SlIALMANESER II, B.C. 859-825.]

EDITED, WITH AN INTRODUCTION, BY

SAMUEL BIRCH, Esq., D.C.L., LL.D., F.S.A., &c.

Parts I, II, and III have now been issued to Subscribers, with some

portion of the letterpress description by Mr. Theo. G. Pinches.

In accordance with the terms of the original prospectus, the price for

each part is now raised to ^i 10^.

Zc^tQ in tbe Babylonian
Mebge = writing.

Being a series of carefully autographed plates, copied from tablets

written in the Babylonian character only ; compiled by Theo. G. Pinches,

of the Department of Oriental Antiquities, British Museum.

The design of the Author is to furnish students with the means of

making themselves acquainted with the Babylonian style of writing, and to

this end the texts, which will be of high value and interest, will be

accompanied by as complete a syllabary of the Babylonian characters

as can now be made, arranged in a convenient form for reference.

It is proposed to issue the work in two parts :—Part I is now in

preparation, and will shortly be ready for issue. The price will be about

4^. for each part.

HARRISON AND SONS, PRINTERS IN ORDINARY TO HER MAJESTY, ST. MARTIN'S LANE.
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PROCEEDINGS
OF

THE SOCIETY
OF

BIBLICAL ARCHEOLOGY.

TWELFTH SESSION, 1881-82.

Fifth Meeting, ^th March, 1882

—

a special.

SAMUEL BIRCH, D.C.L., LL.D., &c., President,

IN THE CHAIR.

The President announced with regret the decease, since the last

Meeting, of Dr. T. R. Robinson, F.R.S., and Mr. J. Peckover.

The following Presents were announced, and thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

—

From the Royal Society :—The Proceedings. Vol. XXXIII.
No. 217. December, 1881. 8vo. London. 1882.

From the Royal Geographical Society :— Proceedings, and

Monthly Record of Geography. Vol. IV. No. 3. March, 1882.

From the Geological Society :—-The Quarterly Journal. Vol.

XXXVIII. Part i. No. 149. 8vo. London. 1882.

From the Royal Institute of British Architects :—Proceedings,

Session 1881-1882. Nos. 9 and 10. London. 4to. 1882.

From the Archaeological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland :

—

The Archaeological Journal. Vol. XXXVIII. No. 152. 8vo.

London. 1881.
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From the Rev. A. LOwy :—The Babylonian Tahiiud, in 12 Vol?.,

folio, as follows

—

I. Berachoth. Frankfort-on-Main. 1721.

II. Shabbath. Amsterdam. 17 15.

III. Pesachim. „ 17 16.

IV. Rosh-hashanah „ 171 7.

V. Jebamoth ,, ,,

VI. Gittin, Frankfort-on-Main. 1720.

VII. Baba Kama
VIII. BabaBathra „

IX. Sandhedrin „ ,,

X. Sebachim „ 1721.

XI. Chullin „ 1 7 18.

XII. Niddah „ 1720.

From the Rev. A. Lo\vy :—Cyclopaedia Bibliographica. By James

Darling. London. 8vo. 1854.

From Dr. C. T. Stanton :—Wo lag das Paradies ? eine Biblisch-

Assyriologische studie mit zahlreichen Assyriologischen

Beitragen zur Biblischen Lander- und Viilkerkunde und einer

Karte Babyloniens, von Dr. Friedrich Delitzsch. Leipzig. Svo.

1881.

From the Author :—Chapitres supplementaires du Livre des

Morts. 162 to 174. Traduction et Commentaire publics

d'apres les Monuments de Leide, du Louvre et du Musee

Britannique, par le Dr. W. Pleyte. Leide. 3 Parts. 1881-

1882.

From the Author :—Suggestions on the Formation of the Semitic

Tenses. By G. Bertin, M.R.A.S.

Reprinted from the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.

New Series. Vol. XIV. Part i. 1882.

From the Author : —Sculptured Tope on an old Stone at Dras,

Ladak. By William Simpson, F.R.G.S.

Reprinted from the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.

New Series. Vol. XIV. Part r. 1882.

From Thos. Stainton :—Engraved View of Jerusalem. Hoefnagle.

1560.

Engraved Plan. Palestina sive Terre Sancte descriptis :

Romffi. Apud Joannem Franciscum vvlgo della Gatta. 1557.
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The following were elected Members of the Society,

having been nominated on February 7th :

—

John Macvicar Anderson, 6, Stratton Street, W.
Peter Bicker-Caarten, 30, Northumberland Place, Bayswater, W.
Albert Terrien de Lacouperie, 85, Kennington Road, S.E.

Rev. Herman Douglas, M.A., Edmondthorpe Rectory, Oakham,

Leicestershire.

Mrs. Forbes, Sokia, near Smyrna.

Heinrich Lhotzky, Karstemois, Dorpat,

P. Zimmerman, Leipzig.

The following were nominated for election at the next

Meeting on May 2nd :

—

Rev. William Barnard, B.A., Alveston Vicarage, Stratford-on-Avon.

Robert A. Bellman, 38, Cawley Road, South Hackney, E.

Alfred Kemp Brown, B.A., Arundel Lodge, Unthanks Road,

N orwich.

Alexander George Ellis, B.A., Suthrey House, Mortlake, S.W.

Dr. Paul Haupt, 12, Friedliinder Weg, Gottingen.

General Pitt-Rivers, F.R.S., 4, Grosvenor Gardens, S.W.

Rev. Frederick William Ragg, M.A., Masworth Vicarage, Tring.

Mrs. Warne, Penn Hill, Yeovil.

A Paper was read by P. Le Page Renouf—"Egyptian

Mythology, Mist and Cloud."

The mythology of ancient Egypt, like that of the Indo-European

races, has its origin, not in any religious, metaphysical, or ethical

ideas, but in a childlike observation of natural phenomena. The

Egyptian gods are personifications of the earth and sky, of the sun,

moon, and stars, of light and darkness, and of all powers of nature

(such, for instance, as the Nile inundation) which make their appear-

ance in regular and unvaried succession. The notion of fixed and

unchangeable law is essential to the conception of the Egyptian

nutar. Hence phenomena such as clouds, rain, wind, and storm,

which did not appear to obey any fixed law, do not seem ever to

have been deified. These meteorological phenomena nevertheless

have their place in the mythology, and an attempt is now made for

the first time to point out some of the most important myths derived

from the meteorology of Egypt. The writer of this paper, after
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giving what he considers a more accurate view than has yet been

recognized of the nature of the gods Shu, Tefnut, Isis, Nephthys,

Neith and Hathor, explains, among other matters, what is meant by

the blood flowing from Ra as he hastens to his slaughter, Isis

stanching the blood of Horus, the sycamore of Mafka, the olive

tree of Ptah, the sycamore of Nut, the "mystery of Osiris at Philae,"

the veils of Isis, Thoth, and Ra, the companions of Set, or the

" locks of Typhon," the serpent on the hill of Buchat, and the great

dragon Apepi. The place which Fire occupies in this mythology is

very important, but the numerous texts relating to it have yet to be

scientifically examined. Some interesting points, however, may

even now be established.

Remarks were added by. Rev. C. J. Ball, C. J. Morrison, Rev.

A. Lowy, P. le Page Renouf, and the President.

A Communication was received, by W. Flinders Petrie,

on Pottery and Implements collected at Giseh and the

neighbourhood, from December, 1880, to June, 1881 :

—

To avoid confusion, it was stated at the commencement of these

notes that the general result arrived at (with exception of certain

pottery of the IVth Dynasty and scraps of blue and green ware from

tombs), all the specimens seen and collected, dated from after the

Persian conquest, and were nearly all domestic. No pottery was

found that can with any reason be assigned to the period between

the Vth and the XXVIth Dynasties. The reason for the late date

of the pottery seemed to be that the old Egyptians inhabited the

valley, and it was only from some special causes of later times that

villages were placed on the hills ; hence their domestic pottery

would most likely be found by deep digging under the Nile mud, in

old sites such as Memphis. It would be well, Mr. Petrie thought,

in considering these remains, to bear in mind that the following

common criteria are not applicable here : The rougher pottery is

not the earlier, some of the best made pottery of all is that certainly

of the IVth Dynasty, and the worst is that containing blue beads,

and therefore probably made after the Psammetic tombs had been

rifled. Stone implements arc of a late period.

The various sites examined were described, as well as the different

forms of jjottery discovered, the sites being taken in their supposed

chronological order.
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The following- Communication has kindly been forwarded

to the Secretary by Professor William Wright, LL.D. :

—

Palazzo BoNArARXE, Piazza Venezia, Rome,

Dear Sir, fanuary 2%th, 1882.

I wish to call the attention of your readers to a Hebrew inscrip-

tion of great antiquity and interest, newly discovered in a Christian

mosaic of the fifth century. It has been neither newly excavated,

nor recently uncovered, but always exposed to the view of every

visitor to Ravenna, remaining all the while entirely unnoticed,

although it is wonderfully distinct and well preserved. The mosaic

in question forms part of the decoration of the mausoleum of the

Empress Galla Placidia, built by her between a.d. 432 and 440. The
vaults and walls of this chapel, which is built in the form of a Latin

cross, are entirely covered with large mosaic compositions. In the

one which adorns the upper end of the cross, and consequently

occupies the most prominent position, we see a figure in which most

modern critics recognize St. Laurence, although others think that it

represents the Christ. But we do not propose to enter into this

discussion, nor to describe the mosaic. We will only say that the

figure holds in its right hand an open volume, and in its left hand a

processional cross, which, leaning on the left shoulder, projects past

the head over the right side of the figure. In that part of the

upright branch of the cross which is close to the head, and enclosed

within the limit of the nimbus, we see distinctly several Hebrew

letters, about three centimetres in length. They are formed of white

cubes, while those of the cross and nimbus are gilt. These letters

form the word '^^'"T^^ Adonai, " Lord," a word considered by

Christian interpreters of the O. T. to stand for Christ. The

letters are distinct, and in the square alphabet, but two of them

do not show all the desired regularity. During the fourteen

centuries which have elapsed since its execution, the mosaic must

have needed restoration more than once, and it is to this cause that

we must attribute these irregularities, which besides may be easily

explained if we hold to the probable opinion that the restorers had

lost sight of the intrinsic value of the letters, and considered them

simply as serving to separate the nimbus from the cross. In the

aleph we see that, in order to form a continuous line with the

contour of the nimbus, the restorer, making the mistake of placing

the nimbus in front of the cross, must have removed some cubes
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from the lower part of the diagonal line of the letter, and placed

them above, where they are superfluous. In the two following

letters, dakth and ;///;/, there is nothing irregular, but the yodh has

an unusual form—the perpendicular stroke is lengthened so as to

make it resemble a vau. Furthermore, over the nun there is a point

which we would recognize as a cholem, were it not almost impossible

that the Masoretic vowel-system should have been used at this early

time. Its presence is difficult to explain, and I must leave it to

learned philologists to decide this point. I would venture, however,

to suggest that the vowel-system, as we now have it, was probably

not complete from the very beginning, but was of gradual formation.

No mention of it is made in S. Jerome, or the Talmud, but at the

end of the sixth century the two rival vowel and accent-systems were

already complete in the Babylonian and Tiberian Nikkud-books

of the Rabbis Acha and Mocha. Before them, however, and a

few years also before our mosaic inscription, the first elements of

the doctrine of the vowel-points seem to have appeared in the

great Nikkud-book of Rabbi Ashe (t426). This movement at the

beginning of the fifth century might possibly receive from this

inscription an important confirmation.

The first vowel-signs were perhaps those which accompanied
consonants not followed by one of the vowel-letters, and those which

expressed the scriptio defediva : the vowel-letters themselves did not

need any points. Thus in our inscription neither the aleph nor the

min (on account of being followed by yodh) needed vowel-points,

the only essential one being the cholem, which is necessary to express

the defective mode of writing, on account of its derivation from

pli^- It is, besides, probable that the first words whose pro-

nunciation would be minutely determined among the Jews were

precisely the divine names. In considering the probability of the

presence of vowel-points in inscriptions—a thing which has been
thought not to occur until late— it would be also necessary to

remember that a mosaic inscription approaches more nearly in

character to a MS. than to a cut inscription, and must therefore take

quite an exceptional position.

The accompanying fac-simile, reduced from a tracing, will

furnish a sure proof of the genuineness of the

inscription. Its discovery came about in tliis

way. During last summer a friend of mine,

^Ir. W. K. Williams, while examining the pho-

tograpli of this mosaic, felt certain that he discovered in it a
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Hebrew inscription; but he did not succeed in reading it, as

he had only a sHght knowledge of the letters. On his com-

municating this to me, and showing me the photograph, the first

glance at it enabled me to recognize, without doubt, the word

Adonai. Consequently, Mr. Williams had an exact coloured tracing

made of that part of the mosaic, and last Sunday (22nd January)

he read a communication on the subject before the Society of the

" Cultori deir Archeologia Christiana" of Rome, by whom it was

most favourably received, and the inscription was accepted without

question by the distinguished members of the Society, including

Commend. G. B. de Rossi, Padre L. Bruzza, &c. As however he

treated the subject from an artistic and archaeological point of view,

I would here call attention to the linguistic importance of this inscrip-

tion. Its rarity, and so to speak its unique character, consists in its

being the only Christian Hebrew inscription in mosaic, either in the

East or West, and probably the earliest known Hebrew inscription of

any kind above ground in the West ; for there may be others of equal

antiquity in the Jewish cemeteries of Italy. It has the great merit

of having a known date attached to it, and belongs to a period

when, among the Jews themselves, the renaissance of Hebrew in

palaeography had not yet begun. This is clearly shown, for example,

by the inscriptions of the Jewish cemetery of Venosa, the earliest of

which, belonging, perhaps, to the fourth and fifth centuries, are in

Greek : it is only towards the sixth century that we begin to notice

purely Hebrew inscriptions.

A. L. Frothingham, jun.

Thanks were returned for these communications.

The next meeting of the Society will be held at 9, Conduit

Street, Hanover Square, W., on Tuesday, May 2nd, 1882,

at 8 p.m., when the following paper will be read :

—

Rev. a. Lowy.—" Notes on Glass, according to Ancient Jewish

Records."
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EDITED, WITH AN INTRODUCTION, BY

SAMUEL BIRCH, Esq., D.C.L., LL.D., F.S.A., &c.

Parts I, II, and III have now been issued to Subscribers, with some

portion of the letterpress description by Mr. Theo. G. Pinches.

In accordance with the terms of the original prospectus, the price for
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ITejts in tbe Babylonian
Mebge « wdting.

Being a series of carefully autographed plates, copied from tablets

written in the Babylonian character only ; compiled by Theo. G. Pinches,

of the Department of Oriental Antiquities, British Museum.

The design of the Author is to furnish students with the means of

making themselves acquainted with the Babylonian style of writing, and to

this end the texts, which will be of high value and interest, will be

accompanied by as complete a syllabary of the Babylonian characters

as can now be made, arranged in a convenient form for reference.

It is proposed to issue the work in two parts :—Part I is now in

preparation, and will shortly be ready for issue. The price will be about

4s. for each part.

HARRISON AND SONS, I'RINTERS IN ORDINARV TO HKR MAJESTY, ST. MARTIN's LANE.
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OF

THE SOCIETY
OF

BIBLICAL ARCHAEOLOGY.

TWELFTH SESSION, 1881-82.

Sixth Meeting, 2nd May, 1882.

SAMUEL BIRCH, D.C.L., LL.D., &c., President,

IN THE CHAIR.

The following Presents were announced, and thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

—

From the Royal Society :—The Proceedings. Vol. XXXIII.

No. 218. London. January, 1882.

From the Royal Geographical Society :— Proceedings, and

Monthly Record of Geography. Vol. IV. Nos. 4 and 5. 8vo.

London. April and May, 1882.

From the Royal Asiatic Society:—The Journal. New Series.

Vol. XIV. Part IL 8vo. London. April, 1882.

From the Royal Institute of British Architects :—Proceedings,

Session 1881-1882. Nos. 11, 12, and 13. 4to. London. 1882.

From the Palestine Exploration Fund :—The Quarterly Statement.

8vo. London. April, 1882.

From the Victoria Institute :—The Journal of the Transactions.

Vol. XV. 8vo. London. 1882.

From the Archaeological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland :

—

The Archaeological Journal. Vol. XXXIX. No. 153. 8vo.

London. 1882.
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From the American Oriental Society :—The Journal. Vol. XI.

No. I. 8vo. New Haven. 1882.

The American Antiquarian and Oriental Journal. Vol. IV. No. 2

(No. XIV). 8vo. Chicago. January, 1882.

Contains articles on Ancient Temple Architecture, by Rev.

Stephen D. Peet, and on the Hittite Inscriptions, by John

Campbell, M.A., &c.

Report of the Third International Geographical Congress, Venice,

September, 1881. By Lieut. G. Kreitner, Delegate of the N.

China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. 8vo. 1882.

Le Museon, Revue international, publiee par la Society de

Lettres et de Sciences. Tome I. No. 2. Louvain. 1882. 8vo.

Contains article by C. de Harlez, " Cyrus, e'tait-il roi de

Perse ou de Susiane ?
"

From the Author :—Dizionario di Mitologico Egizia, R. V. Lan-

zone, Seconda Dispenza, con XLVIII Tavole. 4to. Torino.

1882.

From the Author :—Les origines de I'histoire d'apres la Bible et

les traditions des peuples orientaux. Par Frangois Lenormant.

Tome deuxieme, i''^ partie. L'humanite nouvelle et la disper-

sion des peuples. 8vo. Paris. 1882.

From the Author :—The Law of Kosmic Order, an investigation of

the physical aspect of Time. By Robert Brown, jun., F.S.A.

London. 8vo. 1882.

From the Author :—Otium Norvicense, pars tertia. Notes on

select passages of the Greek Testament, chiefly with respect to

recent English versions. By Frederick Field, M.A., LL.D.

4to. Oxford. 1 88 1.

From the Author :—Les fouilles de M. de Sarzec en Mdsopotamie

;

Antiquite's Chaldeennes. Par J. Menant.

Reprinted from the Gazette des Beaux Arts.

From the Author :—Light and Darkness, &c. By the Rev. Alfred

Jones, B.D. 8vo. London. 1881.

From W. Morrison :—Tent Work in Palestine, a record of Dis-

covery and Adventure. By Claude Reignier Conder, R.E.

2 vols. 8vo. London. 1878.
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The following have been purchased by the Council for the

Library of the Society :

—

Description of the East and some other Countries. By Richard

Pococke, LL.D., F.R.S. 2 vols. Folio. London. 1743-45.

Travels through Different Cities, etc., and several parts of Asia, as

far as the banks of the Euphrates. By Alexander Drummond.
Folio. London. 1754.

Travels in Ethiopia. By G. A. Hoskins. 4to. London. 1835.

Sandys Travailes. The Sixth Edition. Folio. London. 1658,

Rudiments of a Vocabulary of Egyptian Hieroglyphics. By
Samuel Sharpe. 4to. London. 1837.

The Palaces of Nineveh and Persepolis, restored by James

Ferguson. 8vo. London. 185 1.

Nineveh and its Palaces. By Joseph Bonomi, F.R.S. L. Second

Edition Revised. 8vo. London. 1853.

Travels and Researches in Chaldea and Susiana, &c. By William

Kennett Loftus, F.G.S. 8vo. London. 1857.

The Monumental History of Egypt. By William Osburn, R.S.L.

2 vols. 8vo. London. 1854.

The Religions of the World. By William Osburn. 8vo.

London. 1857.

Memoranda illustrative of the Tombs and Sepulchral Decorations

of the Egyptians. 8vo. London. 1822.

The following were elected Members of the Society,

having been nominated on March 7th :

—

Rev. William Barnard, B.A., Alveston Vicarage, Stratford-on-Avon.

Robert A. Bellman, 38, Cawley Road, South Hackney, E.

Alfred Kemp Brown, B.A., Arundel Lodge, Unthanks Road,

Norwich.

Alexander George Ellis, B.A., Suthrey House, Mortlake, S.W.

Dr, Paul Haupt, 12, Friedliinder Weg, Gottingen.

General Pitt-Rivers, F.R.S., 4, Grosvenor Gardens, S.W.

Rev. Frederick William Ragg, M.A., Masworth Vicarage, Tring.

Mrs. Warne, Penn Hill, Yeovil.
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The following were nominated for election at the next

Meeting, 6th June:

—

Samuel Bird, 15, Sussex Place, Victoria Road, Kensington, W.

R. P. Greg, Buntingford, Herts.

E. H. C. Stephenson, Lympsham Manor, Weston-super-Mare.

The Rev. A. Lowy read the following paper, entitled

" Notices concerning Glass in Ancient Hebrew Records."

The Hebrew word Zechuchith r\"^D1Dt is employed to denote

"glass." Whether it has this signification (in Job xxviii, 17), or

whether it relates to some precious stone, is a debateable question.

The word zechucJiith means a pure substance, and does not imply

transparency. The Phoenicians, though credited with the invention of

glass, have not left any other records except the names of some

makers of glass vessels. On some Phoenician relics occurs the name

of Artas the Zidonian. Whether the Jews, as neighbours of the

Phoenicians, were manufacturers of glass during the Biblical period

of their history, cannot be proved by any relics. M. Longperier

published in 1856 the drawing of a vase in opaque white glass,*

which was brought from the East by M. Peritie, the Chancellor of

the French Consulate at Beyrout, and he suggested that this was

a Jewish glass vessel, in which case it must be of a post-biblical

period.

Of glass which came from Assyrian excavations, the British

Museum has several specimens : one of B.C. 700 bears the inscription

of Sargon, A more direct insight is given by the Egyptian monu-

ments, where we have pictorial representations of glass-making. The

earliest relic brought from Egypt bears the inscription of Thothmes

HI, and was made B.C. 1,500. The Coptic name of glass, Badjiein or

Abadjcin, and some variations of this word, have no connection with

Semitic words. The Coptic names of the substances of which glass

is made are likewise unconnected with Semitic vocables, sand being

called in Coptic sha and nitre has??ien ; whilst the Hebrew for

sand is chol (TTl)) ^nd for nitre nether (lil^), corresponding with

the Greek and Latin I'nfiov and nitrwn.

In the Aramaic dialects glass is called zegugitha, or zugitha, from

which is derived the Arabic zajaj. In the Aramaic languages ziig has

* "Bulletin Aicheologique de rAthasneum l'"ran9ais." 1S56. January, p. 4.
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the meaning of glass-like lustre, but this may be a secondary meaning.

It is more likely that the glassmakers introduced the name zugitha

from zug, " a combination," inasmuch as glass is the result of a

combination of sand and soda. The Arabs have given a wide

extension to the word zajaj or za^a^ amongst Mahomedan nations.

But amongst the Aryan Mahomedans in India, in Persia, in

Kurdistan, as also among the Turks, glass is called shisha. In

Hebrew shesh or shdyish is the name of marble, and may eventually

have been used in the signification of glass. Whether glass was in the

earliest days manufactured in Palestine or not, glass vessels must

have been known to the Jews. This is not to be inferred from the

circumstance that the Palestine Exploration Fund has brought to

light numerous fragments of glass vessels, for such vessels may have

been made at a late period, but it is an indubitable fact that the

Phoenician traders, according to the testimony of the Bible (Proverbs

xxxi, 24, and Hosea xii, 8), constantly came to Judaea to offer their

wares. Israelite women liked to adorn their necks with glass beads

;

specimens of such ornaments occur in the tombs of the Egyptians

and the Etruscans. Among the • treasures which Dr. Schliemann

discovered at Hissarlik, the so-called site of Troy, and again in the

graves of Mycenae, Egyptian or Phoenician glass beads have been

found. Even beneath the lakes of Switzerland, where the pale-

buildings of ancient inhabitants have been brought to light, glass

beads were discovered, which none but Phoenician traffickers could

have carried to Switzerland, just as they brought them into the lands

of the ancient Britons. No doubt can, therefore, exist that the

Hebrews of the earliest date were fully acquainted with articles made
of glass. With the commodity itself the names of variously shaped

vessels wandered more or less from one country to another, and

many of those names may have reference even to glasswares. The

Hebrew word hin (]"'ri), a well-known small measure, may be

identical with the Egyptian han, a vessel. The Hebrew word

cad, a pitcher, appears to be identical with the Latin cadi/s, and

perhaps with the Arabic qadah. The word qab (^p), a small measure

(2 Kings, vi, 25), which is continuaUy employed in Rabbinical

writings, must have been known to the ancient Syrians. Their

descendants, the Nestorians, still call a cup bash-qah, literally an

" upper cup." The Greek kv(^c\\oi>, the French cou/>e, the Italian

co/>pa, the Dutch kofi, and the dmiinutive form occurring in gob/ef,
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seem all to indicate the migration of the term qah from land to land
;

also the Hebrew word log seems to reappear in the (jreek Aa'/z/i'ov,

in the Latin lagena. and in tlie Rabbinical lagin, lagina, or laginta.

The Ral)binical word zduchta, in Hebrew zcloc/iif/i, signifies a glass

bottle, and is mentioned in the Talmud in connection with the

holding of perfume. The words bote haucfcsh (Isaiah iii, 20) have

been rendered by some translators as perfume-bottles (literally

" breath cases"). That these perfume-bottles were generally of glass,

is made evident by the numerous specimens which are preserved in

the British Museum, in the Louvre, and in other great museums.

The luxurious use of perfume, so severely reproved by the prophet

Isaiah, is very strong evidence that although the name of glass

remains unmentioned, glass vessels must have been among those

which are mentioned in the Hebrew Scriptures.

Referring to the post-biblical records of the Jews, Mr. Lowy drew

attention to the Targum of Jonathan on Deut. xxxiii, 19, where it is

stated that the excellency of the sand in the land possessed by

Zebulun fitted this substance particularly well for the manufacture of

glass, a statement which derives some corroboration from the account

which Pliny gives of the same district. With regard to nitre, i.e.,

soda, the Talmud drew attention to the superiority of the substance

exported from Egypt over that which was found near Antipatris, in

the vicinity of Cssarea, near the Mediterranean Sea. In the Rabbi-

nical period glass was manufactured in Judaea. The apparatus for

glass making, and the shops where the articles were retailed, were

carefully mentioned by the Rabbins. They enumerated various articles

of glass, %-wi:h dsXif^^'i, choUoth shel zecJmchith {T^TC^ /II^ nvSin);
lanterns, /««d'j (D^S)) which the Persians adopted in the waxd faints,

from the Greek (l^xvo^-. They term a glass plate, tabla {'^iOI'd) ',

a common glass dish, skutia (t^TI^IpD)- from the Latin scutclla

(hence the English word scuttle). The Rabbins also speak of several

other objects of glass relating to domestic and ornamental uses.

Particular notice is taken by them of the manufacture of much-prized

7(.ihife glass. This species, which perhaps was iridiscent, is stated to

have disappeared at the destruction of the first Temple ; but probably

for the " first " the " second " should be substituted. As an article

of disi)lay, the ancient Jewish teachers spoke of glass in connection

with their proverbial sayings. One of them remarked that the
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acquisition of knowledge is as difficult as gold, and the loss of

acquired knowledge may be as rapid and irrecoverable as an article

of glass when broken. But another observer shrewdly remarked

upon the same subject, "The broken article can be pieced together,

and the negligent student can make amends." Concerning an heir

of property, it is stated that if he wished to get rid quickly of his

fortune, he could best do so by dressing in rich silks, by indulging

in the purchase of articles of glass, and by employing work-people

without looking after them.

In conclusion, Mr. Lowy mentioned a statement from the Talmud
which stands in connection Avith one of the Jewish customs of the

present day. Rab Ashi, in celebrating the nuptials of his son, went

to the extremes of hilarity. His colleagues, to bring him back to

sober earnestness, took a glass, obviously of high price, and breaking

it before him, they attained their object (Berachoth, folio 31a). The
mediaeval glossator of this passage observes that such a practical

admonition gave rise to the existing custom of breaking a glass at

Jewish weddings. In Mr. Lowy's opinion the custom was derived,

like many other Jewish usages, from the prolonged intercourse of

the Jews with the Romans.

Remarks were added by Canon Beechey, J. Park Harrison,

F. G. Hilton Price, F. D. Mocatta, Rev. A. Lowy, and the President.

A Paper was read by Mr. George Bertin, on the " Rules

of Life among the Ancient Akkadians " :

—

After a few remarks on the progress of Assyriology since the first

attempts at translation, Mr. Bertin noticed that there were in the

British Museum several tablets belonging to the same series, the

real meaning of which had escaped translators when dealing with the

tablets separately, but which is quite clear when the series is taken

as a whole. These tablets give precepts for the conduct of man in

his various occupations : one treats of the duties of the agriculturist,

another of the duties of man towards his family, and so on. It was

the contents of one of these tablets that had been selected by

Mr. Bertm as the subject of his paper.

First, the child is declared to be of age, and after the ceremony of

emancipation he became a citizen, paying tribute and answerable for
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his own actions. After a break of a few paragraphs comes the ques-

tion of marriage, and, according to the tablet, it is the father who

negociates this important affair; the first wife could not be other

than a free born maiden. The paragraph following next, and treating

of the betrothal, is much mutilated, but seems to speak of the various

kinds of marriages; as a wedding gift the young man was to give a

drinking vessel, which was no doubt the one used at the marriage

ceremony ; after the ceremony he received the dowry.

The first duty of the young married man was to build a shrine,

and when this was finished he could then enjoy his honeymoon. On

the birth of his first child it was placed in the shrine. After a few

paragra])hs relating to the education of the child and his being

taught to read inscriptions, the last act of paternal authority is to

find a wife for the son, and .when this is done the father and son

come under the common law.

The text then gives some definitions as to the laws touching the

relationship of the son and father and mother, and also about the

duties of masters towards their servants.

Mr. Bertin then gave as a complement to the above, an interesting

tablet confirming his views ; it had been transcribed and translated by

Mr. Pinches, w^ho communicated it to him, and contained the state-

ment of a woman claiming her dowry, in which she gave the history

of her matrimonial life ; her request was granted by the judges.

Remarks were added by Rev. A. Lowy, Mr. Bertin, and the

Secretary.

The President, in remarking on some points of the paper, referred

to the small number of students of Assyrian Archaeology. The

Society had to thank many kind friends for valuable communications

dealing with the History, Geography, or Language of the ancient

inhabitants of Mesopotamia, and it was the hope of the Council, and

no doubt of the Members of the Society, that they might have from

time to time i)apers like that just read, illustrating the lives of the

people themselves, and also some notice of their works of art. A
study oi figured antiquity of the Assyrians was required to make clear

many points of interest in their history. For example, it might be

said that except the names being mentioned in the texts, little or

nothing is known about the gods of Assyria.
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The following Communication has been received from

Professor T. Hayter Lewis :

—

My Dear Mr. Rylands,

Since I wrote my paper upon " Tel-el-Yahoudeh," I have visited

Egypt again, and been to the Tel in company with Mr. Greville

Chester. Dr. Grant had arranged likewise to go, but was prevented

doing so at the last moment by a professional engagement.

I had his plan with me on the spot, and was surprised that he

had been able to make so good a one, considering the extremely

irregular surface of the ground. I am sorry to say that the Arabs

(who appear not to be under any control) have made, and are making

sad destruction with the ancient remains.

The large cisterns or baths still remain intact, but the descend-

ing passage (the part of the ruins which I was most anxious to

explore) was not to be found, and I was told that it was buried under

the debris^ and that the alabaster blocks with which it was lined had

been torn away and burnt into lime. The digging of the Arabs has,

however, opened out some more remains, e.g.^ many pieces of mosaic

tiles, fragments of statues, columns, &c., showing that the walled

enclosure comprised buildings of a grander type and more extensive

scale than I had supposed.

East of the " mound with ancient tiles," as marked on Dr. Grant's

plan, we found a granite statue of Rameses III.

Near " the statue of kneeling priest " (in the bend of the road),

is a basalt cistern, six feet four inches by three feet eight inches, and,

close to it, a granite halfcolumn {i.e., cut longitudinally from top to

bottom through its centre) two feet six inches in diameter, of papyrus

or lotus stalks, and with the bud capital as found at Beni Hassan,

Karnak, &c. This half-column is very unusual, and if it had been

of limestone, I should have thought that it was an old one cut into

two in later times.

A round bowl-shaped (but solid) piece ot granite, four feet three

inches in diameter and two feet six inches in thickness, suggests the

idea of its having been cut off from the bottom of a column. But the

cutting both of this and the half-column must have been so difficult

that I think that the forms are original.

The most important work however, not shown on Dr. Grant's

plan, is a fine wall of well-dressed limestone blocks, in the inner side

of and paraUel with the "double wall," which forms the east side of
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the enclosure. This limestone wall is, in fact, a continuation of

that shown by Dr. Grant at the south-east angle of the mound, and

must have been built at a very early period, as it is at a great depth

below the level of the double wall, which itself bears signs of being

ancient. In the "double wall" there is a large circular bastion,

near the point marked by Dr. Grant as " Keep." It would thus

appear that the space originally enclosed, whatever its purpose or

date, had on the east side and part of the south side, a solid stone

wall of good masonry. That the upper part of this wall was after-

wards ruined and buried, together with the whole or the greater part

of the building, and that upon the site of the wall were constructed

the great mound and the crude brick fortification which surmounted

it is clear.

The earliest dates which appear on any of the cartouches or the

tiles, statues, or other parts, are those of Seti I, Menepthah II, and

Rameses III. But the papyrus referred to in my paper gives the

further date of Rameses II, who appears to have erected a " guard

house " at the Tel. The latest date is probably that of the tiles,

which have Greek letters at the back.

Yours very truly,

T. Hayter Lewis.

Thanks were returned for these communications.

The next Meeting of the Society will be held at 9, Conduit

Street, Hanover Square, W., on Tuesday, June 6th, 1882,

at 8 p.m., when the following Papers will be read :

—

I. By E. Lund :
—" The Epoch of Joseph : Amenhotep IV as

the Pharaoh of the Famine."

II. By Prof. A. H. Sayce :
—" The Decipherment of the Hittite

Inscriptions."

Mr. Bird has kindly sent for exhibition his picture of an Assyrian

War-horse, with trappings, &c., restored from the monuments in the

British Museum.
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THE FOLLOWING BOOKS ARE REQUIRED FOR TH
LIBRARY OF THE SOCIETY.

BoTTA, Monuments de Ninive. 5 vols., folio. 1847-1850.

Place, Ninive et I'Assyrie, 1 866-1 S69. 3 vols., folio.

Brugsch-Bey, Grammaire Demotique. i vol., folio.

Geographische Inschriften Altaegyptische Denkmaeler.

Vols. I—III (Brugsch). Vol. IV, in 2 parts (Dumichen).

DuMiCHEN, Historische Inschriften, &c., ist series, 1867.

2nd series, 1869.

Altaegyptische Kalender Inschriften, 1866.

Tempel Inschriften, 1862. 2 vols., folio.

GoLENiscHEFF, Die Metternichstele. Folio, 1877.

Lane, Manners and Customs of Modern Egyptians. 2 vols., 8vo.

Lepsius, Nubian Grammar, &c., 1880.

Konigsbuch der Alten Aegypter. 4to., 1858.

De Rouge, Etudes 6gyptologiques. 13 vols., complete to 1880.

Wright, Arabic Grammar.

Arabic Chrestomathy. i vol., texts, and complete glossary.

Delitzsch, Assyrische Studien. Heft I, 1874.

ScHROEDER, Die Phonizische Sprache.

Haupt, Die Sumerischen Familiengesetze.

ScHRADER, Die Keilinschriften und das Alte Testament. 1872.

Rawlinson, Canon, Five Great Monarchies. 3 vols.

6th and 7th do.

OsBURN, The Antiquities of Egypt. 8vo., 1841.

Robinson, Biblical Researches. 8vo., 1 841-185 2.

PiERRET, Dictionnaire d'Archeologie Egyptienne. 8vo. Paris, 1S75.

BuRKHARDT, Eastern Travels.

Wilkinson, Materia Hieroglyphica. Malta, 1824-30. {Text only.)

Chabas, Melanges Egyptologiques. 1862- 18 73.

L'Egyptologie. Tomes I and II, 1874 and 1875.

Maspero, Du genre epistolaire chez les Egyptiens de I'epoque

Phraonique. 8vo. Paris, 1872.

De Carchemis oppidi Situ et Historia Antiquissima.

8vo. Paris, 1872,
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TLhc Bronse ©rnanients of tbe

lp>alace 0ate$ from Balawat
[Shalmaneser II, B.C. 859-825.]

EDITED, WITH AN INTRODUCTION, BY

SAMUEL BIRCH, Esq., D.C.L., LL.D., F.S.A., &c.

Parts I, II, and III have now been issued to Subscribers, with some

portion of the letterpress description by Mr. Theo. G. Pinches.

In accordance with the terms of the original prospectus, the price for

each part is now raised to ;^i 10^.

Uc^tB in tbe Babylonian
Mebge « writing.

Being a series of carefully autographed plates, cojDied from tablets

written in the Babylonian character only ; compiled by Theo. G. Pinches,

of the Department of Oriental Antiquities, British Museum.

The design of the Author is to furnish students with the means of

making themselves acquainted with the Babylonian style of writing, and to

this end the texts, which will be of high value and interest, will be

accompanied by as complete a syllabary of the Babylonian characters

as can now be made, arranged in a convenient form for reference.

It is proposed to issue the work in two parts :—Part I is now ready.

Price 4^^. 6d. As only a limited number of copies have been printed, a

single part cannot be sold separately.

HARRISON AND SONS, PRINTERS IN ORDINARY TO HER MAJESTY, ST. iMAKTlN's LANE.
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PROCEEDINGS
OF

THE SOCIETY
OF

BIBLICAL ARCHAEOLOGY.

TWELFTH SESSION, 1881-82.

Seventh Meeting, 6th June, 1882.

SAMUEL BIRCH, D.C.L., LL.D., &c., President,

IN THE CHAIR.

-^^$0^-

The President announced with great .regret the decease of

M. Chabas, one of the Honorary Members of the Society.

FRAN901S Joseph Chabas, born 2nd January, 1817, was the son

of Vincent Chabas, a retired Captain in the French Army, and Marie

(Ferrus) his wife. He was born and educated at Briangon (Hautes

Alpes), and at the age of 13 years entered business.

In 1852 several articles published in the Revue Arch'eologique by

the Vicomte de Rouge and M. Prisse d'Avenues having come under

the notice of Chabas, he commenced the study of hieroglyphics, and

from this time up to the time of his illness his pen was never idle.

To enumerate his many publications here would be out of place, but

they will be found in a "Notice" by the Baron Textor de Ravisi

prefixed to the volume of Memoires du Congres provincial des

Orientalistes Frangais ; St. Etienne, 1875.

M. Chabas died at his house at Versailles, on the 17th May, 1882,

aged 65 years.

[No. xxxii.] 93
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The following Presents M'cre announced, and thanks

ordered to be returned to the Donors :

—

From the Societe Royal des Antiquaires du Nord :—M^moires,

Nouvelle Se'rie, 1880. Copenhagen. 1882. 8vo.

Tiling til Aarboger for Nordisk oldkyndighed og historie.

Aargang iSSo, 1881. Copenhagen. 8vo.

From the Smithsonian Institute :—Annual Report of the Board of

Regents. 1880. Washington. 8vo. 1881.

From the Royal Society :—The Proceedings. Vol. XXXIII,

No. 219. 8vo. London. 1882.

From the Royal Geographical Society : —The Proceedings and

Monthly Record of Geography. Vol. IV, Nos. 6 and 7. June

and July, 1882.

From the Geological Society :—Quarterly Journal. Vol. XXXVI I.

Part 2. No. 150.

From the Royal Institute of British Architects :—The Proceedings,

Session 1881-1882. Nos. 14, 15, 16 and 17. 1882.

From the Anthropological Institute :—The Journal. Vol. XI.

No, 4. May, 1882. London. 8vo.

From the Author :—The Early History of the Mediterranean

Populations, Iberians, Szc. By Hyde Clarke. London. 8vo.

1882.

From the Author :—On the Origin of the Phoenician Alphabet.

By G, Bertin, M.R.A.S. 4to. 1882.

Reprinted from Orientalia Antiqtta. Vol. I. Part i. 1882.

From the Author:— Boorg ez Zififir. Cairo. By Professor

T. Hayter Lewis.

Reprinted from the Journal of the Archaeological Association,

1882.

From the Author :—Christ's Earthly Sojourn as Chronology's

Normal Unit. 8vo. London. 1882.

The following were submitted for election, having been

nominated on May 2 :

—

Samuel Bird, 15, Sussex Place, Victoria Road, Kensmgton.

R. P. Greg, Buntingford, Herts.

E. H. C. Stephenson, I>ympsham Manor, Weston-super-Mare.
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The following were nominated for election :

—

Edward Thomas Davis, 75, Caversham Road, Camden Road, N.W.

Alfred H. Paul, Tetbury.

The Rev. James Robertson, D.D., Professor of Hebrew, Glasgow

University.

Mr. H. Villiers Stuart, M.P., in exhibiting a large coloured

drawing of the remarkable funeral canopy lately discovered

near Thebes, produced some fragments of the original leather,

the colours of which were now as bright as the day they were

made. He stated that Queen Isi-em-kheb, in whose honour

the canopy had been made, was a contemporary of Solomon,

being mother-in-law to Shishak, who took Jerusalem after the

death of the latter.

He further, as illustrations of the paper by Mr. Lund,

exhibited paper squeezes of the heads of Amenhotep IV and

Khuenaten, from the figures which respectively occur on the

opposite sides of the faf.ade of the tomb, which he himself

had discovered and excavated at Thebes.

Mr. Villiers Stuart pointed out that there could not well

be a greater contrast between the two heads, although up to

the present time Egyptologists had concurred in considering

that Khuenaten and Amenhotep IV were the same person,

and that the names were nothing more than the earlier and

later name of the same disk-worshipping Pharaoh.

He pointed out that on this tomb Amenhotep was repre-

sented as being remarkably stout and burly in physique, while

on the contrary Khuenaten was a lean, effeminate looking man,

just as he is represented in the well-known Tel-el-Amarna

sculptures.

Mr. Villiers Stuart called attention to what he thought

must be a fatal objection to Mr. Lund's identification. The
Bible told us that from the time of Joseph's death and the

Exodus, the children of Israel increased from seventy to

1,000,000 ; and it was remarked that the 430 years assigned

by St. Paul to, the Egyptian bondage would not be too much

time to allo\v for that increase, and would just correspond
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with the interval between Amasis, the founder of the XVIIIth

dynasty, and Meneptha, in whose reign the chronicler Manetho

dated the Exodus.

A Paper entitled " The Epoch of Joseph : Amenhotep IV
as the Pharaoh of the Famine," was read by Mr. L. Lund.

After some introductory remarks, Mr. Lund, to fix the epoch of

Joseph, took his starting point from the statements of the Bible

(Gen. xlvii, vv. 14-20, 25-26), that Joseph, during the famine,

caused the Egyptians to sell, as payment for grain, their treasures,

their landed property, and even their persons, to the king ; and that,

from Joseph's days, the Egyptian king was the owner of the whole

country. This is further explained by some passages from Artabanos

(Euseb. " Praep. Evang.," IX, c. 23), indicating that Joseph had

diminished or abolished the power of the magnates of the country,

a meq-sure that generally is identical with the establishment of an

absolute kingdom. The first step must be, consequently, to investigate,

from the documents of Egyptian history, whether such a social

revolution ever has taken place, and if so at what time.

A comparison between the inscriptions in the tombs, from

different epochs, will settle the question. From the ancient reigns,

and also from the so-called Xllth, Xlllth, and XVIIIth dynasties, we

have a number of inscriptions from tombs ofmagnates often exhibiting

a feeling of content with the honours having been bestowed upon them

by their sovereigns, but always maintaining a proud, independent

spirit. Quite different is the spirit of documents and inscriptions

dating from the so-called XlXth dynasty, when the king often is

adulated and exalted in a way before unknown. The earliest

documents in which this new spirit is apparent are those from the

times of Amenhotep IV (Khunaten). As the magnates are still

flourishing under Amenhotep III, at least during the first part of his

reign, there are some reasons to suppose that the revolution must

have taken place at the end of the reign of this king, or at the

commencement of tliat of his successor. The next step then will

be to investigate whether at this time some events may have happened

in Egypt like those mentioned in the Bible in connection with the

history of Joseph.

From the later years of the reign of Amenhotep III, we have a

very important monument in the tomb of Khamhat (or Shamhat), a
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magnate and high functionary. (Prisse d'Avennes : "Monuments

Egyptiens," pi. 39-42. Lepsius :
" Denkmaler," Abth. Ill, pi. 76, 77.)

Here the pictures and inscriptions alike commemorate the fact that

the crops were abundant, and that the collection of grain was a chief

business of the royal government at that time. " The superintendent

of the magazines of grain " is mentioned as being busy in speaking

to the landowners to induce them to yield to the king the greatest

possible quantity of grain. Further, we receive the information that

the king paid for the grain with neck-chains.

A number of official reports mentioning a king Amenhotep,

written on pieces of calcareous stone, and preserved in the British

Museum, must also date from the later times of Amenhotep III, or

the commencement of the reign of his successor (Birch :
" Inscrip-

tions in the Hietatic and Demotic Character," pi. XII, XIII, XV,

and XXVIII. Chabas : "Melanges," Illme, Serie, Tome I,

pp. 202-220). They are four in number, and in three of them grain

or granaries are mentioned. In two of them is mentioned also a

very high dignitiry, and both the king and this dignitary are honoured

by an unusual application of the determinative ^ to their titles, and

even to verbs or pronouns relating to them, which seems to indicate

that the documents date from a time immediately after the estab-

lishment of a new state of things. One of these documents (Birch,

/.c, pi. XV) states that at the day of the coronation of King

Amenhotep, and at other times during the commencement of his

reign, workmen broke into houses and stole loaves, cakes, grain, beer,

in short victuals of all kinds, which seems to indicate that a famine

raged at that time. There are reasons for believing that the king men-

tioned is Amenhotep IV, and the very high dignitary who is honoured

by the determinative J), had charge of the magazines of victuals.

In a tomb of the southern necropolis of El Amarna (No. Ill,

by Lepsius: "Denkmaler," Abth. Ill, pi. 108, 109), a picture is

preserved, representing King Amenhotep IV, accompanied by his

queen and his daughters, standing on a balcony ; a crowd of people

are appearing before him, and he evidently is explaining something

to his subjects. At the foot of the balcony a high functionary is

seen standing in the attitude of giving his orders. Near him a clerk

is busy writing something ; before this clerk stands a box, in which

the people are depositing neck-chains and other valuables, while they

at the same time ask for a written receipt from the clerk. Behind
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the clerk other people are waiting, listening to the king's words, and
bringing with tliem leather bags and large vases, which were

employed to carry grain in, as we know from other documents and
pictures. Below, two other clerks are delivering to the people the

bags or vases filled ; and the people are seen carrying away on their

shoulders the large vases and bags, which seem to be heavy. Two
guardian clerks stand at the gate through which the people are

passing out. This picture seems to be ? copy of a bas-relief which
adorned some wall of the new temple of Aten, in Thebes, built by
Amenhotep IV : at least the king's figure, in the same attitude and
with the same ornaments, is found again on a stone originally used

in the said temple ((;^ Prisse d'Avennes : "Monuments Egyptiens,"

pi. XI, 4).

In another tomb at El Amarna (No. i, by Lepsius: " Denkmaler,"

Abth. Ill, Bl. 103-105), we meet with a picture which seems to

have been executed some few years after the one mentioned. Here

the king and the queen, with three daughters, are seen standing on

a balcony, throwing out to the people for scrambling all kinds of

ornaments and precious things. Foremost in the crowd are seen

the possessor of the tomb, Ai (afterwards a king), and his wife Ti,

receiving the lion's share of the treasures. Somewhat in the back-

ground, and turning his back to the scene described, stands another

high dignitary, apparently of still higher rank than Ai ; a number of

people are urgently asking for something, or imploring him, and

kissing his feet. But his attitude is not at all that of a mild

benefactor : he rather appears as a diplomate, explaining that only

on certain conditions will he grant their requests.

Consequently we have, from the epoch supposed to be that of

Joseph, a series of monuments agreeing with the narrative of the

Bible concerning him and his work in Egypt. During the latter

period of the reign of Amenhotep III grain in great quantities is

purchased by the king, and during the first year of the reign of

Amenhotep IV the king sells grain to his subjects. Further, every-

where in these documents or pictures, a high dignitary appears, of so

high a rank that he is honoured with the determinative of a god,

and figured in the tombs of other prominent people. This high

dignitary, so unusually honoured, has charge of the granaries, and

superintends the sale of grain from the royal magazines. His name
is nowhere mentioned, but he fills exactly the place which, according

to the account of the Bible, Joseph occupied.
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The two pictures mentioned above, from the tombs of El Amarna,

perfectly illustrate the narrative of the Bible about the famine. The
earlier one agrees with the description of the earlier years of the

famine (Genesis, xli, 54-56) : Pharaoh said to all Egypt, " Go to

Joseph, and do as he says to you." And Joseph opened all the

magazines and sold to the Egyptians. (Genesis xlvii, 14) : Joseph

collected all the valuables that existed in the country ... for the

grain which they purchased, etc.—And the latter picture illustrates

the end of the famine (cf Genesis xlvii, 18) :
" Nothing is left us to

offer to my lord, beyond our persons and our dominions ; why shall

we die before thy eyes ? Take us, ourselves and our dominions, in

payment for bread ! " Concerning this last mentioned picture, some

passages from the so called Targum of Jonathan-ben-Uzziel, and from

the Targum Jerushalmi (to Genesis xlix, 22), also seem to prove that

it really belongs to the epoch of Joseph.

In order to fully and firmly establish the new theory, it remains to

investigate whether all other documents relating on one side to the

history of Amenhotep III and IV, and on the other side to Joseph,

are in conformity with it. Mr. Lund announced that he had during

some years collected, from different sources, a great number of docu-

ments relating to the history of Egypt and the Hebrews during the

epoch from Amenhotep III to Rameses II, which are all in har-

mony with the above conclusions, and which he considered satisfac-

torily explained the seemingly contradictory statements of the

Bible, Eusebius, Syncellus, Abulfaraj, etc. From want of time it was

impossible to consider all the material collected ; he therefore chose

those documents which principally related to the reign of Amen-

hotep IV, or the history of the famine, such as different monuments

or inscriptions, and some passages and narratives from Rabbinical

writings, from Manetho, Tabari, Strabon, Diodoros, etc. In con-

clusion, a sketch was given of the history of Amenhotep IV as it

would appear after the results obtained. The following are some of

the principal points in this sketch :

—

During the first part of the reign of .Amenhotep III, a magnate,

Amenhotep, surnamed Hui, seems to have governed both king and

country, like another Richelieu. As his opponent in political as well

as in religious questions, appears the queen Tii ; the monotheistic

movement, so peculiar in this time, seems to have originated many

years before Joseph made his appearance in Egypt. The queen
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must have been successful in breaking the power of Hui : in the

later years of Amenhotep III nothing is heard about him, while the

crown prince, who shares his mother's opinions, appears as the

co-regent of his father. An attempt is made to poison " the king
"

(or rather the crown prince), in consequence of which a plan is

conceived to abolish entirely the power of the magnates. This plan

was laid by Joseph ; and the history about the dreams of the king

seems to have been only a kind of veil to cover the real intention of

the king's measures. It was a custom in Egypt that the magnates

laid aside the superfluous grain to be given to their subjects when a

failure of crops should happen : the grain was not exported, and had

no other value. Now during a series of years the king purchased

all the superfluous grain from the recent harvests every year ; and

at the time when the crops failed, it proved that the old grain in the

magazines of the magnates had been eaten up by worms, and so the

king alone possessed good grain. Meanwhile a mercenary army had

been formed, and garrisons placed in all the cities to defend the

king's magazines. The magnates came to the king, then Amenhotep IV,

to purchase grain : but now the dreams again served as a pretext to

give out at one time only such small quantities of grain that the

people never had enough to sow the fields ; and Joseph in that way

secured to himself the fulfilment of his prediction. When the power

of the magnates had been completely broken, and they had yielded

all their possessions to the king, Joseph gave seed corn to the people,

and the famine ended. The deposed magnates partly accepted

positions in the king's service, and partly emigrated to the islands of

the Mediterranean Sea, especially to Krete, where they by means of

laws tried to prevent any one man coming into possession of the

whole country, thus laying the first foundation stone of republican

institutions. During these events the king had built at Thebes a

new temple for his only god, Aten. The priests of Amen, who had

been from the earliest times the principal god of Thebes, strongly

opposed the new religion, and a revolt seems to have broken out.

The revolt was quelled, and the rebels were condemned to work in

the quarries, to cut stones for tlie building of a new capital, Haru

instead of Thebes. The king seems to have followed the counsels

of Joseph also in these matters. The new city appears to have been

built in a very short time, and to have been very magnificent : the

prototype of the great halls of columns erected afterwards by

Seti I and Ramescs II, seems to have existed here. But soon
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after the erection of that city, and after the end of the famine,

Amenhotep IV must have died.

Mr. Lund also offered some new opinions as to the origin of the

so-called ring-money (imitation of Egyptian neck chains), concerning

the interpretation of the word "i^,"^ (a union of chains, and not a

union of rings or a single chain) ; the signification of the word ^Tff
(" Greeks," one of the nine peoples, originally designated " magnates,"

especially those of Upper Egypt and of Syria) ; concerning the settle-

ments of Joseph's kinsmen (Khaldeans, Khalu) in Goshen (Gesem,

Kasion, Kazina), and their appearance on the monuments of Amen-
hotep IV, etc. Mr. Lund abso gave a new translation of the well-

known passage of the Greek Papyrus Harris, about U QA ^^ i V 1 ^5
which he refers to Joseph. His translation was as follows :

'" There

was a time when the people of Egypt went away to settle in foreign

lands. The inhabitants of the capital had no king residing among
them. Years of abundance preceded a change of the state of things.

The country of Egypt was under military chiefs, commanding in the

cities. One slew his second" (ie., one Egyptian slew another ; civil

war raged). " Afterwards, during years of want, a thoroughly extra,

ordinary change of the " [established] " state of things " [took place]-

" Aalisu, a Khaldean, was the principal chief among them. The whole

people were yielding to him their possessions and their persons, and

lost their property," etc. To which Mr. Lund added some remarks

about the variations of the name of Joseph (Jehoseph, Osarsiph,

Eliseph, Raseph, in accordance with Seti = Usiri = I, or laubidi =
Ilubidi, or Jerubbaal = Jerubbeseth, etc.). The king Setnekht could,

in his opinion, have scarcely been the father of Rameses III, but

only his ancestor, and he was probably to be identified with the

son-in-law and successor of Amenhotep IV.

Finally, some remarks were added about traces of these events

preserved in popular tales among the Oriental nations : where

King Amenhotep IV, " Khunaten " (sometimes confounded with

Joseph) appears as " Shedad," Hui as "the prophet Hud," and

Joseph as " Og Ben Onk" (Haq Panankh). From these tales it

appears that Amenhotep IV perished in a hurricane in the desert,

when on a journey to visit his new capital (Irem = Haru).

Remarks were added by Canon Beechey, Rev. A. Lowy, and

Dr. Birch, in reply to a question of Mr. Villiers Stuart as to whether

it was customary for the king at certain festivals to distribute collars,

said that the collars were distributed for military successes.

lOI
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The tablet records 400 years between the Shepherd Kings and

Rameses II, but it is uncertain which Shepherd King is mentioned.

Josephus evidently was of the opinion that the time of the arrival

of Joseph in Egypt was during the reign of the Shepherd Kings.

Of the fortifications built by the Jews—the so-called "Treasure

Cities "—one was named after Rameses II, and built in his reign, and

the Exodus took place subsequently. The successor of Rameses II

would not be found at the Deir-el-Bahari, and he was not the

monarch of the XVIIIth Dynasty to whose reign the Exodus has

been assigned, was found.

Canon Beechey thought that the scene of the investiture with

collars, was evidently a base copy of a much better sculpture. The

investiture of Poeri in the reign of Seti I at was a similar

sculpture, from which the one at Tel Amarna had been copied.

He also thought that the Rabbinical books were of no authority,

and the conclusions drawn from them were opposed to all historical

evidence. There was no reason to doubt the Greek authorities, who

agree in assigning the visit ofJoseph to the reign of the Shepherd King

Aphophis. The introduction of the horse into Egypt, which appears

both in the Bible and on the monuments, between the days of

Abraham and Joseph, almost alone assigns the visit of Abraham to

the reign of Amenemes III, and that of Joseph to the Shepherd

Kings. He could mention many other corroborative evidences, did

time permit.

Mr. Lund replied, and his remarks will be printed in a future

number of the Proceedings.

A Paper by Prof. Sayce, on " The Decipherment of the

Hittite Inscriptions," was read by the Secretary :

—

Mr. Sayce showed that the accurate copies of the casts from

Hamath, and of the three inscriptions from Carchemish now in the

British Museum, which have been taken by Mr. Rylands, have at

last made it possible to make some progress in the decipherment of

the Hittite texts. He pointed out the great variability in the forms

of the characters allowed themselves by the Hittite engravers, even

in the same inscription, a variability which renders the close resem-

blance between the characters found at Carchemish and those near
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the figure of Niobe in Lydia all the more striking. He then went

on to state that if we start with the four phonetic characters and two

ideographs the values of which are given by the bilingual boss of

Tarkondemos, it is possible to decipher certain portions of the

inscriptions from Haniath and Carchemish. Thus a certain group of

characters is found several times at Carchemish before the ideographs

of " king " and "country," and must therefore denote a royal name.

The three first characters composing it are alvvays the same, the third

being that which on the bilingual boss has the value of me. This

latter is twice followed by the head of a goat, which the bilingual

boss informs us was pronounced tarkus. It is replaced, however,

sometimes by two characters, sometimes by three, the first character

in both cases being identical, and therefore representing the syllable

tar. Mr. Sayce showed that where only one character followed it

the latter had the value of kus ; where it was followed by two

characters they had respectively the values of ku and es. This es is

attached as a suffix to nouns, and sometimes to each of a consecu-

tive series of nouns ; and since the nouns to which it is attached often

come at the beginning of a sentence, it must represent the Hittite

nominative, which according to the evidence of the Egyptian and

Assyrian monuments, terminated in s. At the beginning of an

inscription a proper name ending in the nominatival es is preceded

by an ideograph, sometimes representing a head with the hand point-

ing to the mouth, sometimes a face with a lozenge-shaped word issuing

from the mouth. The ideograph plainly means " he says," and the

phonetic complement, me.^ which is often added to it, will be the

suffix of the third person singular. This Mr. Sayce further verified

by other evidence. He then proved that the ideograph shown by

the Boghaz Keui sculptures to be the determinative of divinity is

occasionally omitted before the name of a god. This is invariably

the case where the god's name is part of a proper name. At Ibreez

the determinative appears only once, before the picture of a serpent,

and close to the face of the god sculptured on the rock. As the ser-

pent also adorns the god's cap, it clearly symbolizes his name. Coins

of Tarsos which represent the same deity show that he was the

Kilikian sun-god, whose native name has been demonstrated by

Ed. Meyer to have been Sandas or Sandan. Now the seal-impres-

sions found by Layard at Kouyunjik are mostly duplicates. These

have upon them the picture of a writing tablet, which must have
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signified " seal," followed by the figure of the serpent, a phonetic

complement, which a variant passage in one of the Carchemish

texts proves was the vowel ?/, and an ideograph of unknown value.

Another legend on the seal-impressions begins with the figure of the

serpent, after which comes an unknown ideograph and the characters

me and es. It is evident that we have in the first case a genitive

—

"the seal of Sandu ..."—and in the second a nominative, "Sandu-x-

mes." Now the only foreign king, so far as we know, whose seal-

impressions were likely to have been preserved in the record-chamber

of Assur-bani-pal was Sanda-sarmes, king of Kilikia, who came to

Nineveh in person, and whose daughter married Assur-bani-pal. The
seals may have been attached to the marriage contracts. We thus

have proof that the Hittite mode of writing was practised in Kilikia

at least as late as the middle of the seventh century B.C. Mr. Sayce

next proceeded to determine the phonetic values of some other

characters ; that, for instance, which resembles the Kypriote ne is

shown by a variant passage to have the value of e. The grammar of

the Hittite inscriptions was also discussed, so far as it could at

present be made out. Ku is the suffix of the first person singular of

the past tense, the boot (of unknown phonetic value) denoting the

third person plural. Kus is the patronymic suffix, and in two parallel

texts from Hamath the name of the father with this suffix replaces

the name of the son. The plural accusative ended in e, like the

Kappadokian a, but the plural was also denoted by a special

ideograph, which was used alike with nouns and verbs. The
copulative conjunction occurs rarely, its place being taken by

adjectives, the terminations of which are the same as those of the

substantives with which they agree. A suffix er seems to represent

the dative. As the country over which the kings at Hamath are

said to rule is the same as that of which the princes of Carchemish

call themselves kings, it would seem that Hamath must have been

conquered at one time by the Hittites of Carchemish. All three

monuments now at Carchemish belong to the same monarch, but a

different one is mentioned on an inscription copied on the site of

Carchemish by Mr. Boscawen. When we consider how few and

mutilated are the Hittite texts we possess, the fact tliat so much can

be determined in them encourages us to hope that with the acquisition

of other and more perfect inscriptions, the progress of decipherment

will be rajjid.
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The following Communications have been received :

—

St. Mary's Vicarage,

Crown Street, Soho, W.C.
Dear Mr. Rylands, 5^^^ ^/'y, 1882.

The enclosed extract explains the fire and brazier in the mosaic

of the Mausoleum of Gallia Placidia, at Ravenna, and accounts for

the figure having been represented by some as St. Laurence, instead

of " Our Lord," = Adonai.

Yours sincerely, Robt. Gwynne.

Extract from " Italy and Her Invaders ;" by Thomas Hodgkins,

2 vols., Oxford, 1880, on the Mosaic in the Mausoleum of Gallia

Placidia, at Ravenna.—" Christ, wielding His cross like a sword, and
" with something in His form and attitude reminding one of the

" description in the first chapter of the Apocalypse, stands with

" an open book, probably the Gospel of St. Mark, in His hand ; at

" a little distance off, an open bookcase discloses the other three*

" Gospels ; between Him and them is a great brazier, in which

" heretical books, perhaps those of the Nestorians,t are said to be

" burning, the flames and the smoke being very vividly rendered."

Vol. I, p. 469.

Queens College, Oxford,

Dear Mr. Rylands, ^J'ajy 2nd, 1882.

Mr. Bertin's interesting Paper on the Assyrian Numerals, in the

new volume of the Transactions of this Society, has recalled to my
attention the passage in W.A.I., V, 12, 30-34, in which the Sumerian

names of some of the numerals are given. This column, I am sur-

prised to find, has not been explained ; so I send you a word or two

on what has always seemed to me the obvious interpretation of it.

Only the Sumerian names of the numerals, it will be observed, are

written phonetically in the text ; their Accadian names, contained in

the second column, are expressed as usual by ideographs. I stiU

beheve that the latter are substantially what I tried to make them

out to be some years ago in the " Zeitschrift der deutschen Mor-

genlandischen GeseUschaft," xxvii, 4. Dr, Haupt, I see, con-

* The names appear on the mosaic.

t Placidia issued laws against heretics ; the Nestorians were condemned by

the Council of Ephesus, a.d. 431.
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jectures that the Accadian word for " four " was iattaba, or tattama,

but W.A.I., 57, 36, where sa?iabi is stated to be the Accadian word

for "forty," as well as 55, 51, 52, seems to make it clear that the

real word was sana. Hence the value of sa for ^, a value which I

can see no reason for supposing to be of Assyrian origin, as has

recently been maintained.

I should restore the passage in W.A.I., V, 12, 30-34, in the

following way :
—

1.
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In the third line, the preposition ta, shared aUke by Sumerian

and Accadian, is as usual translated by the Asyrian istn, " from."

Amtasi, it will be noticed, has become so much of a technical word,

as to be equivalent to a substantive, and consequently capable of

being construed with a preposition.

In line 4, the Assyrian column shows what must be supplied in

the Sumerian one. iz\>- is a here, as in many other instances. Dr.

Oppert long ago pointed out that >- when employed with numerals,

signified "multiplied by," as in |.- ^, I x X = 10. Adu has the

same signification in Accadian, as we learn from W.A.I., IV, 2, 5, 55,

a. passage which further informs us that it was borrowed by Assyrian.

The Sumerian form of the word, it would appear, was adi.

That /^ was "one " in Accadian, I showed as far back as 1870,

when attempting to lay the foundations of Accadian grammar in the

" Journal of Philology "
; we now know that the numeral had the

same pronunciation in Sumerian also.

Owing to the fracture of the sixth and seventh lines, it is im-

possible to discover what " two " and " three " were in Sumerian.

The word for " three," however, ended in vius, which may imply a

corresponding Accadian gtis.

Yours very truly,

A. H. Sayce.

GissiNG Rectory, Diss, Norfolk.

Dear Sir,

I would suggest (what has probably occurred to many others)

that the Hebrew inscription at Ravenna, which Mr. Fotheringham

reads ^^"1^5, should rather be read l^"^^,
" our Lord."

It seems impossible to get t;^ out of the first letter, whilst it is

exactly a ^ , except that the opening at the foot is closed up, as often

happens in writing. So also no reason can be given for lengthening

1 into 1, or rather for shortening ^ into i. As to the point over

the >, I suggest that its object is to show that the following letter ")

is not a wau of the vowel, but a final nun. In this case it is analo-

gous to the dot in Syriac, which is used to distinguish words according

to its position, e.g., Ol^ = " to him," oi-^ " to her." This dot was

probably prior to the use of vowels in Syriac; and so in Hebrew it may
have been used when the need of some sign of distinction was being
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felt, but a vowel system was not yet worked out. Here it would

show the word was \^'y^ not ^^'y^- The title p^ would be

familiar from i Cor. xvi, 23, and Syrian influences would be felt at

Rome.
Yours, truly,

John Sharpe.

The following communication, on " The Phoenicians in

Egypt," has been received from Professor Lieblein.

As I have recently devoted my attention to the trade and voyages

of the ancient Egyptians on the Red Sea, I have pleasure in com-

municating something of these particular researches.

In Lepsius, " Denkm." II, 115, [c 16], we find the following:

—

AA/VvAA

" These jackals are Bennu people who are descending." Now there

is the question, who were the Bennu people ? I believe, to speak

shortly, that they were the Phoenicians. In Greek the word phoenix

means a palm as well as the bird called phoenix, and the Phoenician.

In Egyptian jL, ^q ^^^ means hemiu, bemg determmed by the

bird the phoenix J ^^\\ {benr), or with the termination r taken

away J .«.-«
[j

(3 y bnau ; also BHNNG means "palm." Now

those people actually named 1 "^ '^^ 1 *A?>
^^ bennu people,"

as I say, the Phoenicians ; so we have for the Egyptian ben the same

three meanings, palm, plioenix-bird, and Phoenicians, as is the case

with the Greek rjiolvi^ and (^ioiv^ and J
'w^A^A ben are identical, or

at least may be so. *

If this explanation is correct, the sentence cited gives us the

extraordinarily valuable result, that the Phoenicians had descended

as early as the time of the VI th Dynasty through the Hammamat

* The Araliic hiin, "son," it cannot be, for in this case a genitive ought to

be placed after it, as in Beni Hassan, Beni Suef, &c., &c. In the present case

a verb stands after hcnnu.
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Valley to the Nile Land ; naturally in order to bring their merchan-

dise from the Red Sea to the Egyptians, namely, the Copts. Ho\v

the Phcenicians could come here is easy to understand, but that they

did so for the present cannot be closer settled ; here I will only

bring forward the fact that two local names of this district appear to

be a survival of this people.

Several miles northwards from Coptos there was situated on the

Nile a town of the name of ^-p J
^''^ © Pa-bemui, and in the

neighbourhood of the same an island in the Nile called Tabeiine.

Indeed Brugsch mentions * that the Pa-heiuiu is the same town as

that which is described under the Ptolemies as ^^^?^ Ha-bennu,

a name which means " the house of the phoenix bird."

But in the first place Ha-bennu is certainly not the same name as

Fa-bermu, at the most only a paraphrase which indeed is possible,

but not necessary, and can therefore give no proof; and secondly,

should the two names mean actually the same town, they need not

have had the same meaning. '-j-'J''^^© Pa-bennu means, I believe,

" the town of the Phoenicians," not " the town of the phoenix bird,"

because no bird is employed as the determinative. But later, namely

under the Ptolemies, as no one any longer remembered the Phceni-

cians of this district, it is possible that the name Pa-bennu, "the

town of the Phcenicians," should become transformed to

Ha-bennu, " town of the phoenix bird ; " and this the more easily

from the reason that the people and the bird bcjinu or "phoenix"

both came from the East, and probably on account of the similarity

of the name, either stood in connexion with one another, or may
have been thought to do so. The same is the case with the name

Ta-benne; it has been translated " Phoenix Island," while its original

meaning may be "the island," just as well as 1 '^^^ '

" the land of the Phoenicians." Moreover, the weak and few traces

of a phoenix cullus, which Brugsch believes he has found in these

districts, are in my opinion certainly not in the way of the theory

that the supposed local names take their rise from a stay of the

Phoenicians in and about Coptos.

* "Diet. Geog.," p. 193.
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But if I here take beimn as meaning Phoenicians, it appears as if

I were in conflict with a theory that I wish to make of equal value,

viz., that the inscriptions in Egyptian, so often name the land Pim,

which was situated on both sides of the Straits of Bab-el-Mandeb,

was originally of Phoenician or "Punic" possession, whence the

Phoenicians originally came, and whence they have their name. But

as the Phoenicians and the people of Pun are originally the same

name, bennu 3.r\6.pun can very well and still more easily be identical.

The Egyptians write the name pufi i ^^ ^^ a way of writing

in which, as is not improbable, an Egyptian popular etymology has

manifested itself: for i is the masculine article; and then ^^
means either " to be," or with -nnnnr as the determinative, " to open,"

" opening," "gate." If we take the last meaning, while we consider

that TTTTW has fallen away from the following x^^-^ half, so we obtain

for S ^^ rv^ the meaning " the land of the gate," a name which

answers very well for the land on both sides of the Straits of Bab-el-

Mandeb. The Arabs have expressed the same thought in their name,

since Bab in Arabic is " gate."

Probably the objection may be made to this theory, that in the

times when the form i ^^ rv^ appeared for the first time—so far

as I know, in the Xlth Dynasty—the masculine article @ was not yet

in use. But as it does not occur indeed in the oldest inscriptions, it

is not yet by any means proved when it at first began to api)ear,

so that from this fact no proof can be deduced. That ^ may

appear more wonderful which is placed at the end of the name ; it

cannot be radical ; and the affixing of the feminine <::i to a word

which through the prefixed article p is intended to be masculine,

must appear illogical ; but there are to be found several examples of

such grammatical varieties. On this matter I will only refer to

Benmi, means I take it, the Phoenicians ; it occurs, as we have seen,

on a monument of the Vlth Dynasty, of the same age; the supposed

local names in question probably were written at the same time.

The name ^ ^^, fy^ \pun-f, which probably means the land (the

original land) of the Phoenicians, " the Puners," comes from the

same root, it occurs, as far as I know, for the first time in the Xlth

Dynasty, and its aberrant form has probably its basis in the Egyptian

popular etymology.
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Dear Sir, June, 1S82.

A {q.'^ words upon the Akkadian numerals, of which, however,

very Httle is known, may prove to be of interest. In determining

these our chief authorities are the bi-hngual hsts and syllabaries, and

scanty as their information is, a great deal may nevertheless be ascer-

tained. In the following list all, with the exception of the word

for " four," are quite certain :

—

y, 1^, or ^ gc and *-
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Another word for " twice " was^ tab (a root which has passed into

Assyrian under the form tappu, meaning " brother," " companion ").

This word occurs in the bilingual list printed in W.A.I., Vol. II, pi. 39,

where we find (line 9) among other grammatical forms of the same

nature, the phrase ^f'^iilj "tJ^ X^-^-^ J^ ^"^^ ^ sa-mu-wi-ni-gu-tah

(literally " speak to him twice ") translated by the Assyrian sunni-

summa, "repeat to him also." An interesting variant for the word

^ occurs in the tablet R."' 345 (a duplicate of part of the above-

quoted text), where is inserted, instead, the sign ti!<<^^ ta^. It

seems, therefore, that besides tab there was also the form ta^, the

latter being the true Akkadian form. The word for " four " was, it

is thought, formed by repeating this root, so that we should get tabtab

(or tattab) and tagta^ (or tatta^).'''

3. The word pes, meaning "three," is given in the syllabary

S.'", 1. 124, where the character ^^][<, having that pronunciation, is

translated by salalti (for salasti), "three." See also the list quoted

above (W.A.I., II, pi. 39), where ^f"-]^*^^ ^-"^^ ^YY^
sa-mu-ni-

gii-peS (literally, " say to him thrice ") is rendered in Assyrian by

siiUis-siimma, "make three (imperative oisalasu) to him." Aweakened

form of this root, namely es (see below), seems to have been used to

express the numeral 180.

4. The word for "four," as above remarked, is thought to be tatiab

or tattai:;, the word for " two " twice. The character ^ implies that

there was also another word sa or san, but the existence of this is

doubtful, as the Babylonian form of this character (y, having also

the value of sa or sail) is used to express the numeral " three." t

5. The word for " five," a, is well established, and is evidently the

same as the word for "hand," "fist," or "horn," expressed by the

* See Ilaupt, ''Der Keilinschriflliche Sintflulhbericht," p. 27.

t M. Lenormant, in his book " La Langue primitive de la Chaldee," p. 154,

gives San as the pronunciation of TJT, "four." This is, indeed, what we should

expect, on account of the word Sanadi, " forty," but the phonetic complements

found with the numeral ^^ do not favour this pronunciation. An argument in

favour of the pronunciation San is the passage from W.A.I. Ill, pi. 59, quoted

on p. 115. where VV has the jihonetic ending 71a, with the meaning of

" to gather."
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sign ^3^f, to which the bilingual lists give the gloss a. (See W.xA..!.,

II, pi. 24, 1. 30.)*

6. The as, used to express the number " six," is, it will be noticed,

the same as one form of the numeral for " one." This word is pro-

bably formed, however, by combining the two numerals " five," a,

and " one," as, so that the distinction was made by pronouncing the

vowel long.

"Twenty" (see above) was probably expressed by niafi. The

word for thirty was, most likely, sej>u, and forty is expressed by the

word sajiabi. (See W.A.I. II, pi. 55, line 51 and 52. j)

The word for "sixty" is siis (in Sumerian ?niis). The word

yyy ^^, pronounced essana, probably expresses the numeral 200,

(=3x60 + 20), the syllable es belonging to Iff, and 5^;/^/ to <J(.

The sexagesimal system seems to have been adhered to rigidly, so

that we have, for 210, the form IfKKK (= 3 X 60 + 30), the pro-

nunciation of which, being in accordance with the system, is given

as tssepu, a form exactly analogous with essana, given above. It is

evidently only in consequence of the coincidence of sound that the

characters ]]] ^^ were taken to express one of the Akkadian words

for " king," also pronounced issepu, i being written for e.

The only other numerals known are the ner, 600 ; the sar, 3,600 ;

and the fractional numbers TJ[, sussana, "one-third"; ]hrT, sanabi

(Ass. sinipu, fem. slnipatii), " two-thirds " ; and TJT, kingusili or

kingusila (iVss. parap), " five-sixths."

From the sign ^, which is composed of two single strokes, and

to which was evidently given the idea of collecting, was formed

the sign ^, used in summations with the meaning of napharis,

"altogether," see '$>.' 155 (Delitzsch's Lesestucke, 65), and seems to

have kept its pronunciation {taV) in Akkadian. Napharu or napharis

could also be expressed by >->-. From this sign ^, or rather its

modification ^, with the prefix for "man" (^^w); is formed the

* The group and gloss in the next line of this text ^^J "" ^T ^^'\'\

(to be read aSte) imply, if each character of the gloss refer to each of the principal

characters respectively, that the unweakened value of the character ^^J is as.

Its connection with >— as, "one," will, therefore, be easily seen, and is, of course,

to be traced to the fist, taken as a whole, and the five fingers, taken separately.

t Read, in each line, "^^^ instead of ^, and, in 1. 51, sanalmht, instead of

Sananabaku, as the gloss.
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Sign for " brother," t^i (literally "fereman," "companion-man"),

and from the idea of a brother as a guardian came the meaning of

"to protect," which was attached to both t^i -'^"d "V- ^^ ^'"^

example of a similarly contracted character may be noted the group

A^Ar, which is to be found (see W.A.I. , IV, 30, No. i, obv., 1. 20)

in the form A^^.*

With regard to the list quoted above by Prof Sayce (W.A.I. , V,

12, 30-36), my restoration of the first three lines would be as

follows :

—

[<r^] m

r^^-^u-^r]^ m-^B-w-M ^-m^Am<j^
Transcription.

[di] - ir zi - ir

[sa - dub] - ba sa - gug - ga

[sa-dub-ba]-ta

a - su - us - tum ''
fixture."

am - ta - si " addition (?)

sa-gug-ga-ta
|
is-tu [am-ta-si] ^'- in addition

T

Asiistuni comes, of course, from the root dsdsn, a common

Assyrian rendering of the Akk. *-yf'^ t^ zir, and the Sum.
'>^yyyY

dir, and has evidently the meaning—not of "to take root in," but

" to cling to,' f 'and dsustiun must here mean something like "addi-

tion." As the following word should have a meaning closely akin to

<7i/^i//^;;/, the most probable meaning is "addition," not "subtraction,"

and refers to the list of numerals which follow. Two passages may

* It must be noted that the above forms of the numerals belong to the

sexagesimal system, but there seems to have been another group, given by

M. Lenormant in his book "La Langue primitive de la Chaldee," which is dis-

tinctly decimal. These numerals are, according to the pronunciation there given,

id, "one ;" IzaS, " two ;" is, " three ;" iaii, " four ;" and bar, " five." This word

bar means also " half," and expresses the numeral " five " as " half ten."

+ See W.A. I. , IV, pi. 10, rev., 1. 3, 4, where the Sum. niundhigga, SuSu,

nammungab, is translated into Assyrian by uSSuSaku, kattnaku, 41 andtal, " I am
overshadowed, I am covered, I cannot look forth." A&aSii and USaStum, the

Assyrian words for " bird's-nest," come from the root aSam, in the very common
meaning of " to fix," and has, therefore, a very close connection with iiidSu,

" lo cling to."
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be quoted in support of this rendering. The hrst is in W.A I., IV,

pi. 7, 1. 14, 15, where we have the same root as above, *^]] '^^tl'

with the elements reversed, and the *^yy repeated (*-J;][^ "^ff (^^i-

*^yy *^y|), the whole line reading as follows :

—

Akk. : nig-me-gara gi-gime ban-tid gusa-ansasa ; Ass. : kulu kuru

kima subati iktum-su-ma itandsas-su, " the evil voice like a cloak

covers him and keeps clinging to him." Here itandsas is evidently

the pres. itanaphal of dsdsu.

The second passage is from W.A.I. , III, pi. 59, No. 8 (an astro-

logical text). In the original it reads, y ^«^ "^yyy^ *^]]Vl
"^

.->y- ^]1^ \ ^ ^ >-^y -<44f '^TT'^ Ty' which is to be read, according

to the glosses, Urpatu sdmu* ina same ittanasi, sdru itbd, "(If) a

dark cloud gather in the heavens, wind comes." Here the reduplicate

ideograph ^ ^ sasa, is evidently a variant of the sign "^yy sa.

*^yy ""^tJ ^T!!^ ^^-K'^gS'^ therefore means literally "to say a putting

together," and amtasi is a noun expressing this idea. The oblique

case amtasi, instead of amtasu, f is caused (by attraction), in con-

sequence of the presence of the preposition with the oblique case

in the next line. The restoration of the Sumerian column *^yy

*-X^\ •">^y, and reading sa-diibba instead of *^yy Jz^yy jy^ *^^y sa

sibba (Prof Sayce's reading), is based upon the fact that '-J:]^ has

the values of gu{£) (see W.A.I., V, plate 17, line 39^) and dit(b),\

the Akkadian and Sumerian pronunciation respectively, according

to the laws of change of consonants in those dialects, and there

is no need to suppose that du is the Akkadian form, and to

make from that a Sumerian form sjba, for this would clash with

the well-known word siba, meaning "good." In the next line

Professor Sayce is right, inasmuch as he restores there the word

amtasi. This, however, was not expressed by inserting the sign yy,

* Not siamti. This text, with its glosses, is altogether given very badly in the

lithographed plate.

t The root of this word seems to be inasu, and if so, we have an interesting

form with inserted t and prosthetic a. The meaning of the root really seems

to be "to draw out," in the sense of "to prolong," and may therefore be

connected with the Heb. nL*'D. Compare W.A. I., II, pi. 16, lines 7 and 8,

where Tila §A DUBBA-te iidda augamea is translated in Assyrian by Bulttt

SamSd\ti\ time u-* "A life of extension (of) days he promised (?).
" The

non-Semitic part of this paragraph is dialectic.

t At the time of writing this I had not noticed the passage (jiioled in the above

note (t).
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but by repeating the word, of which the two first wedges of the first

character remain. In the fourth hne Mr. G. Bertin had already pro-

posed to read
-^f*- J^f as adu (better adu, ^\- tS\ [t^fflt:], as there

is a character lost at the end of the line). Lines 6 and 7 contained

originally three characters in the first (or Sumerian) column, the

second of which, in line 6, according to the traces, must be -<^»ff

»

im ; the Sumerian word for " two," therefore probably ended -imma.

The mutilated character, at the beginning of line 7, looks like

t:^, tiir or diiDi, so that the Sumerian form of the word for " three"

was most likely diiiiuiius.

T\\Q. following is the most common system of numeration (see my
"Texts," Sign-list, p. v).

y or .—

m. V. or ^

or ^:

:^, or -;

*j^ or ^^-

VYY YYYY or >->

W» YYYY'
or ,^>

YTY >:;

TT ' ^
YYY
YYY'

<

or \^

" one."

" two."

" three."

"four."

"five."

" six."

"seven."

" eight."

" nine."

"ten."

<r or <^

«
<«
<<<
<

<<<
<<

y

V
y-*^ Iter

" eleven."

" twenty."

"thirty."

" forty."

" fifty."

"sixty."

" a hundred."

" six hundred."

" a thousand."

"3,600."

In the above the threes} stem will be easily seen.

Since the writing of the above, there has arrived at the British

Museum a small fragment of a syllabary from Babylon. Notwith-

standing the mutilation of this text, we get from it some very impor-

tant information concerning the Akkadian numerals from "ten" to

" fifty." Their names, according to the list there given, are as follows :

>W^^ H> "^"^ " forty."

ii^i^V^^ [//]/// ///?, "fifty."

//, " ten.

r<yy /lis, " twenty."

J^Y ^ ^s, " thirty."

HP^

The differing forms were probably all in use at the same time.

Yours foithfully,

Theo. G. Pinches.
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Berlin, W. Hitzigstr, 7,

Sir, Wi July, 1882.

I beg to address to you a few lines relating to the so-called

Cappadocian Cuneiform Inscription published in the " Proceedings

of the Society of Biblical Archaeology," Xllth Session, ist November,

1881, page 16, and I shall be particularly obliged to you if you will

be so kind as to lay them before the Society.

In reading the conjecture of Mr. Pinches, that hitin means mule

(Proceedings, ist Nov., 1881, p. 15), I could not help thinking that

kutiii is identical with the Aramaic ^^''2'713 or b^^"1^5 (Arab. (^IvS)

This word (like D^D horse) seems to be of non-Semitic origin, and

kutin may be its Cappadoci.^n (?) prototype.

Regarding the change of d and /, one might compare the Syriac

name of Cappadocia ZoO,SO KapadukCi, which the eastern Syrians

pronounced Kappatukd (or Kappatoka), so as to remind one of the

Assyrian form Katpatuka. Cf. CEuvres grammaticales d'Aboulfaradj

dit Barhebraeus, ed. Martin I, p. 208, 1. 15, 16. There is, however,

no necessity for comparisons, for the word kutin exists in this very

identical form in the Aramaeo-Pahlavi kutin-a = mule, v. Pahlavi-

Pazand Glossary, ed. Destur Hoshangji, p. 143.

Another observation refers to the city Isana, occurring in the

Assyrian inscription published in the Proceedings, ist Nov., 1881

p. 14, 1. 31. Isana may be identical with Isdn {Tell Istxn, Isdn Koi),

a tell and village to the right of the road from Aleppo to Biredjik,

in the plain between Sadjur and Kerzin, 45' north of Zembur.

I have the honor. Sir, to be, yours very faithfully.

Prof. Edward Sachau.

The Coptic Inscriptions of Beni-Hassan and
Deir-el-MedIneh,

The tombs of Beni-Hassan, as is well known, were occupied in

the Christian period of Egyptian history by monks and ecclesiastics,

one of them even being turned into a school-room. Evidences of

the occupation are to be seen in the numerous Coptic graffiti

scrawled over the walls. A few of these have been published ; the

Denkmdkr of Lepsius, for example, contain the alphabet which

adorns the wall of the Coptic school-room. But there are many

which have not hitherto been given to the world ; and as they are

rapidly perishing, like the more valuable paintings and hieroglyphics

underneath them, I copied all that are still legible during my visit to
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Beni-Hassan in December, 18S1. One of my companions,

Mr. Tristram Ellis, painted a number at the entrance of each tomb,

so that travellers and Egyptologists will no longer have any difficulty

in indicating or recognizing any tomb they wish. The numbers

therefore which head my copies of the inscriptions are those of the

tombs to which they severally belong. As the alphabet alluded to

above has been very faithfully reproduced in the great work of

Lepsius, I have not thought fit to publish it here. Otherwise the

collection of inscriptions given in this Paper contains all that are

still able to be read. It will be seen that they are found only in

tombs 13, 15, 21, and 24. Some of those in No. 15 are published in

Champollien's Monuments deVEgypte (edited by Maspero), II, p. 384.

No. 13.

On the left hand door-post.

AnAnAiiiiovTe

No. 15.

(1)

AnAnA(n) iioTTenAT6eAiie6

AHAeeXei 1 1 1AnAB06A

AiiTp66 n<|>iA(3nrio6

(2)

AnAnAiiovTenAT6eAue6

AnAe6AOIIIIAnAB66A

Ai iTpe6n(|)iA6nno(r

(3)

6IJ(JL)\ <t)lll(iAC

eAIICJUC o6ll(;l(()MA

•lAKtUB ^^JAIlAIIOVTe

(4)

novuiiHAe

UOTC.I ItOi^AIIIIlK;

AnAn(J)iiiAa)iinAVAOc

ABpAeAII>TCAK>TAK(l>B IIIAIIOVn : ICOOM^) IHAVAOC AIITpo6

I lAVAOG
I innpoo

il(|)IA(;ill10C

neTp()6i uoi K)6T()At)6

2cnAHiiuiynea)UA6

^AAOo.\oueo6
118
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(5)

iJCiuee (A)nAnAiioTT(e)

nAHAJcOr

n-lv\n2^epenenNe4^^eTOVAqluApiAiJopo|

(6)

^^1 nx\un

(7)

iituee IIIIAK-rHtO^AH'Alie

(j)iiieAG

(8)

HAHA XLII* AnA6ajp

(•|)CJD2AIIIIHC

(10)

r/^rAnABpApH^KAptOlI

n8 uujt6h6): elH6ov6

n:^SeiiiiAVH

(9)

nxoehc niiore,

(II)

HATA'^pilie nAnAAOJ

(12)

niy2i:oel'6 nb

(13)

ewtox

uiiHcope

(14)

6 1- nv
AHAnAVAAO

^InAevoTi

AnA2ajp6 h66

•l-a)2AUH6

(15)

o6H6rtJUHA eAUCJu6TAIlllHA AIIOAAtO

epeniioTTe6'^'HepoK n3:oe'l-6

ltOKB|-6KAAV6lAnA^OI tJU2AIIIJH6

6AOTAeAeA6Ap

No. 21.

(I)

AnAl-6AK nipeu

iiBH^eiJ t
(2)

ncDoi AHTpeA6

iig
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No. 24.

(0

n3:ol-6JnAiiovTeAgpa)pol2A ! ^pAijni:oe'l'6

^y^i^^ii^^o -/i'^/A^ Hp -/0- 2eAn A-/^/)-; e-l-unAi Jottg

AB'^l^-neii'^l-iJogt

AAHiOT (tIiIAIIA. . .OTGn OV. ..().,,

(2) probably a continuation of (i)

oetcT

eww^'Aw -/^'A6 -/^^/i')?/^^'- ep o-I-^'^^'i^ABe BoV^

(3)

neii^Ali^^^^

i^^HHAl-l-BltHolueMe^

(4)

ABpA2AU|ieUAn|^i|iA^K

(5)

(6)

nAx6To6
HAnAIIOVTe

Hilil (e) ABpA2ALrl"6AK

('I'AKCO) B'I'toli
'zl^l:!^

(36

UAp(KO)cri'COeAIIIIIIO'

AAlllHA (aha) IJIa6

u-iOahxW^^ n -MO

(7)

^JT^^i^p 4

(8) East Wall.

nfjvoi roi U3ne

nilov : T(j i
uiiA

MAllin||^T(j2IIAIIh||

iul--/^)^rieKii6
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Outside the entrance to No. 17, on the left-hand door-post, I

found the foUowmg Greek ^^ra/T^/c^ .• qcsommutt^V' ^^''d. outside

the left-hand door-jamb of No. 32 :—

•

nAMMGNHC • n^MMGNOY HKXl HCPaYNI K.

Above was Al KA HA . .

.

Lepsius has published all the Coptic inscriptions at Deir

el-Medineh (Thebes) with the exception of the following, which I

find he has omitted :
—

(i; (2)

AnAneaTpo6

AIIAnilOVTG

AHAnAt'e-il^^

4'l'o6HTneu

pelx

(0

nAHiJi6p|oiJHnn

On the roof:

—

(3)

AnA6Tec))Aiio6

AHAKfi^KA^yi^^e

AnAABpAe(All)

AnAUHIJA2^^2^

(4)

nA'rAo6

North wall :

—

»t* nAHelii

LIA^ -f- aIo6

n6Tpo6

ABpAeAU

South wall :

—

(2)

kT +c

(3)

KAApl^
:y Ipe

TACO'^A'V-I-^P

(3)

IZHAOZ HAIOZIZ

' Menas has also left his name at Medinet Abu, where Dr. Wiedemann
copied the three following graffiti, painted in red near the right-hand chamber

of the building :

—

(i) oArio6AnA (2) ovArioc (3) ovapioc
IIMIIAC UeilAC AnAUH(llAO)
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(0

AiioKn.\Hel-ij

Entrance :

(•in)eAiiiin6

(4)

nrQe lU'l-nAVAoc

EA EE-I'g>^n pEcr.'.'

•i"i()CGEOc|)lAOV

lip(3(ir>CTHGAI"lA

Ag^^QBOCMApTVpOCi

Compare with

this the

Inscription

on the

east wall :
—
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By way of conclusion I append some of the Greek graffiti I

obtained in the tombs of Tel el-Amarna. Among them was a

Phcenician inscription, unfortunately so much obliterated by later

Greek scrawls that the only characters legible were
yjf

4^ ^. The

Greek graffiti are as follows :

—

(l)
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The following communication on Lake Moeris, and his

recent explorations in the Desert near the Fayoum, by

F. Cope Whitchouse, has been received :

—

A critical examination of the texts of the ancient authors shows

a substantial accord in the situation, magnitude, depth, circumference,

and purpose of the Lake of Moeris. There are insuperable diffi-

culties in plotting such a lake on even the latest maps of Egypt (i).*

The basin of the Fayoum (2) is too small, and its general direction

is from east to west (3). The levels estimated by Jomard (4) (1800),

measured (?) by M. Linant de Bellefonds (5) (1842), and approved

by Dr. Lepsius (6) (1859), put its maximum depth at seventy-five

feet below Beni-suef (7). The conditions imposed being therefore

regarded in their entirety as out of the question (8), five theories

have been successively advanced. Paul Lucas (1707) identified

Moeris witli the Birket-el-Qerun, as the Lacus Meridis of the maps

of CI. Ptolemy (9). D'AnviUe (1765) abandoning the alleged depth

of 250-300 feet, invented the Bathen, corresponding to the Cocheiche

and other basins formed during high Nile (10). Jomard (1800)

reverted to the Birket-el-Qerun, which he thought had been 18 or 20

feet deeper and thus (!) filled the lowest plateau. Sir G. Wilkinson

believed that Herodotus confounded the Lake Moeris with the canal

which conducted the water from the Nile to the Birket-el-Qerun.

'M

';V?^'-

M).'J Ahth^J .Mi^.

\\\ 1842 Linant Bey showed, on what were believed to be indis-

putable grounds, that the lake was situated on the easternmost and

highest part of the Oasis, from which it was separated by a dyke

22-30 feet high. In accordance with his researches, it was of much
smaller extent than was formerly supposed, and the 450 miles which

Herodotus, Uiodorus, and Mutianus mention as its circumference,

might, with tolerable accuracy, be reduced to one-tenth, or 45 miles.

Its bed measured about 63 square miles in area. It was emptied

* These numbers refer to the notes at the end of tlie Paper.
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annually, and has long since dried up. Its site can now scarcely be

discovered by the aid of a strong imagination (13).

This opinion was universally adopted by the scientific and literary

world (14), and is still the only current view (15).

In 1872-73 Linant Bey, however, had admitted a fatal error (16)

in his alleged measurements (17). In 1880 a section was published

by Dr. Schweinfurth (who however still accepted the theory cf

M. Linant), based upon a careful survey in 187 1 by the present

Director-General of Public Works. The bottom of the Fayoum is

there determined to be about 170 feet below the Mediterranean (19),

and 260 feet below high Nile at El-Lahun.

Although not aware of the existence of this survey of Rousseau

Bey, I was satisfied in November, 1881, that the difficulty lay in the

errors of the modern maps. Otherwise it constituted a grave in-

fraction upon the veracity of persons of unimpeachable integrity,

imputing to them a reckless disregard of truth, and a gross ignorance

of the most obvious facts, prolonged and repeated during the entire

thousand years of ancient Greco-Roman history (20).

It was a question where a lack of intimate acquaintance with the

locality would easily conduce to error. No amount of erudition or

exercise of the scientific imagination, could dispense with the correct

physical conditions of the place. But, on the other hand, it was

indispensable to analyse the various accounts and combine them into

a simple statement of coherent facts, so that the search might be

prosecuted with a lucid idea of the object sought.

Far from conceding that " Herodotus did not judge from his own

observation, but mistook the facts detailed to him by his Egyptian

informants" (21); that Diodorus, after the lapse of ^our centuries,

borrowed (22) these palpable blunders of an Ionian, to incorporate

into a new account for the enlightened society of Sicily ; that Strabo,

well fitted by birth and education to estimate justly human achieve-

ments, and too accurate to care to repeat figures which he could not

verify, had been betrayed without any apparent motive into the use

of the most exaggerated terms (23) ; that Pliny, who agreed in

thinking the Labyrinth still " the most stupendous result of human

labour," and unsurpassed by the Golden Palace of Nero, should have

described a plain (campus) as " a great fosse," and a varying depth

not exceeding 25 feet, as 250 feet, or cited the Prefect of Rome as
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his authority that a dyke of 20 miles and a road of 35 miles, which

they both may have traversed scores of times on their visits to

baths, temples, and garrisons, were 450 miles long ; that Ptolemy, a

geographer, making maps and selling them in Alexandria, would dare

to furnish Hadrian with an idle tale with which hungry Greeklings

had gratified their love of the marvellous six hundred years previously
;

that ^lius Aristides, who had examined the Nile Valley " four times,"

" neglecting nothing " (25), " buying all the books," or " making his

own measurements," should have, in deference to the ' rather clever

fellow ' whom he was opposing, put the Lake of Moeris, though a

very commonplace pool, before Mareotis and Serbonis ; or that as

late as the sixth century, Crocodilopolis should be said to be in the

Lake of Moeris, because a Byzantine lexicographer believed that the

Court of Justinian was more familiar with the " Euterpe " than with

hundreds of later works or the contemporary geography of Egypt :

the consensus of evidence seemed to be of the strongest conceivable

character.

It was therefore a foregone conclusion that between the parallels

of Gizeh and Behnesa. the Nile and the ' Bahr Bela-Ma,' there had

been an artificial lake, ranked by competent observers as the greatest

work of man, and as an incredible result of patient labour, engineering

skill, and political sagacity. The weight of evidence was in its favour.

The 'onus' lay on the complainants to justify their charges of plagiar-

ism, falsehood, and blind credulity. I revisited Egypt, however,

without any bias as to detail. It was necessary not only to examine

the unexplored desert, but to determine the age of the remains in

the Fayoum, pottery, mummies, temples, and pyramids, and so dis-

pose of the otherwise fatal objection that this basin had been, even

in the time of ' Menes,' the fertile Crocodilopolite nome.

Between lat. 30° 12', and the Wadi Reian, no important place

was left unvisited. From Abu-Roash and Gizeh across the Kom
El-Kashab into the Wadi Fadhi, and east to Sakkara ; from Medinet

to Tamieh and Kafr Amar ; from el-Adwdh across el-Bats and el-

\Vardan, northward under and on the eastern hills to the extreme

edge of the hollow (8 m. N. of Tamieh), westward to Junker's track

;

on the lake, its islands, and at Dimeh : Bihamu, Ssenures, and

Abuksa; along the old dyke from Sirbe to Schedmueh ; from Atsa,

el-Minyah and Abu-Gandir to Nezleh, Qasr Qerun, and the Heram

;

from Medinet to Gharaq, the Wadi Reian, Tutun, Ambesche (the
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monastery), and Hauwareh; from Medinet to el-Lahun and Hauwareh

el-Kebir ; although often alone with Arab servants or native gentle-

men, I was also aided by experienced engineers, Austrian, English,

and Prussian.

These researches, supported by a vast body of proof, and the

opinions of countless experts consulted by me, eminent for Greek,

Hebrew, Coptic, and Arabic erudition, in art and literature, in local

tradition, history, and personal acquaintance with the country, enable

me to state with reasonable confidence certain conclusions (26).

The accounts of the ancient authors, Herodotus, Diodorus Siculus,

Strabo, Mutianus, and Pliny, confirmed by yElius Aristides, Stephen

of Byzantium, and the text and maps of Ptolemy, conclusively prove

that, from a very early period in Egyptian history, down to a time

antecedent to the Arab invasion, a large volume of Nile water was

diverted into a part of the Libyan desert north of 29° 42' N. lat. and

west of 31° 5' E. long., and the lake thus formed was commonly known

as the Lake of Moeris.

From before the fifth century b.c. (27), to the early part of the

first century a.d., the surface of this lake rose, periodically, during

the inundation, above the level of low Nile at Beni-suef, and accord-

ing to the unimpeached testimony of Herodotus, Diodorus, and

Pliny, was about 50 fathoms deep in its deepest parts.

The physical conditions of this part of Egypt would permit the

formation of a reservoir of Nile water, fulfilling all the requirements

in depth of the several accounts of the ancient historians.

The exploration of the desert to the south of Qasr-Qerun ; with

the theodolite observations and photographs by Mr. Petrie in a sub-

sequent expedition to the W.S.W. of Gharaq, confirmed by the

general statements of Calliaud (28), Belzoni (29), and Mason Bey,

and the aneroid observations of Dr. Ascherson (30), in 1876, show

that there is also a depression in the desert between the Wady Moieh

and the Fayoum of not less than 200 feet below Beni-suef.

It is to this feature that attention is especially directed. It is not

correct that the Birket-el-Qerun had always been believed to be

identical with Lake Moeris. The Ptolemaic maps place it to the

south of Bacchis (Kom Uashim (?) ) and the latitude of Arsinoe.

The text gives a difference of 20 seconds of latitude between the town

which must have been in the Fayoum and "circa Meridis palu-

dem"(3i).
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The entire depression in its several basins (32) bears visible traces

of having been filled with water, not in a geological era, but within a

relatively recent if not historical period (33). Nearly horizontal strata

of limestone (34) have been removed by erosion (35). The only

agent available would be that branch of the Nile which is now known

as the Bahr-Jusuf (36).

A lake so formed would, probably, have a shore of between

300 and 500 miles long, with steep promontories and sandy bays,

resembling the sea coast. It would contain islands from 150 to 250

feet high (37), hold a large part of the surplus water of the inunda-

tion, be blue in colour and prolific in fish, discharge at low Nile into

tlie valley by the canal by which it was fed ; lose a considerable

volume by percolation, especially to the north and west (38), as well

as by evaporation, which would aid in the cultivation of the hills to

the east.

The general direction of such a lake would be from north to

south.

In the absence of any proof that this part of Egypt was inhabited

prior to the Ptolemies, or that any Greco-Roman remains earlier than

A.D. 40 have been found below the first plateau (39), there is no

sufiicient reason to doubt that at an early period, and prior to the

first Olympiad, this depression was filled with water, and has ever

since continued to receive an annual supply. It is probable that in

the time of Herodotus the lake extended to the foot of the Sedment

range ; in the time of Strabo had been excluded from parts of the

upper plateau by dykes (40), which can still be traced ; in the time

of Pliny never rose as high as the Nile valley ; in the time of

CI. Ptolemy had been chiefly restricted to the southern basin (41); at

the time of the Arab conquest, received little more than sufficient for

the purposes of irrigation (42). It would seem that in the fifteenth

century (43) the southern or Gharaq basin received more water than

the northern or Fayoum ; but their relative importance has steadily

changed, and the Birket-el-Qerun increases annually, while the Gharaq

basin has virtually disappeared.
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Notes.

(i). "The map of the French Expedition (1809) displaced all

previous maps of Egypt. It marks unbroken desert where your

recent explorations show the deep hollow of the Wady Moieh."

(C. H. Coote, Brit, Mus., July 20th.) See, e.g., Cours du Nil, Fevrier,

1738, Norden.

(2). Fayoum, not Fayum, is the official equivalent of ^jJviiU

Elsewhere I have followed the spelling of Dr. Schweinfurth.

(3). Denkmaler aus ^gypten. 1859. Abth. I, Bl. 3. Zeitschrift

der Ges. f. Erdkunde. 1880. Bd. XV, Taf. i. Petermann's Geogr.

Mitth. 1880. Taf. 9. But .f^^ Phys. Geogr. d. Lib. Wuste, Bd. II.

Jordan, Cassel, 1876.

(4). Description de I'Egypte. E. M. VI, p. 175, ed. 1830.

(5). (Measured (?) by M. L. de B., 1842.) "Lorsque j'ai fait

faire des nivellements." Memoires sur les Principaux Travaux, &c.

Paris, 1872-73, p. 64. But see " Es scheint, dass Linant-Pascha im

Jahre 1840, u.s.w." "In dem Werke liber die agyptischen Bauten

thut Linant-Pascha nur an einer einzigen Stelle eines solchen

Nivellements Erwahnung, und zwar ganz nebensachlich in einem

Zwischensatze." G. Schweinfurth, Bemerk. Zeit. d. G. f. E., B. XV,

H. 2, p. 152, 1880.

(6). Denkmaler, A. I., B. 3.

(7).
" The present level is nearly the same with that of the

Mediterranean."—Smith's Diet., s. v. Moeris.

(8). " Ce qu' Herodote et Diodore de Sicile ont ecrit sur

I'etendue du lac Moeris est hors de vraisemblance, si par la maniere

de I'entendre, on ne la rend vraisemblable." M. Jomard, Memoires,

etc.,, VI, p. T49, ed. 1830.

(9). Voyage &c., Paris, 1712, i2mo. ; and Voyage en 1714,

Paris, 1 73 1, 1 2mo.

(10). " Egypte," par le S"" d'Anville (map), 1765.

(11). Description de I'Egypte, Vol. VI, p. 166.

(12). Ancient Egyptians, II, p. 124: Egypt and Thebes, p. 358,

but see Rawlinson's Her., II, 148, Vol. II, p. 226, note.

(13). Memoire sur le lac Moeris, presente et lu a la societe

Egyptienne, le 3 Juillet, 1842. Alexandrie, 1843. "En pla^ant le

lac ou reservoir de Moeris dans la partie la plus elevee du Fayoum

. . . il etait possible d'avoir une hauteur d'eau de plus de sept metres

audessous du point du deversoir a Awarat el-Macta. Le memoire,
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publid par Mr. Linant sur le lac Moeris, donne tons les eclaircissements

desirables sur ce point de I'histoire ancienne de I'Egypte." Carte

Hydrographique de la moyenne Egypte, par M. Linant de Bellefonds.

Paris, 1854, D.

(14). Rawlinson's Egypt, II, 161, 162, n., 1880. See passim^

e.g., the works of Brugsch, Bunsen, Lepsius, Mariette, Maspero, and

Wilkinson, and recent maps. But see letter of Dr. Birch, infra.

(15). See e.g., Encyc. Brit, 'Egypt,' 1877; Baedeker's Egypt

(Germ. Ed., 1877), Eng. Ed., 187S, pp. 451,452; Isambert, Orient,

etc. p. 447, 1878; Murray's Egypt, II, p. 380, 1880. "The Land

of Khemmi," 1882. [But " I must write a line to congratulate you

on the success of your labours. I, of course, took Linant's theory

for granted."—L. Oliphant, Const., July nth, 1882.]

(16), Memoires sur les Principaux Travaux d'utilitd publique,

executes en Egypte, accompagne d'un Atlas par Linant de Bellefonds

Bey, Paris, 1872-73. Arthus Bertrand Editeur, 21, Rue Hautefeuille.

Compare " Herodote donne au lac une profondeur de cinquante

orgies, ce qui fait environ quatre-vingt douze metres. Or, depuis les

terrains de la province de Benisouef, a I'entre'e du Fayoum, jusqu'au

fond du lac Keiroun, il n'y a que vingt-sept metres [27™. = 88 feet]

de difference de niveau. Le lac 7ie pouvant donc pas avoir cette

profondeur indiquee par Herodote, c'est probablement une erreur ou

de mesure, ou d'unite de mesure, ou enfin de renseignements," 1842,

p. 12 j but " Depuis la gorge d'lllaoun et le seuil du Bahr Joussef "k

Awarat el-Macta, jusqu'a la surface du lac, comme I'a vu M. Jomard,

et comme cela existait encore lorsquefaifaitfaire des nivellemcjits (!),

il y a 61'". 80 [200 feet]. En mettant la profondeur des eaux du lac

k 20". 20, CE SERAiT la mesure qu^ Herodote donne au lac." 1872-73,

p. 64.

(17). The Atlas is well-known, but its results appeared for the

first time in English, in the Land of Khemni. The memoire is never

quoted. It was unknown to, e.g., Encyc. Brit. (R.S.P.), 1875, ^^^

M. Isambert, Itineraire, v. 2, 1878, where the me'moire of 1843 is ex-

pressly cited as the latest exponent of-M. Linant's view. It reflects no

discredit upon these authors. The tide of the work is misleading. The
article has this prefatory note (p. 47): "En 1843, la Socie'te Egyp-

tienne du Caire publia mon memoire sur le lac Moeris, ^ 400 exem-

plaires, qui furent addresses, en grande partie aux Socidt^s savantes

europe'ennes. Le memoire que je donne ici, est donc une seconde
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edition^ revue ei augmentee, du premier." There is no hint of mistake

or Hst of errors. The corrections are furtive, and scarcely, as the

result has shown, received the publicity which might otherwise have

attached to the words of " une des gloires de I'Egypte moderne." It

might have further modified the opinion that "to M. Linant certainly

is due the merit of having settled a controversy of no little importance,

and the Egyptian Society of Cairo deserves our thanks for the publica-

tion of his most interesting memoir." (Encyc. Brit, 1855 ^'^'^ 1877.)

(18). Bemerkungen zu der neuen Karte des Fayum, von G.

Schweinfurth. Zeit. der Ges. f Erdk. BerUn, 1880* B. XV., p. 152,

and map. Taf. i. The text is worthy of the author. The map is

excellent for the cultivated land and the Nile Valley. A tracing of

the original map 40^00^ I owe, with other favours, to the courtesy of

Rousseau Bey. The profile (No. 2), with some facts added from the

original field books of M. Julliot, now engineer of the Daireh Sanieh,

is appended. He confirmed its accuracy. But a new map with a

triangulation by a most able engineer, M. Stadler, under the skilful

direction of Mason Bey, chief of the Cadastre in the Fayoum, an

experienced African explorer, was (May, 1882) in course of pre-

paration.

(19). The height of Wasta above the Mediterranean is probably

correct to within a few feet. But see "Cairo, Hochwasser Nils, 18™.

iiber dem Meer. Niederwasser, 11™. ijber d. M." Phys. Geog. u.

Meteor, der Lib. Wiiste, bearbeitet von Dr. W. Jordan, Cassel, 1876,

B. 2, pp. 178-204.

(20). Herodotus II, 4; 69, 148, 149, 150. Diodorus Siculus I,

51, 52. Strabo I, XVII, §§ 3, 4, 36, 37, 38, 39, 41. Claud.

Ptolem. Geog. Hb. IV, text. Ed. Wilberg, 1838, p. 279 and maps.

Plin. H, N. V. 9, XXXVI, 12. M\. Aristides, Oxon. 1722, tome II,

pp. 350, 351. Steph. Bpz. s. V. ]LpoKocz\\ov ttoXis-. For Pomponius

Mela see Tzschuckius, p. 340, for reasons why the passage ought not

to be cited as an authority (e.g. by Linant, Ebers, etc., passiiti).

(21). Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt, II, 124.

(22). If such a charge does not refute itself, j^^ variations and

new matter added, inter alia, the cost of opening the sluices,

(23). " Strabon ne donne aucune mesnre au lac de Moeris ; il se

borne k comparer son etendue a cella d'une mer. Quoique cette

expression soit exageree, etc." M. Jomard, Des. VI, 169.
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(24). The Admiral of Vespasian would not have quoted the all-

powerful commander-in-chief of the expedition against Vitellius,

statesman, orator, and historian, to expose an error ; much less to

commit a similar blunder. The explanation lies in the word " fuit."

(25). 'ETTeiS)) ojup Kou Jii'^XP'- ''"V* 'Ai0io7nK?i9 X'^'P^^ TTpoeXOwu, KOU

UVT1JV Siepevvrjad/ievo's Ai^jvttjov rerpaKiy roav/nvracv kou Trxpel^ oiihdv

ave^e-ToccfTov, ov Ylvpctfucix.'i^ ov \oi,jivpiv6ov^ ov^ i^pov^ ov ciwpvxoi.^'i

aW icv /nev eV Tats /^//3Xo<s Ta /ncTpa, VTr?jpxev eiceidev TTopiaa/ievov^

ihv Be jui] e^ tToipov Xa-l^eiv fjv eicfieTpijcrx^, acinar- /uerd iCbv irxp cKaaTois

tepewf Ka.1 7rpo(plpicv. k.t.X. p. 33 1. Oratio -,3Lgyptiaca. Refutatis

aliorum opinionibus de causis Nili crescentis.

(26). My indebtedness to these gentlemen will be duly acknow-

ledged elsewhere. Dr. Schweinfurth encouraged my researches

personally and by letter. " Les recherches sur le Fayoum et les

anciennes conditions de ses eaux que vous poursuivez depuis long-

temps avec tant de zele, etc. Comme vous avez constate dans le

sud-ouest hors de cette province une depression pouvant servir

comme deversoir pour le trop plein du Bahr-el-Youssouf, il s'agit

avant tout d'y faire executer un nivellement." (Cairo, March 8th,

1882.) Lieut-Gen. Stone Pacha, Chief of the Staff, and President

of the Geog. Society of Cairo, warmly seconded my proposal to

make a thorough and exhaustive examination of the whole area.

Political considerations prevented this. My subsequent expeditions,

however, with the assistance of Mr. Tristram Ellis and Mr. Flinders

Petrie were sufficiently accurate for the solution of the principal

question. " I know nothing from the studies which I have made
which would work against your theory of there having existed in and
near the Fayoum such a great basin of Nile water as that described

by the ancients. Indeed, I am so far of the contrary opinion, that

I shall urge the levelling of the country in the vicinity," etc. Lieut-

Gen. Stone Pacha, May 19th, 1882. Wilson Bey, of the Daira

Sanich, and Rousseau Bey, of the ' Public Works,' for their respective

departments, were also anxious to " turn such investigations as mine
(yours) to practical account, when the country enters upon a new
future under more favourable conditions."

(27). A waste weir was sufficient for the reclamation of the Delta,

the lowering of dykes, and the protection of the villages against the

inundation. It was, probably, an after thought to extend the indirect

benefits from percolation and evaporation, to the direct supply of
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pure water to the Nile valley by canal. It seems that the precise

date when the encroachments upon the supply and extension of

cultivation in the northern basin localised its benefits may be fixed

between the visits of Mutianus and Pliny.

(28). Voyage a Meroe (18 19). Paris, 1826.

(29). Operations, etc. London, 1820. 4to.

(30). Phys. Geog. Jordan, p. 216. G. Schweinfurth, z.f.E. p. 160.

(31). This requires more elaborate argument and illustration, but

see the folios /<2^^/;//, and of Rome, 1478, Venice, 1511, and the text,

Wilberg, 1830, pp. 279, 282.

(32). fcV ToZs TrXe'iffToty fiepeaiv. DiodoruS.

{ZZ-) •S^^ Section of Dr. Schweinfurth, and M. Linant, passim,

and p. 67 (1873).

(34.) The ' terrains d'alluvion ' of M. Linant do not exist.

(35.) The word "depression" is not therefore correct. It was
' eroded,' as the ancient authors uniformly stated. The xov<i of

Herodotus is the equivalent of " un terrain si peu compacte et aussi

friable." L. de B. (1873) P- 55-

(36). Bahr Jusuf, query, cf. ^D'i^ ' a noun from the fut. Kal of

^P^, increaser, Gen. xxx, 24, where the name is interpreted;' and

see D'Herbelot, s.v. for the traditions. See also the Arab historians.

The " canal of Joseph " is a misconception.

(37). The depth of the lake was 'shown by two pyramids, some-

where near the middle, in its deepest part.' The stones at Bihamu

are not pyramids, they stand near the limit of the highest plateau,

and may be of Roman date.

M Jomard objected that a structure would not prove the depth of

an excavation. He failed to consider with the statement of Herodotus

the succinct account of Diodorus : 'O 2' ovv f^xcnXev^ opimwv Tac.vT7]u

KajeXnrev eu /leffi] roirou, eu w Tc'iCpou ihKoS6/ii/]ffe Kixt, Svo TTVpxfiiBa.'i,

TYji/ fiev ea.VTOV tyjii he jlys r^vvixiic6<s, GTa.cionoi.'s to vyj/'b's. As m the

Latomia del Paradiso of Syracuse, in modern French quarries, and

in the East, a squared mass of the natural rock was left standing to

show the amount of stone removed. As the hollow in this case was

filled with water, two piles above marked the depth beneath. Against

{iirt) them were colossal statues. On the well-established Eastern

principle, ' si monumentum quseris,' the king also constructed a

tomb in the noble challenge which he offered to all potentates from
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SeSOStris to Hadrian. No/u'^avi/ cia Toimcv twv t-p^/ov (lOdvocTOV eixvriv

KanxXei-^l^eiv rijv cV a-ixOCb fivijfirjv. The pyramids of the lower Nile

all stood at, in or near ' Meri,' as those of the upper Nile, near the

' island ' of Meroe.

The ' Heram ' (Pyramid) Merouet-el-Berl is not the site of this

tomb and these pyramids. But the name may have been transferred

to this bold and conspicuous hill, isolated and streaked with glittering

gypsum, from some one of the adjacent mounds to the east. I had

left camp and my European servant two hours before day-break. I

reached it at i p.m. The shekh of Nezleh, who lent me his own
horse, and his amiable and accomplished son Mustapha Ali who

accompanied me to the edge of the desert, exacted a promise that I

would not sleep in those dangerous hills. My six Arab hunters had

joined me but two days previously, and we could not carry food or

water for camel or horse. Under these circumstances my reconnaissance

should not deter others from renewing the search for remains which

appear to have still existed in the time of Pliny. Calliaud passed to

the south. No European had ever before set foot in that weird and

fantastic spot, or climbed those hills so strangely worn by water and

blown sand. (So Dr. Schweinfurth, INIarch 8th, 1882.)

(38). By the Wadhi Fadhi, discovered and explored March 21st

and 22nd, 1882. "A new and most important contribution to the

cartography of Egypt." C. H. Coote, Brit. Mus., July 20th, 1882.

See valuable article on Die Behar bela-ma Frage, Rohlfs. Drei

Monate in der Lib. Wiiste, p. 14, Cassel, 1875. The word Fadhi

{cf. ^Jii) seems to retain this use.

(39). M. Maspero told me that he had never seen anything from

the Fayoum earlier than Strabo ; confirmed by, inter alios, M. Vasalli,

Rogers Bey, and M. Guimet. The ' obelisk ' at Begig is not in situ.

The remains at Hauwarah, depicted with such absurd exaggeration

in the Denkmaler aus Egypten, are only mud-brick walls of at least

a late Roman period. M. Vasalli believed that the Labyrinth had

been destroyed. (Boulak, January, 1882.) M. Mariette declared it

still concealed under the mud of the Fayoum. I think it should be

looked for elsewhere. But in any event, while the Nile Valley con-

tains its millions of records, and the western end of the Bahr Jusuf

is marked by granite blocks and traces of an important temple of the

time of Amencmhat III, these monuments of antiquity stop on the
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threshold of what has been for the last 1,800 years the fairest pro-

vince of Egypt.

Dear Mr. Whitehouse,

I need not say how much pleasure your theory of the Lake Moeris

has given me, as I never accepted the result of the observations of

M. Linant de Bellefonds, and have confined myself to the statements

of the classical writers. Future explorations, it appeared to me,

could alone settle the question. Your recent investigations of the

Wady Fadhi and of the deep basin of the Wady Reian seem to offer

the solution of this difficult problem.

It had long struck me that the mass of antiquities obtained by

Mr. Greville Chester from the Fayoum were of the Ptolemaic and

Roman period of the occupation of Egypt, and consequently that

the Fayoum was not inhabited at an earlier period. Even the dis-

covery of a few more ancient monuments at its edge w^ould not mili-

tate against that.

Believe me, yours very truly,

S. B. Birch.

Brit. MMS.,July 26th, 1882.

(40). This dyke is also the traditional wall of Makrizi.

(41). Cf. the maps and text.

(42). The most diligent search and active local enquiry failed to

find any Arab tradition, that the Fayoum had been filled with water.

The Khedive and his suite, Mahmoud Pasha, Salama Bey, the

Mudirs of the Fayoum, the Copt clergy, the learned Shekh at the

Kutubkhaneh, inter inultos alios, had never heard or read of it. Per

co7itra. They all said it would be filled at once if the dyke at el-

Lahun burst. {^See M. Jomard, and M. Linant (1873), p. 54.)

(43). See the map of Era Mauro.

(44). Cf, the maps of the French Expedition (1809) with those

of M. Linant (1854, 1872-73) and Dr. Schweinfurth (1880).
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PROCEEDINGS

THE SOCIETY

BIBLICAL ARCHAEOLOGY.

THIRTEENTH SESSION, 1882-83.

First Meeting, -jt/i November, 1882.

SAMUEL BIRCH, D.C.L., LL.U., &c., President,

IN THE CHAIR.

-'^^m--

The following Presents were announced, and thanks

ordered to be returned to the Donors :

—

From the Royal Society :—The Proceedings. Vol. XXXIV.
Nos. 220 and 221. 8vo. 1882.

From the Society of Antiquaries :—Proceedings. Second Scries.

Vol. VIII, No. 5. April to December, 18S0.

List of Fellows, 8th June, 1882. 8vo. London.

From the Royal Geographical Society:—The Proceedings and

Monthly Record of Geography. Vol. IV, Nos. 8, 9, and 10.

August to October, 1882. 8vo.

From the Geological Society :—Quarterly Journal. Vol.. XXXVIII.

No. 151. August, 1882.

List of Fellows. November, 1880. Svo. London. 1882.

From the Royal Asiatic Society:—-The Journal. New Series.

Vol. XIV. Parts 3 and 4. July, 1882. 8vo. London. i88r.

[No. XXXIII.] I
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From the North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society :

—

The Journal. No. 3, December, 1859. Vol. II, No. i, Sep-

tember, i860. New Series, Nos. i to 4, 1864-67 ; Nos. 6 to 14,

1869-71.

Vol. XVI. Part 2. 8vo. Shanghai. 1882.

Catalogue of Library. Shanghai. 1872.

From the Royal Institute of British Architects :—The Proceedings.

Session 1881-82. Nos. 18 and 19. July and August. Session

1882-83. No. i; October. 4to. London. 1882.

Transactions, Session 1881-82. 4to. 1882.

List of Members, 1882-83. 4to. 1882.

From the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland :

—

The Journal. Vol. XII. No. i. August, 1882. 8vo. London.

From the Royal Archaeological Institute of Great Britain and

Ireland :—The Journal. Vol. XXXIX. Nos. 154, 155. 8vo.

1882. London.

From the Royal Society of Literature :—The Transactions. Second

Series. Vol. XII. Part 3. 8vo. London. 1882.

From the Palestine Exploration Fund :—Quarterly Statement,

July and October, 1882. 8vo. London. 1882.

From the Societe Royal des Antiquaires du Nord :—M^noires,

Nouvelle Serie, i88r. 8vo. Copenhague. 1882.

Aarboger for Nordisk Oldkyndighed og Historie. Parts 2

and 4. 1 88 1. 8vo. Kjobenhavn. 1882.

From the Anglo- Jewish Association:—-The Eleventh Annual

Report, 1881-82. 8vo. London.

From the Smithsonian Institution :—List of Foreign Correspon-

dents, January, 1882. 8vo. Washington.

The American Anticjuarian and Oriental Journal. Vol. IV, No. 3,

July, 1882. 8vo. 1882. Chicago.

From the American Philological Association :— 13 Vols. 1869-70

to 1 88 1. 8vo. Flartford, U.S.A.

From the Author, R. V. Lanzone :—Catalogue of the Egyptian

Anti(iuities in the Museum at Turin, published by the Minister

of Public Instruction. 4to. 1881.
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From the Author :—Egypt of the Past. By Sir Erasmus Wilson,

LL.D., F.R.S. Second Edition. 8vo. London. 1S82.

From the Author :— On a German Astronomico - Astrological

Manuscript, and on the Origins of the Signs of the Zodiac. By
Robert Brown, jun., Esq., F.S.A. London. 4to. 1882.

Reprinted from the Archseologia, Vol. XLVIL

From the Author :—Die Sargonsstele des Berliner Museums.

Von Eb. Schrader. 4to. Berlin. 1882.

Aus den Abhandlungen der Konigl. Akademie der VVissen-

schaften zu Berlin, 1881.

From the Author :—Pyramids, Bahr-Yusuf, Moeris, the Labyrinth,

and the Sphinx. By F. Cope Whitehouse, M.A.

Privately Printed, 1882. 4to. London.

From the Author :—Remarques sur les Portraits des Rois Assyro-

Chalde'ens. Par M. J. Menant. 8vo. Paris. 1882.

Extrait des comptes rendus de I'Academie des Inscriptions et

Belles Lettres. 4 Serie. Tome IX.

From the Author :—The Origin of the Primitive Home of the

Semites. By Geo. Bertin, Esq.

Reprinted from the Journal of the Anthropological Institute,

Vol. XI, No. 4.

From the Author :—Report on the Progress of Cuneiform Re-

search. By Theo. G. Pinches, Esq.

Reprinted from the Eleventh Annual Report of the President

of the Philological Society, May, 1882. 8vo. London.

From the Author :—Biblical Proper Names, Personal and Local.

By the Rev. H. G. Tomkins.

Reprinted from the Journal of the Victoria Institute. Vol.

XVI (?). 8vo. London. 1882.

From the Author :—The Great Discovery of Royal Mummies at

Deir-el-Bahari. A Lecture by the Rev. H. G. Tomkins. i2mo.

Weston-super-Mare. 1882.

From the Rev. J. Marshall :—An Account of the Manners and

Customs of the Modern Egyptians. By Edward William Lane.

2 vols. 8vo. London. 1836.
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From Rev. A. F. A. Woodford :—Remarks on some Egyptian

Monuments in England. By the Right Hon. C. Yorke and
AV. Martin Leake, Esq. 410. London.

Paper read before the Royal Society of Literature, June 6th,

1826.

From W. J. Haywood :—Discoveries at Ephesus, including the

site and remains of the great Temple of Diana. By J. T. Wood.
4to. London. 1877.

The following were nominated for election at the next

Meeting on December 5th :

—

Eugene Autran, Les Charmelles, Geneva.

Captain C. R. Conder, Devon Cottage, Guildford, Surrey.

Rev. Canon John Grainger, D.D., M.R.LA., Broughshane, Co.

Antrim.

Thomas S. Jago, H.B. Majesty's Consul, Jcddah.

Rev. H. C. Reichardt, Tunis.

Thos. Wilberforce Stoughton, Lynton Villa, Beulah Hill, Upper
Norwood.

Charles Alfred Swinburne, Upper Hamilton Terrace, St. fohn's

Wood.

Frederic A. White, Kinross House, Cromwell Road, S.W.

Howell Wills, The Temple.

Coventry A. Woodhouse, 9, Pembridge Crescent, Bayswater, \V.

To be added to the List of Subscribers :

—

The Weston-super-Mare Church Institute, i, South Parade.

The Alliance Israelite Universelle de Paris, 35, Rue de Tre'ves,

Paris.

A communication from M. E. Revillout was read by the

Secretary, "On a Demotic Papyrus containing the malediction

of an Egyptian mother on her son embracing Christianity."

This papyrus, belonging to Mr. Dodgson, was, at the request of

the President, placed at the disposal of M. Rdvillout, to lay an

account of its contents before the Society. The document, unique

of its kind, is particularly interesting, containing as it does a series

of maledictions pronoimced against a son by his mother, speaking

also in the name of the sjjirit of her deceased husband. It may be

4
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considered as showing the struggle of Egyptian paganism in its

decline against Christianity at its dawn. It tells of a man Fefosor,

who having been converted to Christianity, had, according to custom,

changed his pagan name, which means " the gift of Osiris," into the

Christian name Peter. He not only gave up the old religion of

Egypt to embrace the doctrine of the Gospel, but it appears that the

zeal of the new convert carried him very far, and that he had often

uttered threats against paganism then still in power. The wildest

converts always acquired a high position by their very violence, and

this is the part acted by Peter. M. Revillout was of opinion that he

probably held a very high position among the clergy—and his mother

reproaches him, that since he had made for himself a god that could

kill, he lived with others in abundance, and abandoned his pagan

relations. She speaks of his buildings, of his desecrating threats

against the temples, and of his sacrilegious parodies of the sacred

rites. She represents him always as a kind of chief of a sect, and

this is one of the principal reasons for her anger. She wishes by her

maledictions to avenge the cause of the gods, outraged and attacked

by her son ; it is for this reason that, though acting under her own
name, as well as for her dead husband, she wrote the solemn pro-

testation which is under consideration. The pious pagan refuses to

call her son by the sacred name Feiosor, which she had given him at

his birth, and she shrinks also from accepting the profane name

assumed when he was converted. Hence she calls him Fetu, or Tu,

simply " The Gift." M. Revillout, after giving a translation of the

document, so far as possible, made some interesting remarks on the

contents of a papyrus he was about to publish, detailing the discussion

between the jackal, Koiifi, and the Ethiopian cat. No positive state-

ment, he said, could be made as to the exact date of the papyrus,

but he pointed out that, as to the character of its writing, it agreed

with certain Demotic receipts of the second century, and w^as, he

thought, certainly posterior to the Rhind bilingual papyrus of the

century of Augustus.

Dr. Birch mentioned that the fable of the lion and the rat had

already been pubUshed by Brugsch Bey. It had been supposed that

the fables attributed to Esop had an Egyptian origin ; the Egyptians,

indeed, thought that all animals were endowed with speech, and

perhaps this w^as the origin of the belief in their oracular power. It

would be remembered that in the d'Orbiney Papyrus (Tale of Two
Brothers) the cows speak to one another, and the younger brother

5
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understands their discourse. There are also some Assyrian fables of

the time of Assurbanipal.

M. Revillout stated that the fable of the lion and the rat formed

part of the same papyrus as the discussion of the jackal and the cat.

Brugsch Bey* had indeed well translated it, but as a separate text.

Mr. Renouf pointed out that in the 125th chapter of the Book

of the Dead (line 40), one of the beatitudes of the faithful consists

of listening to the great conversation between the donkey and the

cat. He did not, however, believe that this conversation was of a

fabulous nature. The cat is the sun god ; the donkey is either

Set (night) or, according to chapter 40, Osiris, that is the sun of

yesterday. The conversation therefore of these two personages is

of the same nature as that spoken of in Psalm xix, 2, " Day unto

day uttereth speech, and night unto night sheweth knowledge."

Remarks were also added by Rev. C. J. Ball, Rev. A. Lowy, and

Mr. R. S. Poole.

Thanks were returned to M. Revillout for this communication.

Owing to the lateness of the hour, the second paper by

M. Revillout, on Two Contracts of Marriage, of the time of

Darius, written in the Demotic character, was postponed.

A Paper— "Some Recent Discoveries bearing on the

Ancient History and Chronology of Babylonia," was read by

Theo. G. Pinches.

Documents of the reign of Nabonidus have always been regarded

by scholars as of the first importance, not only on account of his

connections with the nations then rising into prominence, but also on

account of the information contained in them regarding the early

ages of Babylonian history, made known to us by his many references

to the early rulers of Babylonia.

A large number of new and important inscriptions have lately

been brought to light by Mr. Hormuzd Rassam's excavations in the

site of Sipara or Sepharvaim, lately discovered by him. The greater

part of these documents are tablets, referring to the revenues of the

temple, dated in the reigns of the kings Samas-sum-ukin (Saosdu-

chinos), Kandalanu (Kineladanos), Nabopalassar, Nebuchadnezzar II,

Evil-Merodach, Neriglissar, Labasi-Marduk ( Labosardach), Nabo-

nidus, Cyrus, Cambyses, Bardes, Darius, and Artaxerxes. The im-

portance of these tablets lies in their dates, and in the genealological

* Zeitschrift fiir acgypt. Sprach., 1879, p. 47, &c.

6
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tables which, most Hkely, can be derived from them, to enable us to

check the chronology of this time, but their contents are otherwise

uninteresting. The gems, however, of the collection are some

cylinders from this ancient site, referring principally (as do most of

this kind) to the architectural works of the different kings, and con-

taining also praises of the gods, with references to other cities and

temples. One of the above-mentioned cylinders, bearing the name

of Nabonidus, is especially worthy of mention on account of the

important historical notices it contains.

This monument is in an excellent state of preservation, and con-

tains, in three columns, 159 lines of writing, fairly and clearly written.

It begins, as usual, with the name and titles of Nabonidus, in the

usual style of the Assyrian and Babylonian kings, stating, as in other

inscriptions, that he was the son of Nabu-balat-su-ikbi, the ntbil cinkic

or "powerful prince." Nabonidus then speaks of the temple E-hulhul,

" the house of the Moongod, within Harranu," in which that deity

had had his seat from remote days, and had set his heart upon that

house and city. The Sabmanda, however, had come, and had des-

troyed the temple, reducing it to ruins. In the "righteous reign" of

Nabonidus, Bel, the great lord, in his love for the rule of this king,

required the restoration of the city and temple. To this end, Marduk

and Sin, the Moongod, revealed, in a dream, the wishes of Bel re-

garding the restoration of the temple. The king, in answer, expressed

his willingness to do the work, and complained of the destruction

caused by the Sabmanda. What follows this being of the highest

historical value, the whole paragraph referring to the dream, &c.,,is.

here given :

—

" In the beginning of my long reign, Marduk, the great lord, and

Sin, the illuminator of heaven and earth, the strengthener of all,

showed me a dream. Marduk spoke with me :
' Nabonidus king of

Babylon, come up with the horses of thy chariot, build the wal.s of

E-hulhul, and have the seat of Sin, the great lord, set within it.'

Reverently I spoke to the lord of the gods, Marduk :
' I will build

this house of which thou speakest. The Sabmanda destroyed it, and

strong was their might' Marduk spoke with me :
' The Sabmanda,

of which thou speakest ; they, their country, and the kings going by

their side, shall not exist' In the third year he caused Cyrus, king

of Anzan, his young servant, to go with his little army ; he overthrew

the wide-spreading Sabmanda, he captured Istumegu (Astyages),

king of Sabmanda, and took his treasures to his (own) land."

7
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Nabonidus now exectued the command of the gods, received the

message, and took upon himself the care of the work. He caused

his " vast army " to come from Gaza (Hazzati) on the borders of

Egypt (Misir), from the " upper sea across the Euphrates to the lower

sea," to restore the temple E-hulhul, which he calls " the house of

Sin my lord going by my side, which is within Harran." This temple,

Nabonidus then goes on to say, had been restored by Assur-ban'-apli

(Assurbanipal), son of Esarhaddon king of Assyria, " the prince

going before him."

Nabonidus now, as he says, went on joyfully with the work, and

found the cylinders of Assur-ban'-apli king of Assyria, and of Sulman-

ristan (Shalmeneser II), son of Assur-nasir-apli. The restorations of

Nabonidus, however, according to his own account, went far beyond

those of any of " the kings his fathers," who had restored the temple.

The brickwork of the v/alls was covered evidently with a kind of

enamel such as has been found at Babylon, and made to appear like

white marble,* and figures of the god Lahmu were placed right and

left of the doors. The figure of the god Sin was brought, with that

of another deity, from Su-anna (Babylon), and placed " with joy and

shouting '• in his new shrine at Harran. A long description of the

rejoicings in the city now follows, at the end of which Nabonidus

says that he did not disturb the inscription of Assur-ban'-apli which

he saw, but placed his own with it.

The Babylonian king now goes on to speak of the celebrated

temple of the Sun-god, E-bara, at Sipara. This temple, he says, had

been already restored by Nebuchadnezzar, who had sought for, but

had not seen, the ancient cylinders. Forty-five years afterwards

Nabonidus excavated the walls and foundations, but was evidently

equally unsuccessful. In consequence of this he had the image of

the Sun-god taken out of E-bara, and placed for a time in another

temple. Nabonidus now began a systematic search, excavating no

less than eighteen cubits,t and then, he says, " The cylinder of

Naram-Sin son of Sargon, which for three tJiousand two hundredyea?$

no king going before me had seen, Samas, the great lord of E-bara,

the house, the seat of the joy of his heart, revealed to me." Nabo-

nidus then gives a description of what he did to restore the temple,

* The woxi^s a.xe : uScDibitSaSSariis, " I caused to shine marble-like." SaSSaniS

is an adverlnal form in -is, ixomSaSSn, evidently the Hebrew ^%\ " white marble."

''' ^V/ ^Ttf^ >^\ ^^ H^'^T Saiiina&crit (?) animal gagari.
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and how, with joy and gladness, he brought back the image of the

Sun-god. He then says :
" I saw the writing of the name of Naram-

Sin son of Sargon, and I did not alter (it). I cleansed the altar, I

sacrificed a victim. I placed (it) with my written name, and restored

(it) to its place." An address to Samas, in which Nabonidus asks

him to look favourably upon the work, and to bring prosperity, both

in heaven and earth, by his daily rising and setting, follows He asks

also that the sceptre and sibirt-ic* of righteousness which the Sun-god

had placed in his hands might rule the generations for ever.

Next comes the description of the restoration of the temple of

Anunitum, " the lady of battle, bearer of the bow and mace, accom-

plisher of the behest of Bel, her father," &c., &c., " she who walks

before the gods, and with the rising and setting sun gladdens the

dominions " of Nabonidus. This temple was called E-ulbar, and was

situated in the city named "Sipara of Anunitum."t Nabonidus's

first care was, as usual, to seek for records of the earlier rulers who

had restored the temple, and in this case he was successful in

digging out and reading the record of f j![^ ^\ -J^ >-<f( ^y ^y][ ^
Sagasalti-Burias, or (as given by another copy) \ vf^T^T ^ KK
*iV ^Ty ^ Saggasti-Biirias, son of f V ^I ^-TH 5^1 Kiidiir-ri

Bel. Since the time of this king (about 1050 B.C.), no other ruler had

restored the temple, and Nabonidus therefore began with vigour the

necessary work, making it more splendid than it had ever been before.

In the invocation of Anunit at the end, he calls upon the goddess

to look, on her entrance into the temple, with favour on the work,

and monthly with the rising and the setting sun to pray to the Moon-

god, the father, her begetter, for good fortune.

At the end of this long inscription, Nabonidus, in the usual set

terms, calls upon any future prince whom Samas should call to the

sovereignty of the people, to restore the ruins of the temple, to look

* The Sibirnt was evidently a weapon which could be thrown by the hand, and

which was used in warfare. The name is found upon some gate-sockets of the

time of Sennacherib, where they are described as sibirru brought from the countries

conquered by that king, evidently as mementos of the expeditions. In this

sibirru is evidently to be found the origin of the orb of modern days ; the Sibirru,

however, was not the emblem of power over the world, but the emblem of the

long arm of justice, reaching the offender even from a distant place, when the

sceptre was powerless.

t Anunit, as will be seen from the above, is the star Venus at the rising and

setting of the sun, and for this reason the two Siparas (Sepharvaim) were dedicated

to Samas and Anunit.

9
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at the record of his name, and not to alter it. He asks him also to

cleanse the altar, to sacrifice a victim, to place his own written name

with that of Nabonidus, and restore it to its place. If he do this,

then Samas and Anunit will hear his prayer, will grant his request,

will go by his side, will destroy his enemies, and every day will ask

Sin their father for prosperity for him.

Such is a short account of the contents of this important cylinder,

the principal points of interest in which we shall now i)roceed to look

into more closely, taking them in the order in which they occur

on the cylinder. The first, and most interesting, is that in which

Nabonidus speaks of the defeat of Astyages by Cyrus. For the sake

of comparison, Cyrus's own account,* after a new and careful colla-

tion of the text, is here given :
—

[Sabi-su ip] - hur-ma ana eli D.P. Ku- ras sar An-sa-an

ana ka- [sa- di] il - lik-ma

D.P. Is- tu - me - gu sabi-su ibbalkit- su - ma ina kata sa-bat,

a- na D.P. Ku- ras id - [di - in -su]

D.P. Ku- ras a- na mat A-gam- ta - nu, alu sarr - u - tu,

kaspa, hurasa, sa-su, sa- ga

sa mat A-gam- ta - nu is - lul - u - ma a - na

mat An-sa-an il - ki sa-su, sa-ga sa sab[-tu]

["j4s()'aj:;es'\ gathered \Jiis army\^ and 7vent against Cyrus^ king

of Ansan, to capture (/lim), and .... Astyages' army revolted against

him and made him prisoner {/it., took him with hatids), and gave [///;//]

* .See Transactions of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, Vol. VII, p. 155.
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to Cyrus. Cyrus [rcenf] to the land of Ecbatana, his royal city. He
carried offfrom Ecbatana silver, gold, furniture, goods, [and merchan-

dise^, and took to the lafid ofAnsafi thefurniture {and) goods which he

had taken."

It will be seen from the above that the two accounts differ to a

great extent, and it is probable that that of Cyrus is the more correct,

agreeing, as it does, with the story told by Herodotus, who says that

the Persians revolted against Astyages under Cyrus, who then marched

to Media, and that in the battle which followed, only those of the

Medes who knew nothing about the counsels of Harpagus to rebel

against Astyages fought bravely against the Persians, and the struggle

being of but short duration, was hardly regarded by Cyrus as a

resistance to his forces. According to the account taken from the

annals, Astyages, coming with an army to capture Cyrus, was given

up to him by his own soldiers ; according to Nabonidus, Cyrus him-

self captured Astyages. The account given by the annals, however,

is probably the right one. Both versions agree that Cyrus took

possession of all the treasures of Astyages.

In one other important point, also, the two accounts seem not to

agree, and that is the date. Nabonidus says that it was in the third

year that Cyrus overthrew the Sabmanda under Astyages, whilst,

according to the annals, it should be the sixth year. The probability

is, however, that Nabonidus refers to the third year after he had had

the dream in which their destruction was promised.

Such is, shortly, the bearing and historical value of the first im-

portant point in this inscription, and the only thing that remains to

be noticed is the name Sabmanda, which is given to the Medes by

Nabonidus. What the name means, and whence it came, it is impos-

sible to say. Sir H. C. Rawhnson thinks that the first character,

namely, ^\ Sab, must have another reading in this case, and he would

therefore propose to read Urmanda. ^1^ certainly has the value of

erim, and one might therefore easily read Erimma7ida, were it not that

two-syllable values are most uncommon in Assyrian and Babylonian,

and that sab is the only usual value of -^j^' in the inscriptions. It is

best, therefore, to keep, for the present, the reading S-^omanda, which

is most likely, after all, the correct one.

The next important reference, that which mentions Shalmaneser,

agrees with the Assyrian records. For this king's own account of his

expedition to Babylonia, see the Transactions of the Soc. Bibl. Arch.,

II
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Vol. VII, p. 104, and following. Shalmaneser, however, does not

mention Sipara. It is difficult to see why Shalmaneser is called by

Nabonidus Sulman-ristan, imless it be that they wished to distinguish

him from the former king of that name, by calling him Shalman the

Great. It is also possible that the characters ^f^f J^^y ris-tan are

translated by cseru in Babylonian.

Most important, from a chronological point of view, is the fixing

of the date (though given evidently in round numbers) of Naram-Sin,

son of Sargon I, two of the most celebrated kings of the beginning

of the Babylonian empire. The text of the line containing this

important fact is as follows :

—

sa salalti alap sane me sanati ma - na - ma sarru

V, IH >Ul >^<i ^n ^} E^ >^ <il

a - lik mail - ri - ia la i - mu - ru

" Which, for three thousand two hundred years, no king going before

me had seen."*

Adding to this date the date of Nabonidus before Christ, say

550 years, we get, for the date of Naram-Sin, 3,750 years B.C.

Sargon, father of this king, if he be, as is most likely, the king of

whom it is related that his mother placed him in a little ark on the

Euphrates, reigned at least forty years, and the date of this early king

and hero may therefore be set down at 3,800 B.C.

The 500 years, mentioned in connection with Saga-salti-Burias,

o-ives, for the date of that king, about 1050 years before Christ, and

is also of great value for Babylonian chronology.

Dr. Oppert, in congratulating Mr. Pinches on the discovery of

the inscription, considered that it was a date that fixed the remote

history of Babylonia more firmly than before. He pointed out that

the sign Sab had been read by Sir Henry Rawlinson as Ur, and that

Urwanda was the well-known Persian word Uremanda, which now

existed in the name Elwend.

Dr. Oppert also mentioned the discoveries of M. de Sarezec, and

gave a translation of one of the statue inscriptions ; a detailed

description of which, with translations by Dr. Oppert, has already

appeared in the Comptes rendus des inscriptions ct belles-lettres.

* Word for word :
" any king going before me not had seen."
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Remarks were also added by Dr. Weymouth, Mr. Villiers

Stuart, M.P., Rev. Alex. Taylor, Mr. R. S. Poole, Mr. Offord,

and the President.

Thanks were returned to Mr, Pinches for his communication,

and to Dr. Oppert for his remarks.

The following Communication has been received:—
Dear Mr. Rylands, ^Ith October, 1882.

According to Brugsch's theory of the Exodus, Pihahiroth (Exodus

xiv, 2) means, " in the language of the Egyptian texts, in face of the

Khirot^ this being the ancient word which applies exactly to the

gulfs of weedy lakes." The inscriptions, we are told, " expressly give

to the Egyptian god Amen the title of Lord of the Khirot, that is,

' gulfs ' of the lagoons of papyrus."

Dr. Brugsch is the first and (as far as I am aware) the only

scholar who knows of such a word as Khirot signifying gulfs, whether

of weedy lakes or of any other kind. In order to produce this

word it is necessary to assign the value yer to the hieroglyphic sign

'^^ (representing the Oxyrynchus), which has hitherto, on indis-

putable evidence, received the value xP^.
To the new value which he

thinks he has discovered, Dr. Brugsch, of course, attaches very great

importance. He has written a good deal on the subject in both his

Dictionaries, and in the Zeitschriftfnr agyptische Sprache. His efforts

have not been crowned with complete success. Dr. Karl Piehl. an

admirable Swedish scholar, in his review of the Hieroglyphic Dic-

tionary, says that the new reading is " encore denuee de preuves

suffisantes," and Professor Ebers, in the last number but one of the

Zeitschrift, has an excellent article pointing out the weakness of the

evidence produced by Brugsch, and strongly protesting against the

unscientific method adopted by him. In this protest I beg most

respectfully and cordially to join, with all the modesty and humility

due to a scholar whose untiring activity and learning have laid us all

under so many deep obligations. Dr. Brugsch has begun a rejoinder

to Ebers, and though he has not yet finished it, I beHeve that I am
sufficiently familiar with the evidence, as far as it can be depended

upon, to feel satisfied that although my ignorance on the subject of

Pihahiroth does not greatly trouble my soul, yet this attempt to identify

it involves the wrong reading of many words, a fatally erroneous and

exploded system of etymology, and false theories of decipherment

13
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and language. I do not, liowever, wish to intrude into the controversy

between the principal disputants, beyond delivering my testimony on

some cardinal points of the evidence which has been adduced.

I. I beg to testify that Mr. Goodwin was very far indeed from

being convinced that he had discovered a " festgestellte Variante

'^'^^Q^." He was always under the impression that the ^^ in

.M, Q^ ® ^^'^^ ^ preposition, utterly unconnected in sound with

the sign Qy^ . For a long time he thought that sai/ was the probable

value of this sign, and when he discovered another reading in one of

the Leyden papyri, he published it in the hope that other observations

might confirm or disprove it. But long after this he spoke of the

reading as a very questionable one. In the first place he doubted

whether the first sign in the papyrus before '''^ was really /I\. It is

very unlike it if compared with undoubted instances of that sign in

other parts of the papyrus ; where, moreover, it is always accom-

panied by the supplemental sign <r:^. In the next place Goodwin

was much too sagacious a man to found an argument on what might

be either a different reading* or a simple blunder. The papyrus is a

very valuable one, but its value lies not in its antiquity or authority,

but in its completeness and its almost unmutilated condition. It is

just as likely to give a different or a faulty reading as any other

papyrus. Mr. Goodwin was very much disposed to go back to his old

reading sdu, derived from a comparison of Todt 136, 15 with 133, 13.

2. I am unable to acquiesce in Dr. Brugsch's statement about

the group <^^i .^J 3 i^ J
~ww^ j-ior can I admit that his facsimile

gives the "genaue Darstellung des Wortes." A "genaue Darstellung"

ought to enable one to compare the word with its neighbours. Now

in the Hood papyrus the sign ''^^ in each case rises high above all

* "A different reading" was Goodwin's ol)jection to the instances I produced

in which ^MJn I
occurs in some copies of Todf. 15 and

(J ' ^i ""^ others ; and IM \ 1 I 1 1
I

never hesitated to acknowledge that this might be the case. M. Maspero has now

{Zeitschrift, 1882, p. 130) produced proof tliat in the earliest times ^sJn was= 5(?/j-.

A la bonne heure ! There is no philological difficulty whatever about this value,

as there was about Sep ; but it was Sep and not Scps for which both Goodwin and

Brugsch contended {Zeitschrift, 1867, pp. 85 and 98), and there was no authority

for Seps till M. Maspero found it. Queen Hatasu must now disappear from history,

but so must Ilashop ; and Hatshepsu must occupy their places.

14
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the other signs in the same Hne, and the sign below it acquires also

an abnormal development. But it is quite impossible to say with

certainty that this sign is an <czr> and not a ^. In the freedom of

cursive writing these two signs are often made so like to one another

that it is utterly impossible to distinguish between them. And this

manuscript is no exception to the rule. Dr. Birch, who has charge

of the manuscript, and whose authority on the subject cannot be

surpassed, inspected it carefully with me, and he will, I am sure, bear

witness to what I am saying.

But supposing that the letter is <:=r>, how can we be sure that,

in a word of which there is no other instance known, the writer has

not made a mistake ? I can only express my astonishment at the

assertion that one can hardly imagine an Egyptian graminatcus to have

made the same mistake twice in a reduplicated word. There is no

imaginable blunder of which such a person may not have been guilty.

3. Dr. Brugsch has sought in vain for copies of Todt. woa con-

taining the passage which, according to the Turin papyrus, has

a5^ ,
and according to the papyrus of Sutimes, ^^ . He

AAA/\AA I I 1> -I
I I

will find the passage in the papyrus of Nebseni, and in the Leyden

papyrus of which I have just spoken. Both of these papyri agree

with the Turin 7^^/mi5?^r>^ in reading a5^ . "A different reading,"

not a variant of \ ! For reasons of my own, which are elsewhere

stated, I should prefer the latter. I do not think either of the readings

implies thunder, or that thunder Avas considered by the Egyptians as

the snoring of Set.

4. Brugsch attaches great importance to what he calls the

"(dialektische) Variante "
Q£i.

"^^ £5^ = ^7 ; the latter group,

according to him, being Jirt or ////. The *' dialectic " equivalence,

then, is x^^^ ^^"^ hrat.

There is a double mistake here. The feminine group ^^1 > as I

have recently said, is to be read uat^ and I challenge Dr. Brugsch to

produce evidence to the contrar}'. I know as well as he that T j^T

without the ^ is sometimes = //r, but it 7iever has this value, or that

of mdten in the word ^7. It is amusing to see how, from ignorance

of this fact. Dr. Brugsch, in his recent additions to his Lexicon, has

failed to see the full force of one of his own arguments. In order

15
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to prove that \/ was read iip^ he quotes an alliieratlve text beginning

D I Zi ,
which he reads np-na ma ten instead of up-na uat.

The stick, I would sincerely hope (were I not a Christian and a

philanthropist), was most liberally applied to the back and shoulders

of the wretch who, instead of f| ^^ £5^ painted Q^^"^ %5,
without in the least foreseeing that his stupid blunder would,
some thousand years later on, induce one of the most learned

Egyptologists to imagine that he had discovered " a dialectic variant,"

when he had merely dropped upon a mare's nest. The only ex-

tenuating circumstance that I can think of is, that I have occasionally

met, in cursive texts, with the sign -^ so written as to suggest the

^^0" D^5 ^"''^^ if Dr. Brugsch has not done so till now I shall be

surprised. But the inscriptions from which this instance is taken are

so full of errors that Dr. Erman scrupulously avoided quoting them
in his dissertation on Egyptian plurals.

M. Naville speaks of the negligence and the " fautes grossieres"

in the tomb of Rameses IV.

5. Is it however a faute grossiere to write <-^~^ or ® "^^^ ^
for "^ m ^ ^ ^^^°^^ Si"Oss error truly, and deserving a triple bas-

tinado. But I am not aware that such an error was actually com-

mitted by the most ignorant or negligent Egyptian scribe. It is

Dr. Brugsch who has simply misunderstood the very simple texts to

which he refers on this point.

Ifhehadfound 4-|\'S) (1

""^ or even H^ "^^ ^ \

( rtlh
""^ "^ might have been too dangerous) he would at once

have known that the word preceding "^ was not the phonetic

equivalent of the sign signifying l^ody, but a preposition governing it.

And spch is the well-known word <j^ ^^r, the signification of

which has nothing in common with that of "^ x^^- The passage

quoted (p. 83) by Dr. Brugsch will at once be understood after this

explanation. The words of Ril are addressed not to " the body,"

but to " Aim who is in the bodyy \\ M?i g^j-> is not " O Korper

verborgener," but "O thou 7oho art in obscurity,'' or "who hast

come " to obscurity.

On turning back the pages of Champoll ion's Notices (II, 611) to

which Dr. Brugsch refers, the same preposition aj^pears under the

16
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forms <cir> <:i=> (p. 609). The o here is the suffix ^%
/«,* which several prepositions (e.g. -ir^\ = "11^^'=^ v]^)

assume together with a corresponding modification of meaning, very

much like the Latin prepositions in, />rae, sub, inter, praeter, subter.

And Egyptian prepositions may become prepositional adjectives

;

and as these adjectives may sometimes be used substantively, I may
O 1

^
as well here speak of <cir> , a word which occurs not unfre-^111
quently, and which Dr. Brugsch has most luckily not thought of,

or he might have favoured us with a good number of supposed

" variants " of "Tli ^ i •

The prepositions <cz> er, and <;^ x^^ (very often vocalised

<~> \ X^^i ^^^ve very similar, though not identical, meanings and

uses. The former is rendered by e/?, the latter by irph^ in the bilingual

inscriptions. The plural adjectival form t| "7-ff ai-u, " qu?e attinent

ad," assumes the form (1 I ; I (written -C2>- (1 (1 ^ t - rJf '

ariu, Litanies die Soleil, xviii, 68) in the special metaphysical sense of

the internal nature or essence of a person, such as a god. The plural

® -^^
. ...

form «=>
x^^'^^'- is frequently found with a similar meaning. We

III
seta aru-f, " who

^111
I w I

frequently read of a god ^^ n ^ p

hides his nature," and we also read of the god ^ r-, <^^ 1 1 1

seta yfrtu-f. M, Naville, who has probably not adverted to the

prepositional origin of these words, has nevertheless quite rightly

apprehended their meaning by observing their use. Of the latter

word he says, " Le mot <r:> est tres vague, I'allemand
•^

' ^111 °

das Wesen ' est ce qui correspond rait peut-etre le mieux au sens du,

mot e'gyptien." {Litanie, p. 95. note 52.)

6. ,,^
[|
Qv^ x^-'-'^^j is not a variant or even a form of Q^^_^v^ •

It is a different word altogether, and it has a different sense. And

what is more, it is wrongly written, xenra or x^«ra?(; ^a^aaa (I y\ I >

is the form which occurs in some of the finest MSS. of the Book of
the Dead. See, e.g., the Papyrus of Sutimes, and the splendid papyrus

* ^^^ c^ y> is the variant of <z:> in the recently discovered texts of

the ancient Empire.

17
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n

texts of that period. With this word
^

-w '
'^'^^

lately published at Leyden, at the passage where the Turin Ritual has

^='. It is never confounded with fV\ ^ „
> which

occurs in the same line (c. i, 3) with it. * The determinative ^
which is found in the word ^^^^m {Benk., II, 150), suggests the

notion of bindirig, nexus; and this sense appears to be applicable

wherever the word is found. It fits in admirably with the sense

of the passage quoted by Dr. Brugsch from the temple of Medinet

Abu, where a faulty determinative has been attached to it. Every

scholar knows that this is by no means a rare phenomenon in the

I 1

1

implying female connexions, are clearly allied. (If, by the way,

CtjeXex, sponsa, is its " Koptische Nachiblge," it would be desirable

to know through what extraordinary accident the final T has been

preserved in Coptic.)—Liberavi animam meam.

Very truly yours,

P. Le p. Renouf.

p.S.—As this letter is likely to appear before the paper on

Egyptian mythology which I read to the Society last March, I had

better say at once that I understand by \ ^^, x'^ A^j "O^

thunder, but rain, literally " fall of the sky ;" x^ being connected with

the Coptic ^ei, cadere, decidere, ruina. The kindred word ^)^

xai is a dead body, w-rw^tx, cadaver, and the ^1

of the Ebers Papyrus are dcjectiones alvi.

* Between the two words the group generally written (j ^ \\ Vat (3t I

7intuu, in hieroglyphics, occurs. It is wonderful that on the strength of a douljtful

variant of the base period, Dr. Brugsch should have changed the transcription of

a number of words from itn to tcin. If Coptic etymologies are to have any weight

in the question, what can be more decisive than OITem" (Jonah I, 5) for a

word which Dr. Brugsch renders " Der Bauch eines Schiffes?" <J^ is tni and

£:^ is /// in all the classical period. All that he says is insufficient to show that

Q-^^^=4 is not a blunder in Todt., 93, 2, which is full of the grossest faults,

as a comparison with other MSS. will show. The old word fOi x" probably

suggested the later p^^r
^"'^' ^'^"^ words tu and xu, both signifying ei'il, got

confounded.

i8

I

1

1 J?v<^ ^ I
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The following communication has been received from

Mr. George Bertin :

—

On the Character and Influence of the Accent in the
Akkadian and Assyrian Words.

While investigating the Akkadian and Assyrian poetry, I have

arrived at a conclusion of some importance as to the influence of the

accent in the phonetic decay and generation of words in these two

languages,

Assyrian, like Hebrew, had the accent on the last or penultimate

syllable of words ; Akkadian, on the contrary, had primitively the

accent on the antepenultimate, and even sometimes on the pre-

antepenultimate. In both languages the accent was strong, and all

sounds clear and broad. Those who have studied the development

and decay of language in general will easily see what the result of

such a state of things would be.

In Akkadian the tendency was to drop final syllables, and indeed

all syllables not having the accent—a thing that has actually hap-

pened in English. In Assyrian, on the contrary, the accent being

on the last or penultimate syllable, it preserved the word intact, or its

initial syllable alone was lost. Two tongues of such an opposite and

even antagonistic character, spoken side by side for centuries, must

have left many traces of the necessary struggle, and the words passing

from one into the other must have been more or less altered.

The Akkadian words, which had already been reduced to mono-

syllables when borrowed by the Assyrians, had their last consonant

doubled, to express the accent and turn them into dissyllables :

—

al becomes allii for d-lu.

gug „ kukku „ ku-kn.

Polysyllables are treated in the same way :

—

idim becomes idimmu for id'i-mu.

utitk „ udukku „ udu-ku.

tukiil ,, tuhiUu ,, hih'i-lu.

gitkul ,, giikkidhi
,,

giikku-lu.

It may be objected that if the Assyrians had borrowed from

Akkadian a word having the accent on a certain syllable, they would

have preserved it there ; this, however, is not what has occurred in

similar circumstances in other tongues. For instance, French has

always its very feeble accent on the last syllable, and the foreign
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words it borrows are treated according to this rule without taking into

account the foreign accent : examen for the Latin exdmen, o?nnibus

for omnibus, dilettanti for dilettanti. The Assyrian did the same.

There seem, however, to be an attempt to represent the primitive

foreign accent in a few words, as gukkdlht, from gukal.

What is of the utmost importance is that while the process of

phonetic decay was going on in Akkadian, and the words more and

more reduced till they became all monosyllables, the fuller and more

primitive form was preserved in the Assyrian words borrowed at an

earlier stage ; so

—

ka, in Assyrian kdgii, supposes an Akk. form kd'aga.

di'iga.

,, kika.

gu'uta.

,, Idmasa.

,,
azdla.

,,
bdraga.

,, asirraga.

„ addmaga.

„ ddraga.

,, dfiaga, etc.

It is easy to see that of these supposed forms many are already

decayed and shortened from more primitive and longer ones.

As Assyrian was not exempt from phonetical decay, it sometimes

lost or weakened the syllable preceding its accent, so we have :

—

killu for akkilu, from the Akkadian akkil.

ediinmu ,, kidimii „
,, gidim.

nangaru „ nagdru „ „ nagar.

Several other important conclusions might be drawn from these

comparisons, and from the influence of the accent in Akkadian and

Assyrian.

All the older and longer Akkadian forms terminate in g (in

Assyrian represented by k or }i). Mr. Pinches, who had already

noticed this fact, was inclined to believe that we had here an old

case-ending, fallen into disuse, but accidentally preserved in a few

words, and treated as an integrant part of them, as in kalag, azag,

pulug, etc.

di
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Assyrian (that is, the Semitic dialect of the cuneiform inscriptions)

must have been spoken at the earliest period collaterally with Akka-

dian, as it has borrowed words at all stages of their phonetical decay :

first stage, asurraku, atiaku ; second stage, gukkullu, azalu ; third

stage, sdru, du.

PAPERS UPON ASSYRIAN GRAMMAR.
By Theo. G. Pinches.

Introductory.

Assyrian was the tongue of the inhabitants of the district extend-

ing from the shores of the Persian Gulf on the south, to Armenia on

the north, and from Elam and Persia on the east, to Phoenicia on the

west. The people who spoke this language formed, originally, one

nation, but split, in ancient times, into two, each having its own

king. Notwithstanding, however, this separation, and the enmity

which these two nations afterwards bore towards each other, the

speech of each remained, even to the last, practically the same, the

differences being so slight as hardly to amount to provincialisms.

An examination of the construction of the Assyrian language,

presented to us in the numerous inscriptions, indicates that the people

who spoke it were early separated from intercourse with the other

Semitic tribes, and their language, therefore, struck out a course

especially its own, and the difference between Assyrian and the other

Semitic tongues is often very great. It is especially in the verbs that

this departure is to be seen, and for this reason it has been thought

well to treat of them first.

If it be really the case that the so-called permansive tense is

a late formation (and there is every reason to regard it as such),

then the same must be said for the corresponding tense (the perfect)

in the other Semitic languages. Even at the time when the separa-

tion of the various tribes took place, however, the tendency to

form this tense existed, and it was then most likely in full use,

but confined to the third person.* To the latest times any participle

form could be used in Assyrian as a permansive, and take the endings

of that tense. Another departure from the usages of the Semitic

tongues, is the partial loss and partial change of meaning of the

forms in ti (in Hebrew the Pual and Hophal, and in Arabic the

* See page 31.
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passive forms of the various conjugations). Assyrian most likely

had, at first, both the ordinary forms, and those having u as the vowel,

but without any distinctive meaning, at least such as is found in

Hebrew and Arabic. The examples of these forms which exist, that

is, forms having the vowel n between the first and second radicals, or

after the voice-formative, are only to be found in the infinitive and

permansive of the intensive (Piel) stem, and the same tenses of the

Shaphel. These forms have almost wholly replaced those in a, and

have not necessarily a passive meaning.

Other verbal differences also exist. The primitive forms, in

Assyrian, are to be found, to a great extent, in the various other

Semitic tongues, the chief difference being that the Shaphel conjuga-

tion is in full use. The most striking thing, however, is the regular

use not only of those secondary forms which insert the letter /,* but

also of those longer and more interesting tertiary forms wliich insert

the particle tan,\ indicating either speed or frequency.

To the above list of interesting verbal differences may be added

the strange Niphal forms of those verbs weak of the first radical, in

which the ;/, either with or without a vowel between, is doubled J

—

evidently indicating a nazalization of the vowel representing the lost

or weakened consonant ; and those secondary (and tertiary) Niphal-

forms which, dropi)ing their ;/ before the inserted /, will, perhaps, help

to explain the Hebrew Niphal infinitive ( /ipj^rT). Tlie importance,

also, of the real tense-distinctions attached to the long and short

forms of the imperfect, cannot be overlooked, and it is proposed,

in these papers, to give many examples of their use for comparison.

Assyrian is also much richer in pronominal roots than the other

Semitic tongues. For the first person singular of the personal pro-

noun, for example, no less than six words or forms are to be found,

§

* The reflexive meaning of this particle in Assyrian seems to be best rendered

by adding the word "self," with a pronoun, to the phrase. Thus iskim means

"he made" (either he himself or by proxy), but iStakin, "he himself made."

t See the paradigm, p. 25. Some of these forms are not found in the case of

the strong verb, but that they were once in use is proved by the fact that the verbs

weak of the first radical could be used in these voices. Examples of the use of

these interesting forms will be given in tlie course of these papers.

X Nangiigu (from ({^^agn}, "to he angered;" iiuiipi^ (from vpe.iit), "it was

made."

§ These are : anakn, iuu, iali, in/iiiid, i<isi, and c'.v/.
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and for the second person singular the same number.* The greater

part of those expressing the first person are formed from the root iau,'\

and this word being, as it really seems, the Assyrian representative of

the Heb. Jl^H " to be," shows how, clashing with the Assyrian form

of the word Jehovah {/du), the divine name fell into disuse in

Assyrian, and was replaced by i/u, a word probably of Akkadian

origin. The importance of Assyrian in the science of Semitic

philology will therefore readily be seen.

The Assyrian tongue seems, in the earliest times, to have been

that of the inhabitants of the south or Babylonia. Large colonies,

however, were probably sent out northwards, and the language was,

in this way, taken almost as far as the mountains of Armenia. Long

before this emigration the Assyrian (or, to speak more correctly,

Babylonian) language came into contact with a speech of an entirely

different character and genius— the Akkadian, and its dialect,

Sumerian. It can easily be understood, therefore, that, as the two

peoples were in close contact, the Assyrian language became greatly

changed, a number of foreign words being introduced, and the

grammar being, to a certain extent, modified, and made something

like that of the Akkado-Sumerian language. Assyrian, however, kept

to the last its distinctly Semitic character, and, while taking in freely

words borrowed from the Akkadian, nevertheless retained in use

most of the Semitic equivalents of those words, so that it was seldom

needful to draw from a foreign source except for the purpose of

bringing greater elegance into the composition.

Assyrian, like most other tongues, had dialects, but, in conse-

quence of the newness of the study, their peculiarities are not easily

detected. Most of the texts come from Nineveh and Babylon,

and only give, therefore, examples of the language spoken at those

places. Judging from these texts, one would say that not only the

spelling, but also the composition of the phrases are based, to a great

extent, upon tradition and usage, the style being modelled upon

ancient translations of the Sumerian and Akkadian records, of which

both nations had copies, and for this reason not only the written, but

also the spoken language, seems hardly to have differed. It was in

Assyria, however, that the clearer and purer pronunciation was kept,

* Aiia (m.), atti(i.), kdta(kuiam), kuM, kii, and kummii [kumu=kmuu=k'u'u?).

t See W.A.I. IV, p. 68, col. v, 1. 59 : Idu, sit libbia, sera tti&arpidi, " Me (and)

the offspring of my heart, thou causedesl to spread abroad in the land." /au could

also be used in the nominalivcv

2v1 •
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and a more careful use of the case-endings of the nouns, &c., observed.

The true folk-speech is undoubtedly to be found in those interesting

letter-tablets in which the people are to be seen in the more ordinary

occupations of life, though not entirely apart from officialism. It is

in this popular language that those ground-texts of the science of

Assyriology, the Achaemenian inscriptions, are composed.

In the very cities, however, where the classical language was most

used, seems to have been a tongue, or, rather a form of speech, of a

rougher kind, in use among the trading population. Ho\v far this

language really differed from the literary language it is impossible to

say, for the texts which have come down to us contain only the tech-

nical terms of trade needful to the occupation of the people, and a

free use is also made of those ideographs which render the language,

at times, so puzzling to the modern student.

In Babylonia, these trade-documents were always \\Titten by the

professional scribe, who belonged, at least to some extent, to the

learned class, and who observed, therefore, the traditions which he

had learnt at school. This custom of employing professional scribes

was also, most likely, in force in Assyria. These scribes seem to

have possessed, besides the Assyrian or wedge \\Titing, also a know-

ledge of the Phoenician characters, as the dockets sometimes written

on the edge of those trade-tablets sliow. To these documents and

their Phoenician legends, as well as to the correspondence-tablets,

must we look, in order to gain an insight into the tongue of the more

common people of those ancient empires. These trade-dockets also

indicate that not only (as shown by the bilingual lists and syllabaries)

were the Assyrians aware of the triliteralism of their language,* but

that they also had a knowledge, in some cases, of the original forms

of their own weakened verbal roots.f

The Verb and its Forms.

In Assyrian, as in all the other Semitic languages, the verb or root

is triliteral, that is, it has three consonantal letters. Irregular verbs,

properly speaking, are extremely rare, such irregularities as are found

being only caused by the weakening or loss of one of the radical

* This fact is interesting if we consider tlic great amount of plionctic decay
from which the roots had suffered.

t Compare, for example, the Assyrian form of tlic proper name, T T^^ ^*~*

Lu-ku, with its Phoenician equivalent \\(^L (Tluh)- ^^'^ ^^'.A.I., III, pi.

No. 5, 1. 20 and 37.
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letters, which, in Assyrian, becomes a mere vowel, and, as such,

assimilates with the formatives.

The strong verb, in Assyrian, has twelve voices, formed, as in the

other Semitic tongues, by the addition or insertion of certain servile

letters, which modify the meaning in different ways. Of these twelve

voices, four are primary, four secondary, and four tertiary, the two

latter classes being formed from the first by inserting / and ta7i after

the first radical or after the voice-formative. Taking the strong verb

as our model, the following forms show the infinitive of each voice :

—

I.



T.
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3- <igf-^r

[kinani] <^|^ "^^I^lJ Ty ^ [dekani]

[kinatunu] <||s!z >-^]yf "-^f "t^ [dekatunu]

kinu ^fS^ IhI deku, diku

kina ^f^ ^-W deka

kina <y^ --]t:J [deka]

Verbs weak of the Third Radical.
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^^ tTiT taklak, meaning also " I trust," substituted for rahsaku.

Taklak (root takdlu) gives an example of the dropping of the u of

the person-ending,

I St pers, plural :

—

u ni - i - ni ina silli sarri be - )i - i - ni

^'' and we in the protectioji of the king our lord

a - na da - ris bal - ta - a - nu

for a'er live"

2nd pers. sing. :

—

^%^'^i^ ^r-^rr t]A}>A< i v-m^^tt;:^-^t
at - ta pi - ia it - ti - su sa - ak - na - a - ta

" Thou my words * with him establishesti"

2nd pers. plural :

—

lim - ni - tu - nu (part of an incantation against

" Ye are anl." evil spirits).

3rd pers. sing. mas. :

—

^ ^> ^^ -^ ^ \^ HV- -^y \^ ^^, A^
Sa - pi - in mati nu - kur - ti. Ba - lat nap - har

" ZTt' desf}'oys\ the hostile lafid." '•^ The life of the luhole of

^y y? -<y< ^yyy^ m \ ^y -y<y

ma - a - ti ga - tus - su tam - hu

the land his hand holds."

3rd pers. sing. fem. :

—

^ <:^ x^z %\ >^ <y- >^f=- ^y^y
(i - sur - ta - su - nu lim - ni - it

^"^ their shrine {dwelling place) is evil."

* Lit. "mouth."

t Lit., "(lie) destroying," or "Destroyer of."
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3rd pers. plural mas. :

—

a - na sa - a - ri ir - bit - ti me - lam - me sah - pu

"to the four tvinds {their) glory they blow.''''

3rd pers. dual :

—

lu sak - na sepa - ka

"May thy feet be placed"

From the above it will be seen that the terminations of the per-

mansive are :—for the first pers. sing, ku, plur. dni or ami ; for the

second pers. sing, dta, plur. t//nu ; for the third person sing. masc. u

(or the construct form of the participle without any ending) ; fem. at,

plur. masc. ii, fem. a ; the dual-ending for both genders being a.

All the above forms are that of the participle, the short / of which

is regularly dropped, but reappears when the word loses its vowel-

ending or vowel of connection, hence the masc. sakin by the side of

saknu. Other participle-forms could be thus used, so that we find,

besides those above given, such forms as sihriku, "I was young," Imtntt,

" she is evil." From these two examples it would seem that the form

Jjjj
, which is rather rare, was used for verbs expressing a

condition l^e for those expressing an action, or the result of an

action.*

The permansive or perfect tense in Assyrian differs from those of

the other Semitic languages in several ways. It has lost the form for

the second person fem. singular and plural, but it retains the dual,

restricted, however, to the third person. It differs from the Hebrew,

Arabic, &c., and agrees with the Ethiopic, in having ku as the ending

of the first person singular, but the /-stem is kept for the second person

singular and plural. It is worthy of notice that in the second person

singular the two forms of ending, dta and dti, are used indifferently

for both masculine and feminine, and that the distinctive form of the

* Often, in reality, the passive idea, as in the phrase ^I^»-< ^ »—

^y>- *-\[ »-<y< ""^y ^ i^ Seru sa ina penti baSlu, "flesh which by fire is

cooked," where baSlit is the form Ajti for (IxJ

.
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feminine plural also has not yet been found. It has been conjectured

that the feminine form of the second person plural, following the

analogy of sunu, "they," fem. s/na, should be -tma {saknaiina).

Sunn and s'ma, however, belong to a different class, being quite in-

dependent pronouns, and we should therefore expect, if anything, a

formation analogous with that of those Semitic tongues,* in which

the root t-ni is used for the masculine and t-n for the feminine

(Ori^iPiP, jriTlOi'P; ii:;j, ^di)' ^"^ '" Assyrian the /-« stem

is used for the masculine—a fact which rather implies that, as in

the singular, one form (namely innu') is used to express both genders

also in the plural.f As will be seen farther on, the plural of llie

imperative, as well as the second i)erson plural of the aorist and

l)resent tenses, had also only one form for both genders.

The third person of the permansive, in all its genders and

numbers, is only the participle, or nomen verbi, with its proper

endings. The forms sahiu and sakin are respectively the nominative

and construct forms of the masculine ; saknat is the construct of the

feminine singular ; sakmi, the plural form (usually defectively written

with short u)^ is evidently shortened from the rarer form ending in

- uni, an old nominal plural, of which some traces exist (as for example

lunim, "bulls"), but which is regularly shortened to -ti (compare

such words as nmu rabictum, " great days," ana shim gatnruti, " for

complete prices," &c ).% Examples of the feminine form ending in -a

are rare, but one is to be found in Tiglath-pileser I, col. VI, line 99,

in the word 'abfa (written a-ab-ia), permansive of 'abahi, " to be des-

troyed," and refers to the word ckallatc, " palaces," a feminine plural,

in line 94. (The dual ending in -a is the usual masculine or feminine

* The Aramaic and Samaritan masculine endings p]^ were probably formed

under the Babylonian influence.

t The pronoun of the second person plural, allitnu, "ye," shows the same

stem with the syllable an (the « of which, as in Hebrew, &c., is assimilated to the

following t). This form is usually masculine, but in W.A.I. IV, pi. 56, 1. 38,

seems to refer to the feminine ersitum, " earth," thus indicating that it was of

common gender. If this be the case, it is the same also for the suffixed pronoun

kiitiJi, "you," which, though used for the masculine, corresponds with the Arabic

and Hebrew feminine forms C and D. (See 1. 37 of the text above quoted.)
CT '•

X Sayce, "Assyrian Grammar for Comparative Purposes," p. 122. It is not

unlikely, however, that this is only an imitation of the Akkadian idiom, in which

the adjective alone takes the termination of the plural,

.^^0
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nominal form, used for such objects as, either by nature or art, are in

pairs.) The feminine plural ending -a is evidently a form shortened

from an old fem. plural of the participle sakndnu, in the same way as

the masculine saknu, from saknuni. Using, perhaps from the earliest

times, these participle forms as a permansive, followed by the full

form of the first and second persons where needed, there grew up this

new tense with the pronouns, shortened as much as possible, attached.

The indifferent use of -dta and -dti as second person singular, implies

that at that time the difference of the forms of the pronoun in -a and -/

{atta (m.) atti {/.) "thou ") had ceased to be regarded, and therefore

the form ending in -dta could be used, by preference, to express both

genders. The diverse ways, in the various Semitic languages, of

forming this permansive or perfect tense, implies that its full develop-

ment took place after the separation of the different dialects, though,

as it is found in all the Semitic languages, the inclination to this

formation had already existed for a very long time.

Like sakdnu is conjugated in the permansive : takdlu, "to trust;"

rahdsu, "to trust;" magdru, "to obey;" tamdhii, "to hold;"

katd/nu, " to cover," &:c., &c. Sabdtu, " to seize," makes, in the

third pers. sing. masc. : sabat.

Like la)?idnu : sahdru, " to be young, little
;
" nakdsii, " to be

cut off," " separated."

Like dsdbu : dmdru, "to see" (t^"Q) ; dldkii, " to go " (Jl^D)

;

dlddu, "to beget" (VED) ; like eJ>eSH : hezu, "to be strong" (J?"D)

;

eseric, "to direct" (''"Q).

Like kanu: sdru, "to be supreme ;" 7idhu, "to rest." Some words

have a as inner vowel, as tdba, "they two are good," others u, as

rukat, " she is remote " (verb originally Ayin-guttural),

Like fiasii : ramfi, " to set ;
" like tcbil : sebu, " to assemble."

The next Meeting of the Society will be held at 9, Conduit

Street, Hanover Square, W., on Tuesday, December 5th, 1882,

at 8 p.m., when the following Papers will be read :

—

By Rev. W. H. Sewell :

— " Houses and Householders of

Palestine at the time of Christ."
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L'Egyptologie. Tomes I and II, 1874 and 1875.
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THIRTEENTH SESSION, 1882-83.

Second Meeting, c^th December, 1882.

SAMUEL BIRCH, D.C.L., LL.D., &c., President,

IN THE CHAIR.

-^^^t^-

The President referred to the loss the Society had suffered by

the death of one of its oldest Vice-Presidents, The Right Hon.

the Earl of Harrowby, K.G., &c., &c.

The following Presents were announced, and thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

—

From the Royal Geographical Society :—The Proceedings and

Monthly Record of Geography. Vol. IV, No. i. 8vo. Novem-

ber, 1882.

From the Geological Society :—Quarterly Journal. Vol. XXXVIII.
Part 4. No. 152. November i, 1882.

List of Fellows. November, 1882. 8vo. London. 1882.

From the North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society :—The

Journal. New Series. Vol. XVII. Part i. 8vo. Shanghai.

1882.

From the Royal Institute of British Architects :—The Proceedings.

Session 1882 83. Nos. 2 and 3. 4to. London. 1882.
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From the Royal Institute of British Architects :—Transactions,

Session 1879-S0. 4to. iSSo.

Proceedings, 1S79-80. 4to. 1880.

From the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland :

—

The Journal. Vol. XII. No. 2. November, 1882. 8vo.

London.

From the Philosophical Society of Glasgow :—The Proceedings,

1881-82. Vol. XII. No. 2. 8vo. Glasgow. 1882.

From the Publishers, Messrs. Smith, Elder and Co. :—^The Cities

of Egypt. By Reginald Stuart Poole. 8vo. London. 1882.

From the Author :—Die franzosischen Ausgrabungen in Chaldiia.

Von Julius Oppert.

Reprinted from the Report of the Fifth Oriental Congress.

Berlin. 8vo. 1882.

The following have been purchased by the Council for

the Library of the Society :

—

The Temples of the Jews and the other Buildings in the Haram

Area at Jerusalem. By James Fergusson, Esq., D.C.L., F.R.S.,

&c. London. 4to. 1878.

Description of the House and Museum of Sir John Soanc. 4to.

London. 1830.

The Land of Midian (revisited). By Richard F. Burton. 2 vols.

8vo. London. 1879.

Les Villes retrouvees. Par Georges Hanno. Thebes d'Egypte,

Ninive, Babylone, Troie, Carthage, Pompei, Herculanum.

Paris, (Bibliotheque des Merveilles.) 8vo. 1881.

Les Tombeaux. Par Lucien Augd Paris. (Bibliotheque des

Merveilles.) 1879.

The following were nominated for election at the next

Meeting on January 9th, 1883:

—

Miss H. M. Adair, 40, Chester Terrace, N.W.

George Briddle, 208, South Fifth Street, Philadelphia, U.S.A.

Miss Dixon, 47, Thurloe Square, South Kensington, S.W.

Rev. Alexander James Harrison, D.D., Ph.D., Sec, Waterfoot

Vicarage, Manchester.

Rev. R. Lovett, Religious Tract Society, 56, Paternoster Row, E.C.

D. G. Lyon, Pctersteinweg, 51, III, Leipzig.
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The following were duly elected Members of the Society :

—

Eugene Autran, Les Charmelles, Geneva.

Captain C. R. Conder, Devon Cottage, Guildford, Surrey.

Rev. Canon John Grainger, D.D., M.R.I.A., Broughshane, Co.

Antrim.

Thomas S. Jago, H.B. Majesty's Consul, Jeddah.

Rev. H. C. Reichardt, Tunis.

Thos. Wilberforce Stoughton, Lynton Villa, Beulah Hill, Upper
Norwood.

Charles Alfred Swinburne, Upper Hamilton Terrace, St. John's

Wood.

Frederick A. White, Kinross House, Cromwell Road, S.W.

Howell Wills, The Temple.

Coventry A. Woodhouse, 9, Pembridge Crescent, Bayswater, W.

To be added to the List of Subscribers :

—

The Weston-super-Mare Church Institute.

The Alliance Israelite Universelle de Paris, 35, Rue de Treves,

Paris.

A Paper was read " On the Houses and Householders of

Palestine in the time of Christ," by the Rev. W. H. Sewell.

After some introductory remarks respecting the four kinds of

building stone in Palestine, and the method of hetmng it by skilled

stone-hewers ; and after pointing out the difference between the

Levantine large inn or khan, and the smaller rest-house—two

buildings in general use by travellers,

Mr. Sewell described the one-roomed house of stone of a village,

distinguishing two sorts ; one sort having half the interior used by

beasts of burden ; the other sort having wholly separate and apart

such stabling and offices, both for dead ' and live stock, as are

mentioned in the Bible. The court house, which was defined to

mean a house enclosing at least one court or courtyard open to

the air, was next described, especially that occupied by Caiaphas.

Praetorium, the name given to Pilate's Court-house, as well as to

others, was explained, and an exactly-corresponding English equivalent
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Stated. After adverting to the prison hotise at Pliilippi, which had

a resident jailor, and in Jerusalem to the prison house without

one, occupied a.d. 32 by the Twelve Apostles, and a.d. 43 perhaps

by Peter also, which had inner and outer wards as well as an

iron-plated outside door, Mr. Sewell briefly referred to the palaces of

the Bible, namely, places of worship, royal residences, and public

buildings. He next defined the English terms colonnade, arcade,

porch, and cloister, and proceeded to notice certain terms used in

the New Testament for shelters from the weather and for entrances

into places, and explained what he believed was meant by stoa,

pyle, pyhhies, and pyltc. He commenced describing an ordinary

court-house in the time of Christ by drawing attention to the house

porch {pylon), which was either constructed with a door, or was

arched, and without one. The rooms of an ordinary house were

shown to be chiefly two : one the large rectption-room, used also as

the gitest-chainbcr, large enough to hold 30 guests on the occasion

of the feast which Samuel made for King Saul ; the other, the closet,

was a small but habitable room, like the Royal Closet at Windsor.

In Palestine the closet served as a bedroom, a bride-chamber, a

sickroom, a strongroom ; and though usually small and closet-like,

sometimes had itself a closet. Micaiah announced that Zedekiah

the son of Chenaanah would have to conceal himself in a closet's

closet.

The housetop, or roof that is flat, was next referred to, and shown

to be usual in every part of the Levant. On it was the summerhoiise,

(Hcb. aliyyah, Greek hyperoon) usually the best room of the house.

This, a most important term of the domestic architecture of the

Greek Testament, was specially noticed and illustrated. Its name

was justified by reference to the handsome summerhouses erected in

difi'erent parts of the Royal Gardens, Kew ; its appearance and posi-

tion were compared with the ui)per part of the Radcliffe Observatory,

Oxford, as seen in 1854. The summerhouse was shown to have

been used by King region for taking a siesta by day ; by King David

for retirement in sorrow ; by the Apostles for divine worship ; by

vSt. Paul for the celebration of Holy Communion; by St, Peter for

private prayer, as well as for the repose of the dead body of a

Christian lady, Tabitha. The description of the houses of the Holy

Land terminated with a reference to the 7vindoivs of a house ; and

to the relative parts of a room, in which was pointed out the place

of honour.
,
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Mr. Sewell concluded his paper by treating of the inhabitants of

the Holy Land, whom he divided into three classes : Cavedwdlers,

found between the Lake of Galilee and the Hauran, and the Horites

of Petra. Tent-dwellers^ namely

—

Children of Ifagar, Abraham's Egyptian handmaid
;

Children of Ishmael, Abraham's son by Hagar
;

Children of Kedar, Abraham's grandson by Hagar
;

Children of Midian, Abraham's son by Keturah, and Arabians,

whom Mr. Sewell believes to be all descendants of one common
ancestor, and the Bedawin their surviving posterity.

With respect to Housedzvellers, after pointing out that the house-

dwelling population of Palestine never took to tents except once

yearly, at the Feast of Tabernacles, and in the time of war, of

pilgrimage, and crowded gatherings, Mr. Sewell gave the names of

known house-owners, the sites of their houses, and the social position

taken by such householders in the time of Christ ; and inferred from

the style in which their houses were furnished, the costly and exten-

sive wardrobes people kept; their jewellery and precious stones; the

populousness of their household establishments, ruled as they were

by highly paid and powerful officials, and by the sumptuousness and

frequency of their feasts, that the countrymen of Christ were pos-

sessed of great wealth.

Dr. Reichardt wished to point out one or two instances in which

he thought Mr. Sewell was wrong in his conclusions. With reference

to the Summer House, he mentioned that with a temperature of

between 90 and no degrees in the shade, some cooler place would

be required than the top of a house, burning with the concentrated

rays of a hot sun. In the heat of the day the natives sought a cooler

place—the coolest place to be found

—

i.e., the room in the lower

part of the house, built of stone, sometimes with a floor of marble,

fountains, &:c. Such rooms Dr. Reichardt took to be the Summer

House, and they are used for the siesta ; from this room, in the cooler

part of the day, the natives migrate to another chamber, where they

smoke, drink coffee, and sleep.

Houses were not always exactly the same in arrangement, but the

Summer House is always the Khan.* One-roomed houses were not

to be found in the cities, but in the villages, and Dr. Reichardt

* Kaaa in Damascus ; Mundarari in Cairo.
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thought tliat as matters moved slowly in the East, it was probable

that the houses are now pretty much the same as they were in the

time of Abraham. It was also his opinion that the old ruins being

of stone, and of the Roman and Greek periods, it was most probable

that the houses of the rich were of stone and those of the poor of

mud.

The Rev. A Lowv observed that in the Hebrew Scriptures there

were three terms relating to house or habitation which, in part, were

connected with the identical Aryan names.

Ba-yith (house) is purely Semitic, and recurs in all the languages

akin to Hebrew ; but it is remarkable that whilst in Hebrew the

verb " to lodge " is expressed by ///;/, the other Semitic languages

employ the vocable bath, which originally meant " to be housed."

In the Aramaic version of the Pentateuch, Onkelos, in his rendering

of Genesis xxviii, 11, employs (with regard to Jacob's night rest on the

uncovered ground) ii-^xintamman. This general employment of

the word bat/i, in the sense of " spending the night in some place,"

l)roves that before the Semites were split up into different nations,

they employed the ba-yith or bait principally to describe night

lodgings.

A second term for habitation is ma^oii. The word is employed

poetically with regard to the heavens as the habitation of the Deity

(see Deuteronomy, xxvi, 15, " Look down from Thy holy habitation,

from heaven "). The same term was employed by Semitic pagans,

who worshipped the Baal mdo7i (see Numbers xxxii, 38). This word

appears to correspond with the Pehlevi term vichan, with maethaiia

or maetJianya in the Zendavesta, and it recurs in the Latin niatisio.

The third term hatiali was chiefly employed with regard to encamp-

ments. In Isaiah xxix, i, however, occurs the phrase kiryath hana

David, Avhich seems to admit of the literal translation, " the city of

the hana (or habitation) of David." Just because hafia is here

treated like a proper name, it did not receive the ordinary genitival th.

As a verb hana, and as a noun mahaneh, this vocable is met with in

numberless instances throughout the Hebrew Bible. In the Pehlevi

it has the form of khdfiuk, and in modern Persian haneh.

With regard to the structure of Jewish houses in Palestine,

Mr. Lowy suggested that in the course of a thousand or fifteen

hundred years radical changes must have been introduced in con-

sequence of the intercourse of the Israelites with foreign nations.
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Captives returning to the land of their fathers, and foreign settlers,

who at a later period introduced Greek and Roman fashions in the

Holy Land, must have very materially affected the taste of the Jewish

inhabitants, especially in the principal cities. The poverty of the

poorer classes might well make them adhere to a conservative

principle of simplicity; but the wealthier portion eagerly adopted

the architectural display of the Greeks and the Romans. Were it

not the fact that Josephus gives glowing accounts of beautiful

buildings raised in the style of Greek architecture, or that the ancient

expounders of the Pentateuch protested against the extravagance in

the erection of theatres, balnea, &c., it might be seen in the pages of

the Mishna that the terms relating to common buildings are of a

purely Semitic origin ; but those terms which relate to palatial

structures are chiefly derived from Greek or Latin. As instances,

Mr. Lowy cited the Rabbinical term akhsadra, a hall or ante-room

(in Greek ^^ecpx, in Latin excdra)
;
prosdor, a vestibule, apparently

connected with the Greek Trpocvpov; traklin, a dining room, from

triclinium.

Rev. W. Wright, D.D., referred to the classification of the races

made by Mr. Sewell. He thought that the proper division was the

Bedawin, or desert-dwellers, the Fellaheen, or cultivators of the soil

who lived in villages, and the dwellers in cities. Although there

were, as in all countries of the East, men who took up their residence

in caves, he (Dr. Wright) had seen very few, and there really was no

distinct class that could be called cave-dwellers. Near the Yarmouk

Valley, and in a few other places, there were a few families living in

subterranean places through necessity. He had spent nights in such

places himself through necessity, but he could hardly be called a

troglodite. Too much stress must not be laid on the word rich man

in the East. The riches of a man was a comparative term : £2,°^°°°

would, in Damascus, entitle a man to be called rich, whereas in some

places so small a sum as ^30 would make a man rich. The tracing

of all tent-dwellers to Abraham could not be accepted. When

Abraham reached the Land of Promise " the Canaanite was then in

the land," and the Bedawins were then in the desert.

The President, the Rev. Charles J. Ball, and ]\Ir. G. Bertin,

joined in the discussion, and Mr. Theo. G. Pinches added some

remarks on recently discovered tablets giving interesting particulars

of the laws of house-holding among the Assyrians. These will be

submitted to the Society at a future meeting.
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Mr. Sewb:ll, in reply, admitted that owing to the oppressed state

and misgovernment of Palestine, such noble summerhouses of stone

as that shown in Messrs. Arundell and Tarte's diagram were no longer

common ; although humble representatives of them are still to be

frequently seen. A traveller visiting the Armenian Convent at

Jerusalem in January, 1882, saw the cells of the monks opening

upon the housetop. Shelters of the sort, peculiarly shaped like the

lower halves of the English capital letter M, are to this day common

enough on the housetops in Egypt. In prosperous times such sum-

merhouses would not be (as often at present) mere boughs of oleander

intertwined like wickerwork, or light awnings, beneath which probably

few Orientals, if any, would shelter themselves from the heat of the

blazing noonday sun. These hyperoa would, by rich people, be built

of stone substantially, of thick walls, yet through-aired (^T^ Jer. xxii,

14), cool, and suited for taking a siesta; a use to which King Eglon's

hyperoon seems certainly to have been put. It was necessary to go

up to an hyperoon (LXX, 2 Ki, xviii, 33 ; Acts i, 13; ix, 37, 39);

to carry an object up to it (LXX, 3 Ki, xvii, 19): and likewise

necessary to go doum from an hyperoon (Tobit iii, 18); to carry an

object down from it (LXX, 3 Ki, xvii, 23).

With regard to the suggestion that, in a two-storied Syrian house

(not a common sort of ancient building, to judge by the remains),

the virepwov (which is the Septuagint term for H^/^) was not the

modern alliyeh, but really the modern ardiyeh or First Floor, the matter

stood thus :

—

King Eglon was found by his attendants "fallen down dead

upon the earth" (Judg. iii, 25). It was admitted that the king was

in some elevated structure of or belonging to the house. It would

scarcely be natural to term the stone floor of a first story room " the

earth." As however the flat roofs or housetops now are, and

probably always were, made up of consolidated earth, it would, on

the contrary, be most natural to say of a slain man fallen upon such a

housetop, that he "was fallen down dead on the earth " {Crrl 7i)i> ^{liv).

Thanks were returned for these communications.

Dr. Reichardt exhibited a cylinder-seal, upon which he

made some remarks, to be published with an engraving in a

future number of the Proceedings.
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The following Communication has been received :

—

The Kappadokian Cuneiform Inscription now at

Kaisariyeh,

Dear Mr. Rylands,

In 1880 Sir Charles Wilson forwarded to me a copy of an

inscription which he had come across at Kaisarieh, and which he

thought might possibly turn out to be Hittite. The copy, however,

was not sufficiently distinct to allow me to pronounce an opinion

upon the characters of which it was composed ; all I could see was

that it consisted of five lines, divided from one another by straight

lines, just as Hittite texts are. When I was at Smyrna in March,

1 88 1, Mr. W. M. Ramsay put into my hands a rubbing of the in-

scription made by Sir C. Wilson, but I was still unable to make out

what the characters composing it were. I could only assert that they

were not Hittite, and suggest that they had a Gnostic origin.

Last summer, however, Mr. Ramsay himself^ when at Kaisarieh,

examined the stone on which the inscription is found, and made a

copy both of the sculptures and of the inscription with which it is

adorned, besides a squeeze of the inscription. This and his copy he

sent me, and I at once recogni«ed that the characters were those of

the Assyrian cuneiform syllabary, though of a very barbarous type.

Shortly afterwards I received another squeeze of the same inscription

from Dr. Gwyther ; and this it is which is published in the present

number of the Proceedings.

I learn from Mr. Ramsay that the stone on which the inscription

is engraved was discovered many years ago along with another at a

village between Amasia and Amisos {Samsiin), and was purchased

there by an Armenian. The village may perhaps have been Zilleh

(the ancient Zela), where the artificial mound called the tumulus of

Semiramis by Strabo still exists. The stones are both of white marble,

stained black on the surface, and belong to the same curious type of

art. One of them has a short inscription in characters unlike any I

have seen before. The art is of the strangest possible kind. Heads
like those on Greek medallions, says Mr. Ramsay, but hideously ugly,

" are mingled with the most curious imagery ;—a column with a

crowned woman's head, the crown being bitten by a serpent, which

is coiled round another column ; a crescent moon and rayed star ; a

hideous woman standing on a pedestal, and holding a naked child,

crowned like herself, suspended from each hand." The stone, how-
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ever, on which the cuneiform inscription is incised bears a sculpture

of a much more important character. This is engraved under the

inscription, and represents a king seated in the Assyrian style, with

his fan-bearers behind him, and his attendants bringing a body of

captives before him. The latter, remarks Mr. Ramsay, " wear the

dress represented in the sculptures of Phrygia, while the costume of

the king and his attendants is distinctly Hittite." It is the dress

which has been made familiar to us by the sculptures of Boghaz Keui

and Eyuk, of Ibreez and Karabel, to which we must now add, thanks

to Dr. Gwyther's photographs, of Carchemish also. The seated

monarch is touching the forehead of a crouching captive with the

butt end of his spear. It is plain that the capture of some town and

the submission of its inhabitants are depicted, and that the inscription

above the scene ought to have reference to the event.

The barbarous character of the writing, and the fact that the

inscription has been worn away in the top corner on the right hand

side, while a crack runs through the middle of it, make it somewhat

difficult to read. The difficulty is increased by our ignorance of the

language in which it is written. The ideographs and determinatives

in it, however, are sufficiently clear to show what its general ])urport

must be. I should transcribe it thus in ordinary Assyrian characters:

—

I. <h T -r -- ? -<]< <r- i^^
. . . D.P. D.P. Tar- * - ti - si ....

Before Tar - * tisi the king

2. \- \rt rr ^y ? y ;L.y

D.P. Gu - za - na * me ka

of the land of Guzana

3- T- -^T (?) A (?) -^rr -^H -^
me la (?) khi (?) D.P. ka - ab

the city of Kab

4. ^T V, <MT<r(?)^T(?)5^I?-H^
iz za ar tc e bal

5. ^y? -TM V
e - ri - me

lie has captured (?).
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I am specially pleased to find mention made of " the god Tar."

as it goes to verify my system of Hittite decipherment. Before the

discovery of the name in this inscription I had concluded that a god

Tar must have existed by the side of Tar-kiis, " the son of Tar,"

just as Sandan (or Sanda) exists by the side of Sanda-kos, The

character which follows the name of Tar is unfortunately doubtful.

It may possibly be meant for <^^Cyyyt ^^^ ^"^ ^"'^ ^^ ^°^ ^^^ Babylonian

form of ty^][ tin. The land of Guzana, mentioned in the second

line, is not otherwise known, but it will have been the native name of

the northern district of Kappadokia in which the inscription was

found. The crack in the stone makes it impossible to identify the

character which follows. In the third line the characters la-kJii are

very doubtful, as one character only seems intended, not two.

Instead of Ka-ab, we might read Ka-su-ab, breaking the first character

into two ; but I do not think this is likely. At the beginning of the

next line the division of the characters causes a difficulty. We might

read tf yK iz-kha or even ^^ u?i. The crack renders my restoration

of the next two characters uncertain. Erime in the last line ought,

according to analogy, to be the third person singular of a verb. Now
ma seems to be the suffix of this person in the two Kappadokian

cuneiform contract tablets brought to light last year by Mr. Pinches,

to which Mr. Ramsay's visit to Kaisarieh last summer has now added

five more (see Proceedings, Dec, 1881, p. 36). Moreover, if my
system of decipherment is right, vie is the suffix of the same person

in the Hittite inscriptions, and, as I have shown on another occasion,

everything goes to indicate that the Hittites were the " White Syrians
"

of Kappadokia, who lived in the neighbourhood of the spot where

the inscription I have been discussing was discovered. If further

proof of this fact were needed, it has been afforded by the photo-

graphs taken by Dr. Gwyther at Jerablus and Merash. The style of

art, the dress, and the attitude of the figures at Carchemish are those

of the figures of Boghaz Keui and Eyuk. The Hittites came from

the north, as their boots declare, and conquered a portion of the

Semites in northern Syria ; it is not surprising, therefore, that the

ideograph they employed to denote "a country" resembles the

mountain-peaks of central Kappadokia.

The forms of the characters used in this inscription of Tar-*tis

belong, as I have already said, to the syllabary of Nineveh. They

must have been borrowed, therefore, before the overthrow of the

Assyrian empire, and when the conquests of Sargon had extended
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Assyrian influence in Asia Minor. But their forms are so uncouth

that it is plain this influence could not have been very far-reaching.

The bilingual boss of Tarkondemos had already informed us that the

cuneiform mode of writing had been introduced into Asia Minor,

though, as at Van, some of the characters had undergone slight

modifications in the process.

The division of the lines, which we find also in the Kappadokian

contract-tablets, is peculiar, and since it is characteristic of the Hittite

inscriptions, while it is foreign to the Assyrian ones, it indicates that

the people to whom both this inscription and the contract-tablets

belong, had previously been familiar with the Hittite mode of writing.

Another indication of the same fiict may be found in the little up-

right line with which this inscription ends. It is, I believe, a repre-

sentative of the little line which is placed at the end of a paragraph

in the Hittite texts.

By way of appendix I would return to the cuneiform inscription

which I copied at Smyrna on a small gryphon's head from Kappa-

dokia, published in the Proceedings of this Society for Nov., 1881,

p. 19). It was brought to Smyrna along with a haematite cylinder,

now in my possession, with a cuneiform inscription upon it which I

am unable to read, and it is now, I believe, in the Louvre. The

characters are those of the Amardian or " Proto-Medic " syllabary,

with the exception of one, ff^yf
dhu, which belongs to the later

Babylonian. The inscription reads as follows :

—

TT^ -^y^ ^yyy ^ w - W]] r-

Ku - ar - hu -man the king Man-dhu-mas,

that is to say, " Kwaruman the king, the Mandhumian." How the

Amardian syllabary found its way into Kappadokia is more than I

can conjecture. It can hardly have done so except during the reign

of Kyros.

A. H. SAYCE.
Queen's College, Oxford, Od. 2T,rd, 1882.

Note.—I must mention that owing to the shallowness of the

characters on the front of the squeeze, the back had to be photo-

graphed and then reversed. This gives to the lines and characters

on the plate of the inscription (to be issued with the Proceedings

for January) the appearance of their being raised, whereas on the

original stone they are of course incised.—W.H.R.
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Dear Mr. Rylands,

Having been able, through your kindness, to examine the squeeze

sent to Professor Sayce, of an inscription found by Mr. Ramsay,

and the photograph, which will be published in the Proceedings^ an

explanation of the origin of the inscription has occurred to me.

This inscription is no doubt an attempt to reproduce cuneiform

characters, but has, I think, been done by a most unskilful hand, and

I fail to trace some of the characters Professor Sayce has transcribed.

We learn from him that the inscription is on a marble slab ; it would

therefore be a stele, and it must be noted that this would be the only

instance known of a stele with so small an inscription. The wedges,

if they can be so called, are very irregularly chipped in all directions,

though there seems to be an attempt at a slanting direction from right

to left ; the shapeless form of certain characters does not appear

to proceed from want of skill of the writer, as in other cases he

has made them in the direction required, and marble being a soft

substance, the carving offered no difficulty. All seems therefore to

show that we have here a forgery \ but from what was it copied ?

The small clay contract tablets are abundant in Turkey, and they

have besides been multiplied by the Arabs by means of casting.

The writing of these tablets is cursive ; the wedges are therefore

slanting, and on account of the form of the wooden style, assume a

peculiar shape. Those who have studied and copied these contract

tablets, will easily see that the wedges reproduced in the inscription

now under discussion have been imitated from a contract tablet.

This at once explains why the wedges are slanting and of so curious

a shape, though they must have been picked out at random, for they

appear to me to form no real groups composing what Assyriologists

call characters. The straight lines which divide the rows of wedges

are, I think, imitated from the seals, where such lines always occur.

As to the figures represented on the stone, from what can be gathered

from Professor Sayce's note, it seems that they are also imitated from

those on seals and other Assyrian monuments.

I therefore think that this inscription ought to be classed with the

so-called boss of Tarkondemos, and that it is premature to draw

conclusions touching the intercourses of the Kappadokians, Hittites,

and Assyrians, and the origin of a writing.
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Besides, the figures represented do not help much, as archceolo-

gists are far from agreeing about the connection of the representations

at Jerabis, Karabel, Boghaz Keui, and Eyuk.

Yours faithfully,

G. Bertin,

The Anniversary Meeting of the Society will be held

at 9, Conduit Street, Hanover Square, W., on Tuesday,

January 9th, 1883, at 8 p.m., when the Council and Officers

of the Society will be elected, and the usual business of

the Meeting transacted.

Note.—Members are reminded that their Subscriptions

become due on January ist, and should be sent to the

Treasurer, B. T. BOSANQUET, ESQ., y^^ Lombard Street,

London, E.C.
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THE FOLLOWING BOOKS ARE REQUIRED FOR THE
LIBRARY OF THE SOCIETY.

RoTTA, Monuments de Ninive. 5 vols., folio. 1847-1850.

Place, Ninive et I'Assyrie, 1866-1S69. 3 vols., folio.

Brugsch-Bev, Grammaire Demotique. i vol., folio.

Geographische Inschriften Altaegyi)tische Denkmaeler.

Vols. I—III (Brugsch).

Recueil de Monuments Egyptiens, copies sur lieux et

public's par H. Brugsch et J. Diimichen. (4 vols., and

the text by Diimichen of vols. 3 and 4.)

DUiMiCHEN, Historische Inschriften, &c., ist series, 1867.

2nd series, 1869.

Altaegyptische Kalender-Inschriften, 1866.

Tempel-Inschriften, 1862. 2 vols., folio.

GoLENiscHEFF, Die Metternichstele. Folio, 1877.

Lepsius, Nubian Grammar, «S;c., 1880.

Konigsbuch der Alten Aegypter. 4to., 1858.

De Rouge, Etudes Egyptologiques. 13 vols., complete to 1880.

Wright, Arabic Grammar and Chrestomathy.

Schroeder, Die Phonizische Sprache.

Haupt, Die Sumerischen Familiengesetze.

ScHRADER, Die Keilinschriften und das Alte Testament. 1872.

Rawlinson, Canon, Five Great Monarchies. 3 vols.

6th and 7th do.

History of Egypt. 2 vols. 1882.

OsBURN, The Antiquities of Egypt 8vo., 1841.

Robinson, Biblical Researches. 8vo., 1841-1852.

Pierret, Dictionnaire d'Archeologie Egyptienne. 8vo. Paris, 1875-.

BuRKHARDT, Eastern Travels.

Wilkinson, Materia Hieroglyphica. Malta, 1824-30. {Text only.)

Chabas, Melanges Egyptologicjues. 1 862-1 873.

L'Egyptologie. Tomes I and II, 1874 and 1875.

Maspero, Du genre epistolaire chez Ics Egyptiens de I'e'poque

Phraoni(iue. 8vo. Paris, 1872.

De Carchemis oppidi Situ et Historia Anticjuissima.

8vo. Paris, 1872.

Rhind, a. H., Thebes : its Tombs and Tenants. 1862.
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OF

THE SOCIETY
OF

BIBLICAL ARCHAEOLOGY.

THIRTEENTH SESSION, 1882-83.

Third Meeting, gth January, 1883.

(anniversary.)

SAMUEL BIRCH, D.C.L., LL.D., &c., President,

IN THE CHAIR.

'^•^m>

The President referred in fitting terms to the loss the Society had

sustained by the death of Mr. Samuel R. Bosanquet, of Dingestow

Court, Monmouth, one of the earliest Members of the Society.

The following Presents were announced, and thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

—

From the Royal Geographical Society:—The Proceedings and

Monthly Record of Geography. Vol. V. No. i. 8vo. January,

1883.

From the Royal Institute of British Architects :—The Proceedings.

Session 1882-83. Nos. 4 and 5. 4to. London. 1882.

From the American Oriental Society :—The Proceedings. New
York. October, 1882.

From the Secretary of State for India in Council :—Sacred Books

of the East. Vol. XIV. Sacred Laws. Part 2. Vasishtha

Bhandhayana. Translated by G. Biihler. Vol. XVIII. Pahlavi

Texts. Part 2. Translated by E. W. West. 8vo. 1882.
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From the Author :—Die KeiUnscriften und das Alte Testament.

Von Eb. Schrader. Giessen. 1883.

From the Author :—Is Fingal's Cave Artificial ? By F^ Cope-

Whitehouse, M.A.

Reprinted from " The Popular Science Monthly," December,

1882. 4to. New York, U.S.A.

From the Author :—The Pedigree of the Devil. By Frederic

T. Hall, F.R.A.S. 8vo. London, 1883.

From the Author :—Salaminia (Cyprus). The History, Treasures,

and Antiquities of Salamis, in the Island of Cyprus. By

Alexander Palma Di Cesnola, F.S.A. 8vo. London. 1882.

From the Publishers, Messrs. Reeves and Turner :—The Origin

and Significance of the Great Pyramid. By C. Staniland Wake.

8vo. London. 1882.

The following were nominated for election at the next

meeting, February 6th :

—

William Godsell, Auditors' Department, India Office.

Gustavus Masson, B.A., Harrow.

H. Morris, Eastcote House, St. John's Park, Blackheath.

Mrs. Symmons, 42, South Street, Greenwich.

Professor W. A. Stevens, Theological Seminary, Rochester, New
York, U.S.A.

Rev. Thos. Walker, M.A., St. Augustine's College, Canterbury.

The following were elected Members of the Society :

—

Miss H. M. Adair, 40, Chester Terrace, N.W.

George Biddle, 208, South Fifth Street, Philadelphia, U.S.A.

Miss Dixon, 47, Thurloe Square, South Kensington, S.W.

Rev. Alexander James Harrison, D.D., Ph.D., &c., Waterfoot

Vicarage, Manchester.

Rev. R. Lovett, Religious Tract Society, 56, Paternoster Row, E.G.

D. G. Lyon, Petersteinweg, 51, III, Leipzig.

The following Honorary Members were elected :

—

Dr. Conrad Leemans, Keeper of the Egyptian Museum, Leyden.

Ernesto Schiaperelli, Keeper of the Egyptian Museum, Florence.

George Perrot, Paris.
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SECRETARY'S REPORT
FOR THE YEAR 1882.

Since the last Anniversary Meeting, held here on the loth January,

1881, death has taken away from us some most valued Members ; and

it was with especial regret that the loss of the following was
announced :

—
The Right Hon. The Earl of Harrowby, KG., D.C.L., &c., &c., Vice-

President.

Fran9ois Joseph Chabas, Honorary Member.

Henry Adrien Prevost de Longperier, Honorary Member.

Dr. T. R. Robinson, F.R.S.

Mr. Jonathan Peckover, F.S.A., &c.

The number of Members on the Roll was announced in the Report

for the year 1881 as being 625. During the past year there has been no

falling off in the strength of the Society.

The Roll now comprises :

—

Ordinary Members .... 574

Public Libraries 34

608

Foreign Honorary Members 33

Total .... 641

Although, in conformity with the Bye Law, the number of meetings

held during the past Session has been somewhat diminished, the papers

read before the Society have not been of less interest than heretofore.

The excavations carried on in those countries, the history and archeology

of which particularly interest the Society, have, although interfered with

by various troubles, produced many valuable results. It cannot but be a

subject of universal regret that the recent operations in Egypt have

resulted in absolutely nothing as regards the antiquities of that country
;

more particularly when we remember the advantage taken by others

of a like opportunity in past years.

The fresh field of enquiry, Asia Minor, or as a large portion of it has

been named, "The Land of the Hittites," has still further been opened up,

other sculptures and fragments of inscriptions have been sent to the British

Museum, some of them doubtless adding more or less to the completeness
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of those already preserved in the national collection. At last the " Statue

Inscription" from Jerabis has arrived, and other pieces are, I believe, on

their way to England. The discovery of inscriptions and carvings upon

the face of the rocks, similar to those at Eyuk and Boghaz Keui, has been

announced ; and in the Revue A}-chcologique will shortly be published by

M. George Perrot, a number of clay seals similar to those discovered at

Nineveh by Sir Henry Layard, so far back as 1851. Thus it will be seen

that little by little our knowledge of this class of documents slowly

increases : and it will be the endeavour of the Council of the Society to

place its Members in possession, as far as possible, of the results of the

new discoveries.

To Professor Sayce, who has with others attempted the decipherment

of the "Hittite" characters, we are indebted for having communicated

the results of his enquiry ; and in a paper read before the Society at the

closing meeting of the Session 1881-82, he presented a classification of

the characters into groups, and by comparison attempted to arrive at their

value and explanation. Belonging to the same great division of Asia,

may be classed the two cuneiform tablets supposed to come from Cappa-

docia, brought under the notice of the Society by Mr. Theo. G. Pinches,

the text of which, with his remarks, will be found in the last volume of the

Proceedings. A note on the same subject from the pen of Professor Sachau

was printed in the same volume.

Mr. le Page Renouf has dealt with questions of the Egyptian belief, in

a paper entitled Egyptian Mythology, Mist and Cloud, explained some

very interesting examples of the early belief based upon the observa-

tion of natural phenomena. Again, in a communication printed in the

Proceedings of February, he dealt in an exhaustive manner with the values

of various groups of hieroglyphic characters. Mr. W. Flinders Petrie

submitted the results of his examination of the pottery and implements

collected by himself at Giseh and the neighbourhood, between December,

1880, and June, 1 881. Mr. L. Lund explained in a paper entitled The
Epoch of Joseph : Amenhotep IV as the Pharaoh of the Famine, his

theory as to the identification of that monarch. Two communications

bearing on the ancient history of Egypt must be mentioned, that of

Professor Lieblcin, on the Phoenicians in Egypt, and that by Mr. J. Cope-

Whitehouse, in which, in a paper printed in the Proceeaings, he illustrated

and explained the results of his explorations carried on for several years

in the desert near the Fayoum, as to the probable real site and extent

of Lake Moeris.

The papers on Assyrian antiquities and history read before the

Society have not been behind their predecessors in interest. In the

communication On the Birds of the Assyrian Records and Monuments,
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the Rev. W. Houghton has collected as far as possible all that is known
on this interesting subject of ancient natural history. This paper will

be printed in a future part of the Transactions, with a number of illustra-

tions, embracing all the different types of birds as they are represented

on the Assyrian bas-reliefsj and will thus add to the series of papers

on similiar subjects for which the Society has been indebted to

Mr. Houghton. Mr. Bertin, in The Rules of Life among the Ancient

Akkadians, dealt with a subject too much neglected by Assyrian

scholars, and presented to the Society some new facts in this department

of study.

A future volume of the Transactions will contain, together with the

papers mentioned above, the observations by Mr. Pinches upon the

Ccdendars of the ancient Babylonians now in the British Museum, as

well as some of the most interesting communications for which the

Society was indebted to him during the previous Session of 1880-81.

In the department of Hebrew Antiquities, the Rev. A. Lowy, in

dealing with the Notices of Glass in Ancient Jewish Records, did much
towards elucidating a subject of which but little is known.

Among other papers read during the present Session there will be

printed, with facsimiles of the documents, those of M. Eugene Revillout,

On a Demotic Papyrus containing the Malediction of an Egyptian Mother

on her son embracing Christianity, and Two Demotic Documents of the

Reign of Darius, referring to a marriage contract.

Since the last Report was presented to the Society, the long delayed

third part of Volume VII has been issued to the Members. This delay

enabled me to place before the Members the series of copies of " Hittite "

Inscriptions, and it is hoped that the facilities afforded thereby will lead

students to the discovery of the key to their decipherment.

The greater portion of the first part of Vol. VIII is in type, and

many of the illustrations are ready. It will contain, with other papers

read before the Society, that by the President, describing an Egyptian

tablet of the period of Amenophis III, of the XVIIIth Dynasty, made

for the twin brothers Har and Suti, who occupied the distinguished rank

of " Superintendents of Works," or architects, and were attached to the

construction of the Shrine and Temple of Amen, of that part of Thebes

called Southern Ap, supposed to be Karnak. The paper by Mr. Le Page

Renouf, on Egyptian Mythology, Mist and Cloud, already referred to as

having been read during the past year ; the communication by the Rev.

W. Houghton, on The Birds of the Assyrian Records and Monuments

mentioned above. The description by Mr. Theo. G. Pinches of the
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discoveries made by Mr. Rassam at Aboo-habba, read before the Society

in June^ 1881, and embracing the results of a further examination of the

documents ; that by Mr. Bertin, also referred to above, on the Rules of

Life among the Ancient Akkadians, &c., &c.

It is to be noticed with satisfaction that the continually increasing

bulk of the Proceedings seems to point to the realisation of the hope

expressed in the Report submitted to the Society last year, " that they

might form a convenient and permanent record of discoveries and points

of interest to the Members." The Council venture to hope that as time

goes on, the many friends who have contributed by their communications

to add to the value of this portion of the publications, will continue, with

the aid of other supporters, to help towards the realisation of the hope

that at no very distant period your Procecditigs will become a veritable

"Journal of Biblical Archaeology." Not a little has already been done

towards this object; and taking the letters already published in the order

in which they were printed during the last year, the Society is indebted for

the following :—Professor A. H. Sayce, The Newly Discovered Cuneiform

Inscriptions on the Nahr-el-Kelb ; Mr. Theo. G. Pinches, Cappadocian

Tablets in the British Museum and the Louvre, to which Professor Sayce

and Mr. Geo. Bertin added notes ; Remarks by Mr. Theo. G. Pinches on

the Cappadocian Tablet preserved in the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris
;

further remarks by Professor Sayce on The Cuneiform Inscription on the

Nahr-el-Kelb ; Mr. F. W. Eastlake, Uruku versus Sisku ; Professor

W. Wright, LL.D., on Three Gems bearing Phoenician Inscriptions
;

Mr. P. Le Page Renouf, Wrong Values commonly assigned to Hiero-

glyphic Groups ; Professor William Wright, LL.D., Remarks on the

Siloam Inscription ; Mr. A. L. Frothingham, jun., Hebrew Inscriptions

in Mosaic of the Fifth Century in the Tomb of the Empress Galla Placidia,

Ravenna ; Professor T. Hayter Lewis, Notes on Tel-el-Yahoudeh ; Rev.

Robert Gwynne, Note on the Mosaic of the Mausoleum of Galla Placidia

at Ravenna ; Professor A. H. Sayce, Notes on the Assyrian Numerals
;

Professor Lieblein, The Phoenicians in Egypt ; Mr. Theo. G. Pinches,

The Akkadian Numerals; Professor Edward Sachau, The Cappadocian

Cuneiform Inscriptions. To these may be added the two long and

nteresting communications closing the volume, The Coptic Inscriptions

of Beni-Hassan and Deir-el-Mendineh, by Professor Sayce ; and that of

Mr. F. Copc-Whitehouse, Lake Moeris and recent Explorations in the

Desert of the Fayoum, already referred to.

A few words may well be added about the publications of the Society

not connected with the funds at the disposal of the Council. Of the

Reproduction of the Bronze Ornaments of the Gates of the Temple at

Balawat, Part IV has been issued to Subscribers, and of the completing

portion (Part V), nearly the whole of the descriptive text by Mr. Pinches
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is in the hands of the printer. As the whole of the plates are ready, I

hope that in the early part of this year the work will be finished and
delivered to the subscribers. The encouragement this effort has received

will doubtless induce a continuation of the series.

Another work has already been undertaken : Mr. Theo. G. Pinches

having with great care himself copied a large number of texts in the

Babylonian Cuneiform writing, they have been reproduced direct from

his copies, thus insuring as much accuracy as possible. This work, of

which the first part has already been published, and which is only issued

to Subscribers, is intended to be completed in three parts.

The Council have with pleasure at each Meeting recorded the number
of valuable donations made to the Library of the Society, and they have

as occasion offered purchased, out of the ordinary funds, many volumes

necessary for the use of the Members. In order, however, to complete the

collections already made, many works are still wanting, and it is sincerely

to be hoped that Members will, by presenting them, add to the complete-

ness of the Library, and place them within the reach of those who may
have few other opportunities of consulting them.

The balance of the fund subscribed for the alteration and extension of

the Library, remaining in the hands of the Council at the commencement
of 1882, was ^5 i6j-. 3c/., of which ^4 los. od. has been expended during

the past year, leaving a balance of ;^i bs. id., to which further subscriptions

may be added. These amounts will be found included in the statement

of receipts and expenditure.

The audited balance sheet annexed shows that the funds available for

the year 1882 have been ^687 \s. od., and the expenditure in the

like period, ^514 i^s- iid.

The balance brought forward from 1881 having been ^159 6s. yd., the

balance carried forward to the current year 1883 is £172 ^s. id., which,

less one quarter's rent £2^ owing for 1882, leaves the amount ^147 5-f. id.,

available to defray the cost of Vol. VIII, Part i.

A vote of thanks to the President for his valuable services to

the Society was moved by Canon Beechey, and seconded by the

Rev. A. Lowy, to which the President replied.
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The following Officers and Council for the current year

were submitted for election :

—

COUNCIL 1883.

President.

S. BIRCH, D.C.L., LL.D., F.S.A., &c.

Vice-Presidents.

REV. FREDERICK CHARLES COOK, M.A., Canon of Exeter.

REV. GEORGE CURREY, D.D., Master of the Charterhouse.

SIR HARDINGE STANLEY GIFFARD, M.P., Q.C., &c.

The RIGHT HON. W. E. GLADSTONE, M.P., D.C.L., &c.

The right REV. J. B. LIGHTFOOT, D.D., &c., Bishop of Durham.

WALTER MORRISON.
CHARLES T. NEWTON, C.B., D.C.L.

SIR CHARLES NICHOLSON, Bart., D.C.L., M.D.

REV. GEORGE RAWLINSON, D.D., Canon of Canterbury.

SIR HENRY C. RAWLINSON, K.C.B., D.C.L., F.R.S., &c.

VERY REV. ROBERT PAYNE SMITH, Dean of Canterbury.

SIR ERASMUS WILSON, LL.D., F.R.S.

Council.

ROBERT BAGSTER.
WILLIAM BEAMONT.
WALTER BESANT, M.A.

REV. CHARLES JAMES BALL,
M.A.

REV. CANON BEECHEY, M.A.

ARTHUR GATES.
THOMAS CHRISTY, F.L.S.

ROBERT OUST, F.R.A.S.

CHARLES HARRISON, F.S.A.

REV. ALBERT LOWY.
REV. S. S. LEWIS, F.S.A., &c.

F. D. MOCATTA.
J. MANSHIP NORMAN, M.A.

ALEXANDER PECKOVER.
F. G. HILTON PRICE, F.S.A.

P. LE PAGE RENOUF.
VILLIERS STUART, M.P.

COLONEL WARREN, R.E.

REV. W. WRIGHT, D.D.

Honorary Treasurer.

BERNARD T. BOSANQUET.

Secretary.

W. HARRY RYLANDS, F.S.A.

Hon. Secretary for Foreign Correspondence.

REV. A. H. SAYCE, M.A.

Honorary Librarian.

WILLIAM SIMPSON, F.R.G.S.
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The following communication was read by the Secretary :

—

Dear Mr, Rylands,

I hope soon to send you a paper on the Ancient Geography of

Northern Syria. Meanwhile, I may be allowed to submit to the

Society of Biblical Archeology a few notes which may draw attention

to some spots that seem most likely to reward the pains of the

explorer.

The Karnak list of Northern Syria (Mariette, Karnak, No. 120-

350) has just received some valuable corrections from M. Golenischefif

{Zeit., 1882, 145). It is now clear that this roll of names contains

materials as valuable for the land of the Hittites as the first list,

separately published by Mariette, has supplied to the geographer of

Palestine.

A list of Seti I, and scattered notices in the records of the XVIIIth

and XlXth Dynasties, are available for comparative study.

On the other hand, almost all that is known from Assyrian sources

is condensed in the very valuable work of Dr. Frederick Delitzsch,

Wo lag das Faradies? and the general outline is sketched by

Professor Sayce {Trans. Soc. Bib. Arch., VII, Part II). In the

Quarterly Statement of the Palestine Exploration Fund, Mr. Boscawen

has given some interesting material (1881, 224) ; and I need not refer

to the important report of Captain Conder, R.E., on the Orontes

Valley (1881, 161), except for the purpose of urging the importance

of a careful exploration of the region surrounding the Lake of Homs.

I have made much use of Key's Map {Carte de la Montagne des

Ansari'cs), and have found important information in a large map
published by Arrowsmith in 1823. To these I refer as "Rey" and
" Arrowsmith."

It is interesting to remember that nine or ten centuries elapsed

between the conquests of Thothmes III from the Nile and those of

Assurbanipal from the Tigris.

At present I only wish to show how far the Egyptian and the

Assyrian records cover the same ground ; how well identified many

names are ; how hopeful is the task of exploration in the field ; how

thickly peopled was this region seventeen centuries before the

Christian era, and consequently how rich will be the reward to be

gained by judicious and prompt examination of these city-ruins.
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Now, if we run our eyes down the Karnak list to which I am
referring, we find such names as :

—

121. Ai. (?) Kefr Aya (Rey), south of Homs.

122. Amatu, Assyrian Amatu, Hamath (Del., 275).

125. Thermanna, west-south-west of Aleppo. (?) Turmanin (Rey).

126. Rekaba. (?) Rehab, close to Turmanin (Rey).

127. TuNiPA {cf. Assyrian Tumipe (Sayce). Lenormant identifies

Tunep with Apamea ad Orontem {Hist. Anc, 1882, 236),

near Kulat el Mudik (Porter, 582), north of Hamath. Tunep
was a well-known point in Egyptian campaigns.

130, Tsareb {cf. Sarbua, Del., 277).

132. Nii. " Possibly a town of the lands situate between the Orontes

and the Khabour," says M. Maspero {Zeit, 1879, 58), and

M. Lenormant places it above Pethor, on the Euphrates, in

the position of Karkemish, which was called Nifiiis vettis-

Ni is mentioned in the inscription of Amonemheb in connec.

tion with the land of Se?ttsar, viz., of the Sajur (Assyrian

Saguf-a, Sagnri). I find the name Samgour in Arrowsmith's

map, and it seems as if « had fallen out. Compare the

personal name of Sangar, king of Karkemish.

141. Bursu, (?) Assyrian Bisru. Tell Besher, on the way up the

Sajur Valley.

Then we must pass a good many names, but in
•

189. Nireb, perhaps we have Nerab, south-west of Aleppo (Rey);

and in

190. Thereb, Tereb, very near, also south-west of Aleppo (Rey).

196. Niashepa. (?) Nizib, on the way from the Euphrates to Aintab.

197. Ta-tseker. Cf. Tchnkur Ova, south of Merash, "the great

Cilician plain."

201. Natuba. (?) Aintab.

205. Tuaub = Tab. ?) Kefr Tob, north of Hamah.

208. AuRMA. Ol'p/iiac. r^i^ixv-Toi. (Maspero.) Killh, on the road from

Aintab to Aleppo.

252. SuR. (?) Sur on Euphrates (Suriyeh), capital of the Shuhites.

Del., 279.

264. Akershaua, and 282. Mashaua.

These are very interesting names. "The mountain of Shaua"

occurs among places in the Lebanon infested by roving Shasu in the

Mohar's Travels, in connection with Pa-makar-pe {cf No. 347),
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Thamakur, and Ta-makhir-pe (Chabas, XIX Dynasty, p. no). And
"the mountain Saue," besides "the mountain Sau," are found among
names of the Lebanon in Assyrian annals. Uel. 277.)

We remember how the Shasu spies deceived Rameses at Kadesh

on Orontes, and it is worth while to consider whether the " Sadru of

the tribes of Shasu," devastated by Rameses III (explained by Chabas,

and by Brugsch {Hisfoirc, I, 146) as Seir in Edom), may not rather

be found at the northern descents of the Lebanon, where Burton

describes the S/ia'am/i as covered with brushwood and trees, and

"generally infested by robbers." {Unexp. Syria, I, 68, 69.) This is

the very word ; and the fellow-captives of the Shasu chieftain in

this campaign would be the Hittite, the Amorite, «S:c., from this

northern region, whom we find with him on the walls of Medinet

Habu. (Rosellini, M.R., No. cxliii.) I do not think Dr. Haigh

right in identifying the "mountain of Shaua" of the Mohar with
'' Shaibch in the Anti-Lebanon range, sixteen miles north of Helbon."

{Zeit., 1879, 55.) Perhaps the name may yet be recovered.

270. As read with certainty by M. Golenischefif, is Karkamasha,

Karkemish, attacked in the fourth campaign of Thothmes
;

and

280. Pethri seems to be Assyr. Pitni, Pethor, the home of Bala'am,

at the junction of the SajCir with the Euphrates.

311. Khalebu. Aleppo, which had a Sutekh.

313. Aurma. See 208.

314. Samaarua. (?) SJiomariyeli, near the lake of Kadesh. Com-

pare proper name of the chieftain Samarsa in the league against

Rameses 11.

316. Pureth. Fiirat is the name of the Euphrates.

317. Saresu. This place had a Sutekh. Cf. Sirasii, king of the

Singuraia (Sayce), also Sars?i (Assyr.), Del., 102.

322. Thinnur. Cf. 'Ain et Tannfir, above the lake of Kadesh.

333. lurima. Cf. Urima, on the Euphrates, above Biredjik

{Oroiim, Rey).

346. Ama * u. (?) Amaru. The Amorites.

347. Thamakur. Cf. Tamakhirpe and Pamakur, above.

The general position of the places enrolled in this list is well-

marked by the prominent names. We may well call it the roll of

Northern Syria, and it is certain that among the names still obscure

many are likely to emerge into light on a worthy exploration of the
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Hittite country. Let us remember that every name in this list truly

identified indicates a place known to the Egyptian armies fifteen

centuries before Christ. Hoping to treat this subject at greater

length, I will pass on to some other sources of information, both

Egyptian and Assyrian.

I will now^ notice the places which seem best identified on the

routes across the Euphrates westward.

I. The way to Cilicia. (M. Maspero reads Karnak 140 Khalukkha,

and suggests Cilicia. hs'^yx . Khilakkii) Passing Nezib (?Eg. Niashapa),

and Dolikhe in Commagene (Assyr. Kunimi/kh) ? Eg. Thakkh), which

may have stood where Aintab is at present, the important and

ancient town of Mar'ash is reached, which seems to me to be the

Markashi of Sargon, capital of the Gamgumai (Eg. Gagamd). See

Menant, Rois (fAssyrie, pp. 159, 169, 185, 186.

Another line wvis taken by Shalmaneser II, in his nth year

(Ep. Can., III). After destroying the cities belonging to Karkemish

and to Arne, he made a wide circuit to the slopes of Amanus
(Assyr. Khamanii). Then, crossing a mountain called Yaraku

whose name is perhaps found in the river Yagra, west of the

Afrhi (Assyr. Abric), which is marked by Arrowsmith, he invaded

the land of Khavvat {i.e., of the Khivvi or " Hivites," Del.), and took

Ashtamaku, an important capital, which surely must be the ^^ Stommak''^

of Arrowsmith's map (between Edlip and Riehd). This identification

seems to me to give a fixed point of great interest. Another important

place is Azaz (Assyr. Khazazn\ on the way from Antioch to the

Euphrates, represented on the bronze gates from Balawat. In this

region also are the two great town of antiquity, Arpad {Tel Erfad),

and, quite near to it, KuHanhou (Rey), which seems to be the Kullani

of Assyrian records and the Calno of Amos, vi, 2, Isaiah, x, 9 (see

Cheyne, Isaiah, 2nd ed., I, 70), on the way from Karkemish to Hamath.

This must also be the Kullania of an Assyrian contract tablet given

by Mr. Pinches. {Proc. Soc. Bib. Arch., 1881, 13.) Four out of the

five towns mentioned lie in the land of the Patinians, of which

Khazazu {Azaz) was the capital. Dana must surely be the present

Dana, west-north-west of Aleppo ; Kullania, Kitllauhou ; Arpadda,

Tell Erfad, some six miles from Kullanhou ; and Isana may well be

a place eleven or tw-elve miles west-south-west of Aleppo, marked by

Arrowsmith as Essoyn. Professor Sachau suggests Tell Isan, between

Aleppo and Birejik. {Proc. Soc. Bib. Arch., Session 1881-82, p. 1
1 7.)
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Perhaps Karne may be found in the same region. Or may it be

the ancient coast town of Karne (now Karnun), north of Tartus (?)

(Maspero, Hist. Anc, 191, Porter, 556). And may the "horses of

Kusaa " have been imported by way of Karne, perhaps from Egypt ?

In the territory of the Khawat, of which Hamath (Assyr. Amatu)

was the capital, Shalmaneser II, who had marched by way of

Aleppo, took Adiennu, (?) el Djineh (Rey) south-west of Aleppo)

Barga, (?) el Bdra, where are most remarkable ruins (Porter, 580),

and Argana, the capital of Irkhulena, whose palace was burnt. Can

Argana be Arji'm, south of the lake of Kadesh ?

Near Arjun is the great earthwork of S'finet Nuh, " a great plat-

form of earth some 300 yards square, with small mounds at the four

angles, as if representing the remains of towers, surrounded with a

ditch 40 feet deep and wide. The direction of the sides is about

north-east and south-west. An ancient road runs northward a little

to the west." This is Captain Conder's description [Palestine

Exploratioji Fund Qtiartcrly Statement, 1881, 169). Arjun is close

to Tell Neby Mendeh, the site of Laodicea ad Libanum, where the

name Kades is now found. Wherever Argana is to be found, it

would seem that the field of the great battle of Karkar must be near,

and the Orontes to the west of it, and Kilzau, to which place the

battle raged.

The river must, one would think, have been narrow there, if

Shalmaneser is rightly understood to say of his enemies, " with their

bodies over the Orontes a bridge 1 made." Ep. Canon, 108.

I will leave off by the Lake of Kadesh, on which the great southern

capital of the Hittites should be recovered. And surely among the

selection of names here recounted, we have considerable material

already ascertained for the guidance of the explorer in the " Land of

the Hittites."

Believe me, yours sincerely,

Henry George Tomkins.

Park Lodge, Weston-super-Mare,

Dece?fiber 2,0, 1882.

Thanks were returned for this communication.

Remarks were added by Rev. A. Lowy, Canon Eeechey, Rev.

W. Wright, D.D., and the President.
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The next meeting of the Society will be held at 9, Conduit

Street, Hanover Square, W., on Tuesday, February 6th, 1883,

at 8 p.m., when the following papers will be read :

—

By Theo. G. Pinches : — " Babylonian Tablets referring to

House-holding."

By Dr. Birch :—" Remarks on an Egyptian Tablet, &c."

Note.—Members are reminded that their Subscriptions

become due on January ist, and should be sent to the

Treasurer, B. T. BOSANQUET, ESQ., "J^y Lombard Street,

London, E.C.
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THE FOLLOWING BOOKS ARE REQUIRED FOR THE
LIBRARY OF THE SOCIETY.

BoTTA, Monuments de Ninive. 5 vols., folio. 1 847-1850.

Place, Ninive et I'Assyrie, 1 866-1 869. 3 vols., folio.

Brugsch-Bey, Grammaire De'motique. i vol., folio.

Geographische Inschriften Altaegyptische Denkmaeler.

Vols. I—III (Brugsch).

Recueil de Monuments Egyptiens, copies sur lieux et

publics par H. Brugsch et J. Diimichen. (4 vols., and

the text by Diimichen of vols. 3 and 4.)

DuMiCHEN, Historische Inschriften, Sec, ist series, 1867.

2nd series, 1869.

Altaegyptische Kalender-Inschriften, 1866.

Tempel-Inschriften, 1862. 2 vols., folio.

GoLENiscHEFF, Die Metternichstele. Folio, 1877.

Lepsius, Nubian Grammar, &c., 1880.

Konigsbuch der Alten Aegypter. 4to., 1858.

De Rouge, Etudes Egyptologiques. 13 vols., complete to 1880.

Wright, Arabic Grammar and Chrestomathy.

Schroeder, Die Phbnizische Sprache.

Haupt, Die Sumerischen Familiengesetze.

ScHRADER, Die Keilinschriften und das Alte Testament. 1872.

Rawlinson, Canon, Five Great Monarchies. 3 vols.

6th and 7th do.

History of Egypt. 2 vols. 1882,

OsBURN, The Antiquities of Egypt. 8vo., 1841.

Robinson, Biblical Researches. 8vo., 1841-1852.

PiERRET, Dictionnaire d'Arche'ologie Egyptienne. 8vo. Paris, 1875.

BuRKHARDT, Eastern Travels.

Wilkinson, Materia Hieroglyphica. Malta, 1824-30. {Text only.)

Chabas, Melanges Egyptologiques. 186 2-1 8 7 3.

L'ligyptologie. Tomes I and II, 1874 and 1875.

Maspero, Du genre ^pistolaire chez les Egyptiens de I'e'poque

Phraonique. 8vo. Paris, 1872.

De Carchemis oppidi Situ et Historia Antiquissima.

8vo. Paris, 1872.

Rhind, a. H., Thebes : its Tombs and Tenants. 1862.
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THIRTEENTH SESSION, 1882-83.

Fourth Meeting, 6th February, 1883.

SAMUEL BIRCH, D.C.L., LL.D., &c., President,

IN THE CHAIR.

^)%>-m'

The following Presents were announced, and thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

—

From the Royal Society :—The Proceedings. Vol. XXXIV.
No. 222. Svo. London. 1883.

From the Royal Geographical Society:—The Proceedings and

Monthly Record of Geography. Vol. V. No. 2. Svo. February,

1883.

From the Royal Institute of British Architects :—The Proceedings.

Session 1882-83. Nos. 6 and 7. 4to. London. 1882.

From the Royal Asiatic Society :—The Journal. New Series.

Vol. XV, Part i. Svo. January, 1883. London.

From the Royal Archaeological Institute :—The Archccological

Journal. Vol. XXXIX. No. 156. Svo. London. 1882.

From the American Philological Association :—The Transactions.

Vol. XIII. 18S2. Svo. Cambridge, U.S.A.

From the Author :—Empreintes de Cachets Assyro-Chalde'ens

Releve'es au Musee Britannique, classe'es et expliquees par

M. J. Menant. Svo. Paris. 1882.
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Extrait des Archives des Missions scientifiques et litteraires.

Troisieme serie. Tome neuvieme.

From the Author :—Lake Moeris : from recent explorations in the

Moeris Basin and the Wadi Fadhi. By F. Cope Whitehouse,

M.A., etc. 8vo. New York. 1883.

Bulletin of the American Geographical Society, 18S2. No. 2.

From the Author :—I'he Greek New Testament, as published in

America. By Isaac H. Hall, LL.B., Ph.D.

Extract from the Transactions of the American Philological

Association, 1882.

From the Editor, Rev. Ste])hen D. Peet :— The American

Antiquarian and Oriental Journal. Vol. V. No. i. January,

1883. 8vo. Chicago.

From the Author :— I Testamenti di Girolamo Cardano. By

A. Bertolotti. 8vo. Milano. 1882.

From Alexander Peckover :—The Five Great Monarchies of the

Ancient Eastern World, or the History, Geography, and

Antiquities of Chaldaea, Assyria, Babylon, Media, and Persia.

By George Rawlinson, M.A. Second edition. 3 vols. London,

8vo. 1871.

The following have been purchased by the Council for the

Library of the Society :
—

Alphabetisches Verzeichniss der Assyrischen und Akkadischen

Worter im zweiten Bande der "Cuneiform Inscriptions of

Western Asia," &:c., &c. Von J. N. Strassmaier, S.J. Parts i

and 2. 4to. Leipzig. 1882-83.

Tentamen Palaeographiae. Assyrio-Persicae, &c., &c. Auctore

D. Anton. August. Henric. Lichtenstein. 410. Helmstadii. 1803.

Mtfmoires de la Societe Royale des Antiquaires du Nord. 1844,

1845-47. 8vo. Copenhagen. (Two parts.)

Contains Paper by N. L. Westergaard, on the deci])hering of

the second Achsmenian or Median species of arrow-headed

writing.

Johannis Nicolai, Anticjuitatum Professoris, Tractatus de Syncdrio

^'gyptorum, Illorumtiue Legihus insignioribus, &c., &c. 8vo.

Lugduni Batavorum. 170G.

The Gold Mines of Midian and the ruined Midianite Cities. A
Fortnight's Tour in North-Western Arabia. By Richard F.

Burton. 8vo. London. 1878.
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The following were nominated for election at the next

meeting, March 6th :

—

Professor Henry Drisler, LL.D., Columbia College, New York.

John Gilmore, 41, Pembroke Road, Dublin.

Edwin Lawrence, LL.B., B.A., King's Ride, Ascot, Berks, and

10, Kensington Palace Gardens, W.
Rev. Donald Matheson, M.A., Roehampton.

Rev. Bourchier Wrey Savile, ALA., Shillingford Rectory, Exeter.

To be added to the List of Subscribers :

—

The University of St. Andrews (J. jMaitland Anderson, Secretary

and Librarian), St. Andrews.

The following were elected as Members of the Society :—

William Godsell, Auditors' Department, India Office.

Gustave Masson, B.A., Harrow.

H. Morris, Eastcote House, St. John's Park, Blackheath.

Mrs. Symmons, 42, South Street, Greenwich.

Professor W. A. Stevens, Theological Seminary, Rochester, New
York, U.S.A.

Rev. Thos. Walker, ]\LA., St. Augustine's College, Canterbury.

The following Paper was read by Theo. G. Pinches, " On
Babylonian Tablets relating to House-Holding :

"

—

This paper was a translation and discussion of an interesting

series of documents which had been found by the author among the

collection of Egibi-tablets in the British Museum.

The series consists of four documents, of which two are duplicate.

Each of the series, though belonging to one place, namely, Borsippa,

reached the British Museum at various times, and through different

channels. The first in chronological order, which is dated in the

second year of Nabonidus, is in a most excellent state of preservation.

This document refers to the buying of a house and land by a Syrian

named Bin-Addu-natanu, and his wife, Bunanitu, a Babylonian lady.

The transaction is entered into for them by a man named Iba.

The essential part of the document is as follows :

—

" Seven canes, 5 cubits, 8 fingers, a house, with territory, a planta-

tion which is within Borsippa, which Dan-sum-iddin, son of Ziria,

son of Banaa-, for ii-i- mana of silver, for the price complete, has
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delivered into the hands of Iba, son of Silla, son of the N'agar, by

the authority of Bin-Addu-natanu, son of Addia, and Bunanitu his

wife, daughter of Harisa. He has taken possession of that house,

and has paid the money of Bin-Addu-natanu and Bunanitu as the

price of the house. The contract of Dan-sum-iddina for the house

and money is made ; they have sealed the tablet of Dan-sum-iddina

with his name. He has given it to Bin-Addu-natanu and Bunanitu."

The names of six witnesses, two of whom are scribes, and have

also impressed their seals on the document, follow this, and after-

wards comes the date :

—

" Babylon, Sebat 24th, second year of Nabonidus, king of

Babylon."

The first name of the list of witnesses is that of Iddina-Marduk,

son of Basa, son of Nur-Sin.

It was here noted that the scribe had been careful to state that

Iba had bought the property by the authority of Bin-Addu-natanu

If he had not received this authorization from his employer, and the

latter had afterwards refused to have the property, Iba would have

been obliged, by Babylonian law, to keep and pay for it himself.

The next document in chronological order is dated in the fifth

year of Nabonidus. It is an ordinary loan-tablet, about 2^ inches long

by an inch and a-half broad. The inscription records that the above-

named Iddina-Marduk, who appeared as a witness to the former

transaction, lends the sum of 2\ mana 2>\ shekels of silver to

Bin-Addu-natanu and Bunanitu, at the rate of one mana one shekel

of silver interest. This document is dated at Borsippa.

The third tablet, of which there are two copies, neither being the

original, is dated in the ninth year of Nabonidus. In this document,

the woman Bunanitu, whose husband is now dead, makes a declaration

before the judges, claiming the property which belonged to her late

husband, to which she considered that she had some right, as she had

been, to a great extent, instrumental in getting it, and had taken part

in all the transactions relating thereto. The text of this document,

which is much longer than the two already given, is as follows :

—

" Bunanitu, daughter of Harisa, said thus to the judges of

Nabonidus, king of Babylon :
' Bin-Addu-natan, son of Nikbata,*

had me to wife, taking three mana of silver as my dowry, and I bore

to him one daughter. I and Bin-Addu-natan, my husband, traded

with the money of my dowry, and we bought, fijr q^- mana of

* Variant, Nikmadu.
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silver, with 2^ mana of silver which (was borrowed) from Iddin-

Marduk, son of Basa, son of Nur-Sin, (and which) we added to the

former sum, 8 canes of land, and a ruined house, the territory of a

large property, which is within Borsippa. Together we made this

transaction in the fourth year of Nabonidus, king of Babylon.

" ' Now my dowry (was) with Bin-Addu-natan, my husband. I

asked (for it), and Bin-Addu-natan, in the kindness of his heart,

sealed, and entrusted it to me for future days, the 8 canes of land,

and that house, which is within Borsippa, and made it known on my
tablet as follows :

" 2 3^ mana of silver, which Bin-Addu-natan and

Bunanit have taken from Iddin-Marduk, and have given as the price

of that house. Together they have made the agreement." He
sealed this tablet, and wrote upon it the curse of the great gods.

"
' In the fifth year of Nabonidus, king of Babylon, I and Bin-

Addu-natan, my husband, took Bin-Addu-amara to sonship, and

wrote a tablet of his sonship, and made known that the dowry of my
daughter Nubta was 2 mana 10 shekels of silver and the furniture of

a house. Fate took my husband, and on account of this, Akabi-ilu,

son of my father-in-law, laid claim upon the house and everything

which he had sealed and entrusted to me, and upon Nabu-nur-ili,

whom we had bought, by the hands of Nabu-ahi-iddin, for money. I

have brought it before you. Make a decision.'

"The judges heard their words, they discused the tablets and

documents which Bunanitu had brought before them, and they did not

make Akabi-ilu to have power over the house of Borsippa, which had

been entrusted to Bunanitu instead of her dowry, over Nabu-nur-ili,

whom she and her husband had bought for silver, nor over anything

of Bin-Addu-natan. Bunanitu and Bin-Addu-amara, by their tablets,

possess (them). Iddin-Marduk takes the 2^ mana of silver which

had been given as the price of that house, and settles (the affair).

Afterwards Bunanitu settles the 32^ mana, her dowry, and besides her

property she settles Nabu-nur-ili (upon) Nubta, according to the

agreement of her father.

" By the decision of this judgment."

Here follow the names of six judges and two scribes, and then the

date :

" Babylon, 26th Elul, ninth year of Nabonidus, king of Babylon."

It will easily be seen that the above document is an action brought

by the woman Bunanitu to recover the property which she and her

husband had acquired, but to which Akabi-ilu, her husband's brother,
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laid claim. Bin-Addu-natan, however, seems to have taken great

care that his wife's name should be associated with every transaction,

wishing that the property might go to her, in case of his dying, as he

actually did, before her. The association of her name, with his,

however, in all the transactions into which they entered, would

j)robably not have availed in any way, but for the fact that part of

the money with which they traded was her own ; for it was enacted,

according to Babylonian law, that on the death of the husband, the

dowry of the wife returned to her, and to her children ; and in the

case where both husband and wife died without any issue, the dowry

returned to the parents of the wife, from whom, in fact, it originally

came. On this point the law was clear, and Akabi-ilu seems to have

been nonsuited. At the time when this question was decided before

the judges, Iddin-Marduk, the lender of the money which made up

the price of the house at Borsippa, was repaid, seemingly by order

of the judges, and provision was made for the dowry of Nubta, the

daughter of Bunanitu, who was to marry the man Bin-Addu-amara,

who had been "taken to sonship."

Remarks were also made upon the discrepancies of dates, &c.,

in the declaration of Bunanitu and in the documents to which she

there referred.

Several very interesting expressions and idioms occur in these

texts, of which the following may be noticed :

—

Ana assutii rasfi, " to have as a wife " (literally, in Babylonian,

"to have to wifehood.") ]]^ ^ "^] ^f >^ V ^4" >^^
ana assF/tii irsanni, " he had me to wifehood."

Alia nianitu lekn, " to take as a son " (or, rather, son-in law),

yy >.-/-y ^y <{T ^^^ >^f=^ ^J-X, "^T **^]-^ "tT ana marutu nilkannna,

" we took (Bin-Addu-amara) to sonship."

Niiditnna leku, " to take a dowry." *:/- \^\ ^"f J? ^J-^ ^ ^?
nudunna-a ilke, "he took my dowry."

Naddnu u maharii cpcsn, "to trade," lit., "to make to give

and receive." ^\^\^*^ XT-Iif tHJ^ >flfl, ^ ^3T-I 3M i^Idl

•^ ^J^\ 4^==^ ^T Ty »Tr^^ ^ >^<T 'laddnii // tnahdri ina eli

kasap fiudunne-a mpus, "giving and receiving A\ith the money of my

dowry we made."

Kandku sa nin, " to seal anything."

^udi^ulu pa7ii, "to entrust to." -J^^J V ^^ ^^ "^I ^ >^^^ t^Ir

^y -^y -^i^ "^y ;//;; sa kangu-ma (for kanhi-ma) pa?iia sudgulu,

"everything which he had sealed and entrusted to me."
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Abdlu sa simtl, " to take, of fate." ^ J^^f flf ^^M S^^

^[f^ J-siii^f viHta-a simtum tibil, " fate took my husband "
( = " my

husband died ").

Sakdmc sa purusse, "to make a decision " "^ Hr Tt > ff'~>-

-^y >"^y purttsse-su mkna, " make its decision !

"

Bin-AddU'?iatdn, " Ben-Hadad gave," and Bin-Addii-amara,
" Ben-Hadad spoke." See also below upon the name Ben-Hadad.

Both copies of the last-given text have the interesting form

"^T"*^! ^ '^ iddidiii, for ittidin (for ittadin, intadin\ and give an

example of backward assimilation, partly, perhaps, on account of

the influence of the assimilated «, but chieliy on account of the

following d.

The following communication in connection with the

above has been received from Mr. Theo. G. Pinches :

—

Upon the Name Ben-Hadad.

The form and meaning of the name Ben-Hadad have been, since

the discovery of the Assyrian form of the word, often discussed. A
few remarks upon this name, and on the reading of the Assyrian

names containing the groups >->|- -^j^, which is the first element in

the Assyrian form, may prove to be of interest.

The name Ben-Hadad, as it occurs in the Bible, is written "I"!n"f3,

and is explained by Gesenius as " ' son,' i.e., ' worshipper of Hadad,'

or Adados, the greatest deity of the Syrians."

Three kings of Damascus bearing this name are mentioned in the

Bible, and it is with the second of these, who reigned about 860 b.c,

that the Assyrian king Shalmaneser H came into contact. The
Kurkh MonoUth and the Black Obelisk, referring to the campaign in

question, give the name as y .->f- -<^Jff ^>{- ^^f ^<\ (->f- -<^>ff

-

'-id-ri) and \ ^>f -(^Jff ^^T 4f<T (^*f -<^4f -^i^-ri), the only

difference being, that the aspirate
(-<^>->f-)

is omitted in the latter.

Now the first two characters, >->^ <^*ff) ioxm. the well-known

group expressing the name of the air-god, Rimmon, the pronunciation

of which should be, according to the Hebrew, Ben. On turning,

however, to the tablets containing the names of this god in the

different tongues of the East in ancient times, we do not find this

word at all, but we do find three words very much like the second

element in the Hebrew form, namely : Adad, Addu, and Da\_du\ and

to the two last are added, in the second column of the list, the-
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characters tyy«- {J^ Mar-ki, evidently intended to designate the land

of Samaria, just as ^yi- ^^^ ^[eK Mar-tu-ki %\.-^x\di% for the South-west.

The Assyrian form of the name Ben-Hadad should therefore be

Adad-idri^ Addii-idri, or Dadu-idri, but the element Bin is wanting.

More light, however, is thrown upon the name Ben-Hadad by the

legal texts translated above, on account of their containing the two

names which I have transcribed as Bin-Addu-tiatdn and Bin-Addu-

amara. The former is written f >->f- *^^^y t'^y t^ ^^\ ^]^

,

T -Hh Vi A^ ^\ ^r Bin-AMu-natan^ ^>f y;^ ^Jff ^\ J^^ ^
Bin-Addu-nataiiu, and y >->f- "^^J^T £:*Ey X^ >-^y J^^ *^ Bin-Addii-

natannu, and the latter y >->f- yy -<^4f Ty "^y "EX^ Bin-Addu-amara

(var. -amari). Now ^^J^y and
y5[

are well-known signs, meaning

''son" in Babylonian {ablu or aplii), and although we do not meet with

the rendering binii (Heb. I?) in Babylonian, yet on account of the

word biiitu, "daughter," we may safely infer that there was such a

word in the language, which had become disused on account of the

introduction of the Akkadian ibila (changed to ablu or aplu). It is

clear, therefore, that in the words >->y- *^^ *yy<y ^^ t^ (Bin-Addu),

and their variant >->y-
y![ -<^>ff

. we have the name of a god who was

called " the son of Addu " or " Hadad," the same with the Ben-Hadad

of the Bible. The full form of the name of the Syrian king is there-

fore Ben-Hadad-'idri ("the son of Rimmon, my glory"), in repro-

ducing which the Assyrians left out the first element, and the Hebrews

the last. Both Bin-Addu-natanu and Bin-Addu-amara are foreign

names, and those who bore them must have been Samaritans who

had long settled in Babylonia, and become naturalised.

The number of names by which the god Rimmon was known in

Assyria and Babylonia was very great, and one list gives no less than

forty-one words, all expressing this god. Of these, thirty-one seem

to be Akkadian, three Samaritan, one Suite, one Suj^ite, two Elamite,

one Kassite, and two Assyrian. The full number of his names was

probably much greater.

Rimmon is generally regarded as the air-god, and this was

indeed his principal title with the Akkadians, but with the Syrians

and Assyrians he was usually regarded as the thunder-god. His

principal names in Assyrian being >->f- Ci<^^y ^y */" Banimdnu,

>->y- ^^yy i^X- *^ Ratnwm, and >->y- ^^yy >-yy-<4 *Tf^ Baghnu, the

two former from the root QQ"^, in Assyrian "to thunder," and the

last from Q^ll " to make a noise," " to cry." The first of these three
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names {Ravimdnii) is, of course, identical with the P'31 or T^l of

the Bible, and comes from the same root*

It follows, therefore, that in all royal names the characters

»->f- -^»ff ' '^^'hen they occur, are to be transcribed neither Viil^ Bin,

Raman, nor Meru, but Ram??tdnu, Ramimu, or Ragiiuu; the first

being, on account of the Phoenician Rimmon, the most correct.

The reading Rammami has always been followed by the younger

English school of Assyriology.

The most usual Akkadian name was Mer, which means simply

" wind." In its reduplicate form, Mertner, " the south-wind," it is

represented by the character -^>ff repeated ^
four times, and arranged in the form of a cross, ^^L. ^JB- 4i«^t

as well as by the strange group ^ S, 1 This 3#

group is evidently Babylonian, and the Assyrian scribe has written

it exactly as it stood in the document which he had to copy. The

Assyrian form would be r;, a>+-» ^'^^ it is not unlikely that the^^^^
lower characters, .<^^-<^^ murmur, express the pronunciation. §

The Kassite names of this god were Ubrias (which is probably

* The name of this god, coupled with a verb from the root D!0"|, is so

constantly used, that it is difficult to see why the true form of the name had
not been found out before. In many places we have such expressions as

*->f- i^'flf- >^ *-^ >ClIT Rammanu irmuin, " Rimmon thundered ; " and

the Flood-tablet, in the description of the coming of the storm, has the words

*->f- -^>^ *— ^yyy C^V >W '^I ^T »~^ ^I Ra^imanu ilia libbi-Sa irfammam-

ma, "Rimmon thunders in the midst of it and." A very interesting passage

describing the terrors of this god (W.A.I., IV, 28, No. 2), says : "at his anger, at

his power, at his roaring,
y]^

>-^y ^>^yy ^^^ ^^^ I ""^ RA.UIMI-Su, at his

thundering, the gods of heaven ascend to heaven, the gods of the earth descend

to earth." Connected with the root QJ^, "to cry out," "to demand," is the

word ^*^ ^ir "^^ ^y "7^ targunianu, "interpreter," ''dragoman,'" the Arabic

,
. .\„»-i_ J > from ^ ••

. The Assyrian meaning and form of the root, in this case,

evidently come, as in Arabic, from the Chaldee ^<^^M^.1i^ , .Syriac T^^ 'J .

t W.A.I., II, pi. 57, 1. 76 and 77, where it is explained by >->]^ ^\
'^^y-^Ty I^Ty

"the southern Rimmon." (The mutilated group is to be restored as above.)

>->f-
'^y , which usually signifies the sun-god, here stands (as also in the Akkadian

expression signifying Rimmon as " the inundator) for the god Rimmon.

X W.A.I., II, pi. 48, col. I. § Perhaps even a gloss.
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the same word as Burias, formed of bur, "lord," and ids, "land;'

in Assyrian bel fiididti, " lord of the world ") and Gud^a.

Note.—A rather important fact connected with the character

^J^ may here be noted. This character, as is well known, is used as

a prefix for the words expressing the cardinal points, -<^4f '*~II KT*^'

^-^-^Ml^' ^Jff "-"^^ir, and ^4f.^r^-E^T, which are

translated north, south, east, and west, respectively. The translation,

however, is not quite correct. A small tablet, giving lists of signs,

eclipses, &c., affecting the various countries, has the following :

—

81-7-27, 22, paragraphs 4 and 5.

Saru sutu mat Elamti, saru iltanu mat Akkadi,

The south is Elam, the north is Akkad,

A^ ^^ ^^TI "-" -^TT 5^^^? < ^" t^^ -<\< M
saru sadu mat Su - edin u mat Gu - ti - [i]

the east is Sti-edin and Giiti,

saru Aharru mat Mar - tu

the west is Phoinicia.

<V7«<- "-" i^<iii Tr«<«< "-" <j^T^i<iii -4- j£rrT«<

Imnes mat Akkadi, sumeles mat Elamti, eles

On the right is Akkad, on the left is Elam, above {in front)

mat Mar-tu arkes mat Su - edin u mat Gu- ti - i

is Phoenicia, behind is Su-edin and Gutt.

From the above it is clear, that Akkad and Elam are placed in

opposition to each other, and that, as these countries lie, with regard

to each other, north-west and south-east respectively, we must

regard the north of the inscriptions as out north-west, and south

as our south-east. Martu is therefore the country south-west of

Mesopotamia, and Su-edin and Guti north-east. Akkad is probably

Armenia, and not the northern part of Babylonia.

In most ancient times the earth was ])robably regarded as square,

with the sides towards the four points of the compass, but the want

of a more definite determination making itself felt, the cardinal

points were shifted to the points or angles of that square.
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Mr. Bertin.—The indications given by the text just quoted by

Mr. Theo. G. Pinches are important, because they settle the difficult

question of the difference in orientation between the Assyrian and

Egyptian monuments. As is well known, the Egyptians oriented

their monuments so that the sides faced the four points of the

compass, but the Assyrians the corners. By the light of this new

text we may now see that amongst those ancient nations there were

no points of the compass in our modern acception of the term, but

cardinal regions. North, South, East, and West. The central part of

the Egyptian northern region, mer-t-meh, corresponded to our north,

and extended therefore from N.E. to N.W. ; the southern region^

mer-i-res, from S.E. to S.W., &:c. On the contrary, the Assyrians,

copying the Akkadians, placed their cardinal regions the other way,

their north, ilianii, corresponding to the side from North to West,

and their West, to the side from West to South, &c.

The following diagram may give a clearer idea :

—

Real North.

Egyptian Northern Region.

—

tncr-t-nich.

S-

»s»'^

^- VJ:

Egyptian

Pyramid.

^J".

%

%

4^
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The explanation so given by the text will be of the greatest help

in the geographical and archaeological researches of Assyriologists.

It may be added that the two systems of cardinal regions, so to

say, originated no doubt from two different races, and their determina-

tion was due probably to the geographical position of the primitive

home of each race.

It is important to mention that there was one temple, E-sagil, in

Babylon, oriented like the Egyptian buildings, and one in Egypt, the

step pyramid of Sakkara, oriented as the Assyrian temples. The
former, the remains of which are now called Babil by the Arabs, was

no doubt erected, or its foundations laid, before the Akkadian

invasion, and the latter probably erected in Egypt under Assyrian or

Semitic influence.

Remarks were added by Rev. A. Lowy, Rev. C. J. Ball, Mr. W.

St. C. Boscawen, Mr. Pinches, and the President.

The President read some remarks on a board with an

Hieratic inscription belonging to Mr. A. MacCullum,

The board with an hieratic inscription exhibited to the Society

this evening contains a text, the duplicate of that upon a similar board

exhibited by Rogers Bey at the Universal Exhibition in Paris in 1878,

and published by M. Maspero in the " Receuil des Travaux relatifs a

la Philologie et I'Archeologie Ij^gyptiennes et Assyriennes," Vol. II,

1880, p. 13 and following, from a dissertation written in 1879, with a

translation and commentary. It is now known that both these boards

came from the Deir-el-Bahari at Thebes, the place of the great

discovery of the royal mummies in 1881, and that these two boards

were part of the funeral apparatus of a person not royal there

interred—one that was published by M. Maspero of the Princess

Nasiklionsu, daughter of the lady Thonthantahuti— and that exhibited

to-night is for the same person. This board, which was obtained by

the Duke of Hamilton while on a visit to Egypt, is now in the

possession of Mr. MacCullum, who has kindly allowed it to be

exhibited before the Society by Colonel Bravo. Like the other

board, it is in a marvellous state of preservation, and their condition

is so unusual, that the board of Rogers Bey excited the same suspicion

in the mind of M. Maspero that it did in my own when I saw it,

although a more favourable opinion of the authenticity of the board

was entertained by the late Mr. C. W. Goodwin.
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There is no doubt that the pit at the Deir-el-Bahari had been

plundered for at least ten years, although suspicions were not aroused

of a grand discovery of royal mummies till 1876, the secret having

been kept by the Arabs, who had found that, to them, mine of wealth

by the sale from time to time of its contents, which were gradually

being dispersed amongst travellers and amateurs.

Unfortunately the board of Mr. MacCullum does not throw any

additional light on that of Rogers Bey. Both contain an order from

Amen Ra to the so-called sepulchral figures so familiar to you when
made of blue porcelain, and of which thousands of a very beautiful

bright blue porcelain have been found in the pit of the Deir-el-

Bahari. The hieratic inscription, as translated by M. Maspero, says :

" Amnion, king of the gods, that great god who was the first, I order

that the responding sepulchral figures which have been made for

Nasikhonsu, whose mother is Thonhantahuti, should make for

Nasikhonsu, this daughter of Thonhantahuti, all the lamentations

and prosternations, and all kinds of lamentations which the respond-

ing sepulchral figure knew how to make when they lament for a

deceased individual, to bear him to the tomb that he should there

become young again and commit no fault.

" When Ammon had said I will desire that they should do that

to Nasikhonsu, this daughter of Thonhantahuti, Amen Ra, king of the

gods and the very great god who was at the first, said : I order the

responding sepulchral figures which have been made for Nasikhonsu

to make all the lamentations which protect every perfect mummy, to

do it for the protection of Nasikhonsu. I enjoin them against every

year, every month, every decade, every day, every epagomense.

" Body of the writings which have been placed before Amen
(lord) of the thrones of the earth, of the temple of Berber, the

year 5, the 4th month of Shamu the summer, the 8th day.

" Says Amen (lord) of the thrones of the earth of the abode of

Berber (Heliopolis). The great god in two writings which make

faith in truth. All that which the founders will give for the responding

figures which have been fabricated for Nasikhonsu, this daughter of

Thonhantahuti, all the linen, bread, cakes, fishes, both those who
will give them in kind, and also the founders who will load them with

silver in place of things [it is therefore], all the reason why are made
these responding sepulchral figures, and what they ought to do for a

person to guide him, to advise him in his actions, all what is of

any use is made to be done by the responding sepulchral figures for
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Nasikhonsu, this daughter of Thonhantahuti, so that they may be

good for her and make an excellent lament."

The difficulties about this text are, that the figures are not called

only Ushabti or Ushab-ushab, as usual, but taru-ushabti, the meaning

of the first word being obscure, and that the function they are called

upon to perform is not the same as that of Ushabti, upon which are

generally inserted or impressed the formula of the 6th chapter of

the Ritual, entitled that of making the working ushabti of Hades, who
are called upon to dig the ground, fill the furrows with water, and

remove the sand away from the cultivated land. Their equipment

also suggests their occupation, as they bear the square basket for

holding seed or sand slung across their shoulders, and the hoe and

pickaxe for the work they had to perform. Upon one figure has been

found the formula of the 5th chapter of the Ritual entitled that of

avoiding to work in the Hades. These figures are supposed to be as

old as the Xlth dynasty, and to have been continued till the time of

Necranebo, of the XXXth dynasty.

The translation of the hieratic text of the board appears to allude

to the lamentations made by the figures, or the bearers and offerers

of the figures, to the gods on behalf of the corpse or mummy, but

lamentations were not the duty of the ushabti, neither can it be

conceived to have been the case that fish, gold, silver, and linen

were offered to them. Such were probably given to the baba^ or

'moulders' of the figure, and those of Nasikhonsu found in the pit

of the Deir-el-Bahari were modelled of blue porcelain. The dis-

l)Osition of sepulchral figures in the tombs is by no means uniform

—

sometimes they are found strewn on the floors, at others they have

been deposited in boxes, but occasionally they are arranged set

upright in the ground of the floor of the sepulchre, round the coffin,

which they face, as if in the act of addressing the dead.

It has always appeared to me probable that these figures were the

representatives of earlier human sacrifices made in ])rehistoric times

at the graves of the deceased, and it will be remembered that the qas

or departed ' spirits ' were supposed to reside in the statues deposited

in the serdabs or concealed niches of the walls of the mastabas, or old

sepulchres of the IVth and Vth dynasties, so that the sepulchral figures

may have been supposed, according to Egyptian mysticism, to have

had its ga, or ' spirit,' which responded or answered to that of the

deceased in the future state, an idea also common to the Chinese.

The date of these tablets is the 5th year of Pinotem H, or
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Psinaches, the same as that scrawled on the shrouds of the royal

mummies, and indicating their removal to the Deir-el-Bahari, the

first and earliest removal of the mummies of the earlier kings to the

mummy pit of the high priests of Amen Ra at the Deir-el-Bahari.

Such dates can only be royal ones, and have no reference to the

priesthood of Amen Ra, no dates of this kind of eponymy having

been found on Egyptian monuments. This was the date of the burial

of Nasikhonsu.

There is some difficulty about the parentage of Nasikhonsu ; on

the tablets she is said to be the daughter of Thanhantahuti, but the

name of her father is not given; but on the steles or tablets published

by Naville, Bourant, and Maspero, a Nasikhonsu was the grand-

daughter of Menxeper-ra and Hesiemxeb, and daughter of Nasi-

ken-tatu and Pinotem III. It is of course possible that this may be

another Nasikhonsu, different from the lady named on the boards,

but hardly probable. It cannot be considered that all the genealogy

of this family is made out, for on the papyrus of Hantau at Cairo she

is said to be the child of the scribe Nebseni, whose mummy, found

at the Deir-el-Bahari, has hitherto been assigned to the XVIIIth

dynasty. The date of the burial of Nasikhonsu, who Maspero

connects with Pinotem II, by the priest of Amen, superintendent of

the Treasury, Tetu-khonsaufanx, is mentioned on a hieratic inscrip-

tion traced on the side of the entrance of the tomb of the Deir el-

Bahari, and it must be this Nasikhonsu that is the one of the wooden
tablets.

The recent memoir of Professor Lepsius, Zeitschrift, 1882, p. 103

and following, gives an attempt to set in order the succession of this

dynasty, for which, however, some texts are still wanting. Arnongst

the monuments hitherto not published are perhaps a sepulchral vase

of the queen Netem-mut in the British Museum, No. 929, and the

papyrus of the queen Netem belonging to the Prince of Wales.

The objects of this period were clearly made at a period when
the arts and literature of the Egyptians had fallen into great decay,

and the writing exhibits great carelessness or ignorance on the part

of the scribes ; so much so, that they would otherwise excite

suspicions as to their authenticity.

Some rubbings were exhibited by Mr. MacCullum, from four

sepulchral vases of alabaster, with wooden painted heads. The inscrip-

tions showed that they had also been discovered at Deir-el-Bahari, and

were part of the funereal apparatus of^\ _L 3, jjF Nasikhonsu,
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who bore the following titles : ^^^ ^^^^^ U
, Ai^^^

" chief or superintendent of the head of Amen," and

F=^ i . . iJoj another title of uncertain meaning; Nasikhonsu

was also 1 "^ t\ 8 "^ "^^'^^ X^"^ en xnum neb abt, " priest of

Chnumis, lord of Elephantine," and 1 "^=3 c3^
I

^ 1
T -7J ^=:^ 1

rv^^
I I I T I I I

" royal son or prince of Ethiopia, the northern land, southern lands."

The formula on these vases is different to that usually found on

sepulchral vases. On the first the genius Amset says that he gives

the vfy /io^eJ>, or 'vegetables' off the altar Onnophris to the

deceased. On the second genius Hapi " gives to that (the) soul of the

deceased to go in and out of Hades "
^^^^ ~I «^a

In the third Tuaumutef says that " he gives water to the soul " of

the deceased, Z^Z^ ^^^ 3.n unusual application by Tuaumutef,

although applied to the khaibi, or ' shade ' of the dead.

The fourth genius, Kabhsenuf, " gives incense and clothes to the

body" of the deceased \\ I 1 • This

Nasikhonsu is not the same as ii.c ^ dy of the Board, although he

bears the same name. Lepsius, indeed, in his list of the XXIst

dynasty, has given the name of Nasikhonsu, a prince, written in the

same manner, and with the flower "aJ| usually used as the determina-

tive of the names of females, but the monuments of this period are so

anomalous that they may be iiue notwithstanding their suspicious

appearance. With this Mr. MacCullum also exhibited a rubbing of

the well-known scarabseus, with the account of the lion hunts of

Amenophis III.

Thanks were returned for these communications.

The next meeting of the Society will be held at 9, Conduit

Street, Hanover Square, W., on Tuesday, March 6th, 1883,

at 8 p.m., when the following paper will be read :

—

By H. Rassam :
—"Recent Discoveries of Ancient Babylonian

Cities."
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BIBLICAL ARCHEOLOGY.

THIRTEENTH SESSION, 1882-83.

F///// Meeting, bth March, 1883.

SAMUEL BIRCH, D.C.L., LL.D., &c., President,

IN THE CHAIR.

-^^^%^

The following Presents were announced, and thanks

ordered to be returned to the Donors :

—

From the Society of Antiquaries :—The Proceedings. Vol. VIII.

No. 6. 1 6th December, 1880, to 23rd June, 1881. 8vo.

London. 1883.

From the Royal Geographical Society :—The Proceedings and

Monthly Record of Geography. Vol. V. No. 3. 8vo.

March, 1883.

From the Royal Institute of British Architects :—The Proceedings.

Session 1882-83. Nos. 8 and 9. 4to. London. 1882.

From the Geological Society :—The Quarterly Journal. Vol.

XXXIX. No. 153. February, 1883. 8vo. London.

From the Royal Anthropological Institute :—The Journal. Vol.

XII. No. 3. 8vo. London. 1883.

[No. XXXVII.] 81
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From the Author :—Le peuple et I'empire des Medes, jusqu'a la

fin du regne de Cyaxare. Par A. Delattre, S.J. 4to. Bruxelles.

1883.

Extrait du tome XLV des Afhiiotres couroiin'cs et Memoires des

savants ciraiigcrs, pubhe's par I'Acade'mie royale des sciences, des

lettres, et des beaux-arts de Belgique. 1883.

From the Author :—Un pretendu tombeau de Saint Luc a Ephese

restitue a la me'moire de Saint Antipas. Par Le P. A. Dutau, S.J.

Paris. Svo. 1883.

Extrait du Coiitciiiporain, ist February, 1883.

From the Author :—Inscription historique de Pinodjem III, Grand

Pretre d'Ammon a Thebes. Traduite et commente'e par Edouard

Naville. 4to. Paris. 1883.

From the Author :—-The Identification of the Sculptured Tope at

Sanchi. By William Simpson.

Reprinted from the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Vol. XIV. Part 3.

From the Author :—The Buddhist Caves of Afghanistan.

Reprinted from the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Vol. XIV. Part 3.

The following have been purchased by the Council for the

Library of the Society :

—

Early Christian Numismatics, and other Antiquarian Tracts. By

C. W. King, M.A. London. Svo. 1873.

Notes of a Naturalist in the Nile Valley and Malta, a narrative of

exploration and research in connection with the Natural History,

Geology, and Archeology of the Lower Nile and Maltese Islands.

By Andrew Leith Adams, M.B. Edinburgh. Svo. 1870.

The following were nominated for election at the next

meeting, April 3rd :

—

Professor Carl Hofmann, Graz, Austria.

Sir A. Henry Layard, G.C.B., &c., &c., 3, Savile Row, W.
Mrs. Morison Miller, 51, Lauriston-i)lace, Edinburgh, and Morison

House, Hetland, Lockerbie.

Rev. John P. Peters, Ph.D., Ninety-ninth Street, Tenth Avenue,

New York City, U.S.A.

Edward David Price, F.G.S., Sydney House Collegiate School,

Hounslow, W.
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To be added to the List of Subscribers :

—

L'Universite' Catholique do Lille, 56, Boulevard Vauban, Lille.

The following were elected as Members of the Society :

—

Professor Henry Drisler, LL.D., Columbia College, New York.

John Gilmore, 41, Pembroke Road, Dublin.

Edwin Lawrence, LL.B., B.A., King's Ride, Ascot, Berks, and

19, Kensington Palace Gardens, W.

Rev. Donald Matheson, M.A., Roehampton.

Rev. Bourchier Wrey Savile, M.A., Shillingford Rectory, Exeter.

To be added to the List of Subscribers :

—

The University of St. Andrew's (J. Maitland Anderson, Secretary

and Librarian), St. Andrews.

The following Paper was read by H. Rassam, " On Recent

Discoveries of Ancient Babylonian Cities :"

—

In this paper, after some preliminary remarks, Mr. Rassam

detailed how, on visiting the mound Dair, where some fragments of

bricks inscribed with cuneiform writing had been picked up, the site

Aboo-habba was passed, and upon examination proved to be the

remains of an old Babylonian city. With difficulty workmen were

obtained, who after a few days' labour came across fragments of

tablets, &c., and the wall of a chamber of the old city. Further

excavations revealed an asphalt floor, a form of foundation hitherto

unknown in the ancient remains of Assyria and Babylonia. On the

floor being broken into and examined, there was found in the corner

of the chamber an inscribed earthenware coffer, inside which was

deposited a stone tablet covered with cuneiform writing, and having

a representation of what has been identified with the shrine of the

sun-god. Of this tablet Mr. Pinches gave an account on 7th June,

1881.

The mound Aboo-habba has been identified with Sippara, and some

account was given of its situation on the grand canal of Babylonia,

and the position of the buildings. Mr. Rassam was of opinion that

Sippara of the Sun-god was divided into two distinct buildings, one
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for religious purposes, and the other as a place of habitation for

priests and royalty. He said that the style of architecture was quite

different from that found in Babylonia and at Nineveh. Each block

of buildings was surrounded by a breastwork faced in some places

with kiln-burnt bricks to make the building more secure. Both the

temple and its surroundings must have been at different times

occupied by two distinct peoples, because the second occupants had

half filled up with debris the twenty-five feet original height of the

rooms, and had them paved, making it appear as if their floor was

the original level of the chambers.

Among other places where excavations were carried on, the

mound Tel-Ibraheem, or, as is supposed, the ancient Kutha, was

mentioned, with other sites between that and Babylon, and a des-

cription was given of the palace situated at Birs Nimroud, where

Nabonidus is supposed to have resided at the time Babylon was

taken by Cyrus. Here were unearthed numerous broken capitals,

fragments of enamelled bricks, etc., and the heavy bronze object

found in use as a doorstep, but evidently not constructed for this

purpose. Mr. Rassam was of opinion that it originally was the leaf

of a gate, but had at some time been cut in halves, one half only

being used for a doorstep.

Other sites were mentioned, including that of Tel Loh, and a

description given of the manner of work pursued in the excavations,

with some account of the difficulties with which such explorations are

attended.

The following Communication has been received from

Dr. Birch :

—

On some Ostraka, or Inscribed Potsherds, of the

time of the twelve c^-sars.

The British Museum has lately acquired from Mr. Greville

Chester a considerable number of ostraka or potsherds, discovered

at Elephantine, Thebes, and other places. Immense numbers have

been found, and Professor Wiedemann is said to possess upwards of

one thousand pieces. According to the information I have derived

from Mr. Greville Chester and Mr. Walter Myers, these fragments

are discovered inserted in the sun-dried bricks of Coptic buildings as

bonding for the fragile clay. They consist principally : (i) of fragments
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with hieratic inscriptions traced in black ink, of which only a few

have been found
; (2) fragments with demotic inscriptions relating to

various subjects, of which considerable numbers have been discovered;

(3) fragments with Greek inscriptions relating to various subjects, but

principally tax-gatherers' receipts for the different impositions under

the Roman Empire, none having been found earlier than the first

Caesars
; (4) fragments with Coptic inscriptions, chiefly religious, and

letters.

These have all been written on sherds, or pieces of broken pottery,

and the nature of the inscriptions point to the different ages of the

various kinds of pottery employed for the purpose. That of the

hieratic period is rather thick, and red externally, but with a black

fracture in the middle. Those of the period of the Roman Empire

are from smooth vases, not glazed, made of a red paste, with a red

fracture throughout, but used for holding liquids, apparently wine,

and pitched internally for the purpose. The later Greek inscriptions

were written upon pale red or yellow vases, and the Coptic on red

pottery, often fluted, showing that they came from fluted amphorge or

diotas, also used for water or wine, some' of which exist in different

collections.

The taxation of the local districts at this period was divided into

the " poll " or " capitation tax," the Xa-o^pxcfyU ; the xe«/"^''a|^'0J', the

licence for exercising a handicraft ; but it is doubtful if it was paid in

addition to the poll-tax and the tax for " the conservancy," or "guard

of the river." The 7roTa./ii6(J)u\a.Kix, for which there was a separate

tax, and another charge for the Preetor's galley, the -n-Xo'iov irperwjjtoi',

besides which were dues paid upon commodities or customs. Con-

sidering the localities, some of these taxes were heavy; but the

number of contributaries to the taxes found upon the tiles is com-

paratively few. The highest amount of any of these taxes amounted

to 20 drachmas, and lowest amount, 8 drachmas ; the poll tax, which

was so low as that, having risen to 17 drachmas in the reign of

Domitian. Besides the actual tax, a small sum was paid for registra-

tion if a part of the tax only was paid upon account.

The tax was paid upon an assessment called jiiept(TjLi6>.', and the

amount varied annually; there was, however, no income tax, although

the other contributions all belong to the class of direct taxes.

There were different collectors of taxes, as the one of money and

corn, the TrpaicTi^p dp~/vpiKi]^ kxI aniKijv, and the one of Ptolemy at
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Elephantine; while at Syene they were called /(«T^a'T/}v, either that

they hired the taxes, or were hired for the i)urpose at Syene; and there

was a company or corporation of these collectors. They were called

reXiovtb^ in the New Testament ; nor is the word teXo? or tribute

mentioned, Egypt being a province of the empire, and no longer

governed by independent rulers. The Hebrew poll-tax or tribute was

a drachma. The tiles as a rule are most difficult to read, and often

mere scrawls and contractions, as in mediaeval manuscripts, of constant

occurrence. Proper names of course present additional difficulties,

and their constant repetition shows that their transcription was by

no means uniform. The Greek words are often written in a very

abnormal manner, showing that the collectors were by no means

educated people, although Greeks, or Graeco-Egyptians. The clerks

were Egyptians, and so were those who paid the taxes. The present

little fasciculus comprises those only of the twelve Caesars, and of

these as yet Augustus, Tiberius, Galba, Otho, and Titus, have not been

found, although as the names of these Emperors are inscribed upon

Egyptian temples, they may be hereafter. At the present date the

readings of Frohner are the best. I have given the transcriptions

without accents, none being in use at the period.

aa-vy^ov \\oi.r!)]viov \xo'^joi.(f>

(av Toc -piTov L Tacioi'

KxlOOt-liO'S eKTOV E7rc(0

a.f>^/vpiou ^pxx/ixv

OKTIO iSlj CTTI

" Ephebon Pusanchos (or son of Pusanx), grandson of Pasenios,

for the poll-tax of the third year of Caius Caesar, the 6th of Epiphi,

8 drachmas on account."

This is the oldest acquittance for the ])oll-tax known, and is

fairly legible. The first word is a contraction for either the usual

form cic'ipaylre or an ecjuivalent ; the v after and subsequent letters

might belong to the name .... phebon. The proper name is also

uncertain, probably Ephebon or Neancphebon ; so is the phrase the

sixth of Epiphi. Ett* Xd^jov has been read as " to the treasury," but

is always applied to payments in part; so the reading, "on account"

seems preferable. It is of a.d. 39.
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Z/.ltjVl'W709 Tiv9wi>09 I'

\a,o'^fpa(f) Tov T/3(? Kxt ^e

KXTOV L NepWl'O^ TOV

KVpiov a.py ipa. ^eicac

e^ ji^ AfJf^i^ AttoWw

e^ipcc^lr Hxvi'L f 579° ^•

" Peleas, son of Zmeunos, grandson of Puthon, for the poll-tax

for the 1 3th year of Nero the lord, 1 6 drachmas of silver. I Ammonios,

son of ApoUonius, wrote it the 6th of Payni."

This is one of the best preserved and most legible of the inscrip-

tions. It is of the year a.d. 68.

Aie^ipx^

Uxl'VTO'S U )(^lp

Ol'X^lOV TOV cB

L Ne/Jft'j/o? TOV

KVptOV FiTTelCp KE

acp^jvpiov ^px^ tKto

m j' K Brit. Mus.

" son of Panys, has acquitted for the workman's tax of the

14th year of Nero the lord, the 25th Epiphi, 20 drachmas of silver."

The name of the son Panys, or Panubs, is difificult to read. The

nmiiber of silver drachmas is high for this date. It will be observed

that the amount was reckoned iKtvfft for t'lKoai. This tile was

obtained of Mr. Greville Chester in 1882, and came from Elephantine.

The 14th year of Nero is quite right according to the Canon. It is

of A.D. 68.

A(e7/3 <I>tj'a'^*s' Ylxj^owxiov

u T^ \ivo^ipx<f> 6^0^ TtrxpTov L

OveairxfTinvov tov KVpiov Mecropij

f xp'^/o cpx'^'f ceKx cviv 7 it

MeXxuovi EpfiocoTou e^ipx'^x

" Phenobis son of Pachompaios, a linen worker, for the workman's

tax of linen work, has acquitted for the fourth year of Vespasian the

lord, the 30th Mesore, 12 silver drachmas. I Melanous, son of

Hermodotus, have written it."

No tiles have come before me of Galba or Otho. This tile, very

difficult to read, is in the Museum of Leyden, Leeman's " Mon.

Eg.," d. M. d. Pays Bas k Leide, II, PI. ccxxxix, No. 455, is very
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difficult to read, owing apparently to a correction made in the

second, where the tax gatherer has been uncertain if he should write

Xipoi'a^iov or \xo-/fui(pi'x. It is of A.D. 74. Phcnobis is probably

the same as Phenopis, who paid the poll-tax in the eighth year of

Vespasian, a.d. 72.

Aic'/px'ff fl>6i'a'0<v notxa7r«(oi' \i^

II \aco~jpu eKTov erov?

OvecfTrxtnxPov tov Kvpiov

riaXaW C CTTl \ xp'ju fpx o-/

KTW jy o€ic eTTl xp'^fi

Cpx\ OKTW K'C . . . \ul' xp

e-ipx^lrx 5791 d.

" Phenophis son of Pachampaios, the linen draper, has acquitted

for the sixth year of Vespasian the lord, the fourth year of Pachon,

upon account, 8 drachmas i obolus, for 18 drachmas of silver. I

have written it."

Here also tV< \6^iov in contraction for a partial payment of the

whole tax. As the whole poll-tax of this year was 16 drachmas, there

still remained 8 drachmas and one obolus to pay, which was not

done till Payni a.d. 74.

A/e'z/J $GJ-'w;rj9

V \xo^i wyctvov

Ovifrrrxfftxi'ov to

Ylxuin Ke xp^v cpx

^cKx cf (s- Atxvotj 5790 </.

nP
" Phenopis .... has acquitted for the poll-tax the 8th (year)

of Vespasian the (lord), the 25th Payni, 16 drachmas .... I Dianoe

[thos] have WTitten it."

This is A.D. 70; the name of the collector is indistinct.

A(t7/Jai/r ^ei'(L'7ri<i Ila^o/), ....

V x° o^jcwov crovv

Ovc(nrx<nxvov rov Kvpiou

Mcaoprj C cwi^ xpyu cpa

a'^/K7iv l3i€

nP 5791/
" Psenopis (or Phenopis) son of Pachom(paios), for the workman's

tax of the 8th year of Vespasian the lord, the 4th Mesore, ujjon

account 8 drachmas 2nd Tybi .... have written."
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The name here is apparently written Psenopis. The word eighth

is written w-jk-iv as before for oktw tm \070i' ; on account is written

in contraction. This tile is also a.d. 76. Ostraka of the ninth year

of Vespasian have been published in the Rev. Arc/i., N.S., Vol. XI,

p. 45 ; and Minutoli 32, n. 17. It is read eVJ Xo-jov ; these receipts

are for Patraen Snouphis son of Aouspmas, both for the poll and

workman's tax.

Tpia.ce\(pov .... dteypct.^

V -y^ Tpnov L Ao/nnta.i'ov '

~ou Kvpiov CeKX

acK f '^u'K-pa'^ e'-/px^lr(^3c.) 579° <^-

"Triadelphos . . . has paid for the workman's tax for the third

year of Domitian the lord ...16 drachmas, the 6th (?) of Choiak.

I Socrates wrote it."

Imperfect and very illegible. The number of drachmas is un-

certain, but the workman's tax was heavy, as it amounted to 20

drachmas in the reign of Nero. This is of a.d. 84. I have seen no

tiles of Titus.

^le'ipx^r $6J'W0«?

\lx\o^nrcx,ou {vvrep ?)

\xo^lpx(p A L AojiOjJlXl'OV

rov Kvpiov cpxX- IS"

"^Ewk-pxr e^jpx^y 5790^?.

" Phenophis son of Pachompaos, on account of the poll-tax of

the fourth year of Domitian the lord, 16 drachmas. I Socrates

wrote it."

This of A.D. 85. The difficult word after Pachompaios is either

vTTep or \o'>', for linendraper Xu'ottwXo?.

OujxXepio'i .... irpx'' icp ttv^ 2o(yj//y?

^ix Tlxv f3ov9 ctc^ip

firfTpo'i Y\xvw(pi(f)io^ cpxxi-<-(x.s lesaxpx's

9 CIV H L AojUniXPOU KXtCTxpOV TOV

Kvpiov cieY d S1^9f-

" Valerius tax gatherer of the sacred gate of Syene, with

the assistance of Panouphis, whose mother is Panouphis, has

paid for the poll-tax 4 drachmas, the eighth year of Domitian Csesar

the lord. Has acquitted the 9th."
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The name after Valerius is indistinct ; the number of drachmas

is also omitted; probably it was 17, the rate of the tax about the

period. Perha])s instead of the word acquitted, the month should

be read as the 9th of the month. It is a.d. 88.

Ate'jpx^ Ilerop Uerop^

\xo''/f>x(p cvx~ov^

.... finiXI'OU TOO KVplOU

7/j«Y' 57S8 (I.

" Petorzmethes son of Petorzmethes (has acquitted) for the poll-

tax of the eleventh year of Domitianus the lord (16 drachmas) . . . .

I Socrates wrote (it)."

This of A.D. 92.

A/e7/)a YlxTTvpi^ Ylxirv

pov V \xo'^px(p lA L

Ao/tinixvov Tov Kvptov

{cpxX^ ^ir ^IVKpxT)]''-

Trpx" erjpoc-^x SyQ*-* ^^•

"Papyris son of Papyros has acquitted for the poll-tax of the

eleventh year of Domitian the lord 16 drachmas; I Socrates, the

tax-gatherer, have written."

The number of drachmas appears from the cipher to be (r, or

iz, to be 1 7, which appears from other inscriptions to be the amount
of the tax of this reign, a.d. 92.

Ae^lpx'^p- Herop^fi He . . . 61^

p . . . . vol) (fL Aoj^inixvov

TOV Kl'piOV CTT \ i€ o/*o(a'v Ce

^(r 'S.WKpxTtj^ Ti-px'^ e^ipx'^^x 579^ ^•

" Petorzmethes son of Petorzmethes, has acquitted for the work-

man's tax of the nth year of Domitian upon account 11 drachmas,

also 16. I Socrates, the collector, have written it."

A.D. 92. The second amount is uncertain ; not written in full.

YlxTrpci-inOij'i

{I\x7rpefi)i0ov

V lEL Ao/iinixi'ov

MLffic/iij \ yj/^x/to

" Papremithes son of Pajjremithes, for (the poll-tax) 15th year of

Domitian. 20th Mesore. Psammous."
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This tile is also difficult and obscure to read, and does not give

either the nature of the tax or the amount paid. The name at the

end is that of the tax gatherer in a contracted form, perhaps

for Psammous, Psametichus.

This is of A.D. 96. The contracted word at the end is probably

the name of the collector.

The next meeting of the Society will be held at 9, Conduit

Street, Hanover Square, W,, on Tuesday, April 3rd, 1883, at

8 p.m., when the following Paper will be read :

—

By Dr. S. Louis :
—" Old Jewish Rules and Practices for the

ReUef of the Poor."

By the kindness of Mr. D. Parish, several painted Canopic

Vases will be exhibited, upon which the President will make

some remarks.
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THE FOLLOWING BOOKS ARE REQUIRED FOR THE
LIBRARY OF THE SOCIETY.

BoTTA, Monuments de Ninive. 5 vols., folio. 1 847-1 850.

Place, Ninive et I'Assyrie, 1866-1869. 3 vols., folio.

Brugsch-Bey, Grammaire Demotique. i vol., folio.

Geographische Inschriften Altaegyptische Denkmaeler.

Vols. I—III (Brugsch).

Recueil de Monuments Eg)'ptiens, copie's sur lieux et

public's par H. Brugsch et J. Diimichen. (4 vols., and

the text by Diimichen of vols. 3 and 4.)

DiJMiCHEN, Historische Inschriften, &c., ist series, 1867.

. 2nd series, 1869.

Altaegyptische Kalender-Inschriften, 1866.

Tempel-Inschriften, 1862. 2 vols., folio.

GoLENiscHEFF, Dic Mettemichstelc. Folio, 1877.

Lepsius, Nubian Grammar, &c., 1880.

Konigsbuch der Alten Aegypter. 4to., 185S.

De Rouge, Etudes Egyptologiques. 13 vols., complete to 1880.

Wright, Arabic Grammar and Chrestomathy.

Schroeder, Die Phonizische Sprache.

Haupt, Die Sumerischen Familiengesetze.

Schrader, Die Keilinschriften und das Alte Testament. 1872.

Rawlinson, Canon, Five Great Monarchies. 3 vols.

. 6th and 7th do.

. History of Egypt. 2 vols. 1882.

OsBURN, The Antiquities of Egypt. 8vo., 1841.

Robinson, Biblical Researches. 8vo., 1 84 1- 185 2.

Pierret, Dictionnaire d'Archeologie Egyptienne. Svo. Paris, 1875.

BuRKHARDT, Eastern Travels.

Wilkinson, Materia Hieroglyphica. Malta, 1824-30. {Text only.)

Chabas, Melanges l^gyptologiques. 1862-1873.

L'Egyptologie. Tomes I and II, 1874 and 1875.

Maspero, Du genre dpistolaire chez les ]fegyptiens de I'e'poque

Phraonique. 8vo. Paris, 1872.

. De Carchemis oppidi Situ et Historia Antiquissima.

Svo. Paris, 1872.

Rhind, a. H., Thebes : its Tombs and Tenants. 1862.
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THIRTEENTH SESSION, 1882-83.

Sixth Afeetiiig, 2,^d April, 1883.

SAMUEL BIRCH, D.C.L., LL.D., &c., President.

IN THE CHAIR.

'^^^^

The following Presents were announced, and thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

—

From the Royal Society:—Proceedings. Vol. XXXIV. No. 223.

8vo. London. 1883.

From the Royal Geographical Society :—The Proceedings and

Monthly Record of Geography. Vol. V, No. 4. 8vo.

April, 1883.

From the Royal Institute of British Architects :—The Proceedings.

Session 1882-83. ^os. 10 and 11. 4to. London. 1883.

From the Author, Professor C. P. Tiele :—Review of Eberhard

Schrader, Die Keilinschriften das Alte Testament. 1883.

From the Editor;—Choix de Textes Egyptiens traductions inedites

de Francois Chabas. Publie'es par P. J. de Horrack. Paris, 8vo.

1883.
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The following have been purchased by the Council for the

Library of the Society :

—

Notice des principaux Monuments exposes dans les galeries pro-

visoires du Muse'e d'antiquite's Egyptiennes a Boulaq. Par

Aug. Mariette-Bey. Alexandrie. 1864.

Kurzgefasste Geschichte Babyloniens und Assyriens nach den

Keilschrift-denkmalern, mit besonderer Beriicksichtigung des

Alten Testaments. Von F. Miirdter. 8vo. Stuttgardt. 1882,

Assyrian Antiquities. Guide to the Kouyunjik Gallery. Printed

by order of the Trustees of the British Museum. 8vo. 1883.

The following were nominated for election at the next

meeting, May 1st:

—

Rev. A. Dutau, S.J., 10, Boulevard d'Enfer, Paris.

James Cutcliffe Marshall, Fenton Hall, Stoke-on-Trent.

Claude A. Montefiore, 18, Portman Square, W.

J. Lancaster Ranking, Surgeon-General, Wilford Lodge, Leamington.

Lady Sitwell, Renishnw Hall, Derbyshire.

Geo. Augustus Simcox, M.A., i, Douro Place, Victoria Road,

Kensington, W.

Dr. H. Clay Trumbull, 725, Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, U.S.A.

The following were elected Members of the Society :

—

Professor Carl Hofmann, Graz, Austria.

Sir A. Henry Layard, G.C.B., Szc, &c., 3, Savile Row, W,
Mrs. Morison Miller, 51, Lauriston-place, Edinburgh, and Morison

House, Hetland, Lockerbie.

Rev. John P. Peters, Ph.D., Ninety-ninth Street, Tenth Avenue,

New York City, U.S.A.

Edward David Price, F.G.S., Sydney House Collegiate School,

Hounslow, W.

To be added to the List of Subscribers :

—

L'Universite Catholiciue de Lille, 56, Boulevard Vauban, Lille.
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The following Paper was read by Dr. S. Louis, " On The
Poor-Laws of the Hebrews :"

—

The several terms which, in Hebrew, convey the idea of poverty,

having been briefly referred to, the two words "^^^ and iVHt^? the

only two which are employed in the scriptural passages containing

the poor laws, were etymologically defined, and the difference in their

meanings pointed out.

An explanation was then given, based upon a passage from the

Mishna (Peah VIII, 8), of what was understood by the term "poor"

from a legal point of view ; that is, to what state of poverty a man
must have sunk to be entitled to participate in the provisions made

for paupers. Incidentally this passage throws light on the state of

trade in Talmudical times ; this was illustrated by reference to trade

regulations and customs mentioned in the Talmud.

After these preliminary explanations, the poor laws referring to

the produce of the land were explained :

—

According to Leviticus xix, 9 and 10, not a field was to be

harvested, nor the fruit of a tree to be gathered, without leaving a

portion of it for the poor. The minimum quantity to be so left is

fixed in the Mishna at the sixtieth part; and the law applies to all

kinds of cereals and of pulse, to the produce of the vineyard, the

olive plantation, and nearly all other fruit trees.

Besides these so-called " corners," the poor were entitled to the

gleanings, and to any portion inadvertently left behind in the field.

The nonTsraelite poor were admitted, equally Avith the Israelites, to

participate in these gifts. (Maimonides, "Gifts for the Poor," I, 9.)

An important provision was the tithe for the poor {'i^^
"TC^i!*^),

which was levied as a second tithe every third year, or more

accurately, in the third and sixth year in each cycle of seven years.

It amounted to about nine per cent, of the whole produce of the

land, and in its distribution some liberty of action was conceded to

the proprietor. By referring to an instance of modern statistics, it

was computed that these agricultural gifts alone safeguarded the poor

against starvation.

During the seventh or Sabbatical year, when, according to

Exodus xxiii, 10 and 11, there was to be no sowing nor reaping,

the spontaneous productions of earth and tree were free to every

one, rich and poor alike. It is impossible to calculate to what
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extent the poor were benefited by this law ; but the regulations

concerning the Sabbatical year lead to the inference that the pauper

population was not exposed to ])ressing want.

Another boon conferred upon the poor by the Sabbatical year

was the cancelling of debts. According to the Mosaic law, money
lending as a profitable business was rendered an impossibility. The
law enjoins the lending of money to those who are in need, as an act

of benevolence, and the Rabbins declare, " Greater is he who lends

than he who gives alms." (Sabbath 63, a.)

It was, however, found in the course of time that the law of

cancelling debts exercised a paralysing influence on commercial

transactions, and a remedy was introduced by Hilel (who lived in the

time of the Emperor Augustus), by which the effect of the Sabbatical

year was evaded.

Instituting a brief comparison between these laws, and the Licinian

rogations among the Romans, as well as the acicxxOaix introduced by

Solon, it appears that these laws of the Romans and Greeks were

purely remedial^ while the laws enacted among the Jews were pre-

ventive. Nevertheless, they did not have the effect of extinguishing

pauperism, and a field was still left open for charity properly so

called, or almsgiving.

The word which has obtained currency among the Jews for the

expression of " charity," or rather " alms," is Hpl^. Throughout

the Old Testament this word signifies "justice " or "righteousness,"

its Greek equivalent being ciKxioavur] but in Rabbinical writings it is

invariably used in the sense of " benevolence " or " alms."

From very early times regular organisations for the relief of the

poor existed in Jewish communities. They appointed well-known

and trusty men who were charged with the collection and distribution

of charitable gifts. There was a daily collection of eatables, known
by the name of i^n^n—literally a vessel or dish—and there was a

weekly collection of money, called ^\B^p—literally a box (Baba

Bathra, 8, d). The contributions were not always voluntary, but in

many communities the members were assessed, and the payment of

poor-rates was then enforced. The obligation of maintaining the

needy extended to the non-Israelite poor. (Gittin, 61, a.)

It was one of the most essential conditions insisted on in alms-

giving that it should not be done in public. The same idea is

expressed in the beginning of the sixth chapter of Matthew; but

whilst the New Testament passage appears to be chiefly directed
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against ostentation, the leading idea in the Rabbinical injunction is a

tender regard for the feelings of the recipient, as it is considered

sinful to put a man to shame in public.

In connection with this ethical precept, it is remarkable that the

expression always used for " causing a man to blush," is "causing the

face to grow white." Obadjah di Bertinoro, a commentator who lived

in the fifteenth century, explains that when a man feels ashamed his

face first becomes red, but afterwards turns white ; and this view is

confirmed by a passage in Darwin's " Expression of Emotions."

The most delicate consideration was exhibited in the case of men
who had once been in good circumstances, but had become reduced.

In the temple at Jerusalem there was a room set apart, called

D"^i^1I?n ilSU^S) " the chamber of the silent," where pious. persons

deposited money for charitable purposes, and where descendants of

good families, who had become reduced in circumstances, secretly

obtained relief. (Shekalim, V, 6.)

Remarks were added by Rev, A. Lowy, Rev, W. Wright, D.D.,

Major Joseph, and Dr. S. Louis.

Mr. Villiers Stuart, M.P., exhibited two Flint Instruments

which he had found whilst excavating at a ruined pyramid

situated between Gizeh and Abusir.

The smaller one—a beautifully finished instrument of black flint,

with fluted and double-edged shaft and arrow-shaped point ; it had

also a peculiar curve—was discovered at a depth of about 15 feet

from the surface ; the larger one, which was unfortunately broken

across the blade, was a knife with the blade and handle alike of flint.

(Chabas, " L'Antiquite Historique," p. 333, &c.)

Unfortunately, owing to the great quantity of earth and rubbish,

the excavations had to be left unfinished, but sufficient had been

done to lay bare the alabaster walls of a temple. On the floor of

this temple stood nine large basins of alabaster, each 15 feet in cir-

cumference and surrounded by twenty-four pilasters. These basins

were pierced at the bottom with holes for the discharge of their con-

tents. They may have been used to catch the blood of victims used

for sacrifice ; the flint knives were almost certainly used for the

slaughtering and flaying of such victims. The basins had been sunk

nearly level with the floor.
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The temple had evidently been attached to the pyramid, and

recalled some of the features of the "Temple of the Sphinx," and

appeared to belong to the same epoch.

There were also on the floor of the temple some extremely rude

hand-made earthen vessels, about 8 inches high, one of which was

still perfect.

It Avas pointed out by Mr. Stuart that a remarkable fact in

connection with the flint implements is that the most highly finished

and peculiarly fashioned one exactly resembles in all its details the

same instruments of Obsidian from Mexico, which may be seen in

the cases of the British Museum.

Remarks were added by Mr. A. MacCallum and the President.

The President made the following' observations on the

Canopic Vases from Tel Basta, exhibited by Mr. F. G. Hilton

Price :

—

That the earliest Canopic vases were found in Theban times, and of

the period of the XVIIIth dynasty, continuing from that period about

B.C. 1700 to the XXVIth dynasty, or about B.C. 530, although a few

may have possibly been made later. They were made principally

of alabaster and calcareous stone—rarely of dark stone, the one on

the table exhibited by Mr. Hilton Price, being the only example in

that material with which he was acquainted ; a few of a very late

period were made of terra-cotta, and then covered with white paint,

and the inscriptions traced in black or other colours. Others were

made of green or blue porcelain, and there is evidence of Canopic

vases of great beauty with the inscriptions inlaid in coloured glass.

On the best alabaster vases the inscriptions were generally incised, but

occasionally painted in black colour. For cheaper funerals dummies or

solid vases of this class of calcareous stone, with inscriptions traced in,

were used, and wooden dummies were also made by the undertakers

inscribed as the others. In the case of the use of dummies, the

viscera which they ought to have contained were separately embalmed

in packets, and waxen figures of the genii of the vases placed in the

body.

The vases themselves are found in the tombs placed in various

ways—sometimes at the four corners of the sarcophagi, at others on

the floor without any special arrangement, or else arranged in niches

of the walls of the sepulchres ; they were placed in a box with four
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compartments, surmounted by a figure of the jackal of Anubis, the

god of the embahiiing, the box either placed on a sledge or else

fashioned as a sledge to transport to the tomb and deposit with the

mummy. From the times of the XXIVth dynasty, when the vignette

of the 89th chapter of the Ritual is constantly represented on the

coffins, they appear under the bier of the mummied dead, the soul of

which, in shape of a human-headed hawk, flies down to visit or rejoin

the body.

The vases were in shape of the four genii of the Karneter of

Hades, mummied, and generally, but not always, have the appropriate

heads of the genii, although they are occasionally found with all four

heads human. It must be remembered that these genii represented

the four cardinal points of the compass, and that the deposit of the

viscera symboUzed their dispersion to those cardinal points : the

viscera, according to Egyptian notions, being the source of all evil

to man.

The genii were as follows :

—

1. Amseth, Ams, or Mestha, human-headed; underthe protection

of Isis ; his vase held the stomach and larger entrails.

2. Hapi, with the head of a cynocephalus ; under the protection

of Nephthys ; his vase held the smaller entrails.

3. Tuaumutef, jackal-headed ; under the protection of Neith
;

his vase held the lungs and heart.

4. Kabhsenuf, hawk-headed ; under the protection of Selk ; his

vase held the liver and gall bladder.

The inscriptions placed upon them vary, for sometimes the name

of the genius and of the deceased only are found ; at others, various

inscriptions and formulas : that of Nasikhonsu, of the time of the

XXIst dynasty, whose alabaster vases with wooden heads I have

subsequently examined, and of whose formula a description has

appeared in the Proceedings.

The usual normal formula has been given by the late Vote. De
Rouge in his " Stele Egyptienne," p. 121. This varies considerably

in arrangement, but is good for the majority of the best vases of the

period. These formulae, according to Ue Rouge, are as follows, but

there are great difficulties over some portions of the inscriptions.

The first, attached to the vases of Amset, is as follows :

—

" Says Isis, I throw my arms round on account of what is in me

;

I impart my protection over Amset who is in me."
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That over Amset sometimes reads :

—

" I prevail over the enemy, I impart my protection over Amset,

who is in me ; the protection of the deceased is the protection of

Amset ; the deceased is Amset."

The second, that upon the vases of Hapi, reads :

—

" Says Nephthys, I conceal the mystery, I imi)art the protection

(or warmth) of Hapi, who is in me ; the warmth of the deceased is

the warmth of Hapi which is in me."

The thnxl, that upon the vase of Tuaumutef, reads :
—

" Says Neith, I watch night and morn daily, making the protection

of Tuaumutef, who is in me; I impart safety to the deceased."

The fourth, that over Kabhsenuf, reads :

—

" Says Selk, I transport my safety, daily taking care of Kabhsenuf,

who is in me ; the care of the deceased."

There is a great deal of difficulty about the meaning of these

formulae, which require a special study to overcome some of the

obscurer parts of the text.

The President then called attention to the vases on the table

which belonged to Mr. Hilton Price, who had kindly sent them for

exhibition, along with copies and translations of their inscriptions

which Mr. Price had prepared.

The following Communications have been received :

—

I have before me impressions of four ancient oriental gems, Avhich

are reproduced in the accompanying plate. Three of these were sent

to me by the Rev. W. Wright, D.D., of the British and Foreign Bible

Society ; the other by our Secretary Mr. Rylands.* In attempting to

decipher the inscriptions, I have consulted Professors Noeldeke and

Euting, of Strassburg, whose assistance in such matters is invaluable.

I do not attempt to explain the symbols on the seals.

I. Egyptian emblems. Between the legs of the winged hawk-

headed deity, above those of the seated human figure, are the three

letters ''2t^. These must have formed the name of the possessor of

the seal; its pronunciation is of course uncertain {'Am?). The seal

cannot be that of a Hebrew ; and even if it were, no one would put

the pronoun "^^^_, " I," in such a position.

* In the possession of Mr. II. Rassnni, and kindly lent by him, to be

engraved.—W, H. R.
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2. In the middle a bird, over the head of which is \y. Above

and below, we read in two lines

n^n p
{belonging) to Teiiiakh-cl, the son of Hpt. The second and third

letters of the first line are slightly injured, but the reading is in no

way doubtful. The seal appears to be ancient Hebrew. The radical

TyDri is well known in the Old Testament. The name T'i^lD^ri is

found as that of an Aramaean in Levy, Sitgel und Gemvien^ p. 15,

no. 22, where we read D27^ "^1 V^^DDH^, with the characteristic

difference of 'H for p ;
perhaps also as that of a Phoenician in Levy,

op. cit., p. 24, no. 4, if we may venture to read "TTO-pT^ \1 ^'^'2t2Tw

instead of t«^i72n7, the gem being slightly damaged at this point

(see Taf. II., no. 3). The name nSH, Hpt, may perhaps be pro-

nounced ^^T}, JTuppath ; compare ""f^n, i Chron. xxiv. 13.

3. In the lower half, a bird, a star, and KLf. The name of the

owner is 7^?l"Ii^^ but the letter 7, in the lower line, has been cut

the wrong way, so that it appears in the impression as A instead of

L . This seal seems also to be ancient Hebrew. The name T'^^n"ri^\

Vendor- et (?),
" God marshals " or " God herds," may be compared

with the Biblical ^^^^l"!!^.

4. This gem exhibits on its larger surface several figures of an

Assyrian type, with an animal at their feet. The personage seated

on a chair or throne seems to be receiving something from the two

who are standing in front of him. I cannot make out what is over

the head of the central figure. On the smaller surface is an inscrip-

tion, consisting of eight very ancient characters, in two lines,

unfortunately rather indistinct. I read in the upper line ^Oph,
{belonging) to Ksr. The second line seems to have contained an

epithet (patronymic or the like). The first letter is clearly fc<^, the

second 1, the fourth "^, giving ^-x-n!?^; but the third is very doubtful.

It can hardly be 3, because the form X for ^ is too late to be in

unison with the other letters ; and besides the dot or point at the

back, X*, has to be accounted for. We can scarcely take it for a

t (X), still less for a reversed 7 (A for Z , as in no. 3).

Cambridge, Wm. Wright.
Mith February, 1SS3.
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Arros House, Central Hill, Upper Norwood,
24/// February, 1883.

To Prof. 'Wright's readings I wish to add a few items, chiefly of

local interest.

The three seals which belong to ine are Scarab'edides. No. i is a

bloodstone, and is pierced lengthways. It was brought from Persia

by an Englishman, with a large number of Pehlevi and other gems.

Prof. Wright's reading of this gem is absolutely certain. I should

like to see the symbols on this and the other seals dealt with.

No. 2 is a Carnelian, and is not pierced. The edges of it were

slightly broken in removing it from the setting. I bought it at

Beyrout, with a handful of Jewish coins which had been brought from

Palestine. The accompanying coins fix the locaUty from which it

came, not the date.

No. 3 is a red opaque stone, pierced lengthways. I bought it at

Damascus, with a number of Jewish and Phoenician coins brought

from Southern Palestine.

M. Clermont-Ganneau writes me with reference to Nos. 2 and 3 .

"Ces deux cachets me paraissent fort interessants par les noms propres

qu'ils renferment.

" No. 2. Tamkel (= El I'a soutenu) fils d'Haggit. Haggit est un

nom de femme, signifiant nee un jour de fete, Festiva. Ce nom se

retrouve dans la Bible (2 Sam. iii, 4 ; and i Kings i, 5).

"No 3. L'autre nom parait etre Ya'adriel (see i Sam. xviii, 19)."

According to these suggestions of M. Clermont-Ganneau, No. 2

may have belonged to a son of King David, by his wife Haggith

(2 Sam. iii, 4; and i Kings i, 5), and No. 3 may have belonged to

Adriel the Meholathite, to whom King Saul's eldest daughter was

given, when she should have been given to David.

Prof Wright and M. Clermont-Ganneau agree as to all the letters

in inscription No. 2 except the last but one. Prof. Wright reads D,

M. Clermont-Ganneau X The Phoenician inscription of Eshmunazar,

king of Sidon, might justify either reading, the D and "X being very

much alike. It would require however an additional yod to make

the Haggith (Jl"';!!! ) of the Bible, even if it were certain that the

letter was ;i instead of D. I do not think, however, that any Oriental

would write himself down on his seal the son of a woman. Adonijah
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is called the son of Haggith, to fix his place in king David's house-

hold, where there were many wives and mothers ; but the Oriental

does not publicly identify himself with his wife or mother. He calls

himself the son of his father, or the father of his son, if he has a

son. As regards No. 3, it is only by sacrificing the first letter yod

that we get the name Adriel. However gratifying M. Ganneau's

suggestions may be, I think it necessary to point out the difficulties

that seem to me to stand in the way of their acceptance.

The third and fourth letters in No. 3 are almost exactly alike,

but the earliest Phoenician inscriptions justify the above reading. It

is interesting as well as reassuring to find almost absolute unanimity

among scholars as to the reading of these ancient and somewhat

defaced inscriptions.

William Wright.

Note.—The plate illustrating these communications will be issued

with the next number of the Froceedin^s.—W. H. R.

The following communication has been received from

Mr. Theo. G. Pinches :

—

The document of which a description is now given, was sent from

Babylon by Mr. Rassam in December, 1881. Its size is 3§- in. by

2f in., and it contains twenty-three lines of wedge-writing on the

obverse, reverse, and one of the edges, with the names of some of

the contracting parties also on two other edges. On the reverse,

immediately before the name of the scribe, is a line of unknown

characters very clearly written. Another line, not so clear, runs

along the top edge, and can just be seen, upside down, at the top of

the obverse ; the edge above shows the same line turned the right

way, and in a better position for reading. On the same edge, just

below this line, are a few characters, evidently referring to the nail-

mark of Ina-E-sagila-lilbir, one of the contracting parties. A few

more of these unknown characters accompany the nail-mark of

E-sagila-lissi, another contracting party, on the left-hand edge. The

text, which is, in some places, rather difficult to translate, refers to

the sale of a female slave for one mana eight shekels of silver. The

transcription and translation are as follows :

—
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81-11-3.

1. I E-sag-ila-lis-si mam sa f Nabu-ku-sur-su f Bel-balat-su

E-sagila-lissi soti of Nabu-kiisur-su, Bel-balat-su

2. maru sa f Ni-din-tum, u f Ina E-sag-ila-lil-bir mam sB

son of Nidiiitum, and Ina-E-sagila-lllbir son of

} Bel-e-de-m

Bel-edem

3. ina hu-ud lib-bi-su-nu, ^ Nana-Babili-si-nin-ni, amat-su-nu

in the joy of their hearty Natid-Bdbili-si/iinni, their servant

4. sa il^»-^ >^>wT emitti-su a-na sumi sa f Ina E-sag-ila-lil-bir,

whose right hand with the name of Ina-E-sagila-lilbir,

na-din ame-lut-tum

the slave-dealer

5. mari sa f
Bel-e-de-m sat-ra-at a-na isten ma-na samna sikli kaspi

son of Bel-ederii^ is i7iscribed, for one mafia eight shekels of silver

6. ka-lu-u a-na simi gam-ru-tu a-na f Ur-ma-nu-u

refined, for the price complete to Urmanu

7. mari-sa f Li-si-ir id-din-nu-' kaspa-' isten ma-na samna sikli kaspi

son of Lisir they have given ; the money^ 1 ma)ia 8 shekels of silver

8. ka-lu-u si-ini ^ Nana-Babili-si-nin-ni, amat mu-tim

refined, the price of Nand-Babili-sininni, the servant of the men

9. y E-sag-ila-lis-si \ Bel-balat-su u f Ina-E-sag-il-la-lil-bir

E-sagila-lissi, Bel-balat-su, and Ina-E-sagila-lilbir

10. ina kata j Ur-ma-nu-u mah-ru-' e-di-ru-'

by the hands of Urmanu have received

11. Ina u-mu pa-ka-ri a-na muh-hi ^ Nana-Babili-si-nin-ni

In the day (when) a claim upon Nand-Bdbilisininni

12. amat mu-tim it-tab-su-u f E-sag-ila-lis-si

the servant of the men, is made, E-sagila-lissi,

{edge) y Bel-balat-su u y Ina-E sag-ila-lil-bir

Bii-balat-su, and Ina-E-sagila-lilbir,

14. na-din ame-lut-tum u-mar ka-u-nim-ma

the slave-dealer, the amount {?) have collected {?) and

15. a-na y Ur-ma-nu-u i-nam-din-nu-'.

to Urmanu shall give.
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Reverse.

16. (Amglu) Mu-kin-nu :

f Bel-upahh-ir, mari-su sa ] Bel-balat-su
;

Witnesses

:

Bel-iipahhir son of Bcl-balat-su

;

17. y Bel-iddin, mari-su sa f I-ku-bu
; f Nabu-id-dan-nu

Bel-iddin, son of Ikiibu ; Nabu-iddamm,

18. maru sa f Nabu-balat-su
; f Su-a maru sa f Na-din

;

soti of Nabu-balat-su ; Sua, son of Nadin

;

19. y Nabu-balat-su mari-su sa y U-mas
; y Bel-eres mari-su sa

Nabu-balat-stc, son of Umas ; Bel-eres son of

20. y >->f- Sams-a-a.

Samsaa.

[Here a line of unknown characters, evidently the name of a

witness.]

21. y >->y- Ea-epus (amelu) sangu, maru sa y Nabu-lu-ud-da, E-ki

Hea-epus, the scribe, son of Nabil-ludda. Babylon,

22. arah Adari, umu estinesrit, sattu xxiii kam y Ar-tak-sat-su

month Adar, day eleventh, year 2'^rd, Artaxerxes.

sar matati

kifig of countries.

On the Left-hand Edge,

At the beginning some characters, perhaps the continuation of

the line which runs the whole length of the edge at the top of the

plate. These are followed by a nail-mark, and then, in wedge-writing,

the words, Su-pur y E-sag-ila-lissi, Nail-mark of E-sagila-lissi ;

another nail-mark, and the words, Su-pur y Bel-balat-su, Nail-mark

of Bel-balat-su.

On the First Edge.

At the beginning, some characters, followed by a nail-rnark, and

then, in wedge-writing, the words, Su-pur y Ina-E-sag-ila-lil-bir,

Nail-mark of Ina-E-sagila-lilbir.

From the above it will be seen that it is a contract between three

men, E-sagila-lissi, Bel-balat-su, and Ina-E-sagila-Iilbir, on the one

hand, and Urmanu on the other, in which the last-named buys for
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one mana and eight shekels of refined silver, the female slave Nana-

Babili-sininni, and a provision is made by which, if anyone claim the

slave, Urmanu gets compensation.

It is curious that in this contract the slave sold seems to have

borne on some part of her body the name of one of the sellers, Ina-

E-sagila-lilbir. The text and literal rendering of lines 4-5, which

contain the phrase recording this fact, are as follows :

—

y ^^^ tmf 'K<H I Vy -^r ^_ V
Sa emitti - su a - na sumi sa

JP7io the tablet of her right hand to the 7iame of

T ^ ^r ^\x-\ ^^M\ -<t'<A\\ ^^ ^v[ ^ir
Ina - j& - sag - ila - lil - bir sat - ra - at

Iiia-E-sagila-lilbir is written.

In this line the difficult word is that which is left untranscribed,

of this the first element, ^^^»-< seru, means " flesh," and the other

::^| dtippti, " tablet," lit. " flesh-tablet." 1^ jU ^^ ^ ^^'o^^

translated by the Assyrian hnittu {hnintu), from the same root as

tmnu, the Heb. ]*^^. It is not unlikely that the part meant by

J::^>-< ^I^y is the back of the hand, as any other part of the body

would, most likely, have been expressed by its special ideogram.*

The use of the expression sa . . . . su, lit. "who .... his "= "whose,"

is the common idiom which is to be found in all the Semitic

languages. The masculine -su " his," is almost always used for -sa,

" her," in these trade-documents. Satrat is the 3rd pers. fem.

Permansive Kal of satdru, " to write," and agrees in gender either

with the unknown value of ^::^>-< rgyy^y, or with the word emittu.

The names of all parties to this contract seem to be Babylonian,

and the characters written with the nail-marks on the edges probably

represent the names, in cuneiform characters, which accompany

them ; and if so, judging from the different shape and the straggling

* For a list of the parts of the body, see W.A.I. II, pi. 44, No. 3. It is not

unlikely that tj^* is to be transcribed by the Assyrian ^m, and in that case

the group is probably to be read Sittn, and translated "wrist. " Compare W. A. I. V
pi. 3. 1. 92-93, 4^ V- <?? -114m^ tr <^ ^jn t^y A\ I ^Vy\
Simiri Jiurasi tirakkis Siite-Sufi, " I bound chains of gold on their wrists." The

Assyrian characters ^]yyy and ^JJJ are graphicvariants of the Babylonian ^^^y.
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form of the writing, are the signatures of the sellers. The longer

lines of these unknown characters must refer to the contract itself

The words translated " slave-dealer," nadin ameluttitni, mean
literally " giver of slaves." Amelnttiim (= ajfielFitu) is an abstract

noun formed from amclit (compare Amel-Marduk, " Man of Marduk,"

Evil-Merodach) ; it is here written with the characters ^^ ^^^ t^»
of which the first is the sign for amelu, "man," and the other two,

-luttuui, are the phonetic complement.

It is suggested by Mr. G. Bertin that the spaces found, in most of

these contract-tablets, just before the name of the scribe, was left for

the purpose of inserting a docket like that which occurs on this tablet,

but that no such docket has yet been found,* because most of the

documents which we have of this kind are not the originals, but

copies. This is not at all unlikely, and if so, many more tablets

having this peculiarity may possibly come to light.

-+-^^P=^

The next meeting of the Society will be held at 9, Conduit

Street, Hanover Square, W., on Tuesday, May ist, 1883, at

8 p.m., when the following Papers will be read :

—

I. By Professor F. Delitzsch :
—" Observations on Babylonian

Chronology."

II. Rev. a. Lowv :

—

III. By M. Alexander Enmann :
—" Notes on the Origin of

the Cypriote Syllabary."

IV. Dr. Birch :
—" Notes on Hieratic Ostraka at Queen's Col-

lege, Oxford."

V. Squeezes of Monuments from Jerabis, exhibited by the

Secretary.
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THE FOLLOWING BOOKS ARE REQUIRED FOR THE
LIBRARY OF THE SOCIETY.

BoTTA, Monuments de Ninive. 5 vols., folio. 1847-1850.

Place, Ninive et I'Assyrie, 1866-1869. 3 vols., folio.

Brugsch-Bey, Grammaire De'motique. i vol., folio.

Geographische Inschriften Altaegyptische Denkmaeler.

Vols. I—III (Brugsch).

Recueil de Monuments Egyptiens, copies sur lieux et

public's par H. Brugsch et J. Diimichen. (4 vols., and

the text by Diimichen of vols. 3 and 4.)

DiJMiCHEN, Historische Inschriften, &c., ist series, 1867.

2nd series, 1869.

Altaegyptische Kalender-Inschriften, 1866.

Tempel-Inschriften, 1862. 2 vols., folio.

GoLENiscHEFF, Die Metternichstele. Folio, 1877.

Lepsius, Nubian Grammar, &c., 1880.

Konigsbuch der Alten Aegypter. 4to., 1858.

De Rouge, Etudes Egyptologiques. 13 vols., complete to 1880.

Wright, Arabic Grammar and Chrestomathy.

ScHROEDER, Die Phonizische Sprache.

Haupt, Die Sumerischen Familiengesetze.

ScHRADER, Die Keilinschriften und das Alte Testament. 1872.

Rawlinson, Canon, Five Great Monarchies. 3 vols.

6th and 7th do.

• History of Egypt. 2 vols. 1882.

OsBURN, The Antiquities of Egypt. 8vo., 1841.

Robinson, Biblical Researches. 8vo., 1841-1852.

PiERRET, Dictionnaire d'Arche'ologie Egypticnne. 8vo. Paris, 1875.

BuRKHARDT, Eastern Travels.

Wilkinson, Materia Hieroglyphica. Malta, 1824-30. {Tcxto?iIy.)

Chabas, Melanges Egyptologiques. 1 862-1 873.

L'Egyptologie. Tomes I and II, 1874 and 1875.

Maspero, Du genre dpistolaire chez les Egyptiens de I'e'poque

Phraonique. 8vo. Paris, 1872.

De Carchemis oppidi Situ et Historia Antiquissima.

8vo. Paris, 1872.

Rhind, a. H., Thebes : its Tombs and Tenants. 1862.
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Seve7ith Meeting, \st May, 1883.

SAMUEL BIRCH, D.C.L., LL.D., &c., President,

IN THE CHAIR.

m>^^

The following Presents were announced, and thanks

ordered to be returned to the Donors :

—

From the Royal Institute of British Architects :—The Proceedings.

Session 1882-83. Nos. 12 and 13. 4to. London. 1883.

From the Royal Archseological Institute :—The Archaeological

Journal. No. 157. Vol. XL. 8vo. London. 1883.

From the Palestine Exploration Fund :—The Quarterly Statement,

April, 1883. 8vo. London.

From George Perrot :—Exploration Arch^ologique de la Galatie et

de la Bithynie, d'une partie de la Mysie de la Phrygie, de la

Cappadoce et du Pont. Executee en 1861, et publi^e sous les

auspices du Ministere de I'lnstruction Publique. Par Georges

Perroi, Edmund Guillaume, et Jules Delbet. Folio. 2 vols.

Paris. 1872.

From the Author, R. V. Lanzone :—Dizionario di Mitologia

Egizia. Terza Dispensa. Con LXXX Tavole. Ptah to

Nehebka. 4to. Torino. 1883.

From the Author :—Eridanus : River and Constellation. By
Robert Brown, jun., F.S.A. 4to. London. 1883.
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From the Author :—Sceaux Hittites en terre cuite. Par M. G. Parrot.

Extrait de la Revue Archcologique, Decembre, 1882. 8vo.

Paris. 1882.

From Robert Bagster :—The Pentateuch according to the Tahnud :

Genesis, with a Tahnudical Commentary. By Paul Isaac

Hershon. 8vo. London. 1883.

A special vote of thanks was awarded to M. G. Perrot for

his donation to the Library.

The following have been purchased by the Council for the

Library of the Society :

—

Le Livre des INIorts des Anciens Egyptiens. Traduction complete.

D'apres le Papyrus de Turin et les Manuscrits du Louvre.

Accompagnee de Notes et suivie d'un index analytique. Par

Paul Pierret. 8vo. Paris. 1882.

Later Biblical Researches in Palestine and the adjacent Regions.

By Edward Robinson, D.D., LL.D. 8vo. London. 1852.

Thebes : its Tombs and their Tenants. By A. Henry Rhind.

8vo. London. 1862.

The following were nominated for election at the next

meeting :

—

Rev. Joseph Chotzner, Harrow-on-the-Hill.

Charles Compign^, 114, Kennington Park Road, S.E.

Rev. John Gott, D.D., Leeds.

W. R. Harper, Ph.D., Morgan Park, near Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.

Henry Lumley, 31, St. James's Street, W.

The following were elected Members of the Society :

—

Rev. A. Dutau, S.J., 10, Boulevard d'Enfer, Paris.

James Cutliffe Marshall, Fenton Hall, Stoke-on-Trent.

Claude A. Montefiore, 18, Portman Square, W.

J. Lancaster Ranking, Surgeon-General, Wilford Lodge, Leamington.

Lady Sitwell, Renishaw Hall, Derbyshire.

Geo. Augustus Simcox, M.A., i, Douro Place, Victoria Road,

Kensington, W.

Dr. H. Clay Trumbull, 725, Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, U.S.A.
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The communication entitled " Remarks on Ancient

Babylonian Chronology," by F. Delitzsch, was withdrawn by

the author.

The Rev. A. Lowy read a paper by Rev. Dr. Placzek,

" On Ancient Observations on the Flight of Pigeons."

In an important work {Midrash Bereshith-rabba^ Ch. 39), the date

of which is not later than the sixth century, I met with an observation

which, even at that early date, was already received as an ancient

opinion, and which bears upon the theory of evolution, more particu-

larly upon the law applying to the variation of species. The fact, as

stated in that Midrash, is as follows :

—

" All other birds rest from their flight upon a tree or a rock ; but

the doves, when weary in their course, alternately keep one wing

(expanded) in repose, and sweep along on the other wing."

This passage is adduced as an explanation of Psalm Iv, verse 7 (in

authorised version, v. 6) :
" Oh ! that I had wings like a dove that I

might both fly and rest." (n^DII^b^l nCli^^.)

This peculiarity of keeping one wing in a state of repose would

give to this class of birds in the struggle for life an inestimable

advantage, and would inure it to a continuity of rapid flight whereby

it could attain its object in the race for finding food, and for escaping

from the feathered creatures of prey. This faculty, which is not

mentioned! n any special monograph, and which remained unknown

to breeders of pigeons, appears to have been lost by the doves in

the progress of domestication, no scope being left to the further

development of the use of a single wing, because man undertook to

provide the species both with food and with the care for its defence.

The effect of this domestication would then be, that the muscular

and osteogenic parts became reduced in force ; for it is a providential

arrangement that all creatures lose in the process of time what they

do not actually require. This ancient notice I communicated to

the late Charles Darwin, in consideration of the great importance

which this master of the theory of development assigned in his

various works, even to the slightest deviations in the structure

and habits of pigeons (see especially the " Variation of Species,"

I St chap., 6). In his reply, Darwin expressed a doubt as to the
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mechanical possibility of this strange mode of flying.* But to me,

the alternating use of the wings on the part of the pigeons did not

appear altogether improbable, and I applied to the distinguished

physicist in Vienna, Dr. F. J. Pisko. My question was, " Do you

consider that the account given of the distinctive process in the

flight of the pigeon is compatible with aero-dynamic laws ? " I

received the following information :

—

" I do not believe that pigeons were ever so constructed as to be

able to advance in the air by means of the motion of a single wing.

Theory and practice are driven hard to indicate how the flight with

double wings can be explained, or miserably imitated. This

becomes far more difficult when applied to the flapping of a single

wing. At the utmost this one-sided action might be conceivable in

cases of veering round in a turning motion as is done in rowing.

But for this purpose the stern is employed. The purposes of rest

would be absolutely unattainable. For, according to the law of the

conservation of energy, the process of advancing, and in fact every

locomotion, requires an adequate effort, whether the instrument be

X or Y. No exertion can be dispensed with unless an equivalent

sacrifice be made. An improved mechanism only helps to distribute

the work better in regard to time and place. A motion with a single

wing is decidedly more awkward than a symmetrical action by one

pair or by more than one pair of wings, a fact with which everybody

must agree. The phenomenon mentioned in the ancient work

under notice was probably either ill-observed or not the result of

any ocular perception. The fundamental law of modern m.echanics

is opposed to any such rest in the air, whilst fatigue must increase

owning to the extended wing in repose. In the actual state of rest

such a wing droops on the body. To keep the wing extended

demands muscular action. Try whether it is not more fatiguing to

keep one arm extended and work with the other, than to work with

both arms symmetrically."

Not entirely satisfied by the foregoing opinion, I applied to the

section for Aeronautical Technology, which is connected with the

Austrian Society of Engineers and Architects, by the members of

which it was constituted in December, 1880, Professor Charles Jenny

being President, and Count Buonaccorsi di Pistoja being Secretary.

* He stated, " It appears to be impossible for a bird to use only one wing,

without tumV;ling over and without losing its balance."
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To this areopagus of qualified judges I submitted the present question.

At a meeting held on i8th February, 1881, the subject was con-

sidered, and I received the following reply :
" The flight of birds,

not of pigeons only, under the assumption that one wing be im-

movably extended and the other perform the required movement, is,

under certain conditions, on aero-dynamic principles, not impossible ;

for example, at evolutions, at changes of directions, at brief moments

of accelerated flight, or of falling. Under ordinary conditions,

however, a symmetrical motion is a fundamental factor in this case as

in all other cases. A book of the 6th century, treating though inci-

dentally of the circumstances in which natation in the air is performed,

would be of great interest to the library of the aeronautical section."

Dr. Placzek contended that the mechanical possibility cannot be

denied, that the pigeons, with their vigorous and agile apparatus for

flying (one should remember the so-called jongleurs, tumblers, &c.),

at one time possessed the distinct aptitude for obtaining rest in their

flight, by expanding at some intervals the one wing, and floating

along with the other.

The account given in the ancient Jewish record, which contains

careful observations on the habits of pigeons, might be considered

therefore to rest on true facts, and might furnish evidence for the

variations of animals in an instance hitherto not sufficiently noticed.

Remarks were added by the Rev. Canon Beechey, Rev. W. Meade

Jones, Rev. W. Wright, D.D., Rev. A. Lowy, and W. Boscawen.

The Secretary read a communication from M. Alexander

Enmann, " On the Origin of the Cypriote Syllabary."

The decipherment of the Cypriote inscriptions was undoubtedly

a great triumph of philology. Commenced by the late Mr. George

Smith, it was pursued by the exertions of English, German, and

American scholars. At present a full interpretation has been obtained

of these monuments appearing so obscure to the first observers.

The language of them turned out to be a Greek dialect, concealed

under a strange form of writing. The existence of a syllabary as

used by the Greeks is a very curious fact in itself, and it is not to be

wondered at that the origin of it has afforded material for a discussion

of the most interesting kind between Dr. Deecke and Professor

Sayce. The former in an essay ("Der Ursprung der Kyprischen
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Sylbenschrift," Strassburg, 187 1) asserted the opinion that the

Cypriote syllabary was a skilful transformation of characters taken

out of the Assyrian cuneiform syllabary. This opinion is partly

suggested by the fact that Cyprus was at one time subject to the

Assyrian kings. On the other hand, Professor Sayce connected it

with the writing of the Hittites, a people the importance of which

in the history of ancient civilization can now only be imagined, but

will be more clearly unveiled, perhaps, by the ceaseless efforts of

Professor Sayce.

A new and highly interesting turn was given to the question when

Professor Sayce stated that some of the inscribed objects found by

Dr. Schliemann at Hissarlik betrayed an undeniable resemblance to

Cypriote characters. His appendix to Dr. Schliemann's Ilios has

supplied us with a large stock of new explanations. Taking a wider

range, he stated that throughout Asia Minor a common syllabary once

was in use ; finally, he thought that owing to its having taken its

origin from the Hittite hieroglyphics, Trojan and Cypriote writing

were to be regarded only as branches of a common stock. The next

task accordingly will be to trace the genealogy of the different local

syllabaries. Writing being one of the chief outcomes of civilization,

every research of this kind promises to throw new light on the for-

gotten civilisations of ancient Asia Minor, and their relations with

each other. A particular interest is given by the hope of throwing

some light, if it be possible, on the age and nationality of the ancient

cities identified with the Troy of Homer. By the following remarks

my only wish is to give a modest contribution to these questions,

asking by what kind of juncture Cyprus might have been associated

with the Troad, in order to effect the use of the same syllabary in

either country.

Cilicia being the next part of the mainland. Professor Sayce

most naturally thought that the syllabary might be carried from

it into Cyprus. Now I venture to call attention to some facts

pointing to a much more direct connection between the Troad and

that far-distant island. Firstly, Teucer is said by legendary history

to have founded the city of Salamis in Cyprus and the dynasty of

its kings. The traditions about that hero are very divergent and

confused. One conclusion, however, may be very distinctly drawn.

Like Romulus and other heroes of the same kind, Teucer has to be

considered as a name purposely invented in order to explain the

name of a people. He was originally nothing more than an epony-
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mical hero of the Teucrian people ; therefore many of the traditions

make him a legendary king of Troy. By others he became, in turn,

a prince of the Athenian island of Salamis, a son of King Telariion.

Evidently this is due to a wrong association of the name of the

island with that of the Cypriote town. Explaining identities of

name by making the one city a colony of the other, is a reasoning

quite familiar to the Greek mind. In fact either of the places called

Salamis took its name from a Phoenician root. Notwithstanding its

being an error, the tradition in its present shape is equal in age to

Greek literature. Already in the Iliad Teucer appears as a Greek hero,

though the interpolator, yielding to a certain consciousness, made him

only an illegitimate son of Telamon (//., VIII, 284). The mention

of Teucer shows with a certain evidence a Cypriote influence on

Homeric poetry, which would be confirmed by the old traditions

connecting Homer and his poetry with Cyprus. Further investiga-

tion has to render more suggestive our attempt to turn a Greek

hero into a Trojan king. In full harmony with our presumption is

a notice given by Cleonchos of Solve, a Cypriote author of the

fourth century B.C. (Miiller, " Fragm. Hist. Graec." Ill, 311, p. 25).

At Salamis, he says, there existed an aristocratic class of inhabitants

called Tepy'ivoi, and pretending to be related with the people of the

Tep'^lBe^, the latter being, as it is known, a branch of the Teucrian

race. But what perhaps is still more deserving attention, is a Cypriote

worship as recorded not only by literary testimony but also by that of

the inscriptions found in the two sanctuaries of Idalium and Athienu.

Casting a look at them, we observe the greater part are dedications to

Greek deities, the names of Apollo 'A/hvk\iz7o9 and Apollo 'YXariys

occuring most frequently.

It is not the place here to prove that the two most numerous

series of Cypriote statues are not, as has been held by French

archaeologists, with rather hasty arguments, representations of kings

and priests, but simply the oft'erings themselves alluded to by the

dedicatory inscriptions. As Greek ex-votos ordinarily consisted of

figures of deities, there is no objection to such a statement. Surely

a closer inspection would render it almost a certainty, that the two

long series of bearded heads, one helmeted, the other crowned with

a wreath, ought to represent the two forms of Apollo mentioned

above. Now what is most surprising and needful to be explained

is the worship in one city and in one temple of two different forms

of the same deity. The best explanation would be, as it seems,
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to infer a awotKtff/no^, the union of two populations into one com-

munity, both having worshipped its peculiar form of Apollo. Greek

colonies used to plant the deities of their metropolis on the newly

gained soil. Thus the god of Amyclas occurring in Cyprus shows

the existence of a Peloponnesian colony, as suggested by Herodotus

(VII, 90), and confirmed by the close connection between the

Cypriote and Arcadian dialects. On the other hand, the worship of

Apollo Hylates had its home at Hylae, a little place of ^olian Asia

Minor, in the neighbourhood of Magnesia, on the Mceander. Here,

according to Pausanias (IXj 37), was a sacred grotto with an old

statue of the god at its entrance. It certainly cannot be a mere

coincidence, that two inscriptions of Neo-Paphos (Vogiie, IV, 6, 7 ;

Ahrens, 19, 20) contain dedications of a grotto to the same god,

called here 'A7rA.a-j/ 'A'p'jTwp 'YX«t(/c-. The surname 'A'-p'jTwp, like

'A/>x«76't';s used to be given to deities, especially to Apollo, as a

leader of an emigration.

To sum up all the points stated, there is sufficient evidence of a

colony from the north-western corner of Asia Minor having passed to

Cyprus, probably headed by a member of a Teucride dynasty

Perhaps this dynasty had once ruled in the Troad over a native city,

and had afterwards been incorporated with the Greek town aristocracy.

At least a similar instance is afforded by the Teucrian towns of

Skepsis and Gergis keeping at bay longer than the rest the warlike or

peaceable intrusion of the Greeks. Yielding to them at last, the

former native kings, under the democratic government, not only

preserved certain privileges, but even their royal title (Herod., V, 122
;

Strabo, p. 607). Presuming in the case under consideration a similar

development, it will the better enable us to understand why tht

Teucrides of Salamis turned their ancestor into a Greek hero, and

how they could be surrounded by Vcpvwy as an aristocratic class.

For in other cities, for instance at Miletus, the Gergithes, on the

contrary, formed the body of the lower demos (Af/ienaus, XII,

P- 523, F.).

As for the date of the settlement in Cyprus, we ought perhaps to

look for the destruction of Magnesia by the Cimmerian invaders, or

the rebuilding and new establishment of it by Ephesus and Miletus

(Strabo), such incidents as those usually effecting emigrations in

Greek commonwealths. Both events ought to be relegated to the

first ten years of the seventh century. Salamis and its king are named
for the first time in the list of King Assarhaddon (b.c. 681-669),
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but, as it seems, they already were among the Cypriote tributaries of

his predecessor, King Sargon (b.c. 704-681). The new settlers

perhaps may have seized on the island on the hold of a voluntary

submission to Assyria, struggling just then like the newcomers against

the powerful Phoenician towns. Whatever the cause of Assyrian rule

may have been, the dates just pointed out agree not ill with each

other, and make attainable a fairly reliable fixed point of Cypriote

chronology. While Salamis seems to have been one starting-point

of Cypriote Hellenism, another centre arose in the opposite corner

of the island, at Paphos. The renown of its sanctuary celebrated in

the Odyssey points to the great antiquity of this town. Other

testimony is borne by the Iliad, telling us of a friendship and alliance

of Cinyras with Agamemnon (//., XI, 20). There is no reason

whatever to look upon this legendary ancestor of the Paphian kings

as a representative of Phoenician rule, though it is held to be so by

general opinion. Certainly the clear evidence given by the Iliad is

much more to be trusted than the mass of contradicting traditions,

not one of which dates from a time previous to Alexander the Great.

Nor can Cinyras be associated with Phoenicia on account of any

doubtful Semitic etymology. By alleging the friendship of Cinyras

with Agamemnon, and consequently wath Teucer, the poet did not

intend anything else but friendly relations between kindred popula-

tions. The Cinyrades are kings of the Greek city of Paphos. Their

part has to be inferred from that of the Teucrides. Very probably

they were leaders of that Peloponnesian colony mentioned above.

As these settlers spoke the dialects of the original races of the

Peloponnesus, and worshipped the old god of Amycte, we do not

hesitate to associate the settlement with the tide of colonization

issuing from the Peloponnesus after the Spartans had at length

conquered the valley of the Eurotas, and Amyclse, its old capital.

As regards the colony from Asia Minor, it carried into Cyprus the

culture of its home. Not only did they import their war-ships, and

confer upon the highest peak of the island the very name of the seat

of the gods ruling over the plain of the Troad, but they brought

with them a still more important element of civilization—a system of

writing adapted already to the Greek language. Certainly on the

stage of development which the syllabary must have then reached, it

may be considered as the standard Greek writing of that age, though

its use seems to have been restricted to a small part of the Greek

world. Its use in the ^olis lasted, as Professor Sayce has sug-
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gested, till about b.c. 650, when it was superseded by the more

perfectly formed Phoenician-Greek alphabet. The ^olians received

the syllabary from their Asiatic neighbours belonging to the large

Phrygian race. A curious mention is made of it by Cicero {^De natura

Deorum, III, 42), speaking oi Phrygice. litterce, the inventor of which

he calls Heracles. A further trace of the Lycian branch of it may
be hidden in the curious passage of Homer (//., VI, 168). Certainly

the meaning of it would be more properly understood as a recollection

of some unintelligible system of writing, than a want of the knowledge

of writing at all. The syllabary passing to Cyprus, was there pre-

served by the conservative customs of an insular population till the

end of the fourth century b.c. On this account it forms no exception

to the whole character of the Cypriote civilization. Political institu-

tions, worship, as well as art, language not excepted, even the fashion

of fighting battles, are alike features of the same Greek archaism

remaining unaltered for centuries. This want of development may be

taken partly as the result of the insular position, and partly on account

of the people dwelling at the side of a foreign race. Macedonia may

furnish a very similar instance. To look upon Cyprus, that isolated

watch-post of Greek colonization—as it has been suggested by

archaeologists— as a gathering place whence, since olden times.

Eastern civilization to a large extent has been brought westward to

Greece, would be a very wrong idea of the distinguishing charac-

teristics of Cypriote history. Nor would it be proper to regard

this Greek culture as a mixed one, identifying it with the mingled

Phoenician civilization. Isolated from the parent stock and the

world's commerce, Cyprus does not appear upon the stage of the

Hellenic world earlier than the reign of Evagoras and the age of

Alexander. Since its expansion and amalgamation it took an impor-

tant part at the Hellenization of the Eastern monarchies.

Mr. Boscawen thought the origin of the Cypriote syllabary

must be looked for in the mainland, probably about the Gulf of

Antioch, and following Professor Sayce, he had selected about thirty

characters, which he thought might be compared with those of the

Hittite inscriptions. He was of opinion that there were two great

tribes of Hittites, the one in the mountains of the north came down

and captured the valleys, Carchemish being a conquest, and not the

capital of either division. The form of writing had been, he con-

sidered, simplified by the southern race, the characters of the

Hamath Stones being, as had already been pointed out by Professor
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Sayce, a kind of hieratic form of other known inscriptions from the

more northerly districts.

Dr. Birch differed from M. Enmann as to the statues found in

Cyprus ; he was of opinion that some were portraits, and not deities
;

and he thought there was no reason why they should not be repre-

sentations of kings who were in power at the time the statues were

executed.

Cypriote had proved to be a kind of Greek, and so far as he was

able to judge, there did not appear to be the slightest similarity

between the Cypriote syllabary and that called Hittite, in fact the

latter appeared to have been used much in the same manner as the

Egyptian hieroglyphics.

Remarks were also added by Mr. Hyde Clarke and Mr. Bouverie-

Pusey.

The President made some observations on two Ostraka,

or slices of limestone formed for the purpose, inscribed with

hieratic inscriptions.

These O.straka are at present in Queen's College, Oxford, and

photographs of them were laid before the meeting. They appear

to have been used for drafts of documents before they were copied

out fairly. Documents of various kinds have been found on

these objects, occasionally copies of literary compositions. Various

Ostraka have been published by different Egyptologists. The Ostraka

in Queen's College consists of two pieces ; the first, or largest of the

two, has on one side thirteen lines of hieratic neatly written, and on

the other side eleven lines of hieratic, written in a coarser hand.

The subject of the first thirteen lines is an address in the first

person, apparently from a god, but is very obscure, and amongst the

phrases which occur are the following, which seems to show that it is

rather a portion of a composition than an entire separate composition •.

" I am a chief, the son of a chief. I am the issue proceeding from

a god. I am (the one having) many forms ; my forms are those of a

god,"—showing that the person speaking is probably mythological,

while other portions of the inscription seem to refer to the power

exercised as mystic or magical.

The second Ostraka, also in hieratic, exhibits the same pecu-

liarities, being well written on one side in a fine hand, which has

seven Unes, and six lines in a larger and coarser hand on the
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reverse. The subject appears to be the issue of certain gifts, or

rations of bread, beer, and other things, connected with a festival of

Amen Ra. Amongst the things mentioned are four persons, one
of whom went on his belly ; other offerings are said to have been
given to Isis, and mention is made of persons who went to offer.

Photographs of the Ostraka were exhibited, together with some
original ones kindly brought to the meeting by Mr. Walter Myers

;

besides a carefully prepared slip of wood with a Greek inscription.

Remarks were added by Rev. A. Lowy.

Thanks were returned for these communications, and to Mr. Myers
for the exhibition of the Ostraka.

The following- communication has been received :

—

Dear Sir, April gi/i, 1883.

In an interesting letter in the Proceedings for 6th June, 1882, in

which Mr. Pinches discusses the Akkadian numerals, he says :
" The

word for ' five,' a, is well established, and is evidently the same as the

word for ' hand,' ' fist,' or ' horn,' expressed by the sign ^^f, to

which the bilingual lists give the gloss a /' and further :
" The as, used

to express the number six, is, it will be noticed, the same as one form

of the numeral for ' one.' This word is probably formed, however,

by combining the two numerals ' five,' a, and ' one,' as, so that the

distinction was made by pronouncing the vowel long."

It seems to me that a consideration of the origin of the method
of counting employed may shed some additional light on both these

words. The human body furnished the original units of measurement,

as we still see plainly enough in our own language, to go no further,

from such words as foot, ell, hand, finger, &c. So, also, as Mr. Pinches

recognizes in his remarks on the numeral " five," the human body
furnished in the hands the original counting-board. Two methods
of using this counting-board have given rise to the two great systems

of reckoning, the decimal and the duodecimal. Counting the fingers

of one hand gives us five, the use of which, as the unit of reckoning,

seems to be the first step towards the decimal system. The substi-

tution of ten for five by the inclusion of the fingers on the other

hand, gives that system complete. Similarly, with the duodecimal
system, the first stage of development was the counting by sixes. Of
this stage we find many curious marks in Assyrian and Babylonian,
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taken, I suppose, from the Akkadian. So we have i kanu= 6 ammati,

I talent = 6 minae, i sar=6 ner, &c. On the other hand, in reckoning

larger amounts, instead of developing their seximal into a duodecimal

system, they appear to have combined the seximal and decimal to

form a sexagesimal system, as, for example, i soss=6o, i ner=6oo,

the division of a mina into sixty parts, &c. The " six " of these

systems was, as I believe, like the "five" of the semi-decimal system,

obtained by finger-counting, only in the one case the fingers were

counted inclusive of the hand as a whole, and in the other case

exclusive.

Mr. Pinches speaks of the sign ^^f as meaning "hand," "fist,"

or " horn." I should like to ask if the meaning " fist " is correct.

We have that sign meaning apparently " hand," as the seat of

power of the man, as the horn is of cattle. We have it used also

in the same sense as we use " hand " or " side " in such expressions

as "at his right hand," "by his side." But does that justify the

meaning "fist?" Naturally the meaning best suited to the theory

with reference to counting which I have suggested would be "the

outspread hand," which would also best harmonize with the appearance

of the sign in question, provided we are to seek for it a hieroglyphic

origin ; at the same time the meaning " fist " cannot be said to con-

tradict my theory. If a, " five," meant " the outspread hand," it

would be as though they counted from a closed hand on until all the

fingers were spread out, and then closed them in order to count the

whole hand as a sixth.

As to the numeral six, as, for which Mr. Pinches suggests a com-

bination of a, "five," and a?, " one ;" supposing that the a is, as he

suggests, to be regarded as long, is it not possible that it was a i^iere

differentiation of as, "one," for the purpose of distinguishing the

greater from the lesser unit ? In decimal counting we have two units,

the absolute or universal unit, " one," and the decimal unit, or unit

of the system, " ten." So in seximal counting we have two units,

"one" and "six." Perhaps, again, the a is not to be regarded as

long, and as is the same for " one " and for " six," that is, for both

the units. In connection with this last suggestion observe, moreover

that the sign (f)
for the sexagesimal unit " sixty," is the same as that

for the absolute unit, " one."

John P. Peters.
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The following communication has been received :

—

My Dear Mr. Rylands, Paris, April 29//^ 1S83.

I must apologise for not having yet fulfilled my promise to you.

I have often thought of sending a little note for the Society, and

hope soon to be able to do so, but regret to say that the condition

of my eyes prevents at present my doing any work by artificial

light.

I have only received one cast of the Hittite inscriptions of the

Vatican, and this one is extremely imperfect, but I expect a better

one, and when it arrives shall be glad to communicate it to you.

I have read Avith great pleasure the articles by Mr. Pinches,

which contain much that is very instructive. He has at his disposal

in the British Museum a great deal of new and important matter.

The tablets of Artaxerxes, published in the April number of the

Proceedings, are of great interest ; the " unknown " characters are, I

venture to say, a kind of cursive Persian writing, and the name may

be a Persian one. Several of the characters look like our Zendic

characters, some others resemble Georgian, and one or two show

Phoenician forms.

One or two points in the translation by Mr. Pinches seem to

require alteration. The translation given " refined silver," cannot, I

think, be explained by any Semitic root* In the work Docu7nens

Juridiques, p. 283, the same words used in texts of the Achsemenian

period

—

kaspu qatu—I proved the translation to be " coined silver,"

from V7p' which has the meaning to engrave or sculpture. In the

time of the Persians silver coins were already in existence in Babylon,

and the expression used in the tablet refers to 68 drachmas in silver

coins.

The characters " flesh," " loin," " arms," do not signify that the

slave was branded or marked with the name of one of the sellers. It

merely indicates that the female slave belonged, in body, legs, and

arms, to the one named E-sagilli-lilbir. The slave, in case of sale and

similar circumstances, w^as the property oh indiviso of the three persons,

but was the mistress of the third, who enjoyed a sort of tenancy.

* The root pIT'i^'
^™"^ which our "alkali" is derived, signifies "to fry,"

which cannot, I think, be applied to silver.
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The servant is amat miiti, not as translated by Mr. Pinches, " the

men's slave," which appears to be a superfluous sentence, but she is

'' the servant of the husband "—that is, a concubine.

The words maJirii edinii do not, I consider, mean "have received,"

but on the contrary, " have paid and have made (the purchase)

perfect." The seller had not given the money and the slave, but had

handed the receipt (J^<][ ^ S^f)* or the sibir (the "ilXI? of the

Hebrew) over to Urmanu. I cannot help thinking that the characters

read by Mr. Pinches
]^<^ ^y ^>-^, a form I have not before met with,

ought to be understood as above, and following the translation I gave

(Journal Asiat/que, 1880, June), be read "receipt."

The words nadin nisu htt-tim (1. 4 and 14) do not, I think, mean
" the slave-dealer," but refer to the " seller who has in his possession

the object sold."

Lastly, ina yuma paqari {\.. 11) cannot, in my opinion, mean "the

day of claim," made by the sellers, who have no claim to raise,

although it is in their power to provoke the annulling of the agreement.

This is the sense oipaqar "ip3 , in a number of P)abylonian contracts,

where paqirdnu evidently denotes the former owner. In the Michaux

Stone, ana paqri la rase signifies " in order not to permit an eviction."

In this case the contract may have provided for the annulment of the

purchase for a ostium redhibitorijim on account of an essential defect,

for which the new owner would be authorised to rescind the contract_

Here is the translation which I propose :

—

" E-saggil-lissi, son of Nabu-kusursu, Bel-ballitsu, son of Nidintu,

and Ina E-saggil-lilbir, son of Bel-ederu, have in the free will of their

mind, sold Istar-Babil-siminni,t their servant, who by body, loins, and

arms, is addicted to the person of Ina-Esagildilbir, seller and tenant,

son of Belederu, for i mina 8 drachmas in coined silver, the com-

plete price made out, to Urmanu, son of Lisir.

" The receipt of i mina 8 drachmas in coined silver,:]: price of

* It cannot. I think, be kaspu, but an equivalent of
^f^ \ T ^^r ^ form

often occurring in these contract tablets. I should like to see there kaiap sal,

" the price of the woman," but the sense would be against this reading.

t Although Nana was one of the goddesses of Babylon, the text gives Istar.

I read siminni, for the reading sinitini, very correctly read by Mr. Pinches, gives

no sense. The character, besides nin, may have the sound of luin. The sense of

the female name may be, " Istar of Babylon, hear me."

X ^5 2s. of English money ; if it should be the double mina, ^10 \s.
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Istar Babil-siminni, the servant-concubine, E-saggil-lissi, Bel-ballitsu,

and Ina-Esaggil-lilbir, have given it into the hands of Urmanu, and

have made [the purchase] perfect.

" If a rescinding action on the subject of Istar-Babil-siminni, the

servant-concubine, should be successful,* Esaggil-lissi, Bel-ballitsu,

and Ina-Esaggil-lilbir, the seller and tenant, will lose the selling sum
and give it back to Urmanu.

" Assessors : Bel-yupahhir, son of Bel-ballitsu ; Bel-nadin, son of

Iqubu [Jacob] ; Nabu-iddanu, son of Nabu-Callitsu ; Sua [Trib-habal,

or Zumriya], son of Nadin ; Nabu-ballitsu, son of Umas ; Bel esses,

son of Samsai."

Here occurs a name in the unknown characters.

" Bel-banu, the actuary, son of Nabu-lusesi.

"Babylon, month of Adar, nth day of the 23rd year of

Artaxerxes,f king of the countries."

Believe me.

Yours most sincerely,

J. Oppert.

The following communication has been received from

Dr. Birch :

—

OSTRAKA OF THE ReIGNS OF NeRVA AND TrAJAN.

After the Caesars the number of dated ostraka of the period of

the Antonines, commencing from Nerva, becomes more numerous.

Those of the reign of Trajan are especially so, and offer fresh points

of interest. They are, however, often veiy difficult to read. It will,

however, perhaps facilitate future inquirers, who can afterwards com-

plete the series. M. Frohner, to whom I have alluded in my former

notice, has published some of Trajan in the Reznie Archcologique,

new series. Vol. XI, p. 425 and following, some of which had been

published by Young and Franz. The taxation continued much the

same in the reigns of Trajan, generally, however, increasing for the poll

* Because she might be weak, sick, enceinte, or for any other reason. It is not

expressly said that in that case the woman should be given back also ; it may be

that she remained in the possession of Urmanu.

t 442 li.C.
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or capitation-tax. The contractions, also, are similar, as <» for vtc/)
;

X) x" ^Or xeif)oux^ioi' ; \, \o'y for \6'/oii; «/j^ for jiii'/upiou rrpa, TT/ix'^

for Trpi'iK-tjf) or TTpaKTicp
; y((,

^(/y'' for iUj-Tj)o<-
;

yii" for utjnrraou ; c for Cfc?
;

f or a cipher like ji for cfidxM^. It will be observed that the ttotxuo-

(^vXaKix, or conser\-ancy of the river, is mentioned in these reigns.

The following are in the British Museum :

—

Ilcnrvpis UaiTvpeos

Xti/OTTco^ devTepov L
Nfpojia Katcrapos rov Kvpiov

em Xo''' T€(T(Tapfs 4 ^

S ni/ro? rns Xoinai rov A L

f OKT(0 (3 T] 'EppoyevTjs

npa'^ eypaxj^a •I'/goji'.

" Papyris, son of Papyris. a linendraper, for the 2nd year of Nerva

Caesar the lord, 4 (drachmas) on account he owes the remaining eight

of the ist year. I Hermogenes the collector have written it."

This tile is of a.d. 97-8.

Aieypayj/- Tlfrevp ....

A L Tpaeiai/ov ....

apy L t'iS

Eppoyev .... 5S19 r.

" Peteur .... has paid for the ist year of Trajan 12 (drachmas)

of silver. I Hermogenes have written it."

Another receipt for the " capitation-tax " paid by Harpaesis, son

of Zmethis, has been published by Young, Hier., pi. 54, 15, and

Franzius, in Boeckh. Corp. Inscr., No. 48-64. This tile, of a.d. 98, is

very imperfect ; the name of the ratepayer may be Papyris.

Appcdvios IleTop

^prjdov TTpa 8i.eypa(ji

na^vov^is ^ev(o(f)eos

p''' TaxopTbrjKios i)

1TOT0 po(f)v\"' pepiapov ^j3

. . . . s Tpauivov Kcu(rapos

TOV KVpiOV 'ETTKp id

Appcovios j /3 5791 /.

"Ammonius, son of Petorzmethes, collector Pachnoubis, son of

Phenopheus, whose mother is Thinpelia, has paid on account of

the poll-tax assessment, 2 drachmas, the .... year of Trajan Caesar,

the lord, the 19th of Epiphi. Ammonius has .written it."

The word after /nepiff/uov may possibly be a contraction for

drachmas. The date is a.d. 99-100.
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Aieypnyj/ IIuTi)oi^firj'^ ^(va>(f}(os

ii Xdoypaq!) [i L Tpaemvov

Kaicrapos tov Kvpiov npY ^i^

Uppoyevrji AiJ.ficova'' Tvpa'^

eyp«\//a 579 1 v.

'•' Patroszmethis, son of Phenopheus, has paid for the poll-tax of

the 2nd year of Trajan Cresar, the lord, 17 (drachmas) of silver.

I Hermogenes, son of Ammonates, the collector, have written it."

The date is a.d. 99-100.

Awvvains kul a Kai Hcx^'O npa'^

apyvpiov ^la Ilai'i;^ 8ieyp YlfTop^prjO

rji TLappcova' ^fvcocpins p" ?)p(i)(pai k

TpLTOV e TpcifLuvov Kcucrnpoi

apiCTTOV TOV Kvpinv ^apevcod ic 579^ '^^•

" Dionysius and and Pechmonthes, collectors of silver by

Panubtis. Petorzmethes, son of Pammonates, son of Phenophis,

has paid for the assessment, 20 drachmas, of the 3rd year of Trajan

C?esar, the most excellent lord, the 20th Phamenoth."

This tile is of a.d. 10 i. It is the earliest appearance of the

translation of Optimus Princeps, which first appears on the coins

A.D. 106.

ApnarjcTis ^€va)(f)eos 6iv

U \aoypa(p F L Tpaeiavov

TOV KVplOV €TTt Xo^ ^ 6

Eppoyivrjs 579 1 ?/.

" Harpaesis, son of Phenopheus, (and) Thinpelia, on account of

the poll-tax of the 3rd year of Trajan, on account, 9 (drachmas).

Hermogenes."

Hermogenes is the name of the collector. The tile, as the

preceding, is a.d. 101-103.

Atfypo\|/- TluTpos^prjd UfTaiovnaiai

U Xaoypacf) TpiTov L Tpaiuvov

TOV KVpiOV (TTl XoV dsKU 8v<i> /3 l€

e)(0} opoicoi Tdi Xvnas jr e

8ia Nt-yeparos 579° /('.

" Patroszmethes, son of Petaioupaias, has acquitted for the poll-

tax of the 3rd year of Trajan, the lord, on account, 1 2 drachmas.

I have also the remaining 5 by Nigeras or Niger."

The date is about a.d. 102.

Here, as elsewhere, KvTras- for Xot-dt.
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Auypayj/' HaT;vf)i^; rL(mvpt°s

XivoTTooKrjs li Xaoypacf)

TfTapTOv L Tpaiavov

Tov Kvpiov ras Xvtt jrd

EpnoyevTjs eypa\}/a 579° ''^

" Papyris, son of Papyris, the lincndraper, has acquitted for the

poll-tax of the 4th year of Trajan, the lord, the remaining 9 drachmas.

I Hermogenes have written it."

UfTop^prj^ JJfT(uov

V Xaoypa(p rerapTOv L
Tpainvov tov Kvpiov

em Xo'y oKToci /3 r)

Sieypayj/e recraapas /3 S

avTos ras Xvnas e

'Epfioyevr]s TTpa'^

(ypayj/a 5790J'-

" Petorzmethis, son of Petaioupaias, for the poll-tax of the 4th ) ear

of Trajan, the lord, on account, 8 (drachmas) ; he has paid 4 ; he

owes the rest. I Hermogenes, the collector, have written this."

This tile is of a.d. 101-102.

ApTTfirjais GpoKtSas

V Xaoypacp Teruprov

L Tpaeiavov tov Kvpiov

ent XoV oKTO) jr
7]

OpOlWS 0K-(l) ii 7]

8 uvTus T(is Xvnas a

Y,ppoyevrjs npii '^

eypa\l/u 5788/
" Harpaesis, son of Thrakis, for the poll-tax of the 4th year of

Trajan, the lord, on account, 8 (drachmas), likewise 8 drachmas he

owes the rest one. I Hermogenes, the collector, have written it."

Harpaesis still appears to have owed i drachma, probably

mentioned in the sixth line. The form Opxic/caci on some ostraka

appears as Qpa-iclco^, so that the name of the mother may be Thrakis.

This tile is illegible in parts, and is of the same date as the

preceding.

Ateypayfr IluTrvpis UiiTTvp^

V x'^ ^' ^' TpnetHi/oi;

TOV KvpLov em XoV 8 5790 ^•

" Papyris, son of Papyrus, on account of the workman's-tax, the

15th year of Trajan, the lord, on account, 4 drachmas."

This is of A.D. 102-103.
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{J \anypa<p nefXTov L

Tpaeiavov rov Kvpiov

tpaxfjas OKTO) ^r] ^ eniKapatov

o/xoicoy rpts f*? S avros

ras \v7ras jy Ep/xoyfrr/j

TTpa'^ eypay\ra 579° W-

" Pachnoubis, son of Thrakis, has paid for the poll-tax of the

5th year of Trajan, 8 drachmas, and for the indirect likewise three

f 8, and he owes the remaining 3. I Hermogenes, the collector,

have written it."

This tile is of the same date as the preceding.

Aieypayj/' IlairvpLS TlmTvp^ 'kivoTra^

V XauypnCJi 7rep.Tov Tj

Tpaeuivov Kaiaapos rov

Kvpiov 8pa^s OKTO) ji)

del avTos ras Av7r«f f 6

Hpfioyevtjs irpu'^

eypayj^a 579° A'"-

" Papyris, son of Papyrus, the linendraper, has paid for the i)oll-

tax of the 5th year of Trajan, the lord, 8 drachmas, and he owes the

remaining 9. I Hermogenes, the collector, have written it."

This tile is a.d. 103-104.

Ateypa\//- IlaTrvpis IlaTrvp^

E ;^° E L Tpaiavov

TO Kvpiov em \oy 'j 8 579° ^•

" Papyris. son of Papyri^, for the workman's tax of the 5th year

of Trajan, the lord, has paid on account 4 drachmas."

Of the same date as the preceding.

Aieypa^JA TleTpo(Tjii]6 Ilnx^)p. . .

TUii ... V \anypa(l)

eKTdv li Tpaeinvov

Kaiaapds tov Kvpinv

em A. OKTO) ji] 579^ (7.

•• Petrosmethes, son of Pachomtbekis (?), has paid for the poll-tax

of the 6th year of Trajan Caesar, the lord, on account, 3 drachmas."

This tile is of a.d. 105-106.
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Ai€ypa\l/ a

V y^aoypncf) (ktov L

Tpniavov Knicrapos tov Kvpiov

em \ OKTCO 13 T) E77t(/) irj

8 avTOS ras \vnas em'ea ^6

'Epfioyevrjs itpa eypa}\ra

Mea-oprj Kr 5791 s.

" has acquitted for the poll-tax of the 6th year of Trajan

Caesar, the lord, 8 drachmas of silver, the i8th Epiphi

9 drachmas ; he owes the remaining. I Hermogenes, the collector,

have written, the 27th Mesore."

This tile is of a.d. 104-105.

Ai€ypa\j/' YleTpoa-^fxriB ^evu)(j)^ QpaKt^

S Xaoypacp e€8o[xov L

Tpaiavov Kniaapos tov

Kvpiov em Xo'y ^ oktco Merrcopr] X

. . avTos ras XvTrn? fvvea 6

Kai IJ av^ Tpin€o\ Epp.oyevT]S npa'^

fypaxj/a 5790 n.

" Petroszmethes, son of Phenophis, of Thrakis, has acquitted

tor the poll-tax of the 7th year of Trajan Caesar, the lord, on account,

8 drachmas, the 30th Mesore ; he owes the remaining 9, and for

registration 3 obols. I Hermogenes, the collector, have written it,"

This tile is of a.d. 106.

AieypayJA Apnat]ais ^ivatpfos QpaKi.8^

ly \aoypa(p (^dojinv L

Tpaiavov Kniaapos rov

KVpiOV 6771 Xo7 f T)

avTos Tai XvTras ^ 6

Ep/ioyfi'ijs Tvpa iypiv^a 579° ^•

" Harpaesis, son of Phenophis, son of I'hrakis, has paid for the

poll-tax of the 7th year of Trajan Cresar, the lord, on account,

8 drachmas ; he owes the remaining 9. I Hermogenes, the collector,

have written it."

This of A.D. 105-106.
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Atfy/Jd'v//' KiiXaaipis

C Xcioypacf) e'§5oixov L

,
Tpaiavov KaLtrapos tov

Kvpiov apy 8eKa firra f i f

Kai 5 avayp(i(pt]s rpio^oKov f

F.pfxoyevrjs irpa'^ iypiv^a

Mfcroprj i 6

Tile belonging to Aquila Dodgson, Esq.

" Calasiris has paid for the ])oll-tax of the 7th year of Trajan

Cresar, the lord, 17 drachmas of silver and three obols for registration.

I Hermogenes, the collector, have written it, 19th Mesore."

This tile is of the same date.

As he had paid the full amount, the registration could hardly have

been for any deficiency or record of the amount owing.

Afifiauios Ap.p.cova'' k Aiovvmos npa!^

up 7T^ ^orjvrji Sifypn'v//' Uaxfovfis ^€vu>

(peas p. Ta)(op.T€r]Kis pepirr pirjv

^a 8paxpr]v L H Tpaiuvov apiarov

TOV Kvplov Merropi in 579° ^•

" Ammonios, son of Ammonates, and Dionysios, collectors of the

sacred gate of Syene. Pachnoubis, son of Phenopheus, and of his

mother Tachomtbekis, has paid one rate, i drachma, for the

8th year of Trajan, the best lord, the nth of the month Mesore."

This is the tile on \vhic:h the title of Optimus Princeps appears

in a Cireek form. As Trajan ascended in a.d. 98, the tile must be

A.n. 105, but the Roman coins do not bear it till his loth tribuneship,

or A.D. loS. It api)ears however to be supposed that the coins on

which it first apjiears may be a.d. 106.

Aitypa'^ UfTOCTipis UeToaipios Xti'OTro)^

15 \aoypa(p {€8opov L Tpaiavov

Kaitrapos rov Kvpiov n^yj 8fK(i (n

ra 4 ' S" K(i ^ avaypacf) rpiotoX

F^ppoytut]! AppwvnT irpa!^

fypn\j/ li 6 Tpmai'ov Kaiaap

09 rov KvpiQv A^ovp € 579° ''

" Petosiris, son of Petosiris, linendraper, has accjuitted for the

poll-tax the 7th year of Trajan Caesar, the lord, 17 drachmas, and

for registration 3 obols. I Hermogenes, son of Ammonates, the

collector, have written it, the 9th year of Trajan Crcsar, the lord, the

2nd of Athyr."

Another of a later date, a.d. 107-108.
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AL€ypa\j/ ITfrop^^ii' Ilerop . . .

U \aoypu(f) o-yScoou L Tp

Kaitrapos rov Kvpiov ap'^ ....

^iC crvv ais ecr;^ ;^eipoi/?

Ap.fiova''' npaK eypii\^a

Mf(To>pr] \ 5790 S.

" Petorzmithes, son of Petorzmithes, for the poll-tax of the Sth

year of Trajan Caesar, the lord, 17 drachmas of silver, with those I

hold of the workman's-tax I Ammonates, the collector, have

written it. on the 30th Mesore." The word after cff\ uncertain.

A.D. 106-107.

^ifypa^lr UaTTvpis ^a^rvp'^' Xti'OTrw^

V Xaoypa0 oyScoou L
Tpaiavov Kiua-apos rov Kvpiov

apy BeKa CTrra f if avv ais exo}

npoTepais Epp.oy€vi}s A/ifiav^

TTpa'^ €ypii\l/^a Meaopr] irj 5/88 ^.

" PapjTis, son of Papyrus, the linendraper, has acquitted for the

poll-tax of the Sth year of Trajan Cresar, the lord, 17 drachmas, with

the former ones I have. I Hermogenes, son of Ammonates, the

collector, have written it, the J Sth Mesore."

The expression in the fourth line appears to be «/i^, for apyvpiov

(of silver), used for drachmas, although upiajov suggests itself as a

title of Traian. It is of the same date.

. . . pos^pf]d ^evacpeos Opa^

. . . . 6 Tpcieuivov rov

, , . . EppoyevTjs

aT {ypayjra 5788 />.

" Petroszmethes, son of Phenophis, son of Thrakis (or Thrakeda),

the 9th year of Trajan, the lord. I Hermogenes, son of Ammonates,

have written it."

A.D. 107-10S.

Aieypa-^ Apnarjcns 'Pevaxpios

Opa V \aoypa(p Q L

Tpaeiavov rov Kvpiov

f TTt XoT j t] ^X^VTlp.0

KwaoLS 578S e.

" Harpaesis, son of Phenophis and Thrakis, has paid for the

poll-tax of the 9th year of Trajan, the lord, on account, S (drachmas).

1 Phchantimokinaois have written it."

Of the same date, a.d. t 07- 108.
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OiaXepLov KUL ni Xoi j^ia^ lep

TTvkris ^vrjvTji ?iia 2fp(i yp

Sieypaylr ApTvciijcris ^evcorpe

cos f-irf^ 'Va-)^apT'Sri'K)(iiS

A« L Tpaiavov apKTTOv

Tov Kvpinv 8pa^ dfKa

. . ra ETTf^P t/3 5791/

" Valerioii and the oilier tarmer.s of taxes of the sacred gate of

Syene, by Serapion writing it. Harpaesis, son of Phenopheus and

his mother Tachomtbekis, lias paitl for the i)olbta\ of tlie 9th year of

Trajan, the best lord, 17 drachmas, the 12th of the month Epiphi."

This is another tile on which the epithet of Optimus Princeps

assumed by Trajan appears. The ^uaOiciai were not mercenaries or

persons hired to collect the taxes, but the company who farmed them.

The mother of Harpaesis was Tachomtbex or Tachomtbekis.

Same date.

Atfypa\|/ ApTrarjais ^ev(o(})i^ Qpan^

V xapova^iov evarov L

Tpaeiavov Kaiaapos tov Kvpiov

ras XvTras 'j rea-a-apes (3 8

Epfioyevrii AfjLp.ovaT irpa'^

eypa\f/-n 8ia AnoXivapiov

LI Tpaanvov Kaia-apos

mv Kvpiov ^ap.fvco6 k€ Brit. Mus.

" Arpaesis, son of Phenophis and Thrakis, has paid for the work-

man's-tax of the 9th year of Trajan Caesar, the lord, the remaining 4

(drachmas). I Hermogenes, son of Ammonates, the collector, have

written it, by Apollinarius, the 10th year of Trajan Caesar, the lord,

the 22nd day of Phamenoth."

Same date.

Aifypayj/ Apnarjais <Pfvw<j)i^ QpciKt^

7i ;^ (v8(KciTov \j

Tpaeiauov Kaia-apos tov Kvpiov

(ip . . . . 8fKa jr 16 F.ppoyfvrjs

AppwvaTijs eypayl^a 5790 ^

" Harpaesis, son of Phenopheus (and) of Thrakis, has acquitted

for the workman's-tax of the nth year of Trajan Cffisar, the best

lord, 19 drachmas of siKer. I Hermogenes, son of Ammonates,

have written it."

The cipher gives 19, so the missing word must be trrcx or 9. It

is of A.D. 109- 1 10.
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rieXaiSer?;? Mvr](n .... raipKOV

Qi'^^avavuvTi Tu^ojxtotjkis X
aTT()(^u> napa (tov Xolttcov

Tov lAL Tpaiaviov

Kaiaapoi tov Kvpiov

^pa-^prjv piav

HaovvL 6 5790 i-

" Pelaidetes, son of Mnesietairikos, to Thipsanous, son of

Tachomtbekis, greeting. I have from you of the remainder of the

14th year of Trajan Caesar, the lord, i drachma, the 9th of Payni."

A.D. 112.

Aieypaxj/ Il(iX''ov'Sts

^civa>(j)ea)S p-rf^ Ta)(opT€r]Kcos

V Xaoypacf) tov I E L TpaeLavov

TOV Kvptov 8pn^ 8eKa fUTa Kai

V Si pepiap'^ .... 8pax 8v(o ;^o f if e

LIE Tpaiavov tov Kvpiov Melt 16

8 AevKi Avpi]Xl euiTi-jp 579' '•

" Pachnoubis, son of Phanopheus and of (his) mother Tachomt-

bekis, for the poll-tax of the T5th year of Trajan, the lord, 17 drachmas,

for registration, x 2 (chalchoi), 1 7 for second assessment the workman's-

tax of 15th year of Trajan, the lord, the 19th day of Mecheir, by

(the hand) of Lucius Aurelius, the surveyor of taxes."

This is one of the most interesting of the tiles ; the a.ux'^/pxfpi]

mentioned in the 5th line is the registration of non-payment, for

which a few obols were charged, the ^eKx cvw, or twelve, may refer to

as many drachmas of the x* 01^ x£'/^°''*b'°''' workman's-tax ; it is

followed by x, and the cipher is only 7. a.d. 113-114.

YtS . . . . v AvprfKiov ....

(Ta bieyp Il€Top^p.T]di.s Uaxop.

T'SrjK.^ V Xaoypafpi pe'pis) I E L bpa<

bfKa 7r(VT€ ojSoX TrevTe dieypa

, . . . 'V X" LIZ Tpaemvov Kvpiov

T:v^i i^

in a smaller hand . . aX 8eKa rrevre

o^oXovs irevTe 579'-' ^•

"
. . . . son of Aurelius, Petorzmethis, son of Pachomtbekis, for

the assessment of poll-tax and for the 15th year, 15 drachmas 5 oboli,

has acquitted for the workman's-tax of the i6th year of Trajan, the

lord .... the 1 2th of Tybi ;

" and, in a smaller hand :
" 15 drachmas

5 oboli."

A.D. 113-114-
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Auypa^eu naxvovfjLis lla^ofi,

Tra,-.T]u)^6u)S y. T(i)('if^T^^Kis

V Xaoy I H L Tpaiavov $ 'p

fiOVTi 8 8pa)(l^ TfCTcrapes Tlaxonv it

hpaxfi reaaapes Ilavvi kO dpa^j^

Tfcrcrapes Eni(j}i 6 bpaxp^ns Svm

MfCTopr] P BpaxP'OS 8vco i~

AiSvfxiaiv . . . eyp i'> 8 oKXas

8paxp. fxiav V 8(vt pP tr u p.epi(T

pov ^ K = h IfpairuTviaivui 579° '^

Fachnoumis, son of Pachompabeachthis and of Tachomtbekis,

has paid for the poll-tax of the i8th year of Trajan, the 4th of

Pharmuthi, 4 drachmas, 4 drachmas the 24th Pachon, 4 drachmas

the 29th Payni, 4 drachmas the 9th Epiphi, 2 drachmas the 2nd

Mesori, 2 drachmas, 16 drachmas. Didymion has written, 19th year;

he owes other drachmas i. Two of the assessment . . . i of the

2nd assessment by Serapion."

A.D. 116-117.

Ai8vpu>v TTpa!^ ap"/

dieypa'^e Apnarjais Ilavu)

€8ls p,^ TaxoprtrjKios

v \aoypa(f) fKvea Kai 8eKa tov L
Tpauwov api(TTOV tov KVpLOV

8pa'< OKTU) ^-q o , . . fi

'^ap.€vu>6 Ka

.... 8 XiiTTds 8pa'<

OKTUO ^1} 579'^/-

" Didymon, the collector of silver, Harpaesis, son of Panobdis,

of his mother Tachomtbekis, has paid on account of the poll-tax for

the 19th year of Trajan, the best lord, 8 drachmas, . . . obols, the

2ist Phamenoth, he owes the remaining 8 drachmas."

AD. 117-118.

ATToXXtoi/tor Apa-ciTja-ios

Tpaiavov tov Kvpiov

f Tile, Brit. AIus.

" Apollonius, son of Harsaessis, of Trajan, the lord, . . drachmas."

This is a mere memorandum, date and number of drachmas

wanting.
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Dear Mr. Rylands,
'

21^-/ April, 18S3.

The strange mythological figures which are designed upon the

Egyptian papyrus with which you were occupied when I last saw

you reminded me, as I told you, of some pictures in one of the

chambers on the terrace of the temple of Dendera. These pictures,

which will be found in the fourth volume of Mariette's great work,

are taken from the 149th chapter of the Book of the Dead, and are

accompanied by a short explanatory text, which is noteworthy as

everywhere transcribing the pronoun ^p [|[], tiii, by what M. Chabas

would call the "singularity graphique" ^l]i| uti. This, like many

of the " singularites graphiques," is simply an ignorant blunder.

Far more interesting is the presence in this text (pi. ^-^^ of a com-

pound preposition which I do not remember to have seen noted. The

nmth aat is said to be ci X <rr> (CZ^^1 11
.-^-^ ^ \\ 111*-=- —•*—

Ir %!), I B? \/ ^
11 n ' ^y=T. seta-tiierniiferusentn-

nes \2i fcr-apu nutar pfi aa scps em suht-ef^ "a mystery to the gods,

which all spirits fear except that great and venerable god in his egg,"

if. Todt., 149, 35. Here the expression for "except" is B^ \/

t'er apu, instead of the usual V apu her.^ '

D X I
"^ •

I am, faithfully yours,

P. LE P. ReNOUF.

The next meeting of the Society will be held at 9, Conduit

Street, Hanover Square, W., on Tuesday, June 5th, 1883, at

8 p.m., when the following Paper will be read :

—

By Rev. A. Lowy :
—

" Underground Structures in Biblical

Lands."

Miscellaneous Communications.
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THE FOLLOWING BOOKS ARE REQUIRED FOR THE
LIBRARY OF THE SOCIETY.

BoTTA, ^Monuments de Ninive. 5 vols., folio. 1S47-1850.

Place, Ninive et I'Assyrie, 1866-1S69. 3 vols., folio.

Brugsch-Bey, Grammaire De'motique. i vol., folio.

Geographische Inschriften Altaegyptische Denkmaeler.

Vols. I—III (Brugsch).

Recueil de Monuments Egyptiens, copie's siir lieux et

publics par H. Brugsch et J- Diimichen. (4 vols., and

the text by Diimichen of vols. 3 and 4.)

DiJ.MiCHEN, Historische Inschriften, <S:c., ist series, 1867.

2nd series, 1869.

Altaegyptische Kalender-Inschriften, 1866.

Tempel-Inschriften, 1862. 2 vols., folio.

GoLENiscHEFF, Die ]\Ietternichstele. Folio, 1877.

Lepsius, Nubian Grammar, !kc., 1880.

Konigsbuch der Alten Aegypter. 4to., 1858.

De Rouge, Etudes Egyptologiques. 13 vols., complete to 1880.

Wright, Arabic Grammar and Chrestomathy.

ScHROEDER, Die Phonizische Sprache.

Haupt, Die Sumerischen Familiengesetze.

ScHRADER, Die Keilinschriften und das Alte Testament. 1872.

Rawlinson, Canon, 6th and 7th Ancient Monarchies.

History of Egypt. 2 vols. 1882.

OsBURN, The Antiquities of Egypt. 8vo., 1S41.

Robinson, BibHcal Researches. 8vo., 1841.

PiERRET, Dictionnaire d'Archeologie Egyptienne. Svo. Paris, 1875.

BuRKHARDT, Eastern Travels.

Wilkinson, Materia Hieroglyphica. Malta, 1824-30. (Trx/m/y.)

Ciiabas, Melanges Egyptologitiues. 1862-1873.

L'Egyptologie. Tomes I and II, 1874 and 1875.

Maspero, Du genre e'pistolaire chez les Eg}pliens de Tepoque

Phraoniquc. 8vo. Paris, 1872.

De Carchemis oppidi Situ et Historia Antiquissima.

8vo. Paris, 1872.
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PROCEEDINGS
OF

THE SOCIETY
OF

BIBLICAL ARCHAEOLOGY.

THIRTEENTH SESSION, 1882-83.

Eighth Meeting, ^th June, 1883.

SAMUEL BIRCH, D.C.L., LL.D., &c., President,

IN THE CHAIR,

The following Presents were announced, and thanks ordered

to be returned to the Donors :

—

From the Society of Antiquaries :—Proceedings. Second Series.

Vol. IX. No. I. November 24, 1881, to January- 26, 1882.

Index, Title, &c., to Second Series. Vol. VIII. London.

8vo. 1883.

From The Royal Asiatic Society :—The Journal. New Series.

Vol. XV. Part 2. April, 1883. 8vo. London.

From The Geological Society :—The Quarterly Journal. Vol.

XXXIX. Part 2. No. 154. May i, 1883. 8vo. London. 1883.

From the Royal Geographical Society : Proceedings and Monthly

Record of Geography, Nos. 5 and 6. 8vo. London. 1883.

From the Royal Institute of British Architects :—The Proceedings.

Session 1882-83. Nos. 14 and 15. 4to. London. 1883.

From the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland :

—

The Journal. Vol. XII. No. 4. 8vo. London. May, 1883.

From The Victoria Institute :—The Journal of Transactions,

Vol. XVI, 1882-83. 8vo. London. 1883.
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From the Societe Royal des Antiquaries du Nord :—Aarboger for

Nordisk Oldkyndighed og historic. 1882. Parts III and IV.

1883, Part I.

' TillcEg til Aarboger for Nordisk oldkyngighed og historie,

aargang 1881. 8vo. Kjobenhavn, 1S82.

From the Secretary of State for India in Council :—The Sacred

Books of the East. 8vo. Oxford. 1883.

Vol. XVII.—Vinaya Texts. Part II. The I^Iahavagga, V to

X. The KuUavagga, I to III. Translated from the Pali

by T. W. Rhys Davids and Hermann Oldenberg.

Vol. XIX.—The Fo-sho-hing-tsan-king, a life of Buddha.

Translated from the Chinese by Samuel Beal.

Vol. XXIII.—The Zend-Avesta. Part II. Translated by

James Darmestetter.

From S. Birch, D.C.L., &c. (President):— Egypt's Place in

Universal History. By Christian C. J. Bunsen, D.C.L., &:c.

Vol. I. 8vo. London. 1848. Vol. II, 1854. Vol. Ill, 1859.

From F. D. Mocatta :—The Mishnah, on which the Palestinian

Talmud rests, from the unique manuscript preserved in the

University Library of Cambridge, Add. 470, i. By W. H. Lowe,

M.A. 8vo. Cambridge. 1883.

From the Author :— II Libro dei funerali degli Antichi Egiziani,

tradotto e commentato da Ernesto Schiaparelli. Vol. I, folio.

Torino, 1882.

From the Author, M. Terrien de Lacouperie :—On the History of

the Archaic Chinese Writings and Texts.

Reprinted from the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Vol. XIV. New Series. 1882.

Paper Money of the Ninth Century, and supposed Leather Coinage

of China.

Reprinted from the N^iiniisinaiic Chronicle. Vol. II. Third

Series. 8vo. 1882.

The Silver Coinage of Tibet.

Reprinted from the Numismatic Chronicle. Third Series.

Vol. I. 8vo. 1882.

From the Author, J, Linton Palmer, R.N., &c. :— Marquesan

Tradition of the Deluge.

Read before the Literary and Philosophical Society of Liver-

pool, 8th January, 1877.
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From the Author, John Campbell, M.A. :—A Translation of the

principal Hittite Inscriptions yet published.

Pamphlet, privately printed.

From Villiers Stuart, M.P. :—Egypt. No. 7 (1883). Reports by

Villiers Stuart, M.P., respecting the Reorganization in Egypt.

Parliamentary Report. London. Folio. 1883.

From the Author :— Is Sijmer en Akkad hetzelfde als makan en

Melucha? Bijdrage van C. P. Tiele. Amsterdam. 8vo. 1883.

Reprinted from the Letterkunde, 2de Reeks, Deel XII, of the

Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenshappen.

The following have been purchased by the Council for the

Library of the Society :

—

The Temple and the Tomb. By Charles Warren. London. 8vo.

1880.

Map of Western Palestine, from Surveys conducted for the

Committee of the Palestine Exploration Fund, by Lieutenants

C. R. Conderand H. H. Kitchener, RE. Scale, f-inch to i mile.

Special edition, illustrating the Natural Drainage, &c.

Special edition, illustrating the Old Testament, the Apocrypha,

and Josephus. By Trelawney Saunders.

Special edition, illustrating the New Testament, the Talmud,

and Josephus. By Trelawney Saunders.

Cuneorum Clavis. The Primitive Alphabet and Language of the

Ancient Ones of the Earth. From the papers of the late Daniel

Smith. Edited by H. W. Hemsworth. London. 8vo. 1875.

The following having been, by order of the Council,

submitted for election, were duly elected Members of the

Society :

—

Rev. W. G. Elmslie, M.A., Willesden, N.W.

George Evans, M.A., The Poplars, Aberdare.

Samuel Joyce, jun., 113, Richmond Road, Hackney.

Professor Alexander Murdoch, 49, Arlington Street, Glasgow.

Llewellyn Saunderson, 10, de Vesci Terrace, Kingstown.

Rev. R. Vint, B.D., Southampton.

To be added to the List of Subscribers :

—

The National Library of Ireland, Dublin.
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The following were elected Members of the Society, having

been nominated 1st May :

—

Rev. Joseph Chotzner, Harrow-on-the-Hill.

Charles Compigne, 114, Kennington Park Road, S.E.

Rev. John Gott, D.D., Leeds.

^V. R. Harper, Ph.D., Morgan Park, near Chicago, Illinois,

Henry Lumley, 31, St. James's Street, W.

The Rev. A. Lowy read a paper—" Underground Struc-

tures in Biblical Lands."

The area of the present inquiry is limited to Palestine and some

contiguous tracts in other parts of Syria. Underground works were

commenced in those regions long before a record was made of them

in written history. These memorials of past ages include

—

1. Caves fitted up for habitation.

2. Tombs, rock-hewn or otherwise, to which at a late period were

added the Moslem Miikams, or shrines of holy'persons.

3. Cisterns and reservoirs.

4. Aqueducts.

5. Miscellaneous structures, such as rock-hewn wine presses, «Szc.

These relics of past ages are witnesses of a rudimentary culture,

now advancing, now retrograding, and always struggling either with

hostile nations or with the peculiar and characteristic difficulties of

Eastern countries. The present paper could only touch upon the first

of the subjects mentioned in die foregoing list, viz., Cave-dwellings,

and then only with a portion of them.

Caverns abound in Syria to such an extent as to make many

mountains present a honeycombed ai)pearance. liarthcjuakes and

volcanic disturbances in pre-historic ages have anticipated the labours

of the quarriers and the diggers in the sides of the hills. Such who

delved in the fissures of the rocks and in the holes of the mountains

belonged to the primitive portion of humanity, and were on the alert

to find a refuge from wild beasts and still wilder fellow-creatures.

Numerous caves which have served as dwelling-places for man have

been noted down and described by that eminent staff of workers

whom the Palestine Exi:)loration Fund has sent out to enrich the

stores of biblical knowledge. To the publications of that Fund, and

to kindred works, including the judicious labours of Dr. Wetzstein,

formerly Prussian Consul at Damascus, Mr. Lowy was indebted for a

portion of the data he had to bring under the notice of this Society.

Some of the cave-dwellings in Syria are again inhabited hy persons
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whose vegetating existence has been ably described by the late Mr.

C. F, Tyrwhitt-Drake in the volume of "Special JPapers " published

by the Exploration Fund in the "Survey of Western Palestine."

This writer states that the Syrian troglodyte shares his underground

dwelling with his cows, sheep, and goats. The entrance cut in

the rock may be about 3^ or 4 feet wide, open at the top, and

descending either by an inclined plane, or by low steps leading to the

doorway. The door is 4 feet high by 2^ feet in width. The walls are

seldom smoothed. The room is circular or of oval shape, and not

quite 6 feet in height. In the centre the cattle are housed, whilst

the human inmates—the man, with two wives, and perchance half-a-

dozen children—are separated from their brute companions by a line

of stones. Sometimes the place for the human inmates forms a raised

ledge, a mastabah. The refuse is removed every morning, and

deposited close to the outer gangway. After a heavy downpour of

rain, some inches of water may add to the discomforts of this Augean

stable. The slimy damp of the walls, the mosquitoes, the vermin,

the reek of men and beasts, make, according to Mr. Tyrwhitt-Drake,

an English pig-stye a palace in comparison with such a dismal dwelling.

The aspirations of the cave-dweller do not go beyond cramming him-

self with wild herbs or gathering a few piastres, by sending his family

to towns distant many miles, there to offer for sale some sticks

for firing, or similar articles of little value. The property .of the

modern cave-dweller may consist of 20 to 30 sheep and goats, 4 to 5

head of cattle, a half-starved dog, a pair of donkeys, a rusty gun, a

few skins to hold milk, an earthenware jar or two, a primitive plough,

an ox-goad, a few bits of hair cloth for wrappings and for bedding,

or sacks for green herbs, especially mallows, which are the general

food for the poor in North Africa, Syria, and Palestine. Millet is

used for bread, and milk is prepared in various ways.

The greatest number of cave dwellings are found on the eastern

side of the Jordan, in that portion of the territory of Bashan which,

with its shifting frontiers, has been called the Hauran, a name to

which further reference was made in the present paper.

Wetzstein, in the report of his visit to the Hauran, gives a clear

insight into the condition of troglodyte dwellings. These were con-

structed in the remotest periods of antiquity. A cave was dug in a

rock, about 12 to 16 paces by 8, and about 10 feet high. The

entrance was between 3 and 4 feet wide. This was the residence of

the family. In the interior, three additional recesses were excavated,
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one for stabling the cattle, another for storing the broken straw, and

a third for garnering the grain and other provisions. The daylight

only passed through the door. Where a large number of persons

had to be received, the subterranean dwelling places were more

widely excavated. In such cases the ceilings were supported upon

natural pillars, the internal rock being cut round about in column-

shape ; or huge stone blocks -were piled one upon the other until

they pressed against the ceiling. In some instances, arches were

built for the support of the structure, and some of these buildings

received much embellishment in the process of time.

These descriptions form a corollary to the picture of troglodyte

life as given in Job xxx, 3-5. The poet who composed that book must

have been an eye-witness of the miserable life led by cave-dwellers.

As the translation in the authorised version appeared to Mr. Lowy
to require a few modifications, he gave his rendering as follows :

—

(v. 3.) " In want and in famine, solitary, are those who rush into

a parched region which since aforetimes has been desolate and dreary,

(v. 4.) "Plucking the salty plant amongst the herbage, the root of

the broom plant is their food. They are driven away from the

midst of fellow men ; men cry after them as after a thief.

(v. 5.) " In the refts of stream-courses they come to dwell, in the

caves of earth and of rocks."

It made very little difference whether Job alluded to Idumean or

Hauranic troglodytes. In the simplicity of an uncivilized state of

society there are but few differences between one set of destitute

classes and another. But it seems curious that Tema and Duma,
noticed in the Bible, and which were to be sought in Idumea, occur

likewise in the Hauran not very far apart from each other. It is in

that territory, with its hundreds of deserted towns and villages, where

the largest number of troglodyte localities are to be found.

Mr. Lowy then proceeded to the geographical portion of his subject.

Bashan, in the time of the Roman conquests, comprised four pro-

vinces. These, according to Josephus, had the following names :

—

Batanea (Bashan proper), which in the Bible time was famed for its

lofty oak forests, its mighty bulls, and well-fattened sheep.

Batanea melted away, as Canon Tristram says, into Eastern Syria.

Gaulonitis (Golan in Hebrew), bordering on the Sea of Galilee, was

likewise distinguished for its luxuriant fertility and rich pasture lands.

In the east of Golan we meet with Og's ancient capital, Edrei, now

identified with Derat, and still remarkable for its colossal water tanks.
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From Edrei a Roman road ran in a south-western direction, vici

Bazrah, to Salcha, and thence far ofif into Irak.

Mr. Lowy had now to mention two provinces belonging to

ancient Bashan. One was known by the Roman name Auranitis, the

other by the Greek name Trachonitis, denoting very approj^riately the

rough and rocky nature of that region, and in the Targumic versions

Tarchona. Auranitis is undoubtedly of the same origin as the word

Hauran, a name mentioned in Ezekiel xlvii, and also by Arabic

historians. The appellation Hauran is supposed to indicate the

numberless cave-dwellings of the land, and to be connected with

the Hebrew word ^IH) a hollow. From the same word Tin {fJuir)

the original inhabitants of the cavernous region in the land of Edom
appear to have received the name "i^lin, Horites, that is, troglodytes.

No region in the world seems to surpass the Trachons, at least parts

of them, in a terror-inspiring aspect. The plural has to be used in

the name Trachons, for there is the Eastern Trachon, the Argob of

the Bible, and the Western Trachon, the Safa (which means a waste

or a void), with its pale gloss and colour of cast iron, where vegeta-

tion comes to a standstill. Wetzstein describes the Safa as a deluge

of lava with numberless petrified streams of black and scarlet waves

which in countless ages of antiquity were poured forth and became

solidified, and then the next overflow ran down the sides of the lofty

plateau. The Eastern Trachon now bears the Arabic name Lejah, or

refuge, namely, of outlaws. The craters in the Hauranic mountains

have combined with their lava to build up this region, which, twenty-

two miles long by fifteen in width, stands from twenty to thirty feet

above the underlying plain. All the convulsions of volcanic dis-

turbances are stereotyped in the Lejah. The lava crust has been

rent asunder to the very foundation. Gulf is by the side of gulf, and

crags have been overturned or heaped one upon the other.

The Rev. Dr. W. Wright compares this region with a troubled

sea, and draws a vivid picture of the basaltic waves, on the crests of

which the sun, when setting, reflects its parting radiance, whilst the

dark shadows appear like deep furrows of the weaves. One of the

volcanoes which furnished its quota to the formation of this huge

lava plateau has retained the name ^l^<Jb ,
(Sbichan), in which the

Biblical name of King pfT'D is easily recognized. The king may

have owed his name to this gigantic volcano, which is said to have

a circumference of 2,000 paces, and an elevation of 1,200 feet. On
the top of the volcano is the tomb of a sainted Bedouin, Shichan.
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Moslem tradition has here converted to Islam a name which belongs

to the ancient Bible times. /

The Rev. Dr. Wright, in the interesting articles he published in

the "Leisure Hour"' of 1874, "On the Giant Cities of Bashan," calls

attention to the fact that whenever the region of Argob is mentioned,

the Hebrew text employs the word 73,n (Chebel). This word

literally means a rope ; and the late Professor Lee, without the

slightest authority, imagined that 7in means a wave. We would

then have to look upon the Hauranic mountain as an old and

acknowledged representation of a system of waves. Ewald has gone

further, and makes the Chebel of Argob to denote a Hades or

Orcus-like region of Argob. The Chebel of Argob means nothing

else but the district or region of Argob. The ancient Hebrews

employed a rope or measuring-line for the measurement and allotment

of landed properly. {See Amos vii, 17.) ^T\r\ TlJll '^n?Dlb^)

" Thy territory shall be divided by the rope or measuring-line."

The land appropriated by the tribe of Judah was mentioned in

Josh, xix, 9, as the "'portion" (S^H) of the children of Judah.

Hence the Psalmist, D'^^'^i^^l '•':' 1^Q3 D'^Sin> "My portions

(allotments) have fallen in pleasant places." The few adventurous

champions of Bible knowledge who have visited the Avild regions of

the Hauran, impress us with the conviction that before, and in the

days w^hen the Israelites held Palestine, many disastrous battles must

have been fought with the aboriginal marauders, who felt secure in

their volcanic cave-houses, and could not be exterminated without

the aid of such pestilential diseases as would be bred in the sub-

terranean and unsanitary hiding-places.

According to the Bible the original appellation of this region

of the Hauran was the land of the Repliaiiii, a word which in various

sections of the Bible is synonymous with "the departed." Attempts

to solve the enigma as to who were the Rephaim have utterly failed.

The late Miss Fanny Corbeau laboured hard to prove that the

Rephaim were connected with the Philistines, and through them

with the Egyi)tians. In reality they seem to have been displaced by

the Amorites, who have been noted for their iniquitous conduct, but

of whose actual history we know very little.

The Bible has preserved only one word of the language of the

Amorites, and this is highly significant. In Deut. iii, 9, it is stated

that the Amorites called Mount Hermon "Senir," which name is

rendered in the Aramaic versions of Onkelos and Jonathan ben
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Uzziel b^;i7r\ "1irij the Snow Mountain. Rashi, the great Jewish

commentator of the Middle Ages, points out that Senir means

snow both in the Germanic and the Kenaanite languages. By
the Kenaanite is meant the stock of the Slavonic people. The
Slavonians, at one time hereditary bond -servants, gave to many
European languages the word slave, whilst the Kenaanite appeared

as the typical slave, through Noah's curse : Kenaan shall be the slave

of slaves. If Senir be an Aryan name, the Amorites would appear

to be an Aryan people, which is not beyond the range of possibility.

By the side of the Rephaim, of whom King Og was one of

the last survivors, the ancient Jewish commentators enumerate six

synonyms, all denoting giants. The best known additional names

are Nephilim, in Genesis vi, and the Anakim, in Numbers xiii, and

in other parts of Scripture. These names have supplied material

for the preservation of ancient Jewish folk-lore, of which, in a few

instances, Sihon and Og are the heroes.

Sihon and Og are said to have been of the Nepliilim who are

mentioned in Genesis vi. Nephilim means fallen down or prostrate

men. Jewish folk-lore here identifies the Nephilim or fallen with

the Rephaim of Bashan, and it tells us that Sihon and Og were

survivors of the heaven-assailing Titans. They w^ere Nephilim, that

is, cast down upon the earth. In this legend is the following grain

of truth. Sihon in Bashan being a fire -emitting and colossal

mountain, it was by tradition metamorphosed into a human giant.

And as the volcano became extinct, and its thunders gave way to

deadly stillness, it might well be proclaimed by dreamy tradition

that Sihon whilst assailing the sky w^as overthrown and humbled

for ever.

For this King Og, Jewish folk-lore has the additional legend that

he lived before the Deluge, and was permitted to be saved by clinging

to the Ark of Noah. In xA.bulfedas pre-Islamic history it is noticed

that a goodly number of other persons were at the same time saved

from the general destruction. The Jews appear to have regarded the

Rephaim of Bashan as a race waning and decaying at the approach

of a healthier and more vigorous race. They who originally lived in

the depths of caves were in poetry and in proverbs mentioned as the

enfeebled dwellers in the deep grave. The grave, the troglodyte cave

for all times, was therefore the Q''i>^Q"1 p?2i^, "the low land of the

departed."

Remarks were added by Rev. W. \\'right, D.D. ; Mr. J. Park

Harrison ; Mr. W. Myers ; Mr. T. Tyler ; Rev. W. Meade Jones

;

Mr. Low}' ; and the President.
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A ver)' fine HypoccpJialus was exhibited by the kindness of

Sir Henry Mcux, Bart.

The Secretary exhibited a drawing of an Egyjatian Tablet
in the British ]\Iuseum.

The remarks made by the President will be printed in the

forthcoming part of the Transactions.

The following communication on " The Aleppo Inscrip-

ti(m " was read by the writer :

—

In my notes on the inscribed stones from Jerabis, Hamath,
Aleppo, &c., printed at the end of Vol. VII of the Transactions, I

expressed a hope that before long it would be possible to add the

Aleppo Inscription to the series there given.

Mr. Rassam, before starting on his last expedition to Mesopotamia,

had kindly promised to obtain for me if possible a squeeze of the

inscription. On his arrival at Aleppo he made enquiries about the

stone, and sent me the following information :
" I w^as sorry to learn

from Mr. Henderson, Her Majesty's Consul at Aleppo, that the said

stone had been broken to pieces by, I believe, devout Moslems, who
thought that such a heathenish monument defiled the true believers'

place of worship, and the sooner they removed it the better."

As not a fragment remains, and there is now no possibility of

obtaining a squeeze, I have, for comparison, drawn upon the two

annexed plates, facsimiles of all the copies of the inscription I have

been able to obtain. One was taken by Major-General S. W. Crawford,

to whom I have WTitten a request for the use of his copy, if he has

preserved it, and shall hope to be able to add it to the series ere long.

Fig. I is taken from Unexplored Syria, by Richard F. Burton and

Charles F. Tyrwhitt-Drake (London, 1872, p. 186). Mr. Drake thus

writes :
" To any one well acquainted with Hums and Hamah, the

resemblance borne by the mounds on which the castles were built, at

those places, to that of Aleppo, is most striking. The latter is the

largest, but in shape, outline, and construction of its fosse, it is almost

identical with the other two." * * + + " History is silent about the

construction of these three sister castles—for I cannot but so regard

them ; but I believe that the five blocks of basalt at Hamah, covered
with hieroglyphs in excellent i)reservation, may be the opening page

to a new chapter in history." + * * * "At Aleppo I stumbled upon

a connecting link in the history of these castles. In the south wall

of the Jamai'a el Kakan is a block of basalt, with an inscription

similar to those at Hamah ; though much defaced, I made out
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nineteen characters (including repetitions) identical with the above-

mentioned. The door-step of a house to the north-west of the

mosque is made of another piece of basalt, on which I could trace

sufficient to feel sure that it also had been covered with inscriptions."

Mr. Drake, in a few lines, adds his opinion that the key to these

characters must be looked for in the Bdh^ house, Kaf^ hand, &c., &c.,

of the Semitic alphabets.

The illustration on p. 186 gives the inscription wrong way up.

The Rev. W. T. Tyrwhitt-Drake has kindly searched among the

papers of his late brother for drawings or squeezes of this inscription,

but I regret to say without any result.

Fig. II is taken from the Quarterly Statement of the Palestine

Exploration Fund, 1873, p. 73. M. Clermont-Ganneau in the com-

munication claims to have told Captain Burton and Mr. Tyrwhitt-

Drake in 187 1, and allowed them to copy a drawing in his possession

made by M. Paucker. Certainly the inscription given by Mr. Drake

cannot have been copied from that published by M. Clermont-Ganneau,

who himself points out that the two copies differ considerably. We may

conclude, therefore, that we have in them two independent copies.

M. Clermont-Ganneau writes :
" The original stone of basalt,

like those of Hamath, is embedded partly in the wall of a mosk, and

partly in the hareem of an adjacent house. Only the former portion

is visible, and consequently either the beginning or the end of the

inscription is wanting in the above copy."

Some particulars are then given as to the possible construction

and origin of the language.

Fig. Ill is from a drawing taken from the original stone by

Mr. Boscawen, and of which he has kindly allowed the publication.

He informs me that the stone was much worn away, and that the

characters were cut in very low relief. The wearing away in some

places appears to have been owing to the belief that the stone, like

one of those at Hamath, possessed curing powers ; in this instance

the people believed that, by rubbing their eyes against it, ophthalmia

could be cured.

It will be remarked that in this sketch of the inscription the lines

are placed in the wrong order. Mr. Boscawen explains that this is

owing to the two lines of characters having been drawn on separate

pages of his note-book, without any notes as to their arrangement.

They were accidentally placed in the wrong position in making the

finished sketch.

Fig. IV is a copy of the page in the late George Smith's sketch-
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book, preserved in the British Museum (Add. MSS., 30,423, p. 29),

for permission to copy which I am indebted to Dr. Birch.

It appears from the fact that the inscription has ahvays been

printed wrong way up, that the stone was so placed in the wall.

George Smith probably guessed this, and endeavoured in the portion

of the inscription copied at the head of the page to correct it in his

drawing. Doubtless he found it difficult to do so, broke off suddenly

without completing his first copy, turned his sketch-book round, as

is proved by the reversal of the (?) marks attached to some doubtful

characters, and in this manner made his final copy.

In mentioning this class of inscription, I am glad to say that by

the kindness of Professor Sayce I am able to report two new inscrip-

tions cut upon the Niobe at Mount Sipylos. Dr. Gollob describes,

in the "Wiener Studien " for 18S2, the result of a careful examina-

tion of the figure which resulted in the discovery of the inscriptions,

cut in relief upon surfaces prepared on the face of the rock.

Near to the " Hittite " cartouche, published* from drawings by

Mr. Consul Dennis and Professor Sayce, were found some much-worn

characters, which are identified by Gollob with the cartouche of

Rameses II in Egyptian hieroglyphics. Higher up another inscrip-

tion of nine or ten " Hittite " characters, also in a corroded state.

Woodcuts of the three inscriptions are given by Gollob.

Professor Krall in his note also printed in the same number of

the " Wiener Studien," considers it impossible to say in what kind of

language the inscriptions are written, and thinks that these people

had better be called the Syrian nation.

He points out that the incorrectness in the reproduction of the

Eo'vptian hieroglyphics is similar to that found on objects of Phoenician

manufacture, and like the latter, point to foreign workmen who en-

deavoured to copy what they did not understand. " I have seen," he

adds, "at Professor Karabacek's, materials which were manufactured

in Persia, and displayed badly-imitated hieroglyphic groups. Egyptian

scarabs must have served as the model for the workmen of Sipylos."

Only the rudely-carved figure of " Ma " is now very clear on the

cartouche, and as Professor Krall points out, the whole ought to be

surmounted by the phrase, " King of Upper and Lower Egypt,"

* instead of " Son of the Sun," ^:^, which actually stajids

above it. Moreover, he adds, the bird which means " son," is turned

towards the left instead of the right.

* Proceedings, Soc. Bibl. Arch.^ January, 1881, p. 49. Transaclioiis, Vol. \'II.
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He makes the suggestion that the two " Hittite " cartouches may
contain the name of Khetasira, who made the treaty of peace with

Rameses II, but if the cartouche is really that of Rameses II, and was

engraved there for any historical purpose, ought not one of them at

least to be rather the name of Rameses II written in the " Hittite
"

character? W. Harry Rylands.

The following communication has been received from

Dr. W. Pleyte :—

Dear Sir,

I have read with the greatest interest the communication from

M. Revillout on the Papyrus Dodgson, containing the malediction of

an Egyptian mother on her son embracing Christianity. The examples

of Christianity in Egyptian documents are very rare ; one only was

noted, that the head of Jesus w^as signalized in a magical Greek

text, existing in our Museum, and pointed out by Reuvens in his

Lettres a Leironne. Also in the Papyrus Dodgson, neither the name

nor the religion of Jesus or the Christ is named ; only the name of

Feter, the Christian name of Fetosiris, indicates the changed religion.

In the magic formulas from the Demotic bilingual papyrus at Leyden,

I believe I have found other indications of Christian influence.

All Egyptologists know these interesting documents, the first

publication of Dr. Leemans, after the death of Reuvens, who had the

first bilingual text in preparation for the press.

The notices by Professor Reuvens and Dr. Leemans, but specially

that from Brugsch in his Demotic Grammar and Dictionary, are

valuable in this matter, and the translation of two pages by Professor

Maspero in the first part of his Rtxeiul, gives a good idea of the

contents of the papyrus, magical, medical, as well as several others,

written in the hieratic, of which Dr, Birch has given an interesting

review, and myself an interlineary translation with a commentary.

In the great Demotic text the incantations take the first place, and

the receipts or medicaments are few in number and of little interest.

Before I give the texts that I suppose contain Christian sentences,

I must make some observations on the document itself.

It is not a bilingual text, but in it occurs a passage that has

been translated into the following lines of Demotic. Several Greek

characters are found in the text^ but only to write the Gnostic name

of the Supreme Being as embracing all the vocals of the alphabet.

This Name, derived from the Jehovah of the Hebrews, was a
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simple exclamation, as ia, ie, iao, iac. Sec, that served as a sigh, or

as a glorification of God.

But in the text itself a number of words are taken from neigh-

bouring civilisations or religions, and the determinative f indicates

that they are foreign words from other languages.

The Greek paraphrase indicates that we may find in these words

many Greek names of beings or sentences, and my investigations

liave led to the result that such is really the case.

That some of these words were derived from the Greek, was also

the opinion of the scholar that has written the Greek characters

above the Demotic phonetics ; but although he was well acquainted

with the Egyptian, lie was not so with the Hellenic language.

For example, he has well transcril^ed—

/ff f by rar. VII, 2. Plate III.*

)i>Aa_^ bv rat. X, 20. )

,^^ ' [Plate V.

n (J -i^ l^y TT^^- X, 20. ;

But of the Greek sentences he has transcribed none that give

any Greek word.

It seems that he has employed a kind of syllabarium, with Greek

transcription, for this purpose. Sometimes he had made faults, as

in the transcription of fn/jo— ^t'» 2D)n Ao— »»^ by TLKi/xea^e,

IX, 5, Plate IV, which must be read ^t^t, etc.
;

probably the

Greek word r//v^o/i,avet. Another word that may be a Christian

term is Reverse, XII, 10, Plate XII, containing an allocution to

/ao Scbaof, f /-^<, /^,:_-t-D<)2 paritokrator, TTCLvTOKpcLTOip,

but this is perhaps a Gnostic epitethon, as VII, 16, Plate III,

i"<)^p))02 2?7/o—o^ aerjiovoi, transcribed by the student

with ixoL^oTTvevixa , a word that perhaps must be read

jxeyaTTvevixa. X, 6, Plate V, occurs the name of 1_^ /i)z_<)2_

Xlarep ; this must be the Christian name, of God, I believe. This

name comes in combination with fin yj).ii_n2_ TlerepL, in a

sense that also with litde variation is written, X, 31. Plate V,

T^tHaj^-^ riy)2_:bMi_fynz_<)2_fJ)My^n2_)jtfji^ The sense

seems to be that of Egyptian mixed with Greek words. We can

* The first and second numbers refer to the pages and lines of the papyrus,

the third to the plates as given in " Papyrus figyptien deniotique . . . . du Musee

. . . . des Pays-Bas a Leide." Dr. Conrad Leemans. Folio. Leide. 1839.
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read it, Pa nuter serau pater-a pater vipe pa miter aa, " the

youthful god, my father, father in heaven, the great god."

Before I give the translation of another formula, I must say

something on the transcription of the Greek 6.

The 6 is transcribed in two manners by th and ts, and it seems

that the Greek had the two pronunciations of th and ts, as the

English th in that and icith.

Of the use as th, we find a mass of examples :

—

r:b2^"4^_ o— <)D:j_3 avocK 6o[x. VI, 13, Plate III.

r ax^ ^rxT IPlatelll; toread
r:b^^^.un2. t^occre^f.. VII,

7,j ^^^^^^/^^^^^^ ^^./^.^^^^

i'Cb^A^ Ooix. VII, 12, Plate III.
/

[j5uA^ 6eov. IX, 2. )/
[
Plate IV.

fjii /)z_ deov. IX, I.
)

{CbyyA^— Oei. XIII, 6, Plate VI, and many

others. But there are also several words that are written with f^i

and transcribed by Q

.

ft) )u^ diCiL. I, 4. ^1

poiZ /^^;;rx)„)^^.)<i:b ^cca-Oiv^. vii, 8.

^SGuf;;:,!)y^iMDJU TTKTpuOl. VII, 26.

r,))^),t /^t» crpeiOi. VII, 26.

r2f7)))^f ovOioi. IX, 12. 1
1- Plate IV.

Gnfj^fyZ^ /Sapovdi. IX, 14.
J

In other words occurs the ^ as transcription of the ts and ///.

r,„^?/^<.2D<./^ ^a/^a^oz/^t. VII, 13.]
/ /

i- Plate III.

U^Ty)^ 6'01/6't. VII, 13.
J

r,„ f;p T JO )M CO^4 .^ 2^ y^o apySi; 6^a'ivov9i . X, 1 1 , Plate V.

fina-ntyDi-^tt^^ OipeLTTL. XXII, 13, Plate XL

Only once ts is transcribed by / and s.

r,„^TO/>o— /<> ocp^povToreL. XXII, 8, Plate XL
151
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After these remarks we can transcribe a passage from the XIII,

page verso, Plate XII, that contains

—

~^<S>r!b<)-i— 11-3 fin Cb 111 O^H fj-i— ))I^I1)II2— \Cb))A^:L- 1)11 /Pl-U—

/'/>/ f/iee pisitn cksaimi afa 111. If we take the phrase as a Greek

sentence, we can read it, Kvpte Bete TTtcrre e^iiqixi ASa/x

,

Divine faitJifiil Lord, I cast out Adam.

I beUeve that this is the sense, and tliat Adam here is the

Old Adam, the demon, that must be reformed in the man, and

must be replaced by the Christ. He is not the Adam-kadmon,

the good great universal Being of the Gnostics and Cabalists.

Leyden, yd Jaiiuary, 1883.

The following communication has been received from

Theo. G. Pinches :

—

I have read with great interest the valuable remarks made by

Professor Oppert upon the tablet containing the unknown writing

published by me in the April number of the Proceedings ; and as it

would take up probably many pages to go through, bring all the

passages bearing upon, and prove the correctness of the translation

which I there proposed, I venture to make only a few remarks.

In the first place, I will repeat my translation, rendered into

better English. In order to give the sense, word for word, this was

not possible in the interlinear rendering before published, and was

not considered necessary on account of the simplicity of the text.

"E-sagila-lissi, son of Nabu-kusur-su,Bel-balat-su, son of Nadintum,

and Ina-E-sagila-lilbir son of Bel-ederu, have cheerfully sold Nana-

Babili-sininni, their servant, whose right wrist is inscribed with the

name of Ina-E-sagila-lilbir, the slavedealer, for one mana eight

shekels of refined silver, for the price complete, to Urmanu, son of

Lisir. "E-sagila lissi, Bel-balat-su, and Ina E-sagila-lilbir have received

the money, one mana eight shekels of refined silver, the price of

Nana-Babili-sininni, the servant of the men, from the hands of

Urmanu.
" If a claim should be made upon Nana-Babili-sininni, the servant

of the men, Ivsagila-lissi, Bel-balat-su, and Ina-E-sagila-lilbir,^ the

slavedealer, make up (?) the amount (?), and shall give (it) to

Urmanu."
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The meaning of the above contract is clear. Three men have a

female slave to sell, who is marked, perhaps on the right wrist or the

back of the right hand, with the name of one of the sellers, because

of his being, probably, an extensive slaveowner, and therefore a

slavedealer, in partnership with the other two. The slave is sold,

and according to the terms of the contract, it is provided that if, in

consequence of the mark upon the slave, any of the kinsfolk of the

man whose name she bears claim her (successfully, as is of course

implied), then the sellers are to refund the money to the buyer.

The transaction is of the simplest kind, and there is very little of a

legal nature about it.

The word ^ ^f -^«- is of very common occurrence in these

texts, and seems always to mean simply "money," the aspirate (-<^>^)

being merely to strengthen the case-ending. The translation of

" receipt " is, to my mind, most improbable, for it is not likely that

the Babylonians, being an exceedingly businesslike people, would

hand over a receipt for money that had never been paid.

1 think that every Assyriologist will agree with me, that though

Ji;^»-< scru, means "flesh," yet ^^^f diippii, "tablet," can hardly

mean "loins," and '^*^< ^Jtf emittii, "arms," dind. \h^X safaru does

not mean "to be addicted," but "to write."

The w^ord kalu^ in Assyrian, means " to burn," and therefore to

purify, when speaking of metals. If it comes from ^7p we ought

to have the form kclii. The meaning " refined " is certainly to be

preferred, because coins are not engraved, but struck.

Pakru may, and probably does, refer to the " former owner," or

better still, to his kinsfolk. Dr. Oppert's rendering does not, how-

ever, change the sense much, for what is a " rescinding action " but

"a claim?"

I cannot agree with the reading nisu hittim for ^^ ^w^ *-^
ame-lut-tum. As before remarked, it is an abstract form from amelu,

" man," and the fully spelled-out form f^
\-^ 5i??^ >^ a-vie-lut-tiim,

occurs rather often. The original meaning was " men " in general

(homines), then "slaves." "Seller of slaves" is undoubtedly the

meaning of tiadin ameluttum.

As to the word ittabsfe, it is, of course, Ittaphal of basf/, "to be,"

and means "it is made," or "it shall be made," and can hardly

mean " should be successful," though the success of the claim is, of

course, implied.
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The reading of " Nana " was preferred to that of " Istar " for the

group *^^|^y, because of the passage in W.A.I. , II, pi. 48, 1. iGcd,

and 50, 1. 6-j al>, where the city-name '-t]] ^^ t-C^^i^} ^t]'^} <^I^t

is called, in the Assyrian column, -^ *~t\ >~f'\ or ^^JJ '-Q' *^] *~^T

Ra-ag-Na-na. Here ^JEJ J:<^^3^T have evidently the value of rag,

and the remainder of the word, Nana, belongs, of course, to the

group --M- "^^IVT A X"^^ ^ <y- t^^r .^^ ^ay therefore

be read, quite correctly, Nana-Babili-siniimi. It is not unlikely that

Istar and Nana were originally, if not in later times, one and the

same goddess, as has been suggested for the two Assyrian Istars, the

one of Arbela, and the other of Niniveh.

In my paper describing the Plaint of a Babylonian Widow,

claiming her property, which will appear in the Transactions, the

result of a careful study of documents of this class will be given.

The following communication has been received :

—

Dear Mr. Rylands, May l^th, 1883.

Some years ago I put forward the opinion that the Biblical names

Shem and Japhet found their explanation in the Assyrian words

samu, "olive-coloured," and ippatu, "the white race." I am now

more than ever persuaded that I was right in this suggestion. Will

you allow me briefly to give my reasons for making it ?

The meaning of the name of Ham has long been recognized. It

is an amalgamation of the Hebrew DH, " hot " (a root which is also

met with in Assyrian), and the Egyptian kem, " black," which was

frequently used to denote the land of Egypt itself. Shem, according

to the ordinary rule, would correspond with the Assyrian samu, the

Assyrian s representing a Hebrew Xi? in proper names. Now samu

signifies much the same colour as the Greek '^(Xxvkos!. Its nearest

English equivalent would be " grey," which is sometimes used of blue

eyes, sometimes of a colour that is almost brown. Similarly, while

samu can be employed to denote a stone, which was probably the

Sinaitic turquoise, it was also applied to a mist or cloud. Whether

the bye-form siamu is the Hebrew DIlU? I will not decide. In any

case Professor Delitzsch is certainly right in saying that samu is

" probably grey, and perhaps brown." It is, in fact, like ^iXolvkos,

" olive-coloured," and would thus be appropriately applied to denote

the colour of the skin of the so-called Semitic populations in Western

Asia.
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Japhet answers almost exactly to the Assyrian ippatii, the feminine

of ip'f'ii, " white." Now in the bilingual hymns and elsewhere the

Sumerians of Southern Babylonia are called sometimes "black heads,"

sometimes " black faces," and this " black race " seems to be meant

by the word adamatu, which is given as the Semitic equivalent of

the Accadian adavia. The latter word was expressed by two ideo-

graphs which literally denoted " black blood." At all events adamatu

would be a close parallel to ippatu, the feminine being employed, as

is usual in Semitic languages, to represent an abstract noun.

Yours truly,

A. H. Sayce.

British Museum,

Dear Sir, May ^tk, 1883.

A few weeks ago there arrived from Aden some cases containing

Himyaritic inscriptions. They were presented to the British

Museum by Major W. Hunter. I beg to enclose a description

of these antiquities, together with copies of the inscriptions upon

them.

No. I. An alabaster bowl; the shape of an irregular square with

rounded corners. Its greatest diameter is 1 2 inches, and its lesser io|.

Its outer depth is 4I inches, and its inner depth at the middle is

4 inches, gradually decreasing until it becomes 3 inches at the sides.

The outer sides are roughly hewn, and the letter |] is inscribed on

the bottom of the bowl. Two figures, rudely cut, stand at the end

of the inscription, which runs thus :

—

hVHHI^TiHTlHJhllrfiTlkllrH

No. 2. Part of a stone tablet, 27-^ inches long, 10 wide, and

3 thick. The letters are 2| inches long. It bears the following

inscription, written boustrophedon :

—

iitxihiihsmnihinms^hofi-Bii

gsiinon(iiSMiAD](inAr«>xifr(HiHiJ

ihhi^oihOH^nn'-jXDiS'iix
-i>\>

No. 3. Part of a stone tablet, 23 inches long, 13 wide, and
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2| thick. The letters are 2 inclies

inscription, written boustrophedon :-

2| thick. The letters are 2 inclies long. It bears the following

•:~/>^:o>

Sih®l?1oV^i^lHni)X<i>l)^hS

liiiihiv^isni ivnvTHi^ifKgs

Si^|a.i|'(^^14'(H^l?'?orf^(l<i'^

ii^on)M<i'VnHoXAVii«'ih)4'i

No. 4. Part of a tablet of dark stone, 17 inches long, 14-^ wide,

5i- thick, with letters in relief, 3f inches long.

PI?hnihHIlVla>mJ
iiiivx?nix>*s?

No. 5. Soft stone tablet, which arrived in three fragments. It is

now joined, and is 15! inches long, 9I wide, 3! thick. The inscrip-

tion is in relief, but nearly rubbed off, parts of it being quite illegible.

What is left I transcribe as follows :—

m°o rfiiiixgsH oimm h n i ii am^
iSoo II h n I h ) V i^SJMgiii' B 11 * 8ii

gugitrfii] n I II ) *i^iii?ii B ) 8 00 Bg
i^n hiiifigiH ih ) II I fsiiiisii Ho'i )?i

iHiiinimnixnoaSiiiH'Jiiii'ifnic
The following copies are made from inscriptions which

arrived after the British Museum publication of Himyaritic

Inscriptions was issued :

—

No. I. Fragment of a stone slab, i2f inches long, 9 wide, and

3I thick, inscribed thus, with letters if inch long :

—

^hfhlhlhnih^lol
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On the right of the inscription are engraved two trees. See

Transactions, Soc. BibL Arch., Vol. IV, p. 200, No. 18.

No. 2. Fragment of a stone slab, 11 inches long, 9 wide, and

3I thick. It is inscribed thus, boustrophedon, the letters being

1 1 inch long :

—

.^>>^^;.C'^^:c>^\^"/^^j.^'>^^;.^'/^^:C/^^;.C'^

10)111 (II n<I (V3r/?i5;

N|o^I®0(Va>l®gg

(illlll

No. 3. Stone fragment, \^\ inches long, i\ wide, 3^ thick. It is

inscribed thus, with letters 3^ inches long :—

•

iiiVI4'®)AISnon?8?

No. 4. Stone tablet, with cornice and pattern composed of grapes

and leaves, 15I inches long, 9I wide, 3I thick. It is inscribed thus,

with letters f of an inch long :

—

^tl^miflMXHIXhhJIlli^^h

No. 5. Fragment of an alabaster tablet, diamond-shaped, 10 inches

long, 10 wide, and 2 thick. It is inscribed thus, with letters 2 inches

long, boustrophedon :

—

in^i^i

ft(nrti

I am. Dear Sir, Yours truly,

Ernest A. Budge.

W. H. Rylands, Esq.
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The following, in continuation of the communication

published in the Proceedings, 6th March, has been received

from Dr. Birch :

—

OSTRAKA OF HaDRIAN, THE AnTONINES, AND SUCCESSORS.

The following will complete the dated ostraka in the British

Museum, the results of recent acquisitions. They show the numerous

taxes imposed on the Egyptians, all of which were imposed on the

ratepayers, consisting of : i. The poll-tax; 2. The workman's licence

;

3. The conservancy of the river
; 4. The indirect-tax

; 5. The sur-

veyance-tax ; 6. The registration
; 7. The Pretor's barge-tax ; 8. A

cattle-tax. The taxes themselves were paid to the 7rpdKrwi>, who

appears, from the researches of M. Revillout, to have been a kind

of beadle. The taxes themselves were often farmed out to contractors,

and collected by them or the beadles or surveyors, and the receipt or

register was made by \h.Q.praktorox beadle rarely with his own signature.

Ostraka from Trajan to Severus.

The tiles are accompanied throughout by ciphers and sigla for the

monetary values ; the calculations throughout being Greek, although

the taxes must have been paid either in the local currency of Egypt,

or else in Roman money. The pieces mentioned are the drachma,

which, at the time of the Roman Empire, was used instead of the

denarius ; and to this piece the word silver is sometimes added, or

else the word silver or money alone used, with drachmas omitted, to

express the same. No other gold or silver coin is mentioned. The

lesser values, which cannot have been silver, but copper, were the obol

and the triobol. The Egyptian drachma was a piece of potin equal

in weight to the old tetra-drachm, or four denarii, but reckoning only

as one. (Lenormant, "La Monnaie," Tom. I, p. 204 and following.)

But what were the obols and triobols? It will be seen that the

triobol was an actual piece in circulation, according to the tiles.

According to the Greek notation, 6 obols went to the drachma, and

the triobol must have been a large sized bronze coin.

In the cursive Greek there is no distinction of letters, and capitals

are not used. The word for year has, however, the cipher L, for

oTov, written in large size.

There are one or two corrections to make to my former paper.

The dkiacyu commencing the ostraka of Caligula appears to me to be

the commencement of a proper name.
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All the tiles, except otherwise mentioned, are in the British

Museum. They are about 2 inches to 3 inches wide, and i to

2 inches high, and from Elephantine, and were collected by the

Rev. Grcville J. Chester in the course of the last few years.

Ate-ypai//' IluTrvpLs Tlanvpios

V XaoypaP AIL Tpaiavov
'

Kaiaapos tov Kvpiov ap'^ if

'Epp.oyevrjs npa eypa'^a. 579*-* '^•

"Papyris, son of Papyris, for the poll-tax of the nth year of

Trajan Caesar, the lord, silver drachmas 17. I Hermogenes, the col-

lector, have written it."

This was omitted in the former list, but is of the ist or nth year

of Trajan, The other contributor to the capitation-tax of the ist

and loth year of Trajan was Harpaesis.

'

Tpia8f\(j)os npa . . .

rap dieypa'^ev EpTrarjais He

Top^pr)6ov wep fieptcr/iov

7roTapov(f)v\aici8es LI . . .

avov Katcrapos tov Kvptov . . .

/3 AL A8pi.avov Kai

crapos TOV Kvpiov

6ci>6 KU 5791 k.

"Triadelphos collector, Harpaesis, son of Petorzmethes, has

acquitted for the assessment of the guardships of the river the i(9th)

year of Trajan Csesar, the lord, the ist year of Hadrian Csesar, the

lord, 2 1 St Thoth."

As he paid in the ist year of Hadrian, and was evidently in

arrear, the part to be restored is the 19th year of Trajan. The date

is A.D. 117,

Tpia8e\<pos npa'^ dieypa'^

Apnarjais ^evocpeos TavvO

(popos Afip{o)v)aTT)s Oeovp-evo

V (TTlTTJpiTlKOV (?) 8pa^ OKTCO

rpio^oXov ^Tj ^
L ABpiavov Kaiaapos

TOV Kvpiov Meaopr] e

8ia Uoivov Tpfa8e\

(pov Trap 5790 ^'
'
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" Triadelphos collector. Harpaesis, son of Phenopheus, Tanuth-

phoros, Ammonates, has paid on account of the surveying- tax

8 drachmas and a triobol 8, the 3rd year of Hadrian Cresar, the

lord, the 5th Mesore, by Poinos Triadelphos "

The jB refers to the 3rd year of Hadrian, as it can hardly be

the cipher of the triobol. lla/j is obscure, a.d. 119.

Ovakepicov /cat ot Xot fjLicr^ lepas

TTvXrjS '2oT]VTjs SI 2f/3at yp
dieypayj/' Ila^vov^is ^avoiCpecos

fip Ta)(0[iT€T]Kts rpiTov

erovs Adpiavov too Kvpiov

Kara p.ep" 8pa^ 8eKa eirra

6ecTyx° I^r tC LA
Abpiavov Tov Kvpiov

Me^ :c 5691 ^^

'•Valerion and the other farmers of taxes of the sacred gate of

Syene, by Serapion writing. Pachnoubis, son of Phanopheus, and

his mother Tachomtbekis .... for the 3rd year of Adrian, the lord,

for the assessment, 17 drachmas, the disme, the 4th year of Hadrian,

the lord, the 17th Mecheir."

The abbreviation teffjn^ is obscure, the drachmas being usually

followed by obols. a.d. 120.

OvaXepiMV km 01 \oi

TTv'^ 2orjVT]s 81

8uypa\lr KaXaaip

(TvioTOS Xaoy 8

A8pmvov TOV Kvpiov ....

8pa^ 8fKa (7TTU

8eKa i^ iC

LE A8piavov tov Kvpiov

XoiaK cri 12642, Brit. Mus.

" Valerion and the remaining (farmer of taxes of the sacred) gate

of Syene, by ... . Calasiris, son .... snious, for the poll-tax of the

4th year of Hadrian, the lord, 17 drachmas, the 5th year of Hadrian,

the lord, the i8th Choiak."

The second ceKu seem to refer to the drachmas, a.d. 120.
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OvaXepicav kcu ot, X

TTV^ l,orjvt]S St ... .

dieypayp' na;^i/ou ....

^eva>(p fXTj TaxofJ-T

TerapTOV erovs A8p

row Kvpiov 8pa^ ok

navvi 7e fie

8{Ka evvea

Qovd I ji^ 5791 A.

" Valerion and the other (farmers of taxes of the sacred) gate of

Syene, by Pachnoubis, son of Phanopheus and his mother

Tachomtbekis, has acquitted for the 4th year of Hadrian, the lord,

8 drachmas, the 15th Payni, of the assessment .... 19 (drachmas)

Thoth the 17th (17)."

An ostrakon with some anonymous farmers, probably Valerion

and company, of the 4th year of Hadrian, is published by Franzius,

No. 4867. The date is a.d. 119.

.... yp^ neTop^iiTjdrjs Herop

.... Tjvs n.axvovp.is VI p,ept,(j

. . . . t" EL A.hpuivov Tov Kvpiov

. . . . np eyp ^ot le 5788 C.

" Has paid Petorzmethes, son of Petorzmethes .... Pachnoumis,

for the assessment of the conservancy of the river of the 5th year of

Hadrian, the lord the collector, have written it, the 15 th

Choiak."

The amount is wanting, as also the name of the collector and

the tax. A.D. 120.

^avap.ovs irpa'^ dieypa'^

Uaxyov'Sis ^€V(i)(peu)s

fi,^ Taxop.T'Sr]'^ v) p-epi

7roTap.o(pv^ EL ASpiavov

Kvpiov v) jj3 o^oX rpeis

2aV np eypayl^ ^ap"" t 5790 p.

" Sanamous (or Sammous), the collector, Pachnoubis, son of

Phenopheus, and of his mother, Tachomtbekis, on account of the

assessment of the conservancy of the river the 5th year of Hadrian,

the lord .... 2 drachmas 3 obols. I Sanamous, the collector, have

written it the 5 th Pharmouthi."

The doubt is, if the name of the collector is not Sammous, which

is otherwise found. The date is a.d. 121.
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^Xaotoi EvTV^ fiTTo/xi^ (^Acnov Hiiprra^

^icr'^ lepdi nv'^ 2or}vr)s 8ia ^epumcovos

^o-q^ 8ifypa\j/ Apnarjais •tei'co^ior

p Ta)(opr€rjKi.os Xaoy rov oy^coov erovi

A8piavov Kai(Tapos rov Kvpiov Kar pep ^pn^

8eKa fTTTai ^ If L0 Adpiauov rov

Kvpiov XoMK t 5790 ^

" Flavius Eutuches, sub-farmer of taxes of Flavius Parsamalhes,

the contractor of taxes of the sacred gate of Syene, by aid of Serapion.

Harpaesis, son of Phenophis, and his mother Tachomtbekis, has

paid for the poll-tax of the 8th year of Hadrian Cassar, the lord,

according to the assessment, 17 drachmas, the 9th year of Hadrian,

the lord, the 2nd of Choiak."

There is a new word here, the dTro/uiaOwTijv, the sub-contractor.

What the word refers to before the date is obscure, unless to some

payment. The date is a.d. 124.

B.

(TTiTrjprjT itpas nvXrjs 'Sorjvrjs

St iLepanicovos 8ieypa\l^ . .

(n.a)xvovtis ^eva)€eos

prj TuKopr^rjKis Xao''^

Tov ftdopov fTOVS

Adpiavov Kaiaapos tov Kvpiov

8pay Tfaaapas ^ 8

nax K
8 aXXas 8pa'^ 8€Ka rpeis

8{Ka I'l ly I'ji'j te 579 1 a.

" Inspector of taxes of the sacred gate of Syene, by Serapion.

Pachnoubis, son of Phenopheus, and his mother Tachomtbekis, has

paid for the poll-tax of the 7 th year of Hadrian Ccesar, the lord,

four drachmas 4 the 17th of the month Pachon ; he owes 13 other

drachmas, 10, 13, 15."

The date is a.d. 123.

A .
."

e A8pui

8(Ka 5791 //.
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" 25th Mesore, 9th of Hadrian Thoth

as 10."

Too obscure to be read. Dated a.d. 125.

a)(Ofi Uere . . . Trpa*

(pecos firj^ IIa)(ofiTfriKt

s fiepicriJiov noTafjiocpv

6spt ^ otoXovs 8eKa

hd Abpiuvov Katcrapos

Tov Kvpiov Mex^eip

KT) 5790 //.

" Pachom .... son of Pete .... the collector. Pachnoubis, son

of Phenopheus, and of (his) mother Pachomtbekis, on account of

the assessment of the conservancy of the river, 9 . . . three-obols

(triobols) 10 .... the 9th year of Hadrian Caesar, the lord, the

28th Mecheir."

It is doubtful if the name of the collector is not Pachompeten-

ouphis. It is important to fix the amount of the rate of the con-

servancy-tax. It may be 9 drachmas three obol, or a triobolon, but

the word ceicd (10) after obols seems to point to 10 drachmas.

A.D. 125.

Tlax^opneTe . . . (lieons Trpa" dieyp

ApTrarfcris ^ava>(pea>s pp Taxopr^rj . .

(OS pepiapov Trorapo^v^ dpirjo^o

Xovs SeKa hd A8piavov tov Kvpiov

^apevcod r 5791 ^•

"Pachompete . . . pheos, collector, Harpaesis, son of Phanopheus,

and of his mother Tachomtbekis, has acquitted for the assessment of

the conservancy of the river, 10 triobols, the 9th year of Hadrian,

the lord, the 6th of Phamenoth."

The same as the preceding, but here, after three obols, abnor-

mally written, the word is 10, three obols more. a.d. 125.

. . . 2epa 8iey Apnarjais

^fvo3(p€U)S V )(eipova^iov

8fKaTov Ti Adpiavov Kaiaapos

TOV KVptOV 8pa^ OKT(0

1^7/ IAIj A8piavov TOV Kvpiov

Iln)(^ci)V 8

^apevusQ r Tfaaapi'i

j8 5790A
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" By Serapion. Harpaesis, son of Phenopheus, has paid for the

workman's-hcence for the loth year of Hadrian Caesar, the lord, the

4th of Pachon, eight drachmas 8. The nth year of Hadrian, the

lord, the 4th Pachons, he owes four (other drachmas)."

The receipt was given the nth of Hadrian, a.d. 127. Serapion

was the clerk of Fl. Eutyches and Longinus Primus.

KOI Aopyivos npifios km 01 avp av'''

fmTr]pi]T Siu 2ifpaTTia)vos fiorj^

pi Ta)(opTJ3ri'' ii Xoi tov

ev8eKaTov erovs Adpiavov Kaia-apos

TOV Kvpiov apy 8pa^ oktco

^T] navvi € 8 uWas 8pa^ ev

vea iravvi f 6 le (.^ 579° ^•

" Flavius Eutuches, farmer of taxes of the sacred gate of Syene,

and Longinus Primus and those with them, by aid of Serapion. Has

paid Pachnoubis, son of Phenopheus, and his mother Tachomtbekis,

for the rest of the cith year of Hadrian Cffisar, the lord, 8 drachmas

of silver 8, the 5th of Payni, 7, he owes the other 9 drachmas

9- 15, I7-"

A.D. 127. It is obscure how much Pachnoubis paid if not

8 drachmas, and then he owed g, but the tax is not mentioned, unless

V Xoi is written instead of d Xao'^.

Appwvios KM 01 (Tvu avrcii

Te^ Ttev^ Xi^ Sot/" bia A/xyxwviSo

Tpavp.dy 'Eiprjvico Tvpav

vov x^ -^""fx" ^fip" ""o^ T'^

yipope" Tf"^ ov (^rff Kov<pov

Xay ^ Lir A8puivo

Kdiaapos TOV Kvpiov Meaoprj

'»?

Ostrakon belonging to the late Mr. C. Appleton.

" Ammonius and those with him, the tax-gatherers of Syene, by

Ammonides, son of Traumatius, to Eirenios, son of Tyrannus,

greeting. I hold from you for the present tribute which I demanded

the second small remittance (or cask), the 13th year of Hadrian

Caesar, the lord, the i8th Mesore."

I cannot verify this tile, but the second line is obscure, for the

word TcXwi'rj'i I have not found elsewhere as followed by 5. Xx^ may

be the contraction for X07 ; Xi^ is obscure, a.d. 129.
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'2a[Xfiovs Tvpa'^ Sieyp

Apnarjcrii <I>ej'&)0ea)s

H fiepio-juLov TroTajj-ocfiv^

KL ABpiavov tov Kvpiov

ap^ f 8vo Mfx^i-P y 2nf^

Trpa" eypa 579° ^

" Sammous collector, Harpaesis, son of Phanopheus, on account

of the assessment of the conservancy of the river, the 20th year of

Hadrian, the lord, of silver 2 drachmas, the 3rd Mecheir. I Sammous

(Sanamous), the collector, have written it."

The conservancy-rate here was 2 drachmas, which with 1 7 for the

workman's-tax and 1 7 for the poll-tax, makes 36 drachmas ; the form

written expresses that the collector had registered it.

Ovake ...

at'Tco

fit I/O

TLa)(vov

Cm^^s
Sefca eTT

Lr AvTu)

TOV Kvpiov Tile at British Museum.

" Valerion (and those with) him by Serapion. Has paid Pach-

noubis, son of Petorzmethis (drachmas) 17 .... the 3rd year of

Antoninus (Caesar), the lord."

Too imperfect to make out more than the 1 7 drachmas for the

poll-tax. A.D. 139-140, The name of the tax-gatherer has been

read Valerius Merion by Young and Franzius.

.... tepas TTv^ 2or/

, . . . p aw av eniTrjp . . .

. . fyp'^ Ilav

ap . . 8pa^ deKa

. , . AL AvTco

Tile at British Museum.

" of the sacred gate of Syene those with him sur-

veyors of taxes .... Has paid Panubtis ... of silver 10 -f drachmas

the 4th year of Antoninus."

A tile of the 4th year of Antoninus, with a rate for the Pretorian

barge, has been puHished by Frohner, J^ez'. Arch., N.S., XI, p. 433 ;

and another with the tax-collectors Heracleides and Isidoros, Young,

53, 6, and Franzius, 4875. The date is a.d. 140-14 i.
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OvaXfpi

IlfT-opf/i

AfJL^COVlOV

LA AVTCiVlVOV

. . vvi IS Tile at British Museum.

" Valerios Petorzmethes of Ammonius the

4th year of Antoninus, i6tli Payni."

Same date as preceding.

Aiovvcrios np upas ttv'^ . . .

bia JJux^pyj/'aKis (3ov^

. Uavv^Tis UeTop^pdrjs Uerop

^jjir)6r]S pTjT Qiv IleTop^prjBr]

p GL AvTMPdvov

Kaiaapos tov Kvpiov 8pa^

Koai o/3oX 8v(o i'j E77etfji

Ka 5790 t.

" Dionysios, collector of the sacred gate (of Syene), by aid oi

Pachompsachis. Petorzmethes, son of Petorzmethes, and his mother

Thinpeleia (has paid for the assessment), of the 9th year of Antoninus,

the lord, 20 drachmas, 2 obols, the 21st Epiphi." a.d. 146.

Ti^epios \ov\ios Aovyivos

Kai OvaXepios 'SwKparrjs

Kui ot aw avrois fUirrf upas

TTV^ Su'' fcraKoiXov^ HpaK\ei8ov

Kui laiScopov fiKT^ 8u n.avv'S'^

firf QivTTfXavTos X^'-P" "Py
8pa^ 8fKa 8vM tf t^LZ
AvTcoveivov Kaiaapos tov Kvpiov

A0vp 16 o a 8(1 X^'-P" 8pa^

OKTIO ot 8uW i'fTf 5790^-

" Tiberius Julius Longinus and Valerius Socrates and the others,

with their surveyors of taxes, of the sacred gate of Syene, successors

of Heracleides and Isidorus, farmers of taxes, Panubtis, son of his

motner Thinpelaus, has acquitted for the workman's-tax 12 drachmas,

of the 7 th year of Antoninus Caesar, the lord, the 1 9th of Athyr, He
owes the other 8 drachmas, 2 obols, of the workman's-tax, 8."

A most important tile for showing the relations of the farmer and

surveyor of taxes, a.d. 144. Others of this year. Young, 54, 11
;

Franzius, 4870.
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IE L AvTtovfivot' Kataapos

Tov Kvpiov ^apfj. v6i le Sieyp

HfTop^pr]^

Uarx^vcivTios pr^rp "IvvniK^ Kai

Ilavovpn 6) adeXcpov k(h Il€TaiJ.fia)vio{i)

aXKos -j~ V Xaoypacfiias IE L (Kaar

{8)paxp-as eiKoai Kp 8in Appaviov 5^5 1 ^•

"The 15th year of Antoninus Csesar, the lord, the 15th Phar-

muthi Petorzmethes, son of Pachnautis, and of his mother Sunpeleia,

and Panoumithes his brother, and Petammonios, the other, for the

poll-tax of 15th year each 20 drachmas 20. By Ammonius."

It is of A.D. 154.

Apficomos /cat ^ay" 01 t irpa'^ ttvK EXe0

bia 'n.a)(OjXTTeTeve(^<id< '^ovrjd Sieyp

Mevo(pL\os Mo)(^aiip€aiTov ixr]....icni

Kai ApirarjarLS vios v fxtpis aXXcov

KM sKaarov avbpos L KF
AvTcovivov Kataapos tov Kvpiov

Uavvi fj Ap-fimvios fyp°'

Rev. Arch., N.S., XIX, p. 226.

"Ammonius and Socrates, the two tax-gatherers of the gate of

Elephantine, by Pachomtpetenephochus, assisting Menophilus, son of

Mochiorbaites, and his mother . . isis . . and Arpaesis, the. son, for

the assessment of the other, and of each man, the 23rd year of

Antoninus Caesar, the lord. I Ammonius have written it."

This does not give either the tax or the date. It of a.d. 163.

Afip.covios icai So)" 01 € npa apy E\((f)

8ta IIa\op.TT€Teve<p(o''' ^orj6ov buypa

Uavanoidis Ajxp.ova' p-rf Qivvqcni v p.€pis

ov Ka^^ay LKF
AvTcuveLvov Kataapos tov Kvpiov

. . . VI ly Appcovtos eypa'>\fa

12070, British Museum.

" Ammonius and Socrates, two collectors of money of Elephan-

tine, by Pachompetenephos, assisting Panapothis, son of Ammonates,

and his mother Thinnesis, on account of the assessment . . 21 . . the

23rd year of Antoninus Csesar, the lord, the 13th Payni. I Ammo-
nius have written it."

The word after assessment ought to be the amount. It is of a.d. 154.
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AfJfKOVins Kai Sw" o

apy EXf<p Ste-yp KaX ....

fir]T Zop.ivo Hero

reiiXT]^ Brjpoduw

8pa^ Tpis o€o\ 6

AvravfLv Tile, British Museum.

" Ammonius and Socrates, the collectors of the silver of Elephan-

tine, Calasiris (son of Petorzmethes), and his mother Zor

Petor of public value ... 4 drachmas, 4 triobols (the

. . . year) of Antoninus (Cresar, the lord)."

It is of uncertain date, the year and month not being mentioned.

.... pois eivC up TTv '2oT]vrjs

.... ia)i'09 M(i)(aipo(popov

ATra](vov€ v'S Ap-paviov

. . <ov TTpotaroiv e^ Trpo° s

. . L AvTcoveivov Kaiaapos tov Kvpiov

, . . , ov Kaianpos tov Kvpiov

(Pafifvad y 12460, British Museum

"... mois, surveyor of taxes of the sacred gate of Syene, by

Serapion Macharophorus, Apachnoub, for the .... of Ammonius

... of the sheep, 6 drachmas, the 6th year of Antoninus C^sar,

the lord, 10, 9 dr."

" .... of Antoninus Coesar, the lord, Phamenoth."

Apparently of Antoninus, but date uncertain. This is a receipt

for customs.

/MUS

. . sp L r '2(ovrjpov TI(pTivaKo{s)

lovXios ^povTcov aeaT}p.€ia)pai 5^9^ ^'•

" the 3rd year of Severus Pertinax, I Julius Fronton

have taken a note." (?) (or been noted).

The greater part of this tile is deficient, and it is uncertain if it is

a receipt for taxes. The final word appears in place of the usual

•^7/'«V'«) 'have written' or 'registered.' A.n. 244-245.

No tile of later date under the rule of the Roman emperors occurs

in the British Museum.
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The following Communication has been received from

Mr. F. Cope Whitehouse, in continuation of his researches

in the Moeris Basin :

—

Although the results of my explorations in the Fayoum and the

desert to the west of the Nile, from the latitude of the Pyramids to

the Herms and Hagar Musqiqeh in the Wadi Reian, published in

the "Proceedings" in June, 1882, were directly opposed to the

statements of fact and conclusions of the entire scientific world,

their accuracy has not been disputed.

Anxious, however, to verify them beyond any possibility of doubt,

and to determine whether the basin of the Wadi Reian might be

used as a waste-weir for the Nile without danger to the Fayoum, and

whether the cultivated area of that flourishing province might be

once more extended to the old limits of the Arsinoite nome, I

returned to the Qasr Qerun with a European engineer, and on the

1 2th of March, 1883, ran a line of levels to the Birket el-Qerun.

The present lake is believed to have risen eight metres in the last

eleven years, and is rapidly destroying a large extent of cultivated

land. It is however still over thirty metres below the Mediterranean,

and 44"94 metres below the base of Qasr Qerun. This temple of

the Roman period is on the same terrace as Nezleh. The desert

sinks slightly to the west, but it rises to the south, as much perhaps

as seven metres, completely separating the two deep basins at nearly

the level of the Nile. I also went again to the ridge which separates

Gharaq from Reian, followed the Bahr Yussuf from Behnesa to the

north, and on the 3rd and 4th of April, accompanied by the Chief

Engineer of the Province and a large party, examined the desert to

the south-west of Qasr Qerun, and the dyke which the engineers

declared to have been used as a canal. The black earth in that part

of the desert, like the deposit over a metre deep in the Wadi Reian

to the south-east, is conclusive proof that the Nile water was con-

veyed there in large quantities, and for a long period of time.

It is unnecessary, when it is proposed to flood the Schotts near

Biskra with salt-water, to dwell on the advantages which would arise

from filling this ' Schott ' with the fertilizing waters of the Nile. It

does not contain a single inhabitant or a feddan of cultivated land.

No one could be harmed by it. The tesdmony of antiquity demon-

strates its feasibility and value. It must be remembered that although

the Meridis Lacus of the Ptolemaic maps is rightly distinguished
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from the relatively shallow ' Paludes,' basins, or marshes of IMareotis

and Sirbonis, it was probably less than half the area of the great sea

which once filled the tlwee basins, the Fayoum, the Gharaq, and the

Reian. These explorations render it certain that if the dyke of

el-Lahun yielded to the heavy pressure of high Nile, and the stream

continued for some years to enter without check, the water would

pass into the deep valley to the south \ but my recent survey also

proves that that basin may be filled to a great depth without endan-

gering the Fayoum. It seems probable, therefore, that down to the

fifth century B.C. the entire area was flooded, except the plateau

occupied by the Labyrinth and the adjacent towns, and that it was

gradually redeemed, and the fertile fields of the later Arsinoi'te nome

substituted for the lake in the northern and eastern parts. When
the water of the Fayoum basin had diminished below the level of

the neck at Qasr Qerun, canals were constructed, and fortifications

were erected to protect the part thus added and the road which

entered the desert at this point. While it would be impossible to

give an exact estimate of cultivable land or the money required to

redeem it until the extent and character of the restoration has been

determined, it is clear that water may be diverted into the desert

thirty miles west of its present limits, and cultivation extended over

hundreds of thousands of feddans still containing roots of vines, and

extensive remains of towns whose former importance is attested by

such names as the Castle of Splendour.

If it be granted that the successive states of Lake Moeris have

thus been approximately determined, the Labyrinth, according to

ancient historians, is next in rank and adjacent in position. The
general attention which has been directed to Egypt by the political

events of the year which has intervened, the concentration of civil

and military engineering ability, the creation of a special department

of canals, and the appointment of an experienced Indian official as

its chief, with the personal assurances I received, will rescue the

Wadi Reian from the oblivion into which it has fallen, insert it in

the blank desert of Jacotin and the vague shadows of Linant, and

restore it to Ptolemaic prominence on the future maps of Middle

Egypt. The appeal which it makes to imperial statesmanship, the

imminent danger of delay and petty cupidity, will not remain

unheeded.

Adjacent to the great ' sea,' and second only to Meri as a marvel

of human workmanshi]), the Labyrinth, although as huge in structure
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as a pyramid^ with countless passages, each as faultless as the single

entrance into ' the Lights,' and equally inexplicable to Greek and

Roman traveller, is unknown.

The latest opinion of the Labyrinth is thus expressed by Pro-

fessor George Perrot and M. Chipiez in their recent work on

Egyptian Art :
—

" We are by no means sure that the ruins in

the Fayoum are those of the Labyrinth. These ruins, which were

first discovered and described by Jomard and Caristie, and after,

wards in greater detail by Lepsius, are composed of wretched blocks

of dry grey mud. The plan and description of the building dis-

covered by Lepsius hardly corresponds with the account of Strabo-

and with what we learn from other antique sources as to the magnifi-

cence of the Labyrinth, and the vast bulk of the materials of which

it was composed." {Hist, of Art i?i Anc. Egypt, p. 25, English ed.)

Fully concurring in this view, at which I had also arrived, it is

nevertheless possible that the Stonehenge of Egypt, which could

never perish, may yet be found.

If M. Mariette knew where it lay beneath the fields of the Fayoum,

would he have lived without entering the ' Serapeum ' of Mfjeris, or

died without bequeathing the secret with his other official papers to

a trusted associate and successor? Although a minute examination of

a very considerable area in 1882, as well as in March and April, 1883,

have not been rewarded with success, the search should be prosecuted

with diligence. The highest archseological prize remains to be won

by critical acumen, profound and varied erudition, unstinted physical

labour, and "the favour of the gods." No one can claim to have

found it until the lintels of Parian marble have been traversed,

corridors lined with bas-reUefs, exquisite as in the tombs of the

kings, have resounded to the clang of the stone doors, and statues

of the earliest period, such as Daedalus made for Menas (Strabo, X,

10, 5), and realistic as the Shekh el-Beled, are added to the over-

flowing treasures of Boulaq. The physical conditions of that part of

Egypt, the strata of horizontal limestone, the vast blocks which line

the causeway near Kom Uashim, and strew the surface of the island

in the lake, or beneath which one creeps at the base of the Haram

es-Schaneh closely conform to the requirements of the ' stone city.'

" Deinde Arsinoe et jam dicta Memphis : inter quam et Arsinoiten

nomon in Libyeo turres qucX pyramides vocantur " (El-Haram el-

kaddab, ' the false pyramid,' Meri-Tum), " Labyrinthus in Moeridis

lacu, NULLO ADDiTO LiGNO aedificatus, et oppidum Crialon." Incon-
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siderate and incomplete excavations may do irreparable damage.

M. Maspero had informed me of his intention to proceed to the

Fa3-oum with an entire staff in October. I therefore refrained from

disturbing the ground and effacing precious marks which might serve

as clues, but I desire not to lose this opportunity of acknowledging

the generous courtesy with which he not only gave me full permission

to make a thorough examination, but wished me a success which in

turn I trust may be the due reward of his own labours.

In inquiring into the site, origin, use, form, history, and traditions

of the Labyrinth, it seemed a plausible conjecture that the Kretan

myth was, in fact, Egyptian. If the suggestion be correct, its inci-

dents and names may be of service in the actual discovery of a

monument which was regarded as, next to Lake Moeris, the most

stupendous work conceived and executed by man. In spite of the

labyrinth sign on the coins of Gnossus (seventh century), the whole

story of the labyrinth in Krete has been generally discredited (Hoeck,

Kreta, I, 56). The Phoenician character of its civilization lends

itself readily to the conversion of an Egyptian fact into a local fable,

especially if associated with architectural features strange and even

repugnant to the straight lines of Doric simplicity. Cadmus, i^llil,

kedem, " the East," whether merchants " in search of Europa," extend-

ing commercial relations towards c_> ~c , Gharb, " the West ;" or

" shepherd kings " expelled by such a revolution as that alleged to

have taken place under the first king of the XVIIIth dynasty; or a

iiobility forced to emigrate, as seems probable, by the changed political

status resulting from the redemption of the Delta, protected from

overflow by Lake Moeris and traversed by the canals " dug by

Sesostris," carried to the Greek island ideas which tradition always

credited with an Egyptian origin. Daedalus was said to have built

his structure after the model of that Egyptian edifice which Pliny

described as " portentosissimum humani impendii opus."

In the Egyptian Labyrinth, as late as the middle of the first

century of our era, stood, according to Polyhistor, a colossal statue

with the head of a bull and the body of a man. " Apion, cognomi-

natus Plistonices, paulo ante scriptum reliquit esse etiain nujic in

labyrintho /Egypti colosseum Scrapin e smaragdo novem cubitorum."

This Serapis, corresponding fairly enough in height to the large

figures in the Museum of Boulaq, and termed ' emerald,' perhaps
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because carved in stone and covered with green glaze, MuncTcivpoi',

wcnre/i Evpnri'ci]'} (pija),

"^VJil/illKTOV eiSo's KUTTOCplcXlOl' /i/>c0os

Txvjiov ^leiLU-^Oxi Kacl l^poTov t<7rX)/ (fjvffci. (Plut., T/u'S., XV).

So the great Serapis in the Fayoum may have become the monster

of the Kretan fable.

The Minotaur can scarcely be considered masculine except in

name. The creature devours, in the Attic tale, youths as well as

maidens. Isis-Hathor, " the statue of the goddess which has the form

of a woman, but with horns like a cow" (Herod., II,4i ; 2,73, R., 1875),

corresponds equally well in form. Following this idea,

Men-Hathor as a derivation for the word MivihTo(.vpo<s

arouses suspicion, and challenges scrutiny only by the

extreme closeness of the resemblance. " The tendency

of the Greeks to claim an indigenous origin for the

deities they borrowed from strangers, and to substitute

physical for abstract beings " (Sir G. Wilkinson), induced

or permitted them to change the sex of Forces and

Objects to suit the apparent gender of the foreign word.

In this way the bearded sphinx became the full-bosomed figure of

Hadrian's villa, and the Andro-lion the woman defeated by Qidipus.

The conversion of the ' cow-headed ' wife of Osiris into a neutral

monster is not a serious difficulty,

Men-Hathor ^^^^ does not occur in any known inscription.

The sien ^^^-^ however, is so very common as a substantive and in

compound terms, that it is not only probable that such an expression

would exist, but it is even difficult to fix upon the precise meaning

Avhich would attach to it. t'^^^ is not an ideograph taken from a

game of draughts, but, like other rectangles, directly connected with

enclosures, structures, pools, and dams. Thus ——
' X D men, is a

liquid measure. " ^^^^ men, fieuw, Arab. .^ feststellen, u.s.w."

(Brugsch, H.D.W., 636, vid. Pierret. Diet., p. 207), is also found in

'S lln ^''^'^" and " ^"^ J n, ta-mcn,'' Sitz, Stelle, lieu ou

on reside, Kopt. JULOItH, mansio, /(of*/. Erscheint am haufigsten

in Zusammensetzungen. Whether 'district,' 'town,' or even 'statue'

(p. 652), it is directly connected with Hathor in the following

passage from the papyrus of Boulaq, which describes Lake Mceris :

" e±i!i e^ ^^ MoNMoN ou MeNMeN cette localite au
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Nord du Canal (ou du lac, c.-a.-d,, du lac de Moeris) .... Ta-She

est son nom. La contree Monmon se nourrit de I'eau du canal de

ce dieu." (Brugsch, D. Geog
, p. 257.) In this nome, where the

Labyrinth was unquestionably situated, Brugsch adds :
" Je ne veux

pas oublier que les textes hie'roglyphiciues connaissent une Hathor

LOCALE NOMMEE "^^^^ ^^^^ D MoNMoNu, la INIemnonienne."

Strabo says:— " e/ c', u-^ (pxcrw, v 'Me.f^nnw v-o rwv Ai'jU-TUt'u

'Ifffic'ii'Ctj'i (? Isis) \e'je~xi, kxi o \xj3vp(i'0o's- Mc/lu'oi/ioi' iw e'lij Kxi too

nVTou tp'-joi', ovTrcp Kxi t« tV 'Al^vcic kxi t« cV Qijfixi-;' kxi "/(i/i e/tc<

Xe'^/erxt tivx Mc/u'oV(«.

The Minotaur therefore may with some probability fall within

the category of names " which came into Greece from Egypt."

(Her., II, § 50.) Dangerous as philological speculations become

when pressed too far, they may be used as clues where they are

worthless as argument. In the search, then, for the actual Labyrinth

which has led me so often to the desert edge of the Fayoum, and

induced me to scan with such anxious eye, foot by foot, the canal

on which Strabo sailed beneath its massive walls, it is legitimate

to hazard conjectures which may furnish points of vantage from

which sound and enduring reasons may present themselves to

others. Adjacent to INIedinet-el-Fayoum, on the north-west, are

immense mounds, the loftiest of which is known as Kom el-Faras.

Faras or Fares, is ' horseman ' in Arabic and in Hebrew, {j^y,

tT'^D (2 Sam., i, 6), and the modern Arabic word for 'mare.' The

eminent Arabic scholar Rogers Bey interprets it (see his brochure)

as a trace of the Persian invasion of the seventh century a.d.

The Egyptians, however, called a horse Hthor {Htar), and the

Labyrinth, into which Aristides "descended" a.d. 180, may have

been lost to view before the Khalifat of Omar. Men-Hathor,

district, shrine, or statue of Hathor, might readily be translated Kom
el-Fares, ' the hill of the mare.' Conceding that this line of inquiry

is legitimate, and seeking to recover from the Kretan myth its

Egyptian allusions, Theseus and his conflict are also intimated in a

vignette and legend of the Boulaq papyrus. ^« 'wva^ g^
" Cette localite, c'est celle qui se nomme QeTQcT [celle de la

defaite], du cote' ouest de la contree de monmon. C'est I'endroit du

combat du dieu Horus avec Set a cause des biens (laisse's) de son

pere d'Osiris. Le dieu solaire Ra a battu ses ennemis a lui le 23"

jour du I*-' mois de I'inondation [jour de I'ouvcrture de I'ccluse du
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canal de la ville Heracleopolis, compar. pi. 2]. La contree appelee

'~~~' '—"^ '^^ appartient done a la province du Fayoum. EUe est

situee au nord du lac Mceris." I'he text continues :
" Cette localite

sablonneuse au nord du canal (ou du lac, c.-a.-d., du lac de Mceris)

c'est rhabitation d'Osiris quand le dieu Set ne lui a pas fait du

mal a He'racldopolis Magna [c.-a-d., quand Sff n'a pas enipeche

I'eau de I'inondation d'y arriver par le canal d'Heracl.]." Brugsch,

Z>/V/. Geog., p. 258.

The tribute of seven sons and seven daughters may refer to

seven months of days and nights during which the water stored in

Lake Mceris, adjoining the council halls of the Egyptian Barons,

was a tribute levied upon Egypt, and an especial grievance to the

inhabitants of the Heracleopolitan nome.

Without extending the parallel, it will be observed that the

various names connected with the present Fayoum and the historical

Labyrinth can be readily identified. The Gebel Sedment or Isment

is the 'Io-^(«j^f?/9 of Strabo (p. 690, 52, Didot); and its variants,

'2fidi>Ci]'s, F., 'lyudl/C/;§ XZ, Mai/Ciys W / aS WCU aS of XVII, I, 'l/LidvC7]9

c' ovofix o rx(pet'i (p. 689, 28), on which the note by the learned

editor, Karl Miiller, reads :
" Mon/fv/s-, Epit., 'I<Ty(taj^&;/? codd. plurimi

habent, p. 690, 52. Quidnam Strabo scripserit, incertum. Epitomes

scripturam utroque loco reponi vult Bunsen."

DiodorUS says: "'A/'/t'—t(0( . . . KccreaTy^axv t-j^ic/jioi> /SxffiXex Mevctju

oi> TH'e? Ma'/J/Joi^ 7rpocroi'o/.iai^ov(Tit', Oino'} ft TroXeuiKijv jiiei' irpu^iv oiic

iivTivouv e7reTe\effa,T0^ 7a(pou ce avrw KxTecTKcvxd'e tov ouo/J-x^o/nevoi'

\xlivinv0oi'" LXI, I ; and Sec. xcvii, 5.

Pliny gives Petesuchus as its founder, the equivalent of Pta-

Sevek, the " mouth of the canal," which led to '' Crocodilopolis,"

where ' Suchus,' that is Sebek or Subek, a crocodile, with the Greek

ending -ov added, was kept in the temple tank. Tithoes may be

Ta-Shet. Lykeas assigned it to Moeris ("^5- '!^^^^ mer. cours d'eau-

(Br.) Lac. Pierret, Did., p. 220 ; cf. M«'/j'/jo)', supra).

Besides these passing allusions, in which lines of investigation are

merely hinted, it may be proper to add that Hebrew tradition dis-

tinctly connects the 'corve'e' of the Beni-Israel employed at Pithom

(Exod. i, 11) with the vast engineering works ascribed to all the

Pharaohs, and especially to Amen-em-ha III. The eminent Arab

Sheikh who replaced Dr. Spitta, in April, 1882, as librarian of the

Khuttubkhaneh, told me that the traditions which ascribe the

Fayoum and its canal to the Patriarch Joseph were of the remotest
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antiquity, and he gave to them entire credence. When " there arose

up the new king over Egypt wliich knew not Joseph," the children

of Israel had multiplied beyond the scanty limits of Goshen, " and the

land was filled with them." The LXX say they were employed on
the public works (tr to;? tp'/oiv) and that WKO^o/irjaav TroXeii 6-^vpa^

Tio <I>a/3o6it, Ti'ji' re llttOtc, kxI 'Pit/(f(Tff;y, kx'i *Qi', ij laiiv 'W\tov7ro\i^."

The Hebrew text has DD^^i^TniSil an5Tlb«i TiV'Sph rt\1'2Ut2

but the addition of " On, which is Heliopolis," makes it probable

that they were employed on the great constructions from Gizeh at

Bab el-On, to the statues of Isis and Osiris, which stood upon the

island in Moeris. The '"urbes tabernaculorum ' of the Vulgate were,

as the Italian puts it, 'maggazini.' The increase of the population

necessitated and permitted fresh basins for the storage of Nile

water, and additional granaries, the 'horrea Josephi' of mediaeval

tradition. The Syriac also has it, " extruebant civitates, horrea

Pharaoni, Pithon et Raamsis."

On such a point the Arabic version is entitled to the greatest

respect. Saadia ben-Joseph was born in the Fayoum. "I'ancienne

Pithom, dans la haute Egypte, Tan 4652 de I'ere juive de la creation

(892 de I'ere chretien) ; il porte de sa ville natale le surnom

' d'Alfayyoumi,' i^^VcS^^, ou en hebreu Happithomi, "i^irT'SrT)" as

Munk states in his "Notice sur Rabbi Saadia, Gaon "
: Paris, 1838.

Saadia writes— ^^^ ^^^ ^^ f'^'^ lS^ ^^J^ l^'jW'*

" aedificavereuntque civitates, Jwrrca Pharaoni, in Phaium et Ain-

Semes."

Pi-Tum and Ra-Meses are words of description rather than names.

Why should not the Israelites have been employed in some portion

of the Moeris basin in averting starvation from a redundant popula-

tion, by extending a lake " whose use was admirable, and the

greatness of the work incredible?" (Diod., I, IV.) Chronology'

plays no part. For " who is he therefore that considers the greatness

of this work, that may not justly ask the question, how many ten

thousand men were employed, and how many years were spent in

finishing it ? Considering the benefit and advantage brought to the

government " (by this great work), " none ever could sufficiently

extol it, according to what the truth of the thing deserved."

(Diodorus, by Booth, ]). 56.)
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